From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rische, Robert M - OCIA [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=FF5BA52E6A704615AE3D4965B5959DC4-RISCHE, ROB]
10/15/2020 2:53:52 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

I don't think she meant to send that email to us, because she's trying to recall it in Outlook now, But that's where their
minds are at.
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische.Robert.M@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
Thanks, I can focus on that.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Risc e.Robe
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag2D01....gov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

1,gov>

FYI — from the Committee staff
From: Ronis, Carolyn i
.)" rnail,house.gov>
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October I-5,
- 20f20-2:-2171 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert,M@dol,gov>; Ikene, Eunice <:
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I think we really need to focus on

(b)6

ail.house,g,ov>

(b)5

From: Rische.RobertEl@dol.gov <Risc e.RobertAll@dol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
[naiLhouse.gov>
To: Ikene, Eunice!
(b)
Cc: Ronis, Carolyri
maiLhousegov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

6

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this EO, The full context
of his remarks can be found at the link below.
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President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://wwwAoLgov/sites/dolg,o0Hes/OPA,/Remarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritz-we-at-Francia:an-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
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From:

Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DE1CA1BB58004746A50104BD40A50623-WILLIAMS, T]
Sent:
10/15/2020 3:13:01 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Seely, Christopher OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]
CC:
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunessei
Subject:
RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Attachments: EO 13950 Report 10.14.2020.xlsx

Craig,
Currently, there are 68 inquiries:
30 — Anonymous complaints
38 Named complaints
4 — Compliance Assistance Requests
3 — Opposition to the EO
We wanted to get this to you timely, so I have not redacted the P11 information and company names.
Tina

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <1
-bv>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCd
LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP

idol.gov>;

(b)6

i

(b)6

dol.gov>

i5odol.gov>-

gaject: FW: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I mportance: High
This is very time sensitive. Please see below. Please send me the most updated spreadsheet of the complaints we
received, I will not share the names of complainants or companies, and I will not provide the list. I do wish to speak
knowledgably about the general subjects of the complaints we've received, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

,
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From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,RobertM@doLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,CraigaD01..,gov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
FYI — from the Committee staff
From: Ronis, Carolyn
(b)6 'rriail,house,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15,
2-:26. PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Risc e.Robert.M@dol.pov>; Ikene, Eunice <'1,
L.
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

tb)
k

(b)5

I think we really need to focus on
From: RischeRobertiVi@doLgov < ische,Robert,MODdol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Ikene, Eunicei
:ernil house aov>
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn (b)
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

6 i

maiLhouse.gov>

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this Ea The full context
of his remarks can be found at the link below.
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
hapsliwww,dagovisitesidol.govifileslOPAiRernz-)rks-by-Secretary- .0
Heritage-at-Frandscan-Unversity-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf

e-Sralia-on-Columbus- ay-and-Our-American-
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E0413950M
pgatIggIN#410
Totals

ate/Time
Opened

30

38

Inquiry
Number

9/28/2020 I NQ-00024833 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

16

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024860 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024865 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024861

Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024863 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14
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9/30/2020 I NQ-00024866 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024868 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024869 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024870 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024881

Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024882 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024883 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024884 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024885 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024886 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14
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9/30/2020 I NQ-00024887 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024920 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024916 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024917 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024918 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14
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9/30/2020 I NQ-00024919 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024921

Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024927 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024922 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

DOL002150

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024923 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024924 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024925 Christopher Seely

14

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024926 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

I NQ-00024928 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

DOL002151

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024929 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024930 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024932 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024933 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024935 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024934 Christopher Seely

14

9/30/2020 I NQ-00024931

Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

DOL002152

10/1/2020 I NQ-00024953 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

13

1 0/1/2020 I NQ-00024954 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

13

1 0/2/2020 I NQ-00024984 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

I NQ-00024985 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

DOL002153

10/2/2020 I NQ-00024986 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

12

1 0/2/2020 I NQ-00024987 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

12

I NQ-00024988 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

12

1 0/2/2020 I NQ-00024989 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

12

1 0/5/2020 I NQ-00024998 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/5/2020 I NQ-00024999 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/5/2020 I NQ-00025001

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

Christopher Seely

DOL002154

10/5/2020 I NQ-00025003 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/5/2020 I NQ-00025002 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/6/2020 I NQ-00025031

Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/6/2020 I NQ-00025032 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025040 Christopher Seely

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025041

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950

Christopher Seely Closed

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025042 Christopher Seely Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025044 Christopher Seely

I nterim Response Sent for E0 13950
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10/7/2020 I NQ-00025048

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025050

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

7

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025051

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

7

1 0/7/2020 I NQ-00025052 Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

7

1 0/8/2020

I NQ-00025071

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

6

1 0/8/2020

I NQ-00025092 Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

6
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10/8/2020

INQ-00025118

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

6

1 0/8/2020

INQ-00025119

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

6

1 0/8/2020

INQ-00025126

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

5

1 0/8/2020

INQ-00025127 Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

5
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10/8/2020

I NQ-00025129

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

5

1 0/9/2020

I NQ-00025123 Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

5

1 0/9/2020

I NQ-00025124 Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

5

1 0/9/2020

I NQ-00025125

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

5

1 0/9/2020

I NQ-00025149

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1

1 0/9/2020

I NQ-00025156

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for E0 13950

1
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10/10/2020 INQ-00025146

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for EO 13950

1

1 0/11/2020 INQ-00025144 Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for EO 13950

1

10/11/2020 INQ-00025145

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for EO 13950

1

10/13/2020 INQ-00025155

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for EO 13950

1

10/13/2020 INQ-00025158

Christopher Seely

Interim Response Sent for EO 13950

1
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lation
I would like to know if "Unconscious Bias" training, including race based IAT testing, offered through CORA (Center for
Organizational Responsibility and Advancement https://coralearning.org/) when mandated for school/ college
employees is in conflict with the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
Thank you for your assistance.

(b)6 1

Hello, I am wondering if the training my company is requiring all employees to take violates the new order President
Trump signed to prohibit divisive training. Is there someone I can talk to? i (b)6 ':Sent from my iPhone

Employer: Anne Arundel County Public Schools, Annapolis Maryland. Concern: Required book studies for all exec staff,
leaders, and school principals on 'White Fragility' and other critical race theory topics.

Good afternoon, It has recently come to my attention that Norristown Area High School in the Norristown Area School
District in West Norriton, Montgomery County PA is forcing their staff to partake in a "cultural proficiency" professional
development program that is using elements of the critical race theory. Many teachers told me that recently they had
w atch a video presentation and answer questions from a speaker named lbram X. Kendi. Mr. Kendi has outlandish
ideas and has recently made some inflammatory remarks regarding white people adopting black babies. The teachers
see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP. Sent with ProtonMail
Secure Email.

DOL002173

I believe my employer, Fifth Third Bank National Association, is a federal contractor and is violating the President's
executive order on critical race theory and race and sex stereotyping. Part of the training is at the link below under
"Inclusion Toolkit" https://www.53.com/content/fifth-third/en/personal-banking/about/diversity-at-fifth-third/diversitystatement.html. The training defines a variety of terms and its important to click on each term because there is a link
to materials banned by the executive order. The other training consists of Linkedln Learning videos. How do I send these
to you? The issue is you have to have a Linkedln Learning account in order to view the videos. Thank you.
1 st photo is the Board of Directors for Denver Public Schools.

To Whom it May Concern, I am a present employee at JP Morgan Chase. Find attached evidence of operations
contrary to the recent Executive Order on divisive ideologies and racial scapegoating that should disqualify my
employer from future federal contracts of which it presently has a huge number. It also includes evidence of events
directly supporting the Black Lives Matter political movement / organization. Divisive ideological teachings include: *
l ntersectionality * White privilege theory * Microaggression. Invited speakers include: * Robin DiAngelo, author of "White
Hello: Please note the attached materials showing critical race theory trainings in King County, WA government. The
first attachment consists of training materials from a mandatory training in 2017 or 2018 in the King County Prosecutor's
Office. This training was held during work time at a government facility. The second is a screenshot of a recent 2020
email from King County Prosecutor's Office HR requiring that only white employees would are required to review critical
race materials and attend a mandatory discussion session about race-related issues. In addition, local government
employees have been repeatedly sent so-called Equity and Social Justice Newsletters, which contained critical race
Google being a government contractor extensively teaches critical race theory on many of its owned platforms. This
needs to be investigated. Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

My employer the Los Angeles Deparftnent of Water and Power (LADWP) has Federal contracts but has rolled out racial
equity program which will be spearheaded by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion--I suspect this is their involvement in
expanding critical race theory to hiring and promotion practices within LADWP. This is brought forth by Mayor
Garcetti's Executive Directive No. 27--Racial Equity in City Government. I suspect the Executive Directive is the City's
active role in promoting critical race theory across City Government. I have attached two documents: One from the
LADWP outlining their plans for their implementation of critical race theory in hiring and promotion practices (GM
I don't believe NASA, a government entity, should be promoting the anti-white dogma found on this website,
especially the recommended
books: https://www.nasa.gov/centers/hq/eodm/documents_resources/resources_for_learning_and_talking_about_racis
m _and_inequality/
Teaching assistants and faculty are required to do sensitivity trainings (which used to be in person), where critical race
theory is at the center. White privilege is taught as the gospel. I don't have much proof at the moment because I
delete em ails, but I've pasted a recent screenshot below...

This may not surprise you but I would like to let you know that Microsoft has internal training based upon critical race
theory that is mandatory for all employees. The training includes: - Unconscious Bias - Covering - Allyship I ntroduction to Privilege Sample text from training: "Privilege is linked to oppression" "For example, societies that prefer
individuals who are thin with light skin will in turn oppress people who do not meet that description""Power lies at the
root of privilege" I know this training is wrong and people should not be forced to learn this divisive and subversive
Dear Deparment of Labor hotline, I would like to report federal contract spending on critical race theory in the state of
Virginia. Fairfax County Virginia recently gave $20,000 for a 60 minute virtual speech from lbram X. Kendi on Critical
Race Theory: https://twitter.com/swipewright/status/1308923102802391040?s=21. To compare,$20,000 is the maximum
that Fairfax County has given any small business for COVID relief due to dwindling outdoor shoppers, etc. So Fairfax
County ostensibly took $20,000 from a struggling small business to give to an hour long speech that nobody asked
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In violation of reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-trump-fighting-harmfulideologies-cause-division-federal-workplaces/. The message was written July 15, 2020. It still remains on the Shipyard's
homepage on the LAN. On 9/29/20,
OFCCPComplaintHotline <OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov> wrote: This email acknowledges receipt of your inquiry
https://www.amazon.com/Witnessing-Whiteness-Need-About-Second/dp/1607092573
" Witnessing Whiteness invites readers to consider what it means to be white, describes and critiques strategies used to
avoid race issues, and identifies the detrimental effect of avoiding race on cross-race collaborations. The author
illustrates how racial discomfort leads white people toward poor relationships with people of color. Questioning the
i mplications our history has for personal lives and social institutions, the book considers political, economic, sociocultural, and legal histories that shaped the meanings associated with whiteness."

Screenshot of email attached
American Express Critical Race Theory Violation: Hi -- I would like to report a possible violation of the new executive
order regarding critical race training. American Express is a federal contractor and recently had a company-wide
seminar on how capitalism is intrinsically racist. On September 24th, the Harvard professor Khalil Muhammad and Vince
Hudson gave a company-wide talk titled "Reflecting on our History and "the American dream.- The talk focused on
how America's entire economy is racist and how all wealth is tied to racism. It was a textbook example of critical race
theory given by a professor who has literally written textbooks on critical race theory.
Several statements throughout the talk seem to be in violation:
1. Muhammad explicitly said that we have a "racist criminal justice system."
To Whom it May Concern,
Be advised, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) has scheduled I bram X. Kendi (a known promoter of Critical
Race Theory) to speak at their 2020 National Conference on 5 October 2020.
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) is listed in the federal database beta.sam.gov, DUNS ID: 055399364 and
CAGE Code 1A9A2. Therefore, it is possible this is in non-compliance of the President's executive order regarding
promotion of CRT within organizations that receive federal dollars.
Find promotional email attached and official link below:
https://aapexperience.org/
Quote from Dr Kendi promoting discrimination:
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I'm nervous about giving my name and potentially facing retaliation, but I work for Liberty Mutual Insurance (which has
federal contracts) and have been subjected to a very hostile work environment. It grew slowly at first, but in 2020 has
become supercharged.
My manager has assigned me the task of leading a training and discussion for my work unit on White Privilege and how
w e're all really racist, even if we aren't racist at all. There is no graceful way to back out of this without killing my
career and training like this has been happening throughout the company.
This week, the company announced a goal to "increase leader accountability" and will be basing performance ratings
and bonuses on hitting numerical targets for women and people of color in certain roles. It has become a very hostile
w orkplace for white males.
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We were told flat out that Boeing doesn't have enough women or people of color and were told to actively seek out
women and people of color to apply for jobs. I don't necessarily mind that overall, but the whole tone seems to be
"them above all else".
We don't have a white employee association, when asked we are told that "you have many other groups to choose
from". There are different, special awards
that 1 dont qualify and no "white engineer of the year" or any specific "white" awards.
I will take a few screen shots to show what they are doing. It could be all within the letter of the law and ethical, but
to me and many other white males it makes us feel like we aren't really given a fair shake.
If this is not something of interest, I apologize for wasting your time. If you would like me to provide more, I will do my
best.
We just want to do our job and put out a quality product (I work in the defense side)
I want to be the first person to complain that the OFCCP has set up this hotline.
l it violates the OFCCP's mission to support Diversity
2.1t violates Freedom of Speech
3.1t puts the OFCCP in the position of policing Diversity training materials, thereby taking staff away from their actual
mission to conduct compliance reviews
4.1t an employee wants to make a complaint right now - clearly the EO did not cover the contract since it just went
into effect on 9/22/20 - so any prior training does not fall under the EQ.
5.1t violates state and local laws
I am advising all of my clients to issue a statement denouncing the Executive Order and supporting their Diversity
Programs.
Best regards,

(b)6
I work at Oregon Health & Science University. My university has fully adopted Critical Race Theory. We have a Diversity
and Inclusion department that has embedded itself in all practices at the University, from hiring, training, what's
appropriate to research, all student's are being indoctrinated and it goes on. Please help me and my fellow coworkers.
Here are links and documents on the page linked below 'teaching' white people how to be a good anti-racist.
https://libguides.ohsu.edu/race-racism-health/cdi-antiracist-resources
On top of this, Portland State University has classes specifically on Critical Race Theory https://www.pcc.edu/equity/tools/critical-race-theory-toolkit/
There's much more.
Thank you for your help!
Wolters Kluwer as a government contractor should not be engaging in Critical Race Theory training. It is clear based
on the attached image that they are still engaging in this "training" indoctrination.
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Everlaw is forcing employees to attend training with below agenda:
What diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging is and why it matters
Bias and how it impacts the workplace
U nderstanding your perspective and privilege
Microaggressions and their impact on social connections
How to be an ally at Everlaw
I nterviewers at Everlaw were forced to attend a session last month which focused on how to interview and hire
"peoples of color".
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Trumps order on CRT - Iowa State University in Ames Iowa - Federal Contracts
Iowa state university in Ames Iowa - federal research university.
A quick web search has shown that this university may be teaching, promoting and indoctrinating staff in CRT. I've
included results of web searches below.
U niversity held training courses on CRT (staff according to local news paper)
https://www.iowastatedaily.com/news/iowa-state-student-government-social-justice-reform-within-the-university-regstewart-sharron-evans-michael-newton-wendy-wintersteen-india-robinson-morgan-fritz-jacob-schrader-forumyoutube/article_627d6c94-b02d-11ea-b369-ef0fd6e11840.html
"In December, we held for all of our supervisors, a training called racial intelligence, and that training was a one of
Open Window School (located in Bellevue, WA) has a large Critical Race Theory component in their humanities
curriculum. I believe they are federal grant recipients and parHcipate in several NASA projects. Their web address is:
https://www.openwindowschool.org/
CONTACT INFORMATION
6128 168th Place SE, Bellevue WA 98006
T: 425-747-2911 F: 425-562-4035 E: ows@ows.org
Office Hours: 8AM-6PM Pacific

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Brown-Forman Corporation is still conducting training on Critical Race Theory. This company sells adult beverages to
the Military (Jack Daniel's).

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Lockheed Martin: Forced diversity raining on white privilege to all employees.
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I'm not sure if this company qualifies but the hospital system I work for is now pushing critical race theory. The company
is Intermountain Healthcare, it is a non-profit hospital. It is the largest hospital system in Utah and surrounding states. It
not only received federal money,federal contracts, it is a registered not for profit hospital. They are not only teaching
CRT, but changing how healthcare is to be delivered to comply with CRT. Our CEO is Marc Harrison, and he is also
pushing CRT. I am worried about this, please investigate. Intermountain Healthcare is going to choose WHO gets
m edical care based on teachings of CRT, and it is terrifying. I'm happy to provide internal emails, bulletins, or policies of
you need them
Thank you
Diversity Training: This training is crucial to our country and our culture. How does cancelling this training help us as a
people?
I t doesn't, it takes our country back decades.
Please take this back.
Hello Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
Per the recent Executive Order related to organized identity-politics/critical race theory behavior within Federal
Contractors, I am writing to reporl the following:
Ongoing discriminatory, divisive influence related to identity-politics/critical race theory at Lockheed Marlin.
Additionally, company propriety propaganda that aims to explicitly influence voting and protesting with resentment
against law enforcement, Caucasians, and President Trump.
Please review the provided attachments:
•DOL Report - examples of identity-politics/critical race theory content from Lockheed Martin following the Executive
Order
•DOD Whistleblower Hotline Report (ID Redact)- an ID-redacted copy of the reporl sent per request to the DOD
Good morning,
I'm writing about the Federal Reserve Bank (the Fed), the central bank of the United States. The Fed may be separate
from the Federal Government but perhaps it can be classified as a contractor for the Federal Government?? In any
case, it's quasi-government and I'm hoping one of these email addresses can take up this matter and/or pass it along
to someone who can help.
A close friend works for the Fed in Boston and I know first hand that they are forcing critical race theory on their
employees, such as "unconscious bias" training and recommended reading lists containing books like White Fragility
Mr. President,
Everyone knows that whatever you call fake is real. Whatever you call a lie is the truth. Whatever you accuse others of
doing is what you've done. And whatever you make fun of others for saying by accident only serves to deflect from
w hat you say on purpose.
U niversity of Florida racial bias training - Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion and bias - Learn &
Grow

Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion and bias...
Could you advise if examples of stereotypes and videos including examples of stereotypes are permitted in diversity
and inclusion training when they are used for awareness purposes of how many people think of others who are
different then themselves? I conduct a lot of unconscious bias training and do discuss stereotypes but then offer
reasons why biases and stereotypes are hurtful to others and how they negatively impact decisions made in the
workplace. I also then discuss things one can do to overcome stereotypical thinking.
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Hello, I am a masters level practitioner at the Guest House of Milwaukee, a federally funded (HUD, VA, etc.) homeless
shelter that Secretary Carson visited in 2018.
At the Guest House of Milwaukee, all employees were a. categorized by race b. segregated into trainings based on
race and c. limited in their ability to attend other sessions due to their race.
All three of these actions seem to violate EEOC laws.
However, I am writing you because the trainings are exactly the "racial sensitivity/critical race theory" that this office
was created to address.
I have two audio recordings of zoom trainings, one with all white staff and one with all staff.
The consultant is Catrice Jackson, her work on CRT is widely available.
I am glad to share the recordings as this is a prime example of these CRT trainings in the workplace and it is really
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Dear OFCCP,
I n recent years, I have watched with great concern as a senior government official has repeatedly engaged in vicious
sexual and racial stereotyping. I am hoping that your agency will investigate this official and thereby restore our
American Pride & Greatness.
Here are a few of the things this official has said publicly:
*African nations are "shithole" countries.
*Latino people who migrate to the US from Mexico are "rapists and murderers."
*Women are happy to be grabbed by their "pussies."
*'"Laziness is a trait in blacks. It really is, I believe that."
*"Really, who knows how much the Japs will pay for Manhattan property these days?"
* Women:"You have to treat 'em like shit."
I am happy to provide more information for your investigation. The government official is named Donald J. Trump, and
he works at the White House.
Thank you for investigating.
Sincerely,

(b)6
I
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My name is
and I work at the Ohio Veterans home in Sandusky, Ohio. State of Ohio employees are
(b)6
forced to toike this Training and it is extremely racist. The training tells white people they are racists. White people have
no right to have values or beliefs. I consider this to be Antifa training. Please watch the training.
Log in to my0hio.gov and click My workspace, launch the OH ID Store, Select learning on Demand. They have the
closed fist in the background for Black Lives Matter. I would like to talk with someone as I have questions about 117
staff and residents diagnosed with COVID 19 at the Ohio Veterans Home. At least 20 residents died as a result of poor
To whom it may concern,
I write this with anonymity as I am in fear of my job as a white Christian conservative. We have recently received an
email in Microsoft Corporation that is forcing us to read books about CRT and anti-American propaganda. This abuse is
a violation of my rights and feels like an abuse of power. I am already forced to take MANDATORY training about
privilege" and "unconscious bias".
Attached are screen shots. Please protect my anonymity.
I do not want money. I just want to do my job without being forced to comply with someone else's beliefs.
Thank you,
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D&I Complaint: Does this Executive Order affect tech companies? Or just agencies within the government?
If it does affect tech companies, Cerner Corporation, who is doing a massive government contract with the DoD and
VA, is forcing us all to take Diversity and Inclusion training. Lots of materials about ONLY White men and why we are the
problem.
Good morning,
I read, with interest, the Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. Recently, I was required to attend a
training on oppressive "white culture" (details attached) that may be in violation of this order.
Hello,
Please provide me with additional information, including examples, of what types of training content might be
considered problematic.
thanks,

Linfield University-critical race theory training
The ABC's of Equity - What is Systemic Racism & How Can We Better Understand Our Patients' Stories?: Oct. 5, 4-5:30
p.m. Zoom. Email for link. Join Professor Teela Foxworth for a virtual training on systemic racism.
Hi my employer is a federal contractor and this was one among a list of emails sent to all employees. Please take
action

o Whom It May Concern:
I am employed as a special investigator by CACI International, which has contracts with the Department of Defense
and other agencies to conduct national security and public trust investigations.
I recently took mandatory annual training, to include Insider Threat and Hostile Work Environment. I've taken this
training before and I have found parts of the training to be offensive. I am now making a complaint under the
President's recent Executive Order banning federal contractors from using training material which promotes racial and
gender stereotypes.
This is a major violation of trumps executive order banning critical race theory: California Requires Racial 'Equity to End
Lockdown.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?ur1=https%3A%2F%2Fpjmedia.com%2Fnews-and-politics%2Ftyler-oneil%2F2020%2F10%2F02%2Fcritical-race-theory-as-pandemic-response-california-requires-equity-to-ease-lockdownsn998386&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C9ae7f2b00eac422fa40908d868134276%7C75
a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637373779238735626&amp;sdata=PoHJ3kwa6JFNmG083v11gby9Ks60
rCFcfULSXeKfKAM%3D&amp;reserved=0
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Raytheon Technologies Content Violates Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping (Part 1)
I am reporting that federal contractor Raytheon Technologies is promoting workplace training to its employees that is
in violation of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
The company's training fails to comply with the following order guidance:
1. The contractor shall not use any workplace training that inculcates in its employees any form of race or sex
stereotyping or any form of race or sex scapegoating, including the concepts that (a) one race or sex is inherently
CRT Training at Norman Rockwell Museum.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Does executive 11246 apply to public schools in Washington state?

Sent from my iPhone
Good Morning,
I am writing to you today to express concern and rage over BART spending $400,000 for consultants to lecture
employees of concepts that are found in "critical race theory." The article by the SF Chronicle, entitled "Oscar Grant's
m other... help BART prevent shootings like the one that killed her son," details how the agency is spending money on
aspects like "implicit bias."[1] It is one thing to sit in a circle and sing kumbaya but it's a different one when I have to
spend 9-12 dollars a day as a rider to fund such inflammatory bile. These diversity training sessions in public agencies
EO 11246 Potential violation: Because OED is largely federally funded I'm not sure if this is specifically a violation of the
Executive Order or not. However it might well be due to contracts between the State of Oregon and the Federal
Government.

,
From:1
(b)6
Sent: luesaaTucToper-6-,-2uzu-.3-25Subject: Announcement: Registration Now Open for Statewide DEI Conference
Greetings Employment Department colleagues,
Registration is now OPEN for this year's Statewide Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Conference. This annual conference
offers state employees a selection of engaging educational sessions, and I am proud that the Employment
Any way I can get more information

Hello,
I'd like to stay anonymous to avoid any issues with my employer. However, the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, in
Pasadena CA, has race and sex stereotyping trainings given to employees. The NASA JPL director said these trainings
will be mandatory for managers at JPL. They may also become mandatory for regular employees in the future or they
m ay provide a list of many trainings where you have to pick at least one to take. All these trainings say that all white
men are racist by nature, and they have unconscious biases towards other races, sexes, etc. These trainings also restrict
Sacramento State Anti Racism Convocation. Hello, I'm a nursing student who is 9 months away from earning my
bachelors degree. Two weeks ago our professor assigned us to attend this "anti-racist" convocation and while
completing it I have never felt more racist. I found myself using newly learned words like white-passing (even if you're
not of European descent, if your skin is too light you're privileged). I wonder how they determine if one is white-passing,
do they have color swatches to compare to? I'm complaining because this anti racist movement is not about equity,
it's about demonizing white people. I believe Sacramento state is funded in part by federal grants, does President
Trump's executive order about race training and scapegoating apply in this scenario? lbram X Kendi was a keynote
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Good morning,
Raytheon Technologies (RTX) Diversity & Inclusion violates executive order: I'd like to report my company, Raytheon
Technologies (https://www.rtx.com/en). The division I work for is Collins Aerospace.
I've included two offending references.
1.The first is an email which details racist exclusionary policies against whites: "Each of us is also excited to embark on
a reverse mentoring journey, focused on learning from - and building meaningful relationships with - colleagues of
color." The email also details policies to exclude whites from high level positions.
Violation of Critical Race Theory Executive Order. I'd like to anonymously report the company I work for, AbbVie, for
violating the President's executive order regarding federal contractors and critical race theory. There are currently
m andatory trainings underway with more to come. A list of specific trainings and more plans to come have been sent
out broadly by Rae Livingston, Chief Equity Officer as recently as today (10/7/20) along with various other trainings and
Hello, I work for AbbVie and we were recently advised of MANDATORY culture sensitivity training (2 part series). The very
first session the woman led off with "meritocracy is a myth."
I find it very trouble that this is mandatory and honestly illegal given the presidents recent EO. I wanted to reach out so
this is on your radar. Thanks, take care, and stay safe.
Galvanize is a skills training company that started as one of the first data science boot camps. I got an email from
them recently asking if data was racist, positioning that inherent bias causes data bias. The click-through in the email
takes you to the presentation landing page with the video and slides.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.galvanize.com%2Fin-case-you-missed-ourhow-data-can-be-racistevent%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C2672553e4a0b4eb5a6a508d86b0520c4%7C
75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637377017512034486&amp;sdata=0hH2pyjoz1J0tHKnC8dHB4FSMsj
vCV9sjPktZ2pLTBk%3D&amp;re5erved=0

Hello, Just wanted to share the U of Iowa info on the Executive order, see link below.
Thank you!

.i
ii (b)6
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https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnow.uiowa.edu%2F2020%2F10%2Fmessageregarding-executive-order13950%3Futm_source%3DIANowFaculty%26utm_medium%3Dexec_order_message%26utm_campaign%3DIANowFaculty10-81_
Old Dominion University is promoting among its employees the attached document that it created, which I believe
engages in race and sex stereotyping; be sure to note the materials it links to.
The attached document was downloaded from this ODU site:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aHuWmCo4uM_08MJ9R_cOalml2u11JjnH/edit
The site contains further documents and links that are relevant to your inquiry.
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Hi, is this complaint hotline anonymous?
I read about your looking into Microsoft - BRAVO!
However, this same thing is happening at other Tech companies around the country.
I was told by a Vice President recently, our team needs to get younger, and the team needs to be less 'white'. I have
been told I am too old by my manager.
We have been told over and over that our company needs to be at 30% black and latino by 2030 and 50% female.
This has financial benefits to the company - disguising getting rid of older employees for out of college 'diverse'
employees.
The HR dept keeps asking us what we identify as-- why does that matter!? I do not identify as male or female or
w hite/black/green during work hours. I identify as an employee and I do my job darn well.
v-sre,nr.

On September 30, 2020, Wells Fargo's head of Human Resources David Galloreese sent a message to all managers, in
direct defiance to the Executive Order (referenced above in my subject line). Wells Fargo required us to complete a
Diversity and Inclusion 2 (class, called)"Understanding Unconscious Bias: Invisible Influencers." It was added to the
transcript of required learning, that we all had to complete by Oct 16, 2020. The class essentially said, all people have
bias. I disagree and feel this course is trying to brain wash me into a liberal ideology. Wells Fargo has 265,000
employees, it is my understanding that Galloreese/Wells Fargo sent to all managers, company wide.

,.ii

(b)6

i

li' n the investment banking group called High Grade Debt Capital
i
Markets, Wells Fargo Securities, 550 South Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28202. Call me if you have any questions at i (b)6 l'

(b)6
Can you tell me if this is in violation of Executive Order 13950? Thank you
Our agency is pushing this 21-day racial equity training, here is the link,
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/labor_law/membership/equal_opportunity/
Subject: More Microsoft D&I Propaganda and Abuse of Power
Please protect my identity. I write to you again with another email coming down from senior leadership team. Very
crafty wording here but basically saying this individual will (and is) abusing his power through actions and mandatory
requirements for employees. D&I priority is already mandatory and includes training on unconscious bias and white
privilege. The book club mentioned in email is mandatory and only contains books on CRT. I reported this email too. I
do not want money or any attention. I just want to do my job without being harassed. Please help.
I apologize for the poor quality, as I am too frightened to forward the email directly.

Sincerely,
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To whom it may concern,
The attached email has been sent to students at the University of Maryland, College Park, to students of but not limited
to the CMNS department. This newsletter mentions an opening for " qualified individuals and/or teams to create a
public-facing dashboard to share our school's progress towards anti-racism and inclusiveness in our teaching, research,
service, and
operations." The content, and it's implication that "progress towards anti-racism and inclusiveness" is ongoing, poses a
potential violation of the recent Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. The term "anti-racism" has
been almost exclusively used by people promoting the ideology that the EO wishes to address, commonly known as
FCPS.EDU: Superintendent Brabran's Diversity Training Is Non-Compliant With POTUS Executive Order 13950
Dear Superintendent Brabrand and FCPS School Board,
The U.S. Federal Government officially defines the term 'Federal Government Contractor' as any individuals, employers,
or organizers who enter into a contract with the United States (any department or agency) to perform a specific job,
supply labor and materials, or for the sale of products and services (sic with or without federal funding).
FCPS (and your Asst Superintendent Ms. Leigh Burden) receives various types of US Federal money such as CARES Act &
Federal Stimulus money to perform services on behalf of the US Government such as addressing one-time COVID-19
I work for a credit bureau, Transunion which has developed courses and training that go against the recent executive
order issued on September 22, 2020. Transunion is considered a government contractor with the federal government so
is subject to this executive order. Managers have already had the training, general employees have been told they are
required to take the training starting this month.
I have been in Management at MSFT for 8+ years and know that we absolutely slot minorities (Black, Female, Hispanic)
for roles. One example I can provide is that while I am parI <minority>, I had to change my HR status to indicate this in
order to be eligible to get into Management 8+ years ago.
I am active in hiring and believe that creating a diverse pool of candidates and then hiring the best person from that
pool is the right course of action, however there are jobs that are slotted for minorities. Of course, these are things that
are discussed, but not documented.
I would need Whistleblower protection & I'd need to retain an employment lawyer of my own to continue with more
m ore
attached is email response from Asao Inoue - clearly states anti-white bias

see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP.
Hello,
I hope this is correct DOL email address for expressing my concerns. I'm a current employee at Nike, Inc. and I want to
formally notify the DOL about the current racial discrimination happening within the company. Nike has currently
adopted a program which includes a Diversity and Inclusion task force with the sole purpose of hiring minority groups in
the company (more specifically targeted at African Americans). They have explicitly stated they will hire employees
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Hello,
Please investigate PwC US diversity and inclusion training programs. There are conference calls on white privilege and
company matching funds for doing nations to BLM and other social justice organizations. Employees are give 40 hours
per year to volunteer with social justice organizations.
The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
See LinkedIn for some published information by PwC in their diversity initiatives.
Dear Sir/Madam:
I would like to know if Buncombe County DHHS Asheville, NC is in compliance with recent Executive Order on
combating Race and Sex stereotyping due to the upcoming (and recent) training through Racial Equity Institute
scheduled on October 16 specifically for Buncombe County staff. I am concern with the following agenda , i.e. Racial
Equity Institute presenters "will use stories and data to present a perspective e that racism is fundamentally structural in
nature."
Thank you for the consideration,

(b)6
I am an employee wiThin the Resources For Human Development organization (specifically the Family Practice and Counseling Network),
a federally qualified health center (FQHC) based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Thus, I need to report long-standing violations of this
organization based on Executive order 13950.
For the past several years, we have had many trainings and meetings based on Critical Race Theory. We are shown videos of "white
privilege" and "white supremacy". As employees, we are asked to support the Black Lives Matter organization and attend BLM
I

fre,,,t 1,1

1+1%

Dear fellow patriot,
Michigan State University continues to hold many training presentations, weekly "listening sessions" (yes every week), and a week long
annual conference (9/28-10/2/20) focused on working DEI into everything from financial counseling, to 4H, to invasive species, they also
are pushing affinity groups which are segregated by race.
I love my school, MSU, and I am a high performer, but I still fear retaliation from MSU's current leadership; so please do keep my
information confidential; thank you for providing a hotline option.
One specific example of MSU flouting the order was a zoom presentation that occurred after the executive order was issued.(Our office
k hcri,iI ,fi nrigmri with I icna r1 rriI crnith-1 alva,r rinllnrcl
Your Complaint:
Please describe below what you think the employer did or didn't do that you believe caused discrimination or retaliation, including:
1.
What actions the employer took against you.
2.
Why you believe those actions were based on your: race; color; religion; sex; sexual orientation; gender identity; national origin;
disability; veteran status; and/or inquiries about, discussions, or disclosures of your pay or the pay of others; and/or in retaliation for filing a
complaint, participating in discrimination proceedings, opposing unlawful discrimination, or exercising any other rights protected by
OFCCP.
3.
When the employer actions happened, where they happened, and who was involved.
4.
What harm, if any, you or others suffered because of the alleged discrimination or retaliation.
5.
What explanation, if any, your employer or people representing your employer offered for their actions.
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From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DE1CA1BB58004746A50104BD40A50623-WILLIAMS, T]
10/15/2020 3:04:18 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Seely, Christopher OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunessei
RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

We're working on the list now.
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
idoLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
-(b)6
CC: Davidson Patricia J - OFCCP <
jj
'adol.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP

(b)6

(b)6

OdoLgov>

dol.gov>

Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I mportance: High
This is very time sensitive. Please see below. Please send me the most updated spreadsheet of the complaints we
received. I will not share the names of complainants or companies, and I will not provide the list. I do wish to speak
knowledgably about the general subjects of the complaints we've received. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

3UREAti
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From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische.Robert.ivi @dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Crag(6)DOLgov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
FYI

from the Committee staff

(b)6
'Ornail,house,gov>
From: Ronis, Carolyn
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:41 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert.M@dol.gov>; Ikene, Eunice
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I think we really need to focus on

L.

jmail.house,gov>

(b)5

DOL002186

From: RischeRobertNi@dol,gov <Rische,Robert,MODdol,F,ov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Ikene, Eunice .1,
Mail,housegov>
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn L
ii)rnad.house,gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

(b)6

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this EO. The full context
of his remarks can he found at the link below,
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
haps://www,doLgovisitesidolgovifiles/OPAiRemarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Comumbus-Day-and-Our-ArriericanHeritage-at-Frandscan-Unversity-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 4:11:46 PM
Rische, Robert M - OCIA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ff5ba52e6a704615ae3d4965b5959dc4-Rische, Rob]
RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

Thanks for setting up the call and for your help, thought it went well. Happy to do more of them. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische.Robert.M@doLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:08 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Great job. That last question was ridiculous, but you handled it well.
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <teen.Craig@DOL.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert.M@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Thanks, I can focus on that.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Owpow,ywo wok,

From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Rohert.ivi @dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag@DOL.gov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
FYI — from the Committee staff

DOL002188

Orlail,house,gov>
From: Ronis, Carolyn
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:41 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische.Robert.M@dol.gov>; Ikene, Eunice 4
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I think we really need to focus oni

(b)6

Pmail.house.gov>
f

(b)5

From: Rische,Robert,MPdoLgov <Rische.Robert.M@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
ib) II
. mail,house_gov>
To: Ikene, Eunice
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn l
.'@mail.house.gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCrgiiefinird-f3950

k

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this EQ. The full context
of his remarks can be found at the link below.
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://www,dol.govisitesidolgovifiles/OPA/Rerriarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Colurnbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-Franciscari-University-of-Steuhenville-20201012.pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 3:16:43 PM
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Seely, Christopher OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunessei
RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

Extremely helpful. Thanks so much.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <l
(b)6
Odol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
(b)6
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
'pdol.gov>;
LaJeunesse,
Robert
OFCCP
(b)6
L.

(b)6

-Oclol.gov>

odol.gov>

Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Craig,
Currently, there are 68 inquiries:
30 — Anonymous complaints
38 Named complaints
4 — Compliance Assistance Requests
3 — Opposition to the EO
We wanted to get this to you tmely, so I have not redacted the Pll information and company names.
Tina

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Le.en.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
tb)
6
i@dol,g,ov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP j,
,
%
L._
:ft, ol,gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
- OFCCP i.
Cc;_.Da.v.id.spn—PWici,a
(b)6
i
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(b)6

(b)6

'PdolTpv>
.

pdol.gov>

DOL002190

Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
I mportance: High
This is very time sensitive. Please see below. Please send me the most updated spreadsheet of the complaints we
received, will not share the names of complainants or companies, and I will not provide the list, do wish to speak
knowledgably about the general subjects of the complaints we've received, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische.Robert.IVIP
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig,@DOLgov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

I.gov>

FYI -from the Committee staff
From: Ronis, Carolyn
(b)6 Pi-naii.house,gov>
Sent: Thursday, Octole-r-i-5,-2:0-27-E41 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert.M@dol.gov>; Ikene, Eunice
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
I think we really need to focus on

(b)6 l@rnaiLhousegov>
(b)5

From: Rische.Robert.rvi@dol,g,ov <Rische,Robert.M@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Ikene, Eunice
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn L
17.)rnaH.house‘gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

inad,house.gov>
b 6 '

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this EO. The full context
of his remarks can be found at the link below,
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.

DOL002191

I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://www,dagovlsites/dolgowefiles/OPA/Rernarks-hy-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Colurnbus-Day-and-Our-ArnericanHeritage-at-franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf

DOL002192

From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 6:27:08 PM
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunessei
RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

Thanks Chris. I appreciate you getting me this so promptly today. It was very helpful.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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_pdol.gov>
From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP .__
1
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:52 PM
Odol.gov>
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP i
(b)6
-,
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP!1
Pdol.gov>;
LaJeunesse,
Robert
OFCCP
(b)6
odol.gov>
(b)6
L ubject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

It's 76 inquiries (as of yesterday morning).
I probably forgot to categorize one of the inquiries in the system, which would explain why one of them wasn't counted
at the top.

Chris Seely

L_

(b)6

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,0- aig(a)DOI g(),,,,>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
(b)6
..pdoLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP iiL
Cc: Davidson Patricia J - OFCCP
(
!,:dol,gov>;
,
LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
(b)
6
,.
pdol,gov>
(b)6
Siiiired:-RECIFCCI513riefing EO 13950

doLgov>
0
i

Thanks so much. I'd like the total inquiry number as well. As I calculate it from the Excel spreadsheet, it looks like 76.
Craig E. Leen

DOL002193

OFCC:P Director
:
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From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(D)
Sent: Thursday, October 15,
PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.CraigODOLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP <I
(b)6
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
)dol,gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
(b)6
L.
:@dol.gov>
(b)6
SiliblettTREOFC-CP-Briefing E0 13950

20k3:13

b

pdoLgov>

pdol.gov>

Craig,
Currently, there are 68 inquiries:
30- Anonymous complaints
38 Named complaints
4- Compliance Assistance Requests
3- Opposition to the EO
We wanted to get this to you timely, so I have not redacted the Pll information and company names.
Tina

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen. :raig@DOL.gov>
.i
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 4,>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
_Cc: Davidson Patricia J - OFC
.@dol,gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
i
ii
Odol,gov
(b)6
LSubject: FW: OFCCP. Briefing E0 13950
I mportance: High

(13) 6
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(b)6

i
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This is very time sensitive. Please see below. Please send me the most updated spreadsheet of the complaints we
received. I will not share the names of complainants or companies, and I will not provide the list. I do wish to speak
knowledgably about the general subjects of the complaints we've received, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert,rvi Pdol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Crag(6)DOLgov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
FYI

from the Committee staff

From: Ronis, Carolyn
(b)6 P ma ouse,govy
Sent: Thursday, OctoblerT5,-2u20-z:41 PM
i,..
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA
(b)6 Ig dol,gov>; Ikene, Eunice ii.
.
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I think we really need to focus on I

(b)6

Prriail,house,gov>

(b)5

From: Rische,Robert,MPdol,gov <Rische,Robert,M@dol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Ikene, Eunice
Cc: Ronis, Carolynl
rna house.gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

(b)6

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this EO. The full context
of his remarks can be found at the link below,
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have —regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://www,dol,govlsites/dolgowefiles/OPA/Rerriarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Colurnbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-Franciscari-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 9:06:28 AM
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunessei
Re: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

Please let me know if Policy anticipates having the weekly report today (with complainant and company names
removed, and with industry included). If Monday COB works better, please let me know. Thanks.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 6:27 PM, Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@dol.gov> wrote:

Thanks Chris, I appreciate you getting me this so promptly today. It was very helpful.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

<image001.plag>
From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
d o I.gov>
!@
(b)6
i,
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:52 PM
.
.
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
@dol.gov>
J - OFCCP 1,
(b
)
6
'pdol.gov>;
LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
VidS00.._Paricia
,
Cc_D.
,,
,
@dol.gov>
(b)6
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
It's 76 inquiries (as of yesterday morning).
I probably forgot to categorize one of the inquiries in the system, which would explain why one of them
wasn't counted at the top.

Chris Seely_

..
.

(b)6

.
_,.

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(a)DOL.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP ,
(b)6 .kiol,gov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
Lodol.gov
(b)6
._._._.,
i
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP li
:i dol‘gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
(b)6
;
Pdol.gov>
(b)
6
1
`§t:iiijeCCAE-6E15.'Briefing EO 13950
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Thanks so much. I'd like the total inquiry number as well, As I calculate it from the Excel spreadsheet, it
looks like 76,
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image001.pnig>
From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP I
(b)6
'Pdol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP

(b)6

pdoLgov>

Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
(b)6
1dol,gov> :—
L._
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

I.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP

Craig,
Currently, there are 68 inquiries:
30 Anonymous complaints
38 — Named complaints
4 Compliance Assistance Requests
3 — Opposition to the EO
We wanted to get this to you timely, so I have not redacted the Pll information and company names,
Tina

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
(b)6
Hol,gov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
.
.i To: Williams,. Tina T - OFCCP L._
ii
lTdoLgov>
(b)6
tt: fiavidson;Patfiaa J - OFCCP
Odol.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
(b)6

-..

pdol.gov>
j.
(b)6
Subject: ANI: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
I mportance: High
This is very time sensitive. Please see below, Please send me the most updated spreadsheet of the
complaints we received. I will not share the names of complainants or companies, and I will not provide
the list. I do wish to speak knowledgably about the general subjects of the complaints we've received.
Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image001.prig>
From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische‘Robert.IVI((
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen‘Craig,@DOL.gov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

1.gov>
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FYI from the Committee staff
From: Ronis, Carolyn i
(b)6 thrnail.house,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October-15-,.-zuzuz:zi1 PM
To: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert,MODdol,gov>; Ikene, Eunice
i
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
I think we really need to focus on

(b)5

(b)6

InaiLhouse,gov>

(b)5

From: Rische,RobertNi(a)dol,gov <Rische,Robert.M@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
riail,house.gov>
To: Ikene, Eunice
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn
Subject: RE: OFCCfrE1-ierifig-Ecr13950

(b)6 limail.house.gov>

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this EQ.
The full context of his remarks can be found at the link below.
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in
training programs at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training
programs that attribute particular traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well
as training programs that assign blame or bias to someone just because, again, of that person's race or
sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions to a worker just because of his race
or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of federal employees, for
example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
will implement the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or
scapegoating. We've already set up a hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and
we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to learn more about the types of training and
workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace
training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor
Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the
diversity training offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today,
emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds.
American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who in
the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against
others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does
not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or
sex —about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not
intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers
that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being
heard.
https://www.dol‘govisitesidolgovifilesitPA/Remarks-bv-Secretary-Eugene-Scana-on-Columbus-Dayz-md-Our-Arnerican-Heritage-z-A-Francisran-University-of-Steubenville-20201.01.2,pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:

Leen.Craig@dol.gov [Leen.Craig@dol.gov]
10/16/2020 10:03:48 AM
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1calbb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunesse,]
Re: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

Please aim for that then. Thanks!
Sent from my iPhone

(b)6

On Oct 16, 2020, at 10:01 AM, Seely, Christopher - OFCCP

pdol.gov> wrote:

L.
Monday COB works better.
Thanks,

ii

Chris Seely
(b)6
._.ii
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 6:06 AM
To: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP 4_
Odol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
1
(6)6 ----bdol.gov>
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP i
(b)6
_Odol.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP
Odol.gov>
(b)6
Subject: Re: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
Please let me know if Policy anticipates having the weekly report today (with complainant and company
names removed, and with industry included). If Monday COB works better, please let me know. Thanks.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 6:27 PM, Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een.Craig@dol,gov> wrote:

Thanks Chris. I appreciate you getting me this so promptly today. it: was very helpful.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

<image00I.png>
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From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
(ID) 6
idol aov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:52 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <LeenCr g@DOLov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
@dol,gov>
Davidson,
Patricia
J - OFCCP 1
1.aov>; LaJeunesse, Robert Cc:
(b)6
IlTdol.gov>
OFCCP
(b)6
Subject:"RE:UR1Y-Bilefing E0 13950
It's 76 inquiries (as of yesterday morning).
I probably forgot to categorize one of the inquiries in the system, which would explain
why one of them wasn't: counted at the top.

Chris Seely
(b)6
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(a)DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 4!50doLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
(b)6
ii
Pdolgov>
(b)
6
i._
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP <I.
:.3dol,gov>;
-,
LaJeunesse, Robert (b)6
i
(b)6
OFCCP ..i
._.:Pdol.gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
Thanks so much. I'd like the total inquiry number as well, As I calculate it from the Excel
spreadsheet, it looks like 76,
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image00 ,png>

,Th
From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 1
(b)6 .doLov>
,!,,
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CragPDOLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP

r•-•-•-•-•-•-•-(•-6)-6.--------pdol.gov>

Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
f
47)dol.gov>
OFCCP I
F,
(b)6
i
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950

adol gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert -

Craig,
Currently, there are 68 inquiries:
30 — Anonymous complaints
38 Named complaints
4 — Compliance Assistance Requests
3 — Opposition to the E0
We wanted to get this to you timely, so I have not redacted the Pll information and
company names.
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Tina

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 4
(b)6
HoLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP

pdol.gov>

(b)6

eC:
j Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
EPdol,gov>
OFCCP
(b)6
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
I mportance: High

-ipdol.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert -

This is very time sensitive. Please see below. Please send me the most updated
spreadsheet of the complaints we received. I will not share the names of complainants
or companies, and I will not provide the list:. I do wish to speak knowledgably about the
general subjects of the complaints we've received, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image001 Trig>
From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert.M@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
FYI

from the Committee staff

From: Ronis, Carolyn i_._._._._.(b)._6._._._._. 1:4)rnail.house,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:41 PM
To:_Rische,._11.obert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert,MODdol,gov>; Ikene, Eunice

(b)6

'Prnad,house,gov>

Si.ibjia1RE:-.0.FCCP Briefing E0 13950
I think we really need to focus on L._

(b)5

(b)5
From: sche.Robert,MpdoLgov <Rische.Robert.M@dol.flOV>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Ikene, Eunice
41"11"se
'g°v>
V5rnail.home.gov>
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

(b)6

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks
regarding this Ea The full context of his remarks can be found at the link below,
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and
scapegoating in training programs at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By
this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular traits or status to
someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign
blame or bias to someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order
makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions to a worker just because of his race
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or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of federal
employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of
personnel management without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs will implement the requirement that federal contractors not
engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a hotline to
receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public
request for information to learn more about the types of training and workshops
provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit
workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is
important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it.
Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American
employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers
should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate
against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that
people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and
which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order
does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy
of being heard.
https://www,dagovisitesidolgovifiles/OPA/Rernarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scana-onColumbus-Day-and-Our-Amerkan-Fieritag,e-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville20201.012,pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 10:03:52 AM
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c9f3ffa568704a2db7b79e20a25c080e-LaJeunesse,]
Re: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

Please aim for that then. Thanks!
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 16, 2020, at 10:01 AM, Seely, Christopher - OFCCP

(b)6

pdol.gov> wrote:

Monday COB works better.
Thanks,
Chris Seely

(b)6
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 6:06 AM
To: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP I
Odol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6

(b)6

pdol.gov>

Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP ;

(b)6

pdol.gov>

(b)6

6dol.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert - OFCCP

Subject: Re: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Please let me know if Policy anticipates having the weekly report today (with complainant and company
names removed, and with industry included). If Monday COB works better, please let me know. Thanks.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 6:27 PM, Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.CraigPdol.gov> wrote:

Thanks Chris. I appreciate you getting me this so promptly today. It was very helpful.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image00I.png->
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From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
(b)
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5: 2.f,"-K/1 .-.
• To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craiga D01..,gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
-Pdagov>
(b)6
r
.Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP i _
I.aov>; LaJeunesse, Robert (b)6
EjdoLgov>
OFCCP:
(b)6
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
It's 76 inquiries (as of yesterday morning),
I probably forgot to categorize one of the inquiries in the system, which would explain
why one of them wasn't: counted at the top.

Chris Seely

(b)6
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(a)DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:40 PM
Pdol,gov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
To: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 4
(b)6
i@dol.gov>
(b)6
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP 11_
(b)6
LaJeunesse, Robert (b)6
dol.gov>
OFCCP
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Thanks so much. I'd like the total inquiry number as well, As I calculate it from the Excel
spreadsheet, it looks like 76,
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image00 ,png>
From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 1
doLov>
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(DOLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
_I)dol.gov>
6
1@dol,gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
Pdol,gov>
OFCCP
(b)6
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950
Craig„
Currently, there are 68 inquiries:
30 — Anonymous complaints
38 Named complaints
4 — Compliance Assistance Requests
3 — Opposition to the EO
We wanted to get this to you timely, so I have not redacted the Pll information and
company names,
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Tina

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Williamsjina T - OFCCP 1
(b)6
:@dol,gov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
2do.i.gov>
(b)6
._._._.
Cc: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6 i@dol.gov>; LaJeunesse, Robert OFCCP
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
I mportance: High
This is very time sensitive. Please see below. Please send me the most updated
spreadsheet of the complaints we received. I will not share the names of complainants
or companies, and I will not provide the list:. I do wish to speak knowledgably about the
general subjects of the complaints we've received, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image001.png>
From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische,RobertAl@dolgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: FW: OFCCP Briefing E0 13950
FYI

from the Committee staff

From: Ronis, Carolyn
(b)6 1@maithouse,gov>
Sent: Thursday, Octoli5e-r-I5T20213.2t41 PM
To:_Rische,._Robert M - OCIA <Rische,Robert,MODdol,gov>; Ikene, Eunice

(b)6

Ornad,house,gov>

Subjett-RE:tFCCP Briefing E0 13950

(b)5

I think we really need to focus on 1L

i
i_i

,

:i

:i

(b)5

From: sche_Robert,MPdoLgov <Rische,Robert,M@doLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Ikene, Eunice i
na how-e ov>
Cc: Ronis, Carolyn L.
Lurnail,house,gov>
Subject: RE: OFCCP Briefing EO 13950

(b)6

•vg

As background for this afternoon's briefing, here are Secretary Scalia's recent remarks
regarding this Ea The full context of his remarks can be found at the link below,
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and
scapegoating in training programs at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By
this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular traits or status to
someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign
blame or bias to someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order
makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions to a worker just because of his race
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or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of federal
employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of
personnel management without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs will implement the requirement that federal contractors not
engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a hotline to
receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public
request for information to learn more about the types of training and workshops
provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit
workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is
important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it.
Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American
employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers
should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate
against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that
people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and
which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order
does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy
of being heard.
https://www,dagovisitesidolgovifiles/OPA/Rernarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scana-onColumbus-Day-and-Our-Amerkan-Fieritag,e-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville20201.012,pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 7:34:34 PM
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]
FW: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

J ust an FYI. Have a nice evening.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

.

•

.

Our Porpouu,Your Work,

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Megan Petersen <mpetersen@itic.org>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <Geanlissette@doLgov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP <Davidson.Patricia@doLgov>;
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <Williams.Tina.T@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@doLgov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Megan,
Thank you for hosting a very constructive and interactive forum today. I'm very pleased it received such positive
feedback, and I'm happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.
I wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed EO 13950. The remarks are well worth reading
and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of EO 13950. OFCCP is acting in
accordance with these remarks. I was hoping that: you could provide them to all the participants/companies in the forum
today.
Here is the relevant: text:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex, The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires in the case offederal
employees,for example—that all 'receivefair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without
regard to'race or sex,"
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors.
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I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have —regardless of their race or sex about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
Here is the link:
https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgovitiles/OPA/Remarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-Our-ArnericanHeritage-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
Thanks again and have a nice evening,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Cu: Pow".your Wwk,

From: Megan Petersen <mpetersenG)
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:35 PM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <Geahlissette@dol.gov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert,i@ciol,gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOL.gov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP <Davidson,Patricia@dol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <Warns,Tina.I@del,gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Lissette, thank you so much. I will share with our members.
Craig, just wanted to say again that I sincerely appreciate your willingness to speak to us and the thoughtful, thorough
responses. I'm already getting a large amount of feedback from companies saying they found the session incredibly
helpful.
We'll be anxiously awaiting your additional guidance, but I know today helped clarify many points of confusion. Thanks
again.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
T: 202-780-1281
M: 530-209-4575
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From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <Geanli . (c:Pdol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:30 PM
To: Megan Petersen <mpetersen@itic,org>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert,i@dol,gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP <DavidsorOatricia@dol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <Williarns.Tiria.T@dagov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Hi Megan,
These are the links that Craig just mentioned:
*
*
•

Federal Contract Compliance Manual See Chapter 6 for the Complaint Process
Responses to Frequently Asked Questions on EO 13950
What Federal Contractors Can Expect aikia Contractor Bill of Rights where we reiterate that we will not
schedule a contractor for evaluation for asking questions or requesting compliance assistance
Contractor Assistance Portal

Thank you,
Lissette
From: Megan Petersen <mpetersen@itic,org>
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2020 3:45 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Cc: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <Geanlissette( dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartlev,CatherinePdol,gov>; Karolina
Filipiak <kFilipiak,Vitic.org>; Andrew Halataei <ahalataeiG)itic‘org>; Gordon Bitko <g.bitko,Vitic.org>; Larissa Martin
<Imartin,@guidepost-strategy,corn>
Subject: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Craig,
Thank you again for your time today—we found your discussion of Executive Order 13950 to be incredibly informative
and helpful. As discussed, we would like to formally invite you to speak to our member companies in the near future.
Hearing directly from you would go a long way toward alleviating some of the confusion surrounding the Executive
Order's implementation.
'
I ve attached an invitation letter and list of our ITI member companies. Please let me know if you or your staff need
additional information.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
Senior Director of Policy, Public Sector and Counsel
I nformation Technology Industry Council (ITI)
T: 202-780-1281
M: 530-209-4575
(Z)itic.org
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 7:37:56 PM
Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2c941a61afda41d6bc1f36cb41a185d6-Bozzuto, Ro]; Holland, Eric W - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=4d4b81645120487d8df3073a5dc016b0-Holland, Er]; Sweeney, Megan P OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=a593a75cefbb4de5b883c3f1df09e44c-Sweeney, Me]; Wright, Erica C - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=dfca3a4360e640c8850f0f7a304efd86-Wright, En]
FW: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

J ust an FYI. The forum went very well today. Have a nice evening,
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Ow Nowt*,"rour WoOk,

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:33 PM
(b)6
@dol.gov>
To: Megan Petersen
(b)6 pitic.org>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 4
Odol.gov>;
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J -OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
bdol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Caiherine@dol.gov>;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Megan,

Thank you for hosting a very constructive and interactive forum today. I'm very pleased it received such positive
feedback, and I'm happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.
I wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed EO 13950. The remarks are well worth reading
and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of EO 13950. OFCCP is acting in
accordance with these remarks. I was hoping that you could provide them to all the participants/companies in the forum
today.
Here is the relevant text:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
atfederal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
too worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires in the case offederal
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employees,for example—that all 'receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without
regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about non-.
discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the
past have been denied it although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre
conceptions or bias6.?s that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
Here k the link:
https://www.dol.govisitesidolgovifiles/OPA/Remarks-bv-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Colurnbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012.pdf
Thanks again and have a nice evening,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

EAU
Our fhopage,VOW WOIC

From: Megan Petersen 4.---(6)6---iptic,org>
Sent: Thursday, October-1-5,-Y62:0-5:-35 PM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6 1@doLgov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert,J@dol,gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOL.gov>; Davidson,
.7ov>
Patricia J - OFCCP
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Invitatiorfro-spe-a-KM-f-Eb 13950

---pdol.gov>;

Lissette, thank you so much. I will share with our members.
Craig, just wanted to say again that I sincerely appreciate your willingness to speak to us and the thoughtful, thorough
responses. I'm already getting a large amount of feedback from companies saying they found the session incredibly
helpful.
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We'll be anxiously awaiting your additional guidance, but I know today helped clarify many points of confusion. Thanks
again.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
T 2021
M: 530

(b)6

From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6 ,
!rdidol„gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2620-5'.30-P1VI-J
To: Megan Petersen! (b)6 i@itic.org>
Cc: Gaglione, RobertiT:UrCC-15. G- azjione.Robert,i@dollov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOL.,gov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP
ir"" dol gov>. Williams, Tina T - OFCCP j
(b)6
-(b)6
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Hi Megan,
These are the links that Craig just mentioned:
•
•
•

Federal Contract Compliance Manual - See Chapter 6 for the Complaint Process
Responses to Frequently Asked Questions on EO 13950
What Federal Contractors Can Expect aikia Contractor Bill of Rights - where we reiterate that we will not
schedule a contractor for evaluation for asking questions or requesting compliance assistance
Contractor Assistance Portal

Thank you,
Lissette
From: Megan Petersen
(b)6 i.'s: itic,org>
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2020 3:45 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <LeenCraiE,PDO.L.gov>
(b)6
ra,
-7)dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Ba ev,CatherinePdol, ov>; Karolina
Cc: Gean.,.1,i e.tte.,- OFCCPi
Filipiak
itic.oro>.
Andrew
Halataei
______
(3)6 iitic‘orp; Gordon Bitko /131 6 )itic.org>; Larissa Martin
(b)6 h)guidepost-strategy,corn>
Subject: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Craig,
Thank you again for your time today—we found your discussion of Executive Order 13950 to be incredibly informative
and helpful. As discussed, we would like to formally invite you to speak to our member companies in the near future.
Hearing directly from you would go a long way toward alleviating some of the confusion surrounding the Executive
Order's implementation.
'
I ve attached an invitation letter and list of our ITI member companies. Please let me know if you or your staff need
additional information.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
Senior Director of Policy, Public Sector and Counsel
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Information Technology Industry Council (ITI)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 7:38:43 PM
Rische, Robert M - OCIA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ff5ba52e6a704615ae3d4965b5959dc4-Rische, Rob]
FW: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

J ust an FYI. The business/contractor forum after the Congressional call went very well today also. Have a nice evening,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCC:P Director

Pwposc vow WeA.

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:33 PM
(b)6
'@dol.gov>
To: Megan Petersen
(b)6 @itic.org>.; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
'Odol.gov>;
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP j
(b)6
_r
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP 1
(b)6
clol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Megan,
Thank you for hosting a very constructive and interactive forum today. I'm very pleased it received such positive
feedback, and I ra happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.
I wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed EO 13950, The remarks are well worth reading
and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of EO 13950. OFCCP is acting in
accordance with these remarks. I was hoping that you could provide them to all the participants/companies in the forum
today.
Here is the relevant text:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
atfederal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtfUl but a violation of law, which requires—in the case offederal
employees,for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without
regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order:, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
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hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of twining and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors.
should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important. the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit training's about preconceptions or biases that people may have regardless of their race or sex about people who ore different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
Here is the link:
https://www.dolgovisitesidolgpvitiles/OPA/Rernarks-by-Secretary-EuEene-Scalia-on-Colurnbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-Franciscan-Universitv-of-Steubenville-20201.01.2.pdf
Thanks again and have a nice evening,
Craig
Craig E Leen
OFCCP Director

(.)C.)

IC)MFN
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From: Megan Petersen (3)6 l'a)itic.org>
Sent: Thursday, Octobei.5-,:102-05-:135 PM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP i
(b)6
l@dol.gov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <GagUorie.Roberti@doLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP
doLipv>, Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
jDdol,gov>
(b)6
Subject: RE: Invitatrofito-spe-a-k-ref-Eb 13950
Lissette, thank you so much. I will share with our members.
Craig, just wanted to say again that I sincerely appreciate your willingness to speak to us and the thoughtful, thorough
responses. I'm already getting a large amount of feedback from companies saying they found the session incredibly
helpful.
We'll be anxiously awaiting your additional guidance, but I know today helped clarify many points of confusion. Thanks
again.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
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From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 1
(b)6
[Pdol,g,ov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:30 PM
itic,oro>
To: Megan Petersen 1
(b)6
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.i@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Davidson,
dol,gov>
@doLgov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP i
Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
(b)6
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Hi Megan,
These are the links that C:raig just mentioned:

•
•
•

Federal Contract Compliance Manual - See Chapter 6 for the C:omplaint Process
Responses to Frequently Asked Questions on F..013950
What Federal C:ontractors Can Expect aikila Contractor Bill of Rights - where we reiterate that we will not
schedule a contractor for evaluation for asking questions or requesting compliance assistance
Contractor Assistance Portal

Thank you,
Lissette
From: Megan Petersen i (b)6 i@itic.or.g>
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2020 3:45 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>
Odol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine((a)dol.gov>; Karolina
Cc: Gear?.._.L.Ls.catte - OFCCP
(b)6
Filipiak (
6 Ipitic.org>; Gordon Bitk
in,iticorg>; Larissa Martin
vi.)itir,ora>.
,, Andrew Halataei <!i /1-1
i b)6:rku
(b)6 F-i .
._.i
i
.
.PgaiffePost-strategy,corri>
(b)
6
I
Subject: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Craig,
Thank you again for your time today—we found your discussion of Executive Order 13950 to be incredibly informative
and helpful. As discussed, we would like to formally invite you to speak to our member companies in the near future.
Hearing directly from you would go a long way toward alleviating some of the confusion surrounding the Executive
Order's implementation.
'
I ve attached an invitation letter and list of our ITI member companies. Please let me know if you or your staff need
additional information.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
Senior Director of Policy, Public Sector and Counsel
I nformation Technology Industry Council (ITI)
T: 202-1 •

(b)6

'
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 10:16:17 PM
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingenj
Fwd: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

FYI.
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Megan Petersen
itic.org>
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 10:14 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Craig, thanks so much. These remarks are very informative and provide valuable context. I just shared via email with all
of our member companies.
Thanks again for meeting with us today and for this follow-up.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen

T: 2021
m: 53d

(b) c

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:33 PM
dol.gov>
To: Megan Petersen
itic.org>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <I_ (b)6
(b)6
Odol.gov>;
Cc: Gaglione, Robert i:OFCCP- aglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)6
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP I
(b)6
Odol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catfi.e-riri.e-gdOricW;>1
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Megan,
Thank you for hosting a very constructive and interactive forum today. I'm very pleased it received such positive
feedback, and I'm happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.
wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed EO 13950. The remarks are well worth reading
and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of EO 13950. OFCCP is acting in
accordance with these remarks. I was hoping that you could provide them to all the participants/companies in the forum
today.
Here is the relevant text:
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President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
atfederal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame, or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex, The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires in the case offederal
employees,for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without
regard to'race or sex:'
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex ,stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds, American emi,?loyers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those, who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
Here is the link:
https://www.dol.govisitesidolgov/files/OPA/Rernarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Colurnbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012.pdt
Thanks again and have a nice evening.,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

0.1
B
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From: Megan Petersen I (3)6 ro-Htic,org.>
Sent: Thursday, October15;202-0-5T35 PM
_031_6
PdoLgov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 4._
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J- OFCCP <2.Elione.RobeJLI,@dol,gov>; Leen, Craig -OFCCP <Leen,Craig,@DOL.gov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP .
0
.i 7)dol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP i
(b)6
.OdoLgov>
,.
(b)6
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950
Lissette, thank you so much. I will share with our members.
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Craig, just wanted to say again that I sincerely appreciate your willingness to speak to us and the thoughtful, thorough
responses. I'm already getting a large amount of feedback from companies saying they found the session incredibly
helpful.
We'll be anxiously awaiting your additional guidance, but I know today helped clarify many points of confusion. Thanks
again.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
T: 202

M:53

From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6
PdoLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:30 PM
To: Megan Petersen L._._(4).6Vitir,org>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione,Robert,Wdol,gov>; Leen, Craig - ;OFCC13.5 .,..p ,crag(6)DOLgov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP
[i)do.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <
(b)6
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

(b)6 LG) 01.gov>

Ffl Megan,
These are the links that Craig just mentioned:
1, Federal Contract Compliance Manual See Chapter 6 for the Complaint Process
2. Responses to Frequently Asked Questions on EC) 13950
3. What Federal Contractors Can Expect a/k/a Contractor Bill of Rights — where we reiterate that we will not
schedule a contractor for evaluation for asking questions or requesting compliance assistance
4. Contractor Assistance Portal
Thank you,
Lissette
i
From: Megan Petersen i
k),itic.org>
Sent: Friday, October 09;2070-3T45-13M
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.CragPDOLgov>
Cc: Gean,
Lissette -.OFCCP i
(b)6
Pdol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>; Karolina
._._._._._._._._._._.
Filipiak 4 (b)6 IL'itic,org>; Andrew Halataei ! (b)6 0.)itic,org>; Gordon Bitko (bx c itic.org>; Larissa Martin
Iu i

(b)6

i (b)6 Pguidepost-strategy.com>
Subject: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Craig,

Thank you again for your time today—we found your discussion of Executive Order 13950 to be incredibly informative
and helpful. As discussed, we would like to formally invite you to speak to our member companies in the near future.
Hearing directly from you would go a long way toward alleviating some of the confusion surrounding the Executive
Order's implementation.
'
I ve attached an invitation letter and list of our ITI member companies. Please let me know if you or your staff need
additional information.
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Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
Senior Director of Policy, Public Sector and Counsel
I nformation Technology Industry Council (ITI)
T: 2021 b
()

m: 53d , 6

(b)6 lcuffic•°.1"
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 10:15:39 PM
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]
Re: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

Thanks! I appreciate your feedback and support.
Get Outlook for OS
From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 10:14:29 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: Re: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950

Great email!

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:33:17 PM
To: Megan Petersen 4_-_- _-:g.:6-_- _- _1@itic.org>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6 pdol.gov>
'Pdol.gov>;
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; DavidsoiT,15afr7OWi - OFCCP
(b)6
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <1__ _(1?)_6______@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950

Megan,
Thank you for hosting a very constructive and interactive forum today. I'm very pleased it received such positive
feedback, and I'm happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.
wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed EO 13950. The remarks are well worth reading
and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of EO 13950. OFCCP is acting in
accordance with these remarks. was hoping that you could provide them to all the participants/companies in the forum
today.
Here is the relevant text:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs.
at federal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex, The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case offederal
employees,for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without
regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors,
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I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
Here is the link:
https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgovitiles/OPA/Remarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-Our-ArnericanHeritage-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
Thanks again and have a nice evening,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Cu: iftimow.Your Wwk,

From: Megan Petersen I (b)6 P
.: itic.org>
Sent: Thursday, Octoberilur,z.cac2:
R1
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP ‹i (b)6 Odol.gov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCePRG II6riellobert.J@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Davidson,
(b)6
Patricia J - OFCCP 4:
.
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP ._._._._._.(p.). ._._._._._.pdol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

pdol.gov>;

Lissette, thank you so much. I will share with our members.
Craig, just wanted to say again that I sincerely appreciate your willingness to speak to us and the thoughtful, thorough
responses. I'm already getting a large amount of feedback from companies saying they found the session incredibly
helpful.
We'll be anxiously awaiting your additional guidance, but I know today helped clarify many points of confusion. Thanks
again.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
T: 202-1 •

M: 530

ii
i
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From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
b Mol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2620-5:-30-1310—
To: Megan Petersen
(b)6 VLDitic,org>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J---OFCCP- aglione.Robert,J@dol,gov>; Leen, Craig -rOFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP
.@dol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
(b)
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950
,

(b)

i

6 rip.doLgov>

Hi Megan,
These are the links that Craig just mentioned:
•
•
*
*

Federal Contract Compliance Manual — See Chapter 6 for the Complaint Process
Responses to Frequently Asked Questions on EO 13950
What Federal Contractors Can Expect a/k/a Contractor Bill of Rights — where we reiterate that we will not
schedule a contractor for evaluation for asking questions or requesting compliance assistance
Contractor Assistance Portal

Thank you,
Lissette
i
From: Megan Petersen i (b)6 -Oitic.or.g>
Sent: Friday, October 09,-202-03-45PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <11. (3)6
1@doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Barfley.Catherine(pdol.gov>; Karolina
Filipiak 1 (b)6 re.Pitir,org>; Andrew Halataei I
Gordon Bitko I ihl g it:i{:org>; Larissa Martin
i
i
i
i ‘1,0/ w i
1_._.(1?). ._.iie@guidepost-strategy,corn>
Subject: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950

(b)6 pitic,org>;

Craig,
Thank you again for your time today—we found your discussion of Executive Order 13950 to be incredibly informative
and helpful. As discussed, we would like to formally invite you to speak to our member companies in the near future.
Hearing directly from you would go a long way toward alleviating some of the confusion surrounding the Executive
Order's implementation.
'
I ve attached an invitation letter and list of our ITI member companies. Please let me know if you or your staff need
additional information.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
Senior Director of Policy, Public Sector and Counsel
I nformation Technology Industry Council (ITO
T: 202-1

(h)6

M: 530,

(b)6 .

rticorg
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heyl, Dean A - OSEC[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=11382968D13F1422FAB6D4C0072A51CA7-HEYL, DEAN]
10/15/2020 11:02:32 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Re: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

Thanks, Craig.
Much appreciated.
Dean
Get outlook
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 10:19:41 PM
To: Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950
FYI.
Get Outlook for iGS
From: Megan Petersen
itic.org>
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 10:13:54 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP i
(b)6
Odol.gov>
(b)6
Cc: Gaglione, Roberti - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
j@dol.gov>;
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
i@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>;
(b)6
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Craig, thanks so much. These remarks are very informative and provide valuable context. I just shared via email with all
of our member companies.
Thanks again for meeting with us today and for this follow-up.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:33 PM
:@dol.gov>
(b)6
To: Megan Petersen I (3)6 0_ itic.orp; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6
!@dol.gov>;
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP . Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
klol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950

DOL002229

Megan,
Thank you for hosting a very constructive and interactive forum today. I'm very pleased it received such positive
feedback, and rn happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.
wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed ED 13950. The remarks are well worth reading
and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of ED 13950. OFCCP is acting in
accordance with these remarks. was hoping that you could provide them to all the participants/companies in the forum
today.
Here is the relevant text:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs.
at federal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
toa worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtfUl but a violation of law, which requires in the case offederal
employees,for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management without
regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Ordr.?r:, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees, and we'll soon he issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do, It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the
past have been denied it—although they must do 50 in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have regardless of their race or sex about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex;, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
Here is the link:
httpsiziwww.dol.Foyisitesidolgovilfiles/DPA/Remarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-2020101.2.pdf
Thanks again and have a nice evening,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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itic.org>
From: Megan Petersen
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:35 PM
Pdol.gov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 1.
(b)6
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <GagUone.Roberti,VdoLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag.,V DOLgov>; Davidson,
Patricia J - OFCCP L.
Pdolgov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
tb)6
Pdol,go.v>
(b)6
k
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Lissette, thank you so much. I will share with our members.
Craig, just wanted to say again that I sincerely appreciate your willingness to speak to us and the thoughtful, thorough
responses. I'm already getting a large amount of feedback from companies saying they found the session incredibly
helpful.
We'll be anxiously awaiting your additional guidance, but I know today helped clarify many points of confusion. Thanks
again.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
ii

T: 202-I

L_(b)6:_i

M: 5301

From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:30 PM
To: Megan Petersen
(b)6
I.Pitc,org>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Roberti@doLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen‘Craig,@DOL.gov>; Davidson,
(b)6
Patricia J - OFCCPT
',i5DcioLgo,,,,>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCPI
p doLgov>
(b)6
Subject: RE: Invitation to Speak re: EO 13950
Hi Megan,
These are the links that Craig just mentioned:
•
•
•
•

Federal Contract Compliance Manual ---- See Chapter 6 for the Complaint Process
Responses to Frequently Asked Questions on EO 13950
What: Federal Contractors Can Expect a/k/a Contractor Bill of Rights — where we reiterate that we will not
schedule a contractor for evaluation for asking questions or requesting compliance assistance
Contractor Assistance Portal

Thank you,
Lissette

DOL002231

,i
From: Megan Petersen! (b)6 pHtir,org>
Sent: Friday, October 07020-3.
1 4513M
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een.Craig@DOL.,gov>
(b)6
-11)dol,gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley,Catherine@doLgov>; Karolina
Cc: Gearl,_.Lissette - OFCCP ,1
i
.
Filipiak 1 (b)6 ra"iitkerg>.
, Andrew Halataei i (b)6
itic.orE>; Gordon Bitko • i-•-ku
ii_.-..-6
--pitic.era>; Larissa Martin
)
L gliTje-T5(y;t:-.Arategy,corri>
i (b)6 0
5-ulije-d: Invitation to Speak re: E0 13950
Craig,
Thank you again for your time today—we found your discussion of Executive Order 13950 to be incredibly informative
and helpful. As discussed, we would like to formally invite you to speak to our member companies in the near future.
Hearing directly from you would go a long way toward alleviating some of the confusion surrounding the Executive
Order's implementation.
'
I ve attached an invitation letter and list of our III member companies. Please let me know if you or your staff need
additional information.
Kind Regards,
Megan Petersen
Senior Director of Policy, Public Sector and Counsel
I nformation Technology Industry Council (ITO
T: 2021 .
ii
M: 530
i

i

i

(b)6 prtic.org,
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From:

0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=FC246996E74E4C8D8C6E5C73700C3406-0SCANNLAINJ
Sent:
10/9/2020 3:58:53 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Subject:
FW: D&I Committee response to EO 13950 and 9-4-2020 OMB memo
Attachments: D&I Committee response to EO 13950 and 9-4-2020 OMB memo 10-09-2020 to SOLFO.doc

FYSA

Kate S. O'Scannlain I Solicitor of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW, Rm S2002, Washington, DC 20210
D 202-693j(b)6I E oscannlain.kate.s©doLgov

pdol.gov>
From: Dankowitz, Beverly - SOL
(b)6
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 3:32 PM
To: 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scannlain.Kate.S@dol.gov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <TaylorTimothy.J@dol.gov>; Keen,
Stanley - SOL
(b)6 ;.@_ DOLGOV›; Bissell, Katherine - SOL <Bissell.Katherine@dol.gov>
Cc: zzSOL-Diversity-Commifiee <zzSOL-Diversity-Committee@dol.gov>
Subject: D&I Committee response to EO 13950 and 9-4-2020 OMB memo
Kate, Tim, Stan and Kathy: On behalf of the SOL Diversity & Inclusion Committee, I have attached a memo in which the
committee sets out its concerns regarding both the terms and SOL implementation of E.O. 13950 and the related
September 4, 2020, OMB memo. We welcome the opportunity for further dialogue with you on the issues that we have
raised.

Bev Dankowitz
Associate Solicitor
Civil Rights and Labor-Management Division
200 Constitution Ave. NW
Room N-2474
Washington, DC 20210
202-693-(b)6
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U.S. Department of Labor

Office of the Solicitor
61 Forsyth Street SW, Room 7T10
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

DATE:

October 9, 2020

MEMORANDUM TO:

KATE S. O'SCANNLAIN
Solicitor of Labor
TIMOTHY TAYLOR
Deputy Solicitor of Labor
STANLEY E. KEEN
Deputy Solicitor for National Operations
KATHERINE E. BISSELL
Deputy Solicitor for Regional Enforcement

FROM:

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION COMMITTEE
Office of the Solicitor

RE:

Executive Order 13950 and September 4, 2020 Memorandum from
Russell Vought, Director of the Office of Management and Budget,
to the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies re: Training
in Federal Government

We, as employees of the Office of the Solicitor and members of S0L's Diversity and Inclusion
Committee, find it necessary to address Executive Order 13950 and the September 4, 2020
Memorandum from Russell Vaught, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, to the
Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies re: Training in Federal Government("Vought
Memo"). Based on our collective years of experience as Federal and Department of Labor
employees, and as legal professionals, we find:
1.

The Department strives to be a model employer, as tasked by the Executive
branch. In addition, the Department enforces nondiscrimination laws and
regulations for businesses that receive taxpayer dollars. As such, the Department
can and should do no less for its own employees.

2.

Diversity training is, and has been, common for government agencies and private
sector employers alike because it offers demonstrable, tangible benefits for
employees and employers. Promoting diversity in the Federal workforce improves
an agency's ability to serve and protect the American people, who themselves

Worrdngforft

c Worforce
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have varied backgrounds and experiences. Diversity increases innovation as
people with different backgrounds bring their unique perspectives, ideas and
solutions for advancing the agency's mission. And diversity and inclusion
practices (including training) act as an investment, helping an agency find and
promote the best talent by connecting broadly with all communities. Employees
remain engaged and productive when the work environment is an affirming one,
not one where diversity is dismissed or punished. Moreover, employees are
currently requesting diversity training, particularly in light of recent events.
3.

S0L's diversity and inclusion training, and training we have given or received at
other Federal agencies, have NOT required anyone to say anything, and would
certainly not include — or even allow — commentary, that suggests that any specific
person or group would be required to say or hear that they are "inherently racist."
In fact, the objective of diversity and inclusion training is to create a more
inclusive, welcoming and supportive environment for all employees.

4.

To suggest those of us involved with diversity and inclusion are spreading
divisive and/or anti-American propaganda is unsupported, unwarranted, offensive
and beyond the pale. In fact, it is our love for our country and our desire to see
everyone treated fairly and equally (the ultimate American ideal) that motivates us
to be involved in this important work. Moreover, the goal of SOL's diversity and
inclusion training has always been to recruit a talented, diverse work force and
celebrate, recognize and include all members of the SOL community, including
those of all races, colors, national origins, ethnicities, religions, ages, sexual
orientations, gender identities, and those with disabilities.

We welcome further dialogue with you to ensure that SOL employees continue to receive critical
training that is fact-based and historically accurate to ensure SOL fosters diversity and inclusion
systemically. Our continued hope and goal, which we believe you share, is for SOL and the
Department to serve as an exemplary employer, one that truly supports and celebrates the
existence and contributions of ALL its employees without regard to race, color, national origin,
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, age and disability.

2
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From:
Sent:
To:

Shirley Wilcher [aaaaexecdir@gmail.com]
10/13/2020 1:17:26 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]; Richard Baker
[rab20@rice.edu]; SANDRA HUENEMAN [SKHUENEMAN@manchesterconsultants.com]
Subject:
Re: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950
Attachments: AAAED Questions to OFCCP re E0 13950 101320.pdf

First, let me congratulate you on your Special Appreciation Award last week. We were delighted to confer that
honor for your stewardship on issues related to disability rights. Thank you also for the Memorandum of
Understanding, which I have just signed and emailed to Ms. Williams.
We appreciate, once again, the opportunity to briefly chat with you about the enforcement of the President's
Executive Order 13950. Attached is a list of questions that we solicited from our members and colleagues. We
hope that the agency will be able to review them and respond at your earliest convenience. As you know, this
Order has received a lot of public attention. Please let us know if you have any questions.
We look forward to speaking with you soon.
The call today will include the following individuals:
Richard Anthony Baker, AAAED President
Sharron Gatling, AAAED First Vice President
Sandra K. Hueneman, AAAED Treasurer
Dannielle Wood-Williams, AAAED Regional Director
Joyce Pratt, AAAED Secretary
Matthew Camardella, AAAED General Counsel
Rosemary Kilkenny, Member of AAAED and NADOHE
Marilynn Schuyler, AAAED Public Information Officer and Board
Christopher Jones, AAAED At Large Member
Jeana Abuan, AAAED Northeast Regional Director
Delia Johnson, AAAED Federal Service Director
Margo Foreman, AAAED Second Vice President
Georgia Williams, AAAED Nominations and Elections Chair, Board
Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

DOL002236

Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Tue, Oct 13, 2020 at 9:37 AM Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Lcen.Craig(a)clol.gov> wrote:
Thanks Shirley. Looking forward to the call. Best, Craig
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 4:44:44 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL.gov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
'pdol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6
:I.gov>
Subject: Re: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950

(b)6

, dol.gov>;

Thank you for the telephone number. I will let you know in the morning who will be on the call from the
AAAED Board.
We look forward to the discussion.

Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Mon, Oct 12, 2020 at 4:24 PM Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig(a),dol.gov> wrote:
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QUESTIONS FOR THE OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION/ENFORCEMENT OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 13950
SUBMITTED BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR ACCESS, EQUITY AND DIVERSITY ON BEHALF OF
AAAED MEMBERS AND SUPPORTERS OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

PUBLIC REACTION TO THE ORDER "COMBATING RACE AND SEX STEREOTYPING"
AAAED Statement: "Instead of efficiency, this Order flies in the face of the First Amendment and
burdens Federal agencies with the role of a content review board. This Order promulgates a particular
world view about American history and seeks to enforce such a view in the education and training
programs of government agencies, federal contractors and recipients of federal grants."'
How do the specific provisions of the E0 on combating race and sex stereotyping square with the
preamble that invokes the name of Martin Luther King and his philosophy of freedom and civil rights,
and how do the references to anti-discrimination form the basis for censorship of training materials that
reasonably educate training participants on institutional benefits of fairness, justice and equity?
Many federal contractors represented by professional organizations such as ACE, ASAE, the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, AAMC, and corporate executives have loudly called for the rescission of EO
on combating race & sex stereotyping. Will those reasonable and strident calls be taken into
consideration? Note the concerns of the American Council on Education:
Workplace diversity and inclusion training programs on our campuses align with federal and
state anti-discrimination laws and, at institutions that are government contractors, the nondiscrimination-in-employment mandates of Executive Order 11246. Executive Order 13950 is
already disrupting the planning and delivery of these programs, creating a chilling effect on the
good faith and lawful efforts of campus officials to build and sustain non-discriminatory and
non-hostile workplaces and learning communities.'

AAAED News Release on Executive Order 13950,
https://www.aaaed.org/images/aaaed/Press_Releases/2020/AAAED-News-Release-on-Presidents-ExecutiveOrder.pdf
2 American Council on Education, Letter to President Donald J. Trump, October 8, 2020. See also letter of
Members of the Committee on Oversight and Reform to The Hon. Russell T. Vought, Office of Management and
Budget, September 29, 2020, https://overst..2.hthouse,:
,
.,;ovRiteV emocrats,oversigh ,hou$e,govifiles/2020
29.0 i'vrfi.,2 GEC%2 %.20a .%20?4.,
Voug t-OMP4.,
Diversity%2g an,% anclusion%20Training..pdf;
USA Today,
1
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Like AAAED,the ACE has also raised issues of compliance with regulatory notice and comment
requirements and Free Speech protections under the First Amendment. How does the agency respond
to concerns about the Order's potential infringement on First Amendment and Academic Freedom
rights?
AGENCY RESOURCES AND FUNDING
Since the agency is required to issue information requests (RFIs), how is the agency planning to comply
with the Paperwork Reduction Act? When does the agency expect to issue a notice in the Federal
Register?
Since OFCCP is reportedly already taking complaints of the dedicated email/phone lines, how and when
does the agency intend to investigate because the EO isn't fully in effect yet?
Where is funding coming from for the dedicated phone/email and follow up?
How many staff will need to be dedicated to the increase in complaints?
If the guidance is rescinded or otherwise stopped, what will happen to the phone lines/email? What
funding will be devoted towards educating employers and employees that the EO will not be enforced
(essential since the phone/email is already accepting complaints before the EO is in effect with regards
to OFCCP)
How does the agency plan to train its employees on the content of diversity and inclusion training? D&I
has become its own discipline apart from EEO and Affirmative Action. Will it simply conduct a keyword
search for impermissible language?
Since OFCCP is inadequately funded to fully enforce the requirements of Executive Order 11246 and its
implementing regulations, how will the new executive order on combating race and sex stereotyping fit
into the set of priorities that OFCCP has been expected to fulfill under E0 11246?
AGENCY GUIDANCEMULEMAKING
Do you plan to release actual guidance (as opposed to FAQ's) and proposed rules soon? When?
What training and parameters will you use in determining whether or not an employer is in compliance
with the E0?
Since E0 11246 has not been rescinded or otherwise amended, is OFCCP bound by law to enforce the
provisions of the E0?
COMPLAINT PROCESSING
How will the OFCCP enforce and investigate complaints?

Trump executive order on diversity training roils corporate America," September 25, 2020,
httpsPwww.usatodayxorqs orylmoney/2020109.05/trump-executive-order-diversity- raining-racegmcier/3537241001/
2
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OFCCP announced that it has established a hotline for callers to register a complaint in violation of the
E0 on combating race & sex stereotyping. Will the hotline be expanded to cover complaints from
federal contractors' employees alleging violation of E0 11246 and its implementing regulations?
What type of complaints have been received on the dedicated e-mail/phone line to date?
Who is investigating the complaints? Investigators? Auditors? Attorneys? At regional offices or out of
DC?
Are all complaints investigated?
Are employers notified of complaints? Do they have an opportunity to respond? Within what time
frame? Will the contractor receive a copy of the complaint that was filed?
Why isn't OFCCP waiting until the effective date of training to receive complaints?
Will OFCCP take any action on complaints prior to the effective date of E0?
FIRST AMENDMENT, ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND CHILLING EFFECT
How does OFCCP plan to deal with the "chilling" effect(some employers and schools have already
ceased training altogether due to confusion/lack of clarity and fear of losing federal funding)?
Is there any way to prevent complaints where the training is balanced and does not violate the
guidelines? It could be that an employee may complain against any unconscious bias training,
regardless of whether it runs afoul of this order and this could have a chilling effect on employers
that seek to train its employees
We can't control how people feel-- how will this impact the reporting line?
What is the relationship between this E0 and academic freedom?
APPLICABILITY AND COVERAGE OF EC)13950/ RELATIONSHIP TO EC)11246
OFCCP's FAQs note that race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in a training program, or employment
generally, may also violate the affirmative action and nondiscrimination obligations of Executive Order
11246. When and in what respect does it violate E0 11246?
How will OFCCP determine if a training violates E0 11246?
Does E0 13950 apply to a federal contractor (all portions of the business/all locations), or would
it only cover the portion of the business that has DOD/military contracts with the federal government?
Does the prohibition on training to employees of topics that the E0 labels as "divisive concepts" apply to
training of all employees of the contractor or only to those employees who are employed under the
federal grant or contract?
Will this E0 apply to commercial contracts because of Medicare/Medicaid?
3
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Would federal contractors not need to comply with E0 UNTIL a new federal contract is signed
that includes the new clause, even if after November 21, 2020?
What is the applicability of this E0 to public institutions of higher education, and will it cover the entire
institution if only one department has a federal contract?
ENFORCEMENT
What standards and criteria will OFCCP use to distinguish between frivolous and good faith questions
from training participants who may be "egg-shell" individuals overly sensitive about a trainer whose
presentations are well-grounded in history.
What prevents the agency from taking a more aggressive approach in rooting out concepts the
agency finds problematic? In light of OMB Memo M-20-37 that lists a variety of terms that maybe
part of many trainings and how that memo may signal the government's approach, how do we
know that OFCCP will conduct a more limited review of training rather than attempting to root
out anything that may be deemed offensive to anyone?
Has the term "scapegoating" appeared in any prior legislation? Any precedent for how that term is
interpreted? Please cite the regulation or guidance that uses this term.
This Order would predictably allow for frivolous accusations by people who feel accused, but are not
directly treated negatively/adversely. How will the agency sort out frivolous complaints?
If an employee submits an offensive training deck to OFCCP for evaluation, will OFCCP expect each
district office to evaluate contractors' training programs under the E0, or will this be handled by
national office staff?
How are they defining harassment? Would one training program or class would be considered severe or
pervasive?
AAAED points out that the E0 timeline runs the risk of violating the requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act and the Paperwork Reduction Act, which require notice and comment before applicable
rules are implemented. If training was provided in August, before the new E0 was issued, is there a
potential violation? Usually, regulations are not retroactive.
Does the RFI (Request for Information) include any materials used in the past or only materials
visible/available to employees or used in training since E0 13950 was issued?
Will the OFCCP be requiring ALL contractors to submit their training curriculum materials? When?
May contractors continue training using their current content and materials until November 21?
Wouldn't the first action of the OFCCP be to contact you if they thought there might be
noncompliance? Seems to me the process could take 60 days and you would have plenty of time
to remedy before any disciplinary action could be taken.

4
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Will regulations address what contracts or subcontracts are exempt from the Order? Will there
be a FAR clause?
What are the penalties for non-compliance?
Will the OFCCP ask for training materials during a compliance evaluation for purposes of
investigating compliance with E0 13950?
Please explain the areas of overlap between E0 11246 and E0 13950 from a legal perspective.
What is the Statute of Limitations for claims under E0 13950?
Will a contractor have an opportunity to remedy a complaint or training materials before any contracts
are canceled, terminated or suspended?
Regarding the request for information, what information will contractors be asked to provide? What is
the overall process for review after the information is submitted?
Will the OFCCP provide recommended language to use in contracts related to the E0?
Does it apply organizations that are employed by a federal contractor, but provides services to
organizations that do not use federal funds? Example: A department of a federal contractor is asked to
create and provide training for a third-party organization where the third-party organization has asked
the department to discuss or talk about concepts what are outlined in the order. Is that office precluded
from creating training for the third-party organization?
Do contractors have a responsibility for reviewing our current grants to ensure they are aligned with the
E0 or will the contracting organization contact us?
Does the E0 apply to training for student employees or graduate students that are dual role?
What does the complaint process look like when a complaint is submitted?
Will there be an on-going assessment or review for the training? If so, what does it look like?
Do you recommend that contractors establish an on-going review of training for employees? If so, will
there be any guidance from the OFCCP?
Does this apply to training that an employee attends that is not hosted by the contractor, but the
contractor pays for it? This training includes conferences, webinars and workshop that are hosted by
another organization? If the info is required to submit, what information should be collected and
provide?
What should we use to assess the objectives for the workshops for a conference proactively? Especially
for specific session or an overall conference.
What are the implications of this order for the National Labor Relations Act?

5
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The FAQ states that contractors will be required to "take affirmative action to ensure such
discrimination does not occur." Within the context of E0 13950, what kind of affirmative actions would
be required?
NOTICE
What are the dates required for posting and union notification?
There was no language for PO's or for the notices provided. Should the contractors be left to their own
devices in providing notices?
The E0 appears to say that the Notice requirement is applicable to unions. Where does the
E0 state non-union federal contractors are required to provide notice??
Unless and until the agency contracting officer provides the notice, is there a requirement to provide
any information to employees?
CONTRACTS WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
How should banks/financial institutions interpret applicability to this E0 given their federal
contractor status is presumed due to FDIC insurance? Is it assumed that an FDIC "contract" is
renewed annually and thus this would apply? Or is it perpetual and exempts banks from the
November date making it applicable?
When we talk about "contracts" and applicability, how does this apply to Banks (FDIC insured)
who are covered contractors based on that FDIC coverage?
Financial Institutions are considered government contractors because they serve as a depository
of federal government funds and issue or redeem US savings bonds. Since they don't have any
"federal contracts" are they still required to post the notice?
With regard to new contracts on or after 11/21/20, does "new contracts" include Statements of
Work that become part of an evergreen Master Services Agreement?
Is it expected that the provisions will show up through a FAR clause provided to procurement
departments either through amendments, modifications or new contracts?
TRAINING CONTENT
What is the definition of "workplace training" and how does it apply outside of formal employer
sponsored training, if at all?
Does "the contractor" extend to programs conducted by ERGs where employees are sharing their
personal perspectives rather than a company position on the topic? What if the company or the ERG
brings in an external speaker sharing their perspective?
Would ERG programming be included in the prohibited "inculcation"?
Does this mean that "inherent bias" training is no longer allowed?

6
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Is the mere mention of a topic like white or male privilege an "inculcation"? Where is the line?
Does it make a difference if the program is a voluntary offering rather than required training?
What if someone feels discomfort or anguish because of "perceived" racism?
Does this apply to federal contractors who allow posted material about external webinars that teach the
objectionable training?
Does this order mean that unconscious bias training should not be conducted, even if balanced and
avoiding "divisive, anti-American propaganda?
Does "training" cross over to conversations on race, external speakers, etc. that are not
deemed training?
Would sharing labor market availability information be a violation of the E0 (according to item d
on the "divisive concepts" slide)? So, workshops with discussions would not apply?
How do you define "academic course of instruction"?
Are workshops, speakers, et al., brought in by ERGs considered to be "training" or inculcation?
Does this order mean that the concept of "white privilege" is to not be addressed during any diversity
and inclusion trainings for federal contractors?
Do microaggressions trainings fall in violation of the E0?
If an employee refuses to attend Diversity & Inclusion training that they find objectionable because of
"divisive content," is the Employer within its rights to direct the employee to attend the training;
otherwise there may an issue of insubordination.
Is it a matter of simply staying away from discussing privilege and talking about diversity and inclusion in
general terms? Would that be permissible if the contractor is not vilifying a race or group?
Is it the endorsement of these topics that is prohibited or only the discussion of these ideas?
Is white privilege a topic that can be discussed at all?
This Order and its FAQ are extremely vague, if we discuss how bias can impact recruitment efforts—is
that inculcating or raising awareness?
What is the distinction between formal trainings that are required vs. trainings that are not required but
sanctioned or encouraged by the company?
Academic instruction was referenced, which would be instruction to students, not employees.
Therefore, would the academic instruction section not apply ("as long as done objectively and without
endorsement") since it is not employee/workplace training?

7
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Please provide some guidance on upstander/bystander trainings that provide working examples. Such as
a man talking over a woman in a meeting and how an upstander could respond.
Would it be inappropriate if a trainer discussed any research findings that relates to the divisive
concepts?
Can the OFCCP provide examples of what is permissible and not permissible for each of the
divisive concepts?
Is it the OFCCP's intent to have all contractors forward to the agency copies of all of their existing D&I
training for review? In one case, this would mean boxes of content to send to them.
Is the OFCCP planning to publish an acceptable purchase order/contract statement that is all inclusive of
this E0 as well as E0 11246, Section 503 and VEVRAA as they have posted to their website in the past to
make sure contractors are in compliance? It is unclear if contractors can simply make reference to the
E0 or if they need to write the entire verbiage on purchase orders/contracts.
Will contractors have to also annually remind subcontractors of their responsibilities under regulations?
This is an annual requirement. Some people refer to it as a Certificate of Compliance.
Is there any guidance or can you provide some guidance regarding how to discuss white privilege and
microaggressions in such a way that is does not violate the Executive order?
From an academic standpoint, there are concepts in the E0 that are widely used as academic concepts.
Is there any guidance regarding how to use or talk about the concepts that does not violate the order?
Even though the E0 does not preclude the discussion of the concepts related to academic instruction,
do you foresee a request to review the classroom instruction at colleges and universities?
Regarding unconscious/implicit bias training, it is appropriate to use multiple examples that address race
and sex?
Unconscious bias as a concept on its face should not be per se discriminatory any more than questioning
the concept of meritocracy. However, training police officers about Unconscious bias in the face of a
string of killings of a racial group may be justified as it suggests some unconscious bias. Would the
OFCCP however decide that under 11246 such training is discriminatory and impermissibly race-based?
Because some trainees would be offended?
One might argue that hiring police officers, CEOs or federal senior executives is based on merit
principles. It just happens that most senior federal employees and CEOs happen to be from one racial
and gender group. Is questioning the "merit" principles on which these selection practices or policies
were based a violation of E0 11246?
Is questioning the "merit" principles on which selective college admissions are based a violation of Title
VI?

8
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If we begin our EEO law training with the Constitution and note that the framers were slave holders who
did not envision slaves and their descendants or women to be intended beneficiaries, would that create
a hostile environment under 11246 or Title VII?

1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW • Suite 200 • Washington, DC 20006 • Phone: 866-562-2233
202-349-9855,• Fax: 202-355-1399 • execdir@aaaed.org • www.aaaed.org
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From:
Sent:
To:

Shirley Wilcher [aaaaexecdir@gmail.com]
10/19/2020 9:46:50 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]
Subject:
Re: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks again for joining us. Twill forward to the participants as well as our member listserv.
Regards,
Shirley J. Wilcher
Executive Director
American Association for
Access, Equity and Diversity
202.349.9855
866.562.2233
#theaaaed
On Mon, Oct 19, 2020, 9:18 PM Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@dol.gov> wrote:
Shirley,

Thanks again for hosting a very interactive session today, was really pleased to join and appreciated the invitation, l'rn
happy to do more of them in the future if you'd like.

As mentioned today, wanted to share Secretary Scalia's recent remarks where he addressed EO 13950. The remarks
are well worth reading and very instructive in understanding the approach of DOL/OFCCP to enforcement of EO 13950,
OFCCP is acting in accordance with these remarks.

The last paragraph of the relevant text (copied in the email below) also specifically and constructively addresses a
number of the questions received today, emphasizing the importance of affirmative action and .workplace training
that is consistent with equal employment opportunity principles, including the nondiscrimination obligation, was
hoping that you could provide this email to all the participants in the forum today so they see that such EEO efforts
should continue, and in the case of affirmative action, such efforts must continue for federal contractors,
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Here k the relevant text:

President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
atfederal workplaces and offederal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist
intentions to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires in the
case offederal employees;for example that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel
management without regard to' race or sex,'

Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement thatfederal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaintsfrom concerned employees; and we'll soon be issuing a public requestfor information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees offederal contractors.

I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex —about people who are different, and
which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended, What the Order does prohibit, though, is
instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally
culpable, or less worthy of being heard.

Here is the link:

https://www,dol.govisitesidolgovililes/OPA/Remarks-by-Secretary-Eigene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-OurAmerican-Heritage-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012.pdf

Thanks again and have a nice evening,

Best,
Craig
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Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP I
(b)6
.01.gov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 202111372-471(11-----'
To: Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir@gmail.com>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
Subject: RE: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950

(b)6

pdol.gov>

Hi Ms. Wilcher„

Craig received clearance to participate in today's Candid Conversations.

Thanks,

From: Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 10:43 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
bov>; Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>;
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCO;
„Odol.gov>
Subject: Re: OFCCP/AAAED'DEECgidi1fe-ECIT3§50

We would be delighted if you could join us at 3. If OPA has not cleared this then we would be happy if Patty
or another career staffer could fill in at 2:05 pm ET. Thanks
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Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 10:26 AM Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@dol.gov> wrote:
Hi Shirley. I have another speech at 2pm today that's been scheduled for a while. Would it he possible for me to speak
at 3pm? If not, perhaps Bob G. or a career official could speak instead. I'm also checking with Lissette to confirm this
was approved by OPA (if not, then it would have to be a career official who would speak). Sorry for any confusion.
Best, Craig

Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP 1
'Pdol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
(b)6
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <6aglione.Robert.JOdol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
i@dol.gov>;
(3)6
Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(46
@dol.gov>; Richard Baked
@rice.edu>; SANDRA HUENEMAN
i
(b)6
1@manchesterconsultants.com>; Rosemary Cox i(b)6 kciconsult.com>
i
Subject: Re: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950

I am following up on next week's meeting called "Candid Conversations." It is scheduled for MONDAY,

October 19th and begins at 2 pm ET. We would like to have Director Leen speak at 2:05 pm ET for 30
minutes, including questions.
Please let us know if you are going to be able to attend. We currently have more than 100 people, members
and nonmembers, registered. Thanks and have a great weekend. Please be sure to register in advance so you
can receive the link for entry into the meeting. The meeting is scheduled from 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm ET.

You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Oct 19, 2020 02:00 PM Eastern Time(US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://us02web.zoorn.usimeeting/register/tZMrdumtpjgiHtOotBqIx7-w2b9hkeHo77mwx
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.

Thanks again, everyone. We look forward to seeing you next Monday.

Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
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(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Tue, Oct 13, 2020 at 4:58 PM Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir(&,gmail.com> wrote:
Thanks Patty. That's fine. We are inviting Craig and all of you to join us at our "Candid Conversations"
Zoom call on Tuesday, October 19th from 2pm - 4pm ET. Here is the registration information:

You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Oct 19, 2020 02:00 PM Eastern Time(US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.usimeeting/register/tZMrdumtpjgiHtOotBqlx7w2b9hkeHo77mwx
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.

Thanks again for today's meeting.

Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
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Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Tue, Oct 13, 2020 at 3:37 PM Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP I

(b)6

11:c!),dol.gov> wrote:

M y apologies, all! When tried to unrnute, accidentally disconnected us all. Some callers were able to rejoin.

Faerazcont-mot
CompVizwc&Programsi
(
0)202-1
'
(
(
0202-Ab)

i

1
i
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From: Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Gag!lone, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
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Odol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
dol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
ov>; Richard Baker b 6 Orice.edu>; SANDRA HUENEMAN
hanchesterconsultant 5hT5
Subject: Re: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950

b)6

)

First, let me congratulate you on your Special Appreciation Award last week. We were delighted to confer
that honor for your stewardship on issues related to disability rights. Thank you also for the Memorandum
of Understanding, which I have just signed and emailed to Ms. Williams.

We appreciate, once again, the opportunity to briefly chat with you about the enforcement of the President's
Executive Order 13950. Attached is a list of questions that we solicited from our members and colleagues.
We hope that the agency will be able to review them and respond at your earliest convenience. As you
know, this Order has received a lot of public attention. Please let us know if you have any questions.

We look forward to speaking with you soon.

The call today will include the following individuals:
Richard Anthony Baker, AAAED President
Sharron Gatling, AAAED First Vice President
Sandra K. Hueneman, AAAED Treasurer
Dannielle Wood-Williams, AAAED Regional Director
Joyce Pratt, AAAED Secretary
Matthew Camardella, AAAED General Counsel
Rosemary Kilkenny, Member of AAAED and NADOHE
Marilynn Schuyler, AAAED Public Information Officer and Board
Christopher Jones, AAAED At Large Member
Jeana Abuan, AAAED Northeast Regional Director
Delia Johnson, AAAED Federal Service Director
Margo Foreman, AAAED Second Vice President
Georgia Williams, AAAED Nominations and Elections Chair, Board
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Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Tue, Oct 13, 2020 at 9:37 AM Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig(a),dol.gov> wrote:
Thanks Shirley. Looking forward to the call. Best, Craig

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Shirley Wilcher <aaaaexecdir@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 4:44:44 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
?. dol.gov>; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6

(b)6

clol.gov>;

L.
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(b)6

@dol.gov>

Subject: Re: OFCCP/AAAED Discussion re E0 13950

Thank you for the telephone number. I will let you know in the morning who will be on the call from the
AAAED Board.
We look forward to the discussion.

Shirley J. Wilcher, MA, JD, CAAP
(she, her, hers)
Executive Director
American Association for
Access Equity and Diversity(AAAED)
Fund for Leadership, Equity, Access and Diversity
(LEAD Fund)
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202)349-9855
Serving the EEO Profession Since 1974

Advocate. Educate. Activate

On Mon, Oct 12, 2020 at 4:24 PM Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig(cbdol.gov> wrote:
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From:

DOL Public Affairs [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=1230D32CF97145B598CAF3968308184F-DOL PUBLIC]
Sent:
10/12/2020 6:45:35 PM
Subject:
U.S. Secretary of Labor Scalia Delivers Columbus Day and Our American Heritage Speech at Franciscan University of
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U.S. Department of Labor October 12, 2020

U.S. Secretary of Labor Scalia Delivers Columbus Day and Our American
Heritage Speech at Franciscan University of Steubenville
WASHINGTON,DC — Today, U.S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia traveled to Steubenville, Ohio, where he
delivered remarks at Franciscan University of Steubenville to commemorate Columbus Day as well as
America's national heritage.
The speech included the following excerpts:
"Through the centuries, Columbus came to represent the spirit of adventure and discovery that we associate
with America our faith in our capacity to seek and find something new and better. We have many heroes who
personify our political ideals, but no figure so associated with the questing, the entrepreneurialism, the hope in
the new that is part of the American spirit. No other figure so represents our aspiration to make, here in this
country, something new and better than the oppression and rigidity associated with that Old World."
***

"Back in the 19th century, in the face of sharp hostility associated with religion and national origin, Columbus
became a powerful symbol of the claim of Italian, Irish, and other Catholic immigrants that they were fully
American. The nation's Protestant elite proudly claimed forebears among the sons and daughters of the
Revolution; Columbus was an equally proud answer that Italians and Catholics, also, had roots in the nation's
founding and a claim to be fully American."
***

"Columbus Day was first set aside to embrace this country's diversity and welcome all citizens into the
American polity, regardless of creed or national origin. Our nation did not establish Columbus Day to
commemorate oppression or discrimination, we established Columbus Day to overcome it."
***

"The failings of great men and women should remind us of human frailty and of our own. Their failings
counsel our own humility. They do not counsel condemning, today, people of another era who—in their
imperfect, fallibly human way—built the extraordinary land offreedom and opportunity that we are fortunate to
enjoy."
***
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Addressing President Trump's Executive Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping," Secretary
Scalia said:
"1 should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training
about non-discrimination and equal opportunity that training is important, the Labor Department encourages
it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless
American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value
and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides
to assure opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it although they must do so in a way that
does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have regardless
of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's
not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."
***

"Let me say a few words about a particular kind of inclusiveness — and a particular kind of discrimination — that
were on people's minds that first Columbus Day, and which remain a subject worthy of reflection today. That is
respect for people of different faiths, including Catholics' right to live their faith while participating fully and
equally in American civic life."
***

"Let's not cancel Columbus Day while some in high office are still internalizing its message of religious
inclusiveness."
***
"So today, Columbus Day, we reflect on the thrill of discovery of a New World, and the opportunity it
presented to "make the world anew," freed from the religious wars, hereditary monarchies, and class restrictions
that burdened the Old World. The hope, the optimism, the capacity for change in a New World are part of our
heritage as Americans. When Columbus set sail to that New World, he set us all on course to a better
world. We should never forget that."
***

"But we do not continue on the path the Founding Fathers charted by abandoning Columbus Day. Rather, we
become better Americans by using this day to recall the newness, novelty and promise of this great nation, and
how welcoming those different from us has not always come easily in America, but has been one of our greatest
sources of strength."
***

Read the fill text of Secretary S
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Thank you, Dr. Kempton,for that introduction and thank you for the
important work Franciscan University does to educate young people and inform
and fortify their faith.
I'm here today to celebrate Columbus Day, but I'd remiss if I didn't say a
word about another extraordinary Italian, for whom this school is named. Nearly
eight hundred years later, St. Francis's holiness, courage, and the sheer range of
what he did and stands for are still breathtaking. His influence is even more
apparent today than it was then; his example is no less powerful.
This day, Columbus Day, has been part of our American heritage for more
than a century. There are some now who would like to do away with that
commemoration. My message is that would be a mistake. Columbus Day stands
for ideals and principles that are woven into the fabric of our nation, and which are
as important today as they were on the first Columbus Day in 1892. They are
ideals and principles that underlie some of the programs we administer at the
Department of Labor. And they are ideals and principles that Columbus Day's
critics actually claim to share. So I want to spend a few minutes with you today
exploring pardon the pun why Columbus Day remains an important and
fundamentally American holiday.
***

The Book of Proverbs tells us,"The human heart plans the way, but the Lord
directs the steps." That verse must have occurred to Christopher Columbus when
he reflected on his journey to the New World. For one, he nearly never made it. On
his first voyage west into the unknown, his crew mutinied more than once,
frightened of the lands that lay or maybe didn't lie ahead. Columbus's
geography was of course hopelessly wrong, landing him on the edge of for
him a new continent, instead of India, China, or Japan. Today we can be grateful
that the mutinies and Columbus's plans failed. He opened the way to a New
World, and to a nation that remains a beacon offreedom to the whole world.
But although Columbus survived a 15th century mutiny, he wasn't so lucky
this past summer. On the 41h of July, a mob in Baltimore toppled a statue of
Columbus, dragged him to the harbor, and thrust him in the bay. When the deed
was done, one of the mob shouted,"This is the only way we can stop hatred."
Across the country, more than 30 statues of Columbus have been or are scheduled
to be removed, according to press accounts. Just a couple hours from here, in the
capital city of this great State, two Columbus statues have been removed.
1
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Obviously that's not going to fully solve the problem, since you still have the city's
name. But a plan's been proposed for that, too: changing Columbus, Ohio to
Flavortown, Ohio in honor, I'm told, of a celebrity chef. After safely crossing the
Atlantic eight times, this is how deep Columbus has sunk.
I hasten to add that this year, Columbus is not alone. In fact he's in what
you'd think is pretty good company. Back home in the nation's capital the
District of Columbia a committee appointed by the mayor recently recommended
that the city "remove, relocate, or contextualize" not just a statue of Columbus, but
the Washington Monument and Jefferson Memorial, too. A famous statue of
Abraham Lincoln, paid for by freed slaves, in which he holds the Emancipation
Proclamation and stands beside a young black man who is crouching and
beginning to rise from his shackles of slavery activists want that one ripped out,
too. In San Francisco, statues of Francis Scott Key, Ulysses Grant, and Father, now
Saint, Junipero Serra have been wrenched from the ground.
A visitor from another era might ask, who would do such things? Revanchist
loyalists of King George III? The ghost of Jefferson Davis? No: Activists who
want to fundamentally redefine how we view our nation's character and legacy.
These revisionists want us to see America,from the arrival of the earliest
settlers, as oppressive and discriminatory at its core. Hence the "1619 Project,"
published last year by our self-styled newspaper of record, The New York Times.
The Times explained that 1619 was the year chattel slavery was "inaugurated" in
the North America colonies, and said the 1619 Project would "reframe American
history by considering what it would mean to regard 1619 as our nation's birth
year." The project's creator wrote,"Anti-black racism runs in the very DNA of this
country," and "[o]ne of the primary reasons some of the colonists decided to
declare their independence from Britain," she said,"was because they wanted to
protect the institution of slavery."
This portrayal of American history has been vigorously denounced by some
of our most prominent historians. And in truth our nation's origin is
straightforward and encapsulated by Abraham Lincoln: We are a nation conceived
in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. That is
what Thomas Jefferson declared for the Continental Congress, when breaking from
England to pursue our unalienable, God-given rights. "The establishment of Civil
and Religious Liberty," George Washington said of the Revolutionary War,"was
the Motive which induced me to the Field." Charles Carroll, a Catholic signer of
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the Declaration, called the principles in the document the "best earthly inheritance"
he could leave future generations.
Of course, we know that the Founders did not fully live according to the
ideals they espoused. They were sinners; they were fallen in that respect, they
were like all of us here. And they lacked the vision to fully see the implications and
promise of what they wrote. But they supplied the vision and principles for
generations of Americans to forge the freest nation on earth and they had the
genius to craft a Constitution that made fulfilling those ideals possible. When
Lincoln appealed to the better angels of our nature, he appealed to the ideals in
those founding documents. His great contemporary, Frederick Douglass, said the
Constitution wasn't a "proslavery instrument" but a "glorious liberty document."
And a century later, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, Martin Luther King
called us to account by invoking the words of the Founders:"When the architects
of our Republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence," he said,"they were signing a promissory note."
King was there to collect payment. He is a hero of mine both for his courageous
fight against inhumanity, and for the patriotic way he did so, calling on America to
be even more American to be ever truer to the Founders' vision.
***

Well, I've been speaking of America, when you came to hear about
Columbus. But the two are closely linked so much so that some early Americans
wanted to name the nation Columbia. What did earlier generations of Americans
see in Columbus, and what should we see now?
History has not been very forthcoming about Columbus key facts about his
life remain uncertain, and the mythology that surrounded him obscured realities
that recently have received more attention. Sometimes, admittedly, that makes for
the best heroes more symbol than person, more an idea than a tally of individual
virtues and vices.
Columbus had grave faults. He participated in the slave trade as did others
in his day and was a harsh, at times inhumane ruler of indigenous people he
subjugated.
Many of the men and women we admire from centuries ago had grave
failings. Washington and Jefferson held slaves. Lincoln made statements about
Blacks that we would never countenance today. Reaching farther back in time, St.
3
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Thomas More sanctioned practices toward Protestants that we strongly condemn
so did Queen Elizabeth toward Catholics. But these men are our forebears, they
achieved and stand for great things, and it is for those things not for their
errors that we admire and hold them as examples today.(Leaders of the
Confederacy present a separate question, for this reason.) The failings of great men
and women should remind us of human frailty and of our own. Their failings
counsel our own humility. They do not counsel condemning, today, people of
another era who in their imperfect, fallibly human way built the extraordinary
land offreedom and opportunity that we are fortunate to enjoy.
So if we love this country and we do we are right to credit Columbus for
opening the way to a New World. And that was of course a large part of what
made him a fitting hero for a new nation. For 1 8th century American
revolutionaries, Columbus was a widely-known forbear, and he was not British
few people could check both those boxes. He had displayed great courage no one
in his world knew what lay West, and it was an act of daring and vision to sail that
direction toward Asia, with limited provisions and a huge expanse of ocean behind
him. What Columbus found at the edge of that expanse was for Europeans a
New World with boundless possibilities. Those possibilities allowed a break from
the Old World, something that Washington, Jefferson, and their contemporaries
were now striving to achieve. The New World was already being called
"Columbia," personified by a statuesque female figure who could stand shoulderto-shoulder with "Britannia." This gave us the District of Columbia, the Columbia
River, and Columbia, South Carolina. King's College in New York City named
for George II was renamed Columbia University.
Through the centuries, Columbus came to represent the spirit of adventure
and discovery that we associate with America our faith in our capacity to seek
and find something new and better. We have many heroes who personify our
political ideals, but no figure so associated with the questing, the
entrepreneurialism, the hope in the new that is part of the American spirit. No other
figure so represents our aspiration to make, here in this country, something new
and better than the oppression and rigidity associated with that Old World.
Hence, President Franklin Roosevelt described Columbus's discovery as the
promise of"a new beginning in the march of human progress." President Reagan
called him a "dreamer, a man of vision and courage," whose "adventurous spirit
lives on among us." President Benjamin Harrison, in the first national Columbus
Day proclamation, called him "the pioneer of progress and enlightenment." In his
celebrated biography of Frederick Douglass, the historian David Blight recounts
4
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how a book called The Columbian Orator "changed [Douglass's] life." The
Columbian Orator was a collection of patriotic and anti-slavery writings that
Douglass used to teach himself to read, to deliver speeches, and Blight says, to
develop a "vocabulary of liberation."
The first national recognition of Columbus Day was in 1892, the 400th
anniversary of the explorer's arrival in the New World. Benjamin Harrison
presented it as a unifying, patriotic day here, not so long after the end of the Civil
War, was a national hero who was neither North nor South, not Virginian and not
New Englander; a hero who predated and transcended all that. In proclaiming
Columbus Day, Harrison called for exercises at every schoolhouse to "impress
upon our youth the patriotic duties of American citizenship." One of those
exercises would be a new Pledge of Allegiance, a statement of loyalty to the
nation's flag and founding ideals.
You know the words. Students pledged allegiance to the Republic not the
authoritarian regimes of the Old World. They pledged to one nation, indivisible a
reference to the divisions that had nearly torn the nation apart in the Civil War.
And they pledged liberty andjusticefor all.
This brings us to another crucial and for some of us, more personal
significance to Columbus and Columbus Day. The mid-to-late 19th century had
seen swelling numbers of Catholic immigrants to America from Ireland, Germany,
and Italy. These men and women were subjected to systemic discrimination and
derision. They were accused of divided loyalties of being agents of the Pope. As
Catholics set up their own schools, more than 35 States adopted "Blaine
Amendments," to bar government funds from ever aiding those schools. In a
Supreme Court decision last Term, Justice Alito called the federal legislation on
which these amendments were modeled an act of"virulent prejudice against
immigrants, particularly Catholic immigrants." The Ku Klux Klan was an active
supporter.
Immigrants from Italy were subject to particularly severe attack. In New
Orleans in 1891 a year before that first Columbus Day proclamation a mob
broke into a jail and killed 11 Italian immigrants, who had just been acquitted of
murdering the city's police chief. The New York Times noted with satisfaction the
death of these "sneaky and cowardly Sicilians... a pest without mitigations."
Nearly 100 years after the first Columbus Day, when my father was
appointed to the Supreme Court, he was surprised and moved by what it meant
5
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how important it was to Italian-Americans to have an Italian-American sit on the
nation's highest court, a riposte and rebuke to those who, even to that day, mocked
Italian-Americans as gangsters and mobsters.
Back in the 19'century, in the face of sharp hostility associated with
religion and national origin, Columbus became a powerful symbol of the claim of
Italian, Irish, and other Catholic immigrants that they were fully American. The
nation's Protestant elite proudly claimed forebears among the sons and daughters
of the Revolution; Columbus was an equally proud answer that Italians and
Catholics, also, had roots in the nation's founding and a claim to be fully
American. Many American Indians would make a similar point a century later,
when they asked to be recognized as Native Americans.
Ten years earlier in 1882 the Knights of Columbus had been founded, a
Catholic fraternal organization dedicated to charitable work, particularly toward
families that had lost a breadwinner. One historian has explained that for the
Knights,"Columbus was a world hero against American nativism, a symbol
providing 'social legitimacy and patriotic loyalty.' I'm honored the Knights of
Columbus are with us this evening.
The Knights were leading proponents of that first national Columbus Day
celebration, in 1892. But that celebration held meaning for more than Catholics
and Italians. More than 15,000 schoolchildren marched in a Columbus Day parade
in New York City. A leading historian of Italian-Americans, Dr. William Connell,
tells us the participants included students from public schools, Catholic schools,
the Hebrew Orphanage Asylum, and a Native American marching band. And
Connell suggests that the Italians murdered in New Orleans may not have been the
only massacre on Harrison's mind when he signed that first Columbus Day
proclamation just a year before that, the U.S. Army had killed as many as 300
Lakota Sioux at Wounded Knee. The first Columbus Day, Connell tells us,"was
supposed to recognize the greatness of all of America's people, but especially
Italians and Native Americans." The celebration, he writes, marked "the first
encounter that brought together the original Americans and the future ones."
Let me say a word about Native Americans, who of course found the New
World before Columbus, who suffered terribly as this nation grew, and who in
their own way stand for a spirit offreedom that we hail as American. There is a
movement to re-designate Columbus Day in honor of Native Americans. But to
honor Native Americans, you need not dis-honor Italian-Americans and Catholics
and denigrate a day that for millions of Catholics represents an early turning away
6
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from the nativism and Know-Nothing-ism that buffeted them in 19th century
America. That first Columbus Day welcomed Catholics and recent immigrants as
equal sharers in the American dream, and acknowledged if only for a day
Native Americans as rightful participants in our national heritage. Maligned by
progressives today, Columbus Day was an early celebration of something
progressives purport to value diversity and inclusion.
In fact, Columbus Day is a more meaningful reflection on American
diversity and inclusion than what masquerades as diversity training in some
workplaces today.
Recently we learned of so-called diversity training given to employees of the
U.S. Department of the Treasury, who were taught that "virtually all White people,
regardless of how 'woke' they are, contribute to racism." Workers at one federal
laboratory were given materials telling them that racism "is interwoven into every
fabric of America." At another federal lab, workers were told that an emphasis on
"rationality over emotionality" is a characteristic of white males. The Smithsonian
Institution was shamed into removing from its website a graphic which taught that
hard work and believing in one God are "aspects and assumptions of whiteness."
These blunderbuss assertions are false. My father was the son of an Italian
immigrant who my father once wrote "came to this country when he was a
teenager," and "never profited from the sweat of any black man's brow." There are
"many white ethnic groups," my father wrote,"that came to this country in great
numbers relatively late in its history" and "not only took no part in. . . the major
historical oppression" of Blacks and others, but instead were "themselves the
object of discrimination."
So no, harboring racist views is not the shared heritage of white Americans.
For many it's quite the opposite, as Columbus Day reminds us: Catholics, Irish,
Italians, Poles, Jews, and others had their own struggles gaining acceptance in
American society. Columbus Day is a day about overcoming that; it's a day that
was first set aside to embrace this country's diversity and welcome all citizens into
the American polity, regardless of creed or national origin. Our nation did not
establish Columbus Day to commemorate oppression or discrimination, we
established Columbus Day to overcome it.
Because training like I described a moment ago is false and offensive and
even injurious, President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex
stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs at federal workplaces and of
7
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federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute
particular traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as
training programs that assign blame or bias to someone just because, again, of that
person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist
intentions to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a
violation of law, which requires in the case of federal employees, for example
that all "'receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel
management without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs will implement the requirement that federal
contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already
set up a hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon
be issuing a public request for information to learn more about the types of training
and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does
not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity
that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered
by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today,
emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides
to assure opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it although they
must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not
prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have
regardless of their race or sex about people who are different, and which could
cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less
worthy of being heard.
***

My remarks to this point have focused on Columbus Day's origins as a day
about what today is called diversity and inclusion. Let me say a few words about a
particular kind of inclusiveness and a particular kind of discrimination that
were on people's minds that first Columbus Day, and which remain a subject
worthy of reflection today. That is respect for people of different faiths, including
8
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Catholics' right to live their faith while participating fully and equally in American
civic life.
Not long ago, a nominee to the federal courts was subjected to pointed
questions by two U.S. Senators for being a member of the Knights of Columbus.
One Senator noted that the head of the Knights had described abortion as "a legal
regime that has resulted in more than 40 million deaths"; the Senator asked the
judicial nominee if he was "aware that the Knights of Columbus opposed a
woman's right to choose when you joined the organization?" The Senator also
asked,"Were you aware that the Knights of Columbus opposed marriage equality
when you joined the organization?" A second Senator accused the Knights of
taking "a number of extreme positions," and asked the nominee if he would resign
his membership,"to avoid any appearance of bias."
As this audience well knows, this nominee was being attacked for belonging
to a Catholic organization that is active in thousands of parishes throughout the
country, and which espouses the teachings of the Catholic Church. His Catholicism
was being used to question his fitness for office, a form of discrimination to which
the Knights of Columbus and Columbus Day itself stand opposed.
This suspicious treatment of active participation in the Catholic community
is apparent, too, in statements about President Trump's inspiring nominee to the
Supreme Court, Amy Coney Barrett. As we saw today, Judge Barrett is an
accomplished scholar and judge and the mother of seven. She has been active in a
charismatic Christian group in South Bend known as People of Praise. Her vibrant
faith caused one Senator to caution at the Judge's hearing for a court of appeals
position three years ago,"the dogma lives loudly within you, and that's of
concern."
Allow me to suggest this: Let's not cancel Columbus Day while some in
high office are still internalizing its message of religious inclusiveness.
The "fastidious disdain toward religion" I've been describing to quote
William Bennett is also reflected in a rule adopted several years ago, which we at
the Labor Department recently proposed eliminating. One of the great gifts of
people of faith to this country, and to humanity, is care of the poor and needy a
calling exemplified by Christ, and by St. Francis. But in 2016, the federal
government adopted a rule saying that when religious organizations receive federal
funds in connection with providing charitable services, they have to warn the
people they help about their religious character. If the aid recipient objects, the
9
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organization has to give him the name of a non-religious organization he can go to
instead. Additionally, a religious group has to tell aid recipients how to file a
complaint with the federal government if the group's religious activities infiltrate
the services it's providing.
These federal requirements single out religious organizations for special
burdens that are not placed on others; they cast suspicion on people of faith
providing services that they feel called to offer, and which they have performed
marvelously for millennia. As I said, we are in the process of a regulatory proposal
to remove these rules, so religious grantees are treated equally. But the rules'
adoption reflects, I believe, the same new, bold challenge to religion that we have
seen in recent treatment ofjudicial nominees.
This defies a respect for religion deeply rooted in our Constitution and
national tradition. "Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political
prosperity," George Washington counseled in his Farewell Address,"Religion and
morality are indispensable supports." The Framers believed that by fortifying our
faith, we fortified our country. And they believed passionately in religious freedom
and permitting people of all faiths to participate fully in American political life.
***

So today, Columbus Day, we reflect on the thrill of discovery of a New
World, and the opportunity it presented to "make the world anew," freed from the
religious wars, hereditary monarchies, and class restrictions that burdened the Old
World. The hope, the optimism, the capacity for change in a New World are part of
our heritage as Americans. When Columbus set sail to that New World, he set us
all on course to a better world. We should never forget that.
Columbus Day is a reminder, too, of the challenges and ostracism faced by
earlier generations of Americans on account of religion and ethnicity.
Encountering that skeptical resistance and surmounting it is part of our shared
patrimony as Americans. This day, Columbus Day, began as a day to bring us
together, regardless of religion or ethnicity. The Americans to whom we extend
this invitation is broader now than in the 191h century. Some of the late-comers to
that invitation I'm thinking particularly of African-Americans are those who
suffered most, by far. But we do not continue on the path the Founding Fathers
charted by abandoning Columbus Day. Rather, we become better Americans by
using this day to recall the newness, novelty, and promise of this great nation, and
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how welcoming those different from us has not always come easily in America,
but has been one of our greatest sources of strength.
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The Labor Department is broadening its effort to eliminate diversity training that portrays
-virtually all" white people as racists.
In a speech in which he complimented traditional efforts to bring diversity and inclusiveness
into the offices of federal employees and contractors, Labor Secretary Eugene Scalia said the
department is tracking down programs that blame white people and others for racism and
discrimination.
"By this, we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular traits or status to
someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias
to someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex," he said in a speech Monday night
at Ohio's Franciscan University.
In his address, he held out Columbus Day as the example of"diversity and inclusion" that
should be taught in America.
Pushing back against the federal holiday's critics, Scalia said,"Columbus Day reminds us:
Catholics, Irish, Italians, Poles, Jews, and others had their own struggles gaining acceptance in
American society. Columbus Day is a day about overcoming that; it's a day that was first set
aside to embrace this country's diversity and welcome all citizens into the American polity
regardless of creed or national origin. Our nation did not establish Columbus Day to
commemorate oppression or discrimination. We established Columbus Day to overcome it."
Labor is one of the key agencies set to enforce President Trump's recent executive order
shutting down anti-American diversity training.
He said that the department has set up a hotline for employees of the government and federal
contractors to call should they believe they are being forced to undergo that type of training.
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Scalia also said that the department will soon demand information on "the types of training and
workshops provided to employees of federal contractors."
He explained to about 100 students and faculty that the government is not opposed to the
standard type of diversity training that millions go through every year. "It does not prohibit
workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity. That training is important,
the Labor Department encourages it, and, in some instances, we require it," he said.
But Trump opposes training that places blame for racism and sexism on Americans, and usually
on white people.
Scalia said, "Recently, we learned of so-called diversity training given to employees of the U.S.
Department of the Treasury, who were taught that 'virtually all white people, regardless of how
woke they are, contribute to racism.' Workers at one federal laboratory were given materials
telling them that racism 'is interwoven into every fabric of America.' At another federal lab,
workers were told that an emphasis on 'rationality over emotionality' is a characteristic of white
males. The Smithsonian Institution was shamed into removing from its website a graphic which
taught that hard work and believing in one God are 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness."
In suggesting that not only should Columbus Day be preserved but is the example of
inclusiveness, Scalia said that the holiday was created in 1892 to welcome Italians and
Catholics into America.
"So, no, harboring racist views is not the shared heritage of white Americans. For many, it's
quite the opposite," he said.
Scalia concluded,"Columbus Day began as a day to bring us together regardless of religion or
ethnicity. The Americans to whom we extend this invitation is broader now than in the 19th
century. Some of the late-comers to that invitation
I'm thinking particularly of African
Americans
are those who suffered most, by far. But we do not continue on the path the
Founding Fathers charted by abandoning Columbus Day. Rather, we become better Americans
by using this day to recall the newness, novelty, and promise of this great nation and how
welcoming those different from us has not always come easily in America but has been one of
our greatest sources of strength."

DO L002274

From:

Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=0C6029E716614EE78E163CBCC8E5E250-SWIRSKY,ST]
Sent:
10/14/2020 10:13:39 AM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Seely, Christopher OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca 1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]
CC:
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=363c0a5d85ca453eb4d8a2a62a9c286f-Taylor, Tim]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Bickerstaffe, Keir - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=76946342408840629d14d5b8c536a764-Bickerstaff]; Bennett, Anna Laura SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7cc9e0ed95b54751b405f87712fd8fee-Bennett, An]; Dankowitz, Beverly SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d35b44f0957b4cdeb796c97e5990ebcf-Dankowitz,]; Rose, Sharon A - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6c6d92f326de4a0abac3f6477d8120c4-Rose, Sharo]; Kilmartin, Alison M °ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=77ed0e9c979447788c5bc47b88dd8491-Kilmartin,]; Dawkins, Laura M - ASP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d2184500efa4946b40d2aaf82b35fb3-Dawkins, La]; Davis, Karlyn - ASP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d03793b1358f4852bd59145edb43d230-Davis, Karl]; Peters, Pamela - ASP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5f882dc3a2e2403fb97c5660bfOaf7dc-Peters, Pam]
Subject:
Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-14-20.docx

All,
Attached is initial passback from OIRA re the RFI. It is just 2 comments from OMB leadership but there is a possibility of
one more set of comments coming today. I will let you know as soon as I receive confirmation one way or another.
Thanks
Stephanie
Stephanie Swirsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Labor
202/69.-:(direct)
202160(b) 6(mobile)
Swksky,stephanie@dagov
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From:

Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DE1CA1BB58004746A50104BD40A50623-WILLIAMS, T]
Sent:
10/14/2020 10:46:01 AM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Gaglione, Robert J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]
Subject:
FW: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-14-20.docx

Craig

are you okay with accepting the changes? Thanks

From: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP <Swirsky.Stephanie@dol.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 10:14 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
goy>.
(b)6
bdol•
i•-•
, Williams, Tina
TCc: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>; Taylor,
Timothy J - SOL <TaylorTimothy.J@dol.gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Bickerstaffe,
Keir - SOLi.
(b)6
1@dol.gov>; Bennett, Anna Laura - SOL I
(b)6
rp
_ DOLgov>; Dankowitz, Beverly Odol.gov>; Rose, Sharon A - SOL <Rose.Sha` ron.A@dol.gov>; Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
SOL 4
(b)6
<Kilmartin.Alison.M@dol.gov>; Dawkins, Laura M - ASP 1
(b)
dol.gov>; Davis, Karlyn - ASP
0:Cloi.gov>
(b)6
(b)6 Odol.gov>; Peters, Pamela - ASP
S fett!lhifidi Passback: OFCCP's Request for leitormation;Racie and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
All,
Attached is initial passback from OIRA re the RFI. It is just 2 comments from OMB leadership but there is a possibility of
one more set of comments coming today. I will let you know as soon as I receive confirmation one way or another.
Thanks
Stephanie
Stephanie Swirsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Labor
202/694-11
:-.
cidirect)
2O2/6Od tui imobile)
Swksky,siii;nie@dagov

DOL002286

From:

Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C933D3C8E9624D7092E25B4A2B47F4CF-WOLFSON, JO]
Sent:
10/16/2020 12:38:00 PM
To:
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Ku berg, Andrew G - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=363c0a5d85ca453eb4d8a2a62a9c286f-Taylor, Tim]
Subject:
FW: ADDITIONAL Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20.docx
I mportance:

High

We just received the passback from OIRA on the 13950 RH, The OMB folks are fine with our rejection of their first
deletion. On question 6„ they would like some additional tweaks (if we won't delete it).

b15
Let: me know how we would like to go forward with this.
iw

From: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP <Swirsky.Stephanie@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:32 PM
To: Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>
Cc: Dawkins, Laura M - ASP <
odol.gov>; Peters, Pamela - ASP
§
1@dol.gov>; Davis, Karlyn
(3)6
- ASP 1
(b)6
pdol.govKilr-niFfi-riTATiOn M - OASP <Kilmartin.Alison.M@dol.gov>
Subject: ADDITIONAL Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
I mportance: High
Jonathan,
Follow-up comments are attached on the OFCCP RF1 from OMB leadership. Looks like we are closer; one remaining
comment/suggestion at this point.
Let us know if you will handle through OSEC or if you want us to circulate to the broader OFCCP/SOL folks as well.
thanks
Stephanie Swirsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Labor
202/6931(b)6tclirect)

DOL002297

202/Cili6ilmobile)
Swksky,stephard@dagov

From: Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson...Iona tharliVbpdol,gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:30 AM
To: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP <Swirsky.Stephanie@doLgov>
Cc: Dawkins, Laura M - ASP
-1,Ddol,gov>; Peters, Pamela - ASP
Davis, Karlyn
(b)6
)doLgov>;
Kilmartin,
Alison
M
OASP
<KHrnartirLAUson‘M@dolgov>
- ASP
(b)6
SubjecifREFFRI5T$assback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating

I <-

Perfect — thanks Stephanie!
iw
From: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP <Swirskv,Stephane@dol‘gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:29 AM
To: Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <WolfsonJonathan‘A@doLgov>
.
Cc: Dawkins, Laura M - ASP 1
Pdol,gov>;
Peters,
Pamela
ASP
i
(b)
6
ibpdol,gov>; Davis, Karlyn
(b)6
J
..---------------.
L._
- ASP 1
1)dol,gov>;
-KilTrii
FfifiTARO
n
M
OASP
<Kilmartn.Alison.M@dol.gov>
(b)6
SubjeCEREinfag-15a.ssback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
I just heard that they will get back to us today. Don't know what the disposition will be, just that they will get back to us
today.
Stay tuned...
Stephanie Swirsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Labor
202/693i
'Oirect)
i obile)
202/603i(b)6 FT,
Slivrsky.affiWlie@doLgov

From: Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfsordonathan.A@dol.g,ov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:08 AM
To: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP <Swirsky.StephaniePdagov>
Subject: Fwd: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating

Stephanie,
Here's the RFI passback.
Jonathan Wolfson
T: 2021
M:201

(b)6

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC" <squiticri,chad.c@doLgov>
Date: October 15, 2020 at 9:03:04 AM EDT
To: "Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP" <Kilmarti ," son.M(do1.f4()V>, "Wolfson, Jonathan A -

DOL002298

ASP" <\Volfson,,Ionathan.AvIdol,go\ >,"Freeman, Wilson C - ASP"
<freeman,v,11,
,on.cl,
Cc: "Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <MIN.-rg,,\ndrew,G, oLgo),>
Subject: RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex
Stereotyping and Scapegoating

ASP: Also attaching the redline in case you need it to answer OMB (and re-attaching
approved clean for convenience),
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:00 AM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,AndrewG@dol,gov>; Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
<Kilmartin,Alison.M@dagov>
Cc: Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <WolfonJonathan,A@dol,gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
<Leen,Crag@dol,gov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Tavior,TirnothvY(Ddol,gov>; Freeman, Wilson C - ASP
<Freernan.WilsonC@dol.gov>; Johnson, Grant L - SOL <Johnson.Grantl@dagov>; Swearingen, Brett A
- OSEC <swearinEen,bretta@doLgov>; Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi,Rachel,E@doLgov>
Subject: RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and
Scapegoating

ASP: Attached is the approved clean,

From: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP
<Swirsky‘Stephanie@dol.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020
10:14 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
<Leen,Crag(6)DOLgov>; Seely,
Christopher - OFCCP
Pdagov>; Williams,
(b)6

Cc: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC
<Kilberg.Andrew.GO)dol,gov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC
<squitieri,chad,r Opdolgov>; Taylor,
Timothy J - SOL
<Taylor.Timothy‘i@dol‘gov>; Wolfson,
Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson,Jonathan,APdagov>;
..Eli.c.kQr$Wff.._KP.ir.:. SOL
(b)6
0(10144ov>; Bennett,
Anna Laura - SOL
:)D01,.‘gov>;
(b)6
Dankowitz, Beverly - SOL
1@doLgov>; Rose,
(b)6
Sharon A - SOL
<Rose,Sharon,APdagov>; Kilmartin,
Alison M - OASP

DOL002299

<Kilmartin,Alison.rvi@dol.aov>;
Dawkins, Laura M - ASP
(b)6
i@doLgov>; Davis,
,•
Karlyn - ASP
(b)6 '1• (23cici
- pov>.
Peters,
i@dol‘gov>
(b)6
Subject: Initial Passback: OFCCP's
Request for Information; Race and Sex
Stereotyping and Scapegoating
All,
Attached is initial passback from OIRA
re the RFI. It is just 2 comments from
OMB leadership but there is a
possibility of one more set of comments
coming today. I will let you know as
soon as I receive confirmation one way
or another.
Thanks
Stephanie
Stephanie Swirsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Labor
202/1 /1
,
1 c tdirect)
202/1 lu/
imobile}
SvArs'Wy-,Zi;.pic
0,Pdagov

DOL002300

From:

Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=80ED763B75B846FF8B842B19BD2B9156-SQUITIERIJ
Sent:
10/15/2020 9:00:03 AM
To:
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Kilmartin, Alison M OASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=77ed0e9c979447788c5bc47b88dd8491-Kilmartini
CC:
Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=363c0a5d85ca453eb4d8a2a62a9c286f-Taylor, Tim]; Freeman, Wilson C - ASP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5edc0c3ef852474dbe55d544f7247fc3-Freeman, Wi]; Johnson, Grant L - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbeff76932544f5e8008ab5599626e96-Johnson, Gr]; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Mondl, Rachel E OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]
Subject:
RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-14-20 -- DOL Clean.docx

ASP: Attached is the approved clean,
From: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 8:50 AM
To: Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP <Kilmartin.Alison.M@dol.gov>
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>;
Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Timothy.J@dol.gov>; Freeman, Wilson C ASP <freeman.wilson.c@dol.gov>; Johnson, Grant L - SOL <Johnson.Grantl@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
<swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Mond, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating

And he just approved Chad and Rachel's edits.

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 8:46 AM,Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andre-wki(Adol.gov>
wrote:
We are waiting for Sl's approval.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 8:44 AM,Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
<Kilmartin,Alison,M4doi.2ov> wrote:

DOL002311

He does not need to sign yet, we need to send back to OIRA for them to conclude
review. Craig signs what goes to the OFR.
Alison (Ali) Kilmartin
DAS, Policy, DOL
(202) (b)6

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad.c(a)doLgo.v>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:57:23 AM
To: Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wollsordonathan,APdol,gov>
Cc: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC
<Kilberg.Andrew‘GEI)dol.gov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Tmothy.i@dol.gov>;
Kilmartin, Alison M - OAP <Kilmartin,AlisonNiPdagov>; Freeman, Wilson C - ASP
<freeman‘wilsonx.@doLgov>; Johnson, Grant L - SOL <JohnsorLGrantl@dol.g,ov>;
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearinEen,bretta@dol,Eov>; Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC
<Moncil.Rachel,E@doLgov>
Subject: Re: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for Information; Race and Sex
Stereotyping and Scapegoating

I input these edits but it still needs final OSEC clearance. Once we have Si sign
off I'll flip the clean to Craig for him to review again and sign.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 7:39 AM, Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfsonionathan.A0MoLov> wrote:
Craig,
Can your team send to Stephanie a copy of the RFI that reflects
Rachel's accept/reject decisions. Would like to keep this ball
rolling.
Thanks
Jw
Jonathan Wolfson
T: 202f
M: 201
_

L(b)6

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 14, 2020, at 11:25 AM,Leen, Craig OFCCP <Lecn.Crai2(a)dol.c,ov> wrote:

I'm fine with the edits for OFCCP. If we're going to
remove that language from the FAQs though, would
it be possible to include a general link to the FAQs?

DOL002312

This background information will be helpful to
contractors and they may not know we have issued
FAQs. Thanks
Get Outlook for i.OS
...........................................................................
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
<.;ciuitieri,chad,c@dolgov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 11:18:39 AM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC
<KilbergAndrew,GPdoLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
<Le.en‘Craig@DOLgov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL
<Tz-)ylor,Timothy,M,
'Ddol,gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson,Jonathan,APdagov>; Kilmartin, Alison M OASP <KHrnartirLAUson‘M@doLgov>; Freeman, Wilson
C - ASP <freernan,wilson,c@dol&ov>; Johnson, Grant L SOL <Johnson,Grant,U(Ddol,gov>; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC <swewingen‘brett.a@dol.gov>
Cc: Mond, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi,Rachel, adoLgov>
Subject: RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for
Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and
Scapegoating

Except for
the language is
(b)5
exactly the same as the FAQ.
From: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC
<KilberEAndrew,GPdoLgov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitierLchad.c@dol.g,ov>;
Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CraigODDOLgov>; Taylor,
Timothy J - SOL <Taylor,Tirnothy,i(a)dol.gov>; Wolfson,
Jonathan A - ASP <WolisonJonathan.A@dolgov>;
Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
<Kilmartin,AlisonAl@doLgov>; Freeman, Wilson C - ASP
<freeman‘wilsonx.,VdoLgov>; Johnson, Grant L - SOL
<JohnsoriGn:int,i.PdoLgov>; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC <swearngen,brett.a@dagov>
Cc: Mond, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi‘Rachel.E,VdoLgov>
Subject: RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for
Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and
Scapegoating
If the text associated with the first comment is exactly
what we have in the FAQs, then I agree.
With resp_ect to the second comment,1

iii
ii.

(b)5

fb)5

i
._;i .

iii
i

Andrew G. I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor

DOL002313

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
<squitieri,chad,c@doLgov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 10:29 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,Craig@DOLgov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@dagov>; Taylor,
Timothy J - SQL <Taylor.Timothy‘i@doLgov>; Wolfson,
Jonathan A - ASP <',NolfsonJonathanA0pdol,gov>;
Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
<Kilmartin,AW;oniVi@doLgov>; Freeman, Wilson C - ASP
<freernan,‘Mison,c@dolgov>; Johnson, Grant L - SQL
<Johnson.Grantl@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC <swearingen,brett,a0pdolgov>
Cc: Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncil.Rachel,E@doLgov>
Subject: RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for
Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and
Scapegoating

+ Brett
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 10:28 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1...een,Crai.g@doLgov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@dol.gov>; Taylor,
Timothy J - SQL <Taylor‘Timothy.i@dol.gov>; Wolfson,
Jonathan A - ASP <Wollson,ionz-ithanA@dol,Eov>;
Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
<KHrnartiniklisonAl@doLgov>; Freeman, Wilson C - ASP
<FreernanAiVilson,CODdoLF,ov>; Johnson, Grant L - SQL
<Johnson,Grant,U(Ddol.gov>
Cc: Mond, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi‘Rachel.E,VdoLgov>
Subject: RE: Initial Passback: OFCCP's Request for
Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and
Scapegoating

Drafting Team:
For the sake of moving things along quicktv,I (b)5 I
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From: Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP
<Swirsky,Stephanie@do.i.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 10:14 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1...een,Craig,@DOI....gov>; Seely,
01,gov>;
Christopher - OFCCP
Williams, Tina T - OF
Cc: Kilberg, Andrew 6—:-OSE-C<Kilberg,Andrev,i,G@dol,gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
<squitierix.hadx@dol.gov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL
<Taylor,Tirnothy,i@doLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<\,Ajoifson.ionathan,A@dol,gov>; Bickerstaffe, Keir - SOL
-"doLgov>; Bennett, Anna Laura - SOL
:D01..,gov>; Dankowitz, Beverly - SOL
(b)6
1Pdol.gov>; Rose, Sharon A - SOL
<Rose.Sharon,APdol.gov>; Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
.._.5)<Mr. ..tin,Al.iwn,.M.Pdol,gov>; Dawkins, Laura M - ASP
Hol.gov>; Davis, Karlyn - ASP
pv>; Peters, Pamela - ASP
.1 gov>
Subject:
Passback: OFCCP's Request for
Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and
Scapegoating

(b)6

idol.gov>

(b)6 r

b)

All,
Attached is initial passback from OIRA re the RFI. It is
just 2 comments from OMB leadership but there is a
possibility of one more set of comments coming
today. I will let you know as soon as I receive
confirmation one way or another.
Thanks
Stephanie
Stephanie Swirsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Labor
202/0
Idirect)
202/0(U)0
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Billing Code 4510-45
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
RIN 1250-ZA01
Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
AGENCY: Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
ACTION: Request for Information
SUMMARY: The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)at the Department
of Labor seeks comments, information, and materials from the public relating to workplace
trainings that involve race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. OFCCP protects workers by
ensuring that those doing business with the Federal government(known as Federal contractors
and subcontractors) do not treat workers differently on the basis of race, sex, or other protected
characteristics. Information provided in response to this request will assist OFCCP in that
mission. This request for information also provides hotline contact information (202-343-2008
and OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov)that can be used to confidentially report to the Federal
government the unlawful use of racist or sexist training materials.
DATES: Submit comments, information, and materials on or before December 1, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, information, and materials by any of the following
methods:
Electronic comments: The Federal eRulemaking portal at www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions found on that website.

DOL002316

Mail, Hand Delivery, Courier: Addressed to Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy and
Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 200 Constitution
Avenue NW,Room C-3325, Washington, DC 20210.
Instructions: Please submit one copy of your submission by only one method. For faster
submission, we encourage commenters to submit electronically via www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy
and Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Room C-3325,
200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20210. Telephone:(202)693-0103 (voice) or
(202)693-1337(TTY)(these are not toll-free numbers). Copies of this notice may be obtained
in alternative formats (large print, braille, audio recording) upon request by calling the numbers
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background
Millions of Americans are employed by Federal contractors and subcontractors.' These

employers have certain obligations to their employees under a presidential directive known as
Executive Order 11246. That order requires Federal contractors not to discriminate in
employment and to take affirmative action to ensure equal opportunity without regard to race,
sex, and other protected characteristics. OFCCP ensures Federal contractors uphold their
nondiscrimination and affirmative action obligations to their employees.

1 For purposes of this request for information,"contractor" and "subcontractor" are used
interchangeably.
2
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Relatedly, on September 22, 2020, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order
13950, titled Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.2 Executive Order 13950 established that it
is "the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the
Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services," and further stated that "Federal contractors
will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees" through workplace training.3
The order notes that materials teaching that men and members of certain races are inherently
sexist and racist have recently appeared in workplace diversity trainings across the country.
Through this request for information, the Department invites the public to provide information or
materials concerning any workplace trainings of Federal contractors that involve such
stereotyping or scapegoating. Please note that training is not prohibited if it is designed to inform
workers, or foster discussion, about pre-conceptions, opinions, or stereotypes that people
regardless of their race or sex

may have regarding people who are different, which could

influence a worker's conduct or speech and be perceived by others as offensive.
As used in this request for information, "race or sex stereotyping" means "ascribing
character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or
to an individual because of his or her race or sex."4 "Race or sex scapegoating" means
"assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their
race or sex," and includes claims "that, consciously or unconsciously, and by virtue of his or her

2 85

Fed. Reg. 60683.
at 60685. Trainings that teach race or sex stereotyping or race or sex scapegoating may also
violate Executive Order 11246, which forbids Federal contractors and subcontractors from
discriminating on the basis of race or sex in employment.
4 1d. at 60685.
3 Id.

3
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race or sex, members of any race are inherently racist or are inherently inclined to oppress others,
or that members of a sex are inherently sexist or inclined to oppress others."5
Executive Order 13950 clarifies that workplace trainings that promote the following
concepts qualify as unlawful race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating:
(a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
(b)an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or
oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
(c) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or
partly because of his or her race or sex;
(d) members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without
respect to race or sex;
(e) an individual's moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
(0 an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions
committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
(g)any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
(h) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by
a particular race to oppress another race.

5 Id.

at 60685.
4
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Examples of impermissible scapegoating or stereotyping include training materials
stating "that concepts like `[o]bjective, rational linear thinking,' [Nard work' being 'the key to
success,' the 'nuclear family,' and belief in a single god are not values that unite Americans of
all races but are instead 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness.'"6
To gain a better understanding regarding potentially unlawful training materials that are
being used by Federal contractors and subcontractors, President Trump instructed the Director of
OFCCP to request information from these contractors and subcontractors and their employees
regarding the trainings that have been provided.7 The President further directed that the "request
for information should request copies of any training, workshop, or similar programing having to
do with diversity and inclusion as well as information about the duration, frequency, and expense
of such activities."8 This request for information is being published in response to the President's
directives. A purpose of this request for information is to obtain information to formulate
OFCCP programming and compliance assistance related to Executive Order 13950.
Types of Comments,Information, and Materials Requested
OFCCP requests comments, information, and materials from Federal contractors, Federal
subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors concerning workplace
trainings involving prohibited race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating.9
You may provide various other types of materials, such as PowerPoints, photographs,
videos, handwritten notes, or printed handouts. OFCCP welcomes all forms of media and data

6 Id.

at 60684.
7 Id. at 60686.
8
Id.
9 Other stakeholders are invited to submit comments as well.
5
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that have in recent years been used, or that may soon be used, in both voluntary and mandatory
trainings, workshops, or similar programming.
You do not need to provide a response for every category number. In submitting a
response, you are encouraged (but not required) to note the specific sections of materials (such as
page numbers or section headings) that you believe fit within a category number listed below.
You should provide responses reasonably related to this request for information.
Materials may be submitted anonymously. However, any materials submitted in response to this
request for information may be subject to public disclosure, including any personal information
provided. You should not provide information or materials prohibited by law from disclosure
under a valid confidentiality agreement, information or materials that are trade secrets,
information or materials that are copyrighted, or information or materials that contain individual
medical information or personally identifiable information.
OFCCP seeks information and materials concerning any or all of the following
categories, if applicable:
1. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex stereotyping.
2. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex scapegoating.
3. The duration of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
4. Thefrequency of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
5. The expense or costs associated with any workplace training identified in categories 1 or
2.

6
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OFCCP additionally requests input on any or all of the following questions, if applicable:
6. How have you or other employees at your company reacted to any workplace training
identified in categories 1 or 2? Have there been complaints concerning this workplace
training? Have you or other employees been disciplined for complaining or otherwise
questioning this workplace training?
7. Who develops your company's diversity training? Is it developed by individuals from
your company, or an outside company?
8. Is diversity training mandatory at your company? If only certain trainings are mandatory,
which ones are mandatory and which ones are optional?
9. Approximately what portion of your company's annual mandatory training relates to
diversity?
10. Approximately what portion of your company's annual optional training relates to
diversity?
III.

How to Confidentially Report Information Through OFCCP's New Hotline

OFCCP has created an e-mail and telephone hotline to report potentially non-compliant
workplace training materials. Executive Order 13950 directed the Department of Labor, through
OFCCP,"to establish a hotline and investigate complaints received under both [Executive Order
13950] as well as Executive Order 11246 alleging that a Federal contractor is utilizing. . .
training programs in violation of the contractor's obligations under those orders."1° Executive
Order 13950 further directed the Department of Labor to "take appropriate enforcement action
and provide remedial relief, as appropriate."

1° Id. at 60686.
"Id.
7
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Employees and other concerned members of the public are encouraged to report
potentially unlawful training materials by calling (202)343-2008 or emailing
OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov. To the fullest extent permissible by law, OFCCP will
protect the confidentiality of those who submit information through the hotline.
Unlike hotline communications, responses to this request for information may become a
matter of public record and may be subject to public disclosure as described above. Employees
and other concerned members of the public who wish to confidentially report potentially noncompliant information or materials should do so through the hotline information provided above.
IV.

Voluntary Compliance for Employers

Federal contractors and subcontractors questioning whether their workplace trainings,
workshops, or similar programs are compliant with Executive Order 13950 or Executive Order
11246 are encouraged to voluntarily submit information and materials in response to this request
for information. OFCCP will provide compliance assistance as requested to Federal contractors
and subcontractors that voluntarily submit such information or materials.
OFCCP will, consistent with law, exercise its enforcement discretion and not take
enforcement action against Federal contractors and subcontractors that voluntarily submit
information or materials in response to this request for information, as it relates to submitted
information or materials and potential non-compliance with Executive Orders 13950 or 11246,
provided that such contractor or subcontractor promptly comes into compliance with the
Executive Orders as directed by OFCCP. If a Federal contractor or subcontractor who voluntarily
submits information or materials in response to this request for information is determined by
OFCCP to have non-compliant materials, and the contractor or subcontractor refuses to correct

8
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the issue after compliance assistance is provided, OFCCP may take enforcement action against
the contractor or subcontractor if OFCCP later receives the contractor or subcontractor's
materials through a separate source, such as a neutrally scheduled audit, in connection with a
complaint, or if submitted by an employee in response to this RFI. OFCCP will keep information
and materials submitted under this process confidential under Exemption 4 of the Freedom of
Information Act to the maximum extent permitted by law, unless disclosure is necessary and
appropriate in Federal Government-initiated proceedings.
A Federal contractor or subcontractor may opt for the above-described enforcement
discretion only if the relevant infoimation or materials are submitted to OFCCP by one of the
contractor's or subcontractor's executives, owners, or legal representatives with actual authority
to legally bind the contractor or subcontractor in agreements with the United States Government.
Should a qualifying executive, owner, or legal representative of the contractor or subcontractor
submit information or materials on behalf ofthe contractor or subcontractor as requested in this
request for information, the fact that a worker employed by the contractor or subcontractor may
have also submitted the same (or substantially the same)information or materials to OFCCP, or
submitted a complaint based on such information or materials, will not disqualify the contractor
or subcontractor from choosing the types of compliance assistance and enforcement discretion
described herein. But as noted above, OFCCP reserves the right to take enforcement action as to
information or materials submitted by employees in response to this RFI if the contractor or
subcontractor refuses to correct non-compliant materials after receiving compliance assistance.
Regarding all other Federal contractors and subcontractors, there are no adverse legal
consequences for choosing not to participate in this request for information. This request for
information is strictly voluntary; it simply offers Federal contractors and subcontractors an
9
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opportunity in the exercise of OFCCP's enforcement discretion to come into compliance with
their legal obligations to the extent they have concerns.
V.

Conclusion
Pursuant to Executive Order 13950, OFCCP invites Federal contractors, Federal

subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors to submit comments,
information, and materials as described above. This request for information will enable OFCCP
to better combat race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating within the contractor community.

CRAIG E. LEEN
Director, OFCCP

10
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From:

Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=446467C1ACD144B4BDDD78130ECD530D-SWEARINGENJ
Sent:
10/15/2020 8:43:08 AM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitierii
Subject:
Secretary's Columbus Day speech / EO messaging
Attachments: Scalia - Columbus Day speech - 10.12.20.pdf

Hi Craig,
I just spoke with Rachel at staff this morning and she wants to make sure your messaging on the E0 is consistent with
the Secretary's comments in his Columbus Day speech — see pp. 7-8 in the attached (in case you haven't seen this
already).
Brett
Brett Swearingen
Counselor to the Deputy Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202) 693-6071
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REMARKS BY SECRETARY EUGENE SCALIA
C OLUMBUS DAY AND OUR AMERICAN HERITAGE
F RANCISCAN UNIVERSITY OF STEUBENVILLE

O CTOBER 12, 2020

As Prepared For Delivery
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Thank you, Dr. Kempton,for that introduction and thank you for the
important work Franciscan University does to educate young people and inform
and fortify their faith.
I'm here today to celebrate Columbus Day, but I'd remiss if I didn't say a
word about another extraordinary Italian, for whom this school is named. Nearly
eight hundred years later, St. Francis's holiness, courage, and the sheer range of
what he did and stands for are still breathtaking. His influence is even more
apparent today than it was then; his example is no less powerful.
This day, Columbus Day, has been part of our American heritage for more
than a century. There are some now who would like to do away with that
commemoration. My message is that would be a mistake. Columbus Day stands
for ideals and principles that are woven into the fabric of our nation, and which are
as important today as they were on the first Columbus Day in 1892. They are
ideals and principles that underlie some of the programs we administer at the
Department of Labor. And they are ideals and principles that Columbus Day's
critics actually claim to share. So I want to spend a few minutes with you today
exploring pardon the pun why Columbus Day remains an important and
fundamentally American holiday.
***

The Book of Proverbs tells us,"The human heart plans the way, but the Lord
directs the steps." That verse must have occurred to Christopher Columbus when
he reflected on his journey to the New World. For one, he nearly never made it. On
his first voyage west into the unknown, his crew mutinied more than once,
frightened of the lands that lay or maybe didn't lie ahead. Columbus's
geography was of course hopelessly wrong, landing him on the edge of for
him a new continent, instead of India, China, or Japan. Today we can be grateful
that the mutinies and Columbus's plans failed. He opened the way to a New
World, and to a nation that remains a beacon offreedom to the whole world.
But although Columbus survived a 15th century mutiny, he wasn't so lucky
this past summer. On the 41h of July, a mob in Baltimore toppled a statue of
Columbus, dragged him to the harbor, and thrust him in the bay. When the deed
was done, one of the mob shouted,"This is the only way we can stop hatred."
Across the country, more than 30 statues of Columbus have been or are scheduled
to be removed, according to press accounts. Just a couple hours from here, in the
capital city of this great State, two Columbus statues have been removed.
1
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Obviously that's not going to fully solve the problem, since you still have the city's
name. But a plan's been proposed for that, too: changing Columbus, Ohio to
Flavortown, Ohio in honor, I'm told, of a celebrity chef. After safely crossing the
Atlantic eight times, this is how deep Columbus has sunk.
I hasten to add that this year, Columbus is not alone. In fact he's in what
you'd think is pretty good company. Back home in the nation's capital the
District of Columbia a committee appointed by the mayor recently recommended
that the city "remove, relocate, or contextualize" not just a statue of Columbus, but
the Washington Monument and Jefferson Memorial, too. A famous statue of
Abraham Lincoln, paid for by freed slaves, in which he holds the Emancipation
Proclamation and stands beside a young black man who is crouching and
beginning to rise from his shackles of slavery activists want that one ripped out,
too. In San Francisco, statues of Francis Scott Key, Ulysses Grant, and Father, now
Saint, Junipero Serra have been wrenched from the ground.
A visitor from another era might ask, who would do such things? Revanchist
loyalists of King George III? The ghost of Jefferson Davis? No: Activists who
want to fundamentally redefine how we view our nation's character and legacy.
These revisionists want us to see America,from the arrival of the earliest
settlers, as oppressive and discriminatory at its core. Hence the "1619 Project,"
published last year by our self-styled newspaper of record, The New York Times.
The Times explained that 1619 was the year chattel slavery was "inaugurated" in
the North America colonies, and said the 1619 Project would "reframe American
history by considering what it would mean to regard 1619 as our nation's birth
year." The project's creator wrote,"Anti-black racism runs in the very DNA of this
country," and "[o]ne of the primary reasons some of the colonists decided to
declare their independence from Britain," she said,"was because they wanted to
protect the institution of slavery."
This portrayal of American history has been vigorously denounced by some
of our most prominent historians. And in truth our nation's origin is
straightforward and encapsulated by Abraham Lincoln: We are a nation conceived
in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. That is
what Thomas Jefferson declared for the Continental Congress, when breaking from
England to pursue our unalienable, God-given rights. "The establishment of Civil
and Religious Liberty," George Washington said of the Revolutionary War,"was
the Motive which induced me to the Field." Charles Carroll, a Catholic signer of

2
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the Declaration, called the principles in the document the "best earthly inheritance"
he could leave future generations.
Of course, we know that the Founders did not fully live according to the
ideals they espoused. They were sinners; they were fallen in that respect, they
were like all of us here. And they lacked the vision to fully see the implications and
promise of what they wrote. But they supplied the vision and principles for
generations of Americans to forge the freest nation on earth and they had the
genius to craft a Constitution that made fulfilling those ideals possible. When
Lincoln appealed to the better angels of our nature, he appealed to the ideals in
those founding documents. His great contemporary, Frederick Douglass, said the
Constitution wasn't a "proslavery instrument" but a "glorious liberty document."
And a century later, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, Martin Luther King
called us to account by invoking the words of the Founders:"When the architects
of our Republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence," he said,"they were signing a promissory note."
King was there to collect payment. He is a hero of mine both for his courageous
fight against inhumanity, and for the patriotic way he did so, calling on America to
be even more American to be ever truer to the Founders' vision.
***

Well, I've been speaking of America, when you came to hear about
Columbus. But the two are closely linked so much so that some early Americans
wanted to name the nation Columbia. What did earlier generations of Americans
see in Columbus, and what should we see now?
History has not been very forthcoming about Columbus key facts about his
life remain uncertain, and the mythology that surrounded him obscured realities
that recently have received more attention. Sometimes, admittedly, that makes for
the best heroes more symbol than person, more an idea than a tally of individual
virtues and vices.
Columbus had grave faults. He participated in the slave trade as did others
in his day and was a harsh, at times inhumane ruler of indigenous people he
subjugated.
Many of the men and women we admire from centuries ago had grave
failings. Washington and Jefferson held slaves. Lincoln made statements about
Blacks that we would never countenance today. Reaching farther back in time, St.
3
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Thomas More sanctioned practices toward Protestants that we strongly condemn
so did Queen Elizabeth toward Catholics. But these men are our forebears, they
achieved and stand for great things, and it is for those things not for their
errors that we admire and hold them as examples today.(Leaders of the
Confederacy present a separate question, for this reason.) The failings of great men
and women should remind us of human frailty and of our own. Their failings
counsel our own humility. They do not counsel condemning, today, people of
another era who in their imperfect, fallibly human way built the extraordinary
land offreedom and opportunity that we are fortunate to enjoy.
So if we love this country and we do we are right to credit Columbus for
opening the way to a New World. And that was of course a large part of what
made him a fitting hero for a new nation. For 1 8th century American
revolutionaries, Columbus was a widely-known forbear, and he was not British
few people could check both those boxes. He had displayed great courage no one
in his world knew what lay West, and it was an act of daring and vision to sail that
direction toward Asia, with limited provisions and a huge expanse of ocean behind
him. What Columbus found at the edge of that expanse was for Europeans a
New World with boundless possibilities. Those possibilities allowed a break from
the Old World, something that Washington, Jefferson, and their contemporaries
were now striving to achieve. The New World was already being called
"Columbia," personified by a statuesque female figure who could stand shoulderto-shoulder with "Britannia." This gave us the District of Columbia, the Columbia
River, and Columbia, South Carolina. King's College in New York City named
for George II was renamed Columbia University.
Through the centuries, Columbus came to represent the spirit of adventure
and discovery that we associate with America our faith in our capacity to seek
and find something new and better. We have many heroes who personify our
political ideals, but no figure so associated with the questing, the
entrepreneurialism, the hope in the new that is part of the American spirit. No other
figure so represents our aspiration to make, here in this country, something new
and better than the oppression and rigidity associated with that Old World.
Hence, President Franklin Roosevelt described Columbus's discovery as the
promise of"a new beginning in the march of human progress." President Reagan
called him a "dreamer, a man of vision and courage," whose "adventurous spirit
lives on among us." President Benjamin Harrison, in the first national Columbus
Day proclamation, called him "the pioneer of progress and enlightenment." In his
celebrated biography of Frederick Douglass, the historian David Blight recounts
4
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how a book called The Columbian Orator "changed [Douglass's] life." The
Columbian Orator was a collection of patriotic and anti-slavery writings that
Douglass used to teach himself to read, to deliver speeches, and Blight says, to
develop a "vocabulary of liberation."
The first national recognition of Columbus Day was in 1892, the 400th
anniversary of the explorer's arrival in the New World. Benjamin Harrison
presented it as a unifying, patriotic day here, not so long after the end of the Civil
War, was a national hero who was neither North nor South, not Virginian and not
New Englander; a hero who predated and transcended all that. In proclaiming
Columbus Day, Harrison called for exercises at every schoolhouse to "impress
upon our youth the patriotic duties of American citizenship." One of those
exercises would be a new Pledge of Allegiance, a statement of loyalty to the
nation's flag and founding ideals.
You know the words. Students pledged allegiance to the Republic not the
authoritarian regimes of the Old World. They pledged to one nation, indivisible a
reference to the divisions that had nearly torn the nation apart in the Civil War.
And they pledged liberty andjusticefor all.
This brings us to another crucial and for some of us, more personal
significance to Columbus and Columbus Day. The mid-to-late 19th century had
seen swelling numbers of Catholic immigrants to America from Ireland, Germany,
and Italy. These men and women were subjected to systemic discrimination and
derision. They were accused of divided loyalties of being agents of the Pope. As
Catholics set up their own schools, more than 35 States adopted "Blaine
Amendments," to bar government funds from ever aiding those schools. In a
Supreme Court decision last Term, Justice Alito called the federal legislation on
which these amendments were modeled an act of"virulent prejudice against
immigrants, particularly Catholic immigrants." The Ku Klux Klan was an active
supporter.
Immigrants from Italy were subject to particularly severe attack. In New
Orleans in 1891 a year before that first Columbus Day proclamation a mob
broke into a jail and killed 11 Italian immigrants, who had just been acquitted of
murdering the city's police chief. The New York Times noted with satisfaction the
death of these "sneaky and cowardly Sicilians... a pest without mitigations."
Nearly 100 years after the first Columbus Day, when my father was
appointed to the Supreme Court, he was surprised and moved by what it meant
5
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how important it was to Italian-Americans to have an Italian-American sit on the
nation's highest court, a riposte and rebuke to those who, even to that day, mocked
Italian-Americans as gangsters and mobsters.
Back in the 19'century, in the face of sharp hostility associated with
religion and national origin, Columbus became a powerful symbol of the claim of
Italian, Irish, and other Catholic immigrants that they were fully American. The
nation's Protestant elite proudly claimed forebears among the sons and daughters
of the Revolution; Columbus was an equally proud answer that Italians and
Catholics, also, had roots in the nation's founding and a claim to be fully
American. Many American Indians would make a similar point a century later,
when they asked to be recognized as Native Americans.
Ten years earlier in 1882 the Knights of Columbus had been founded, a
Catholic fraternal organization dedicated to charitable work, particularly toward
families that had lost a breadwinner. One historian has explained that for the
Knights,"Columbus was a world hero against American nativism, a symbol
providing 'social legitimacy and patriotic loyalty.' I'm honored the Knights of
Columbus are with us this evening.
The Knights were leading proponents of that first national Columbus Day
celebration, in 1892. But that celebration held meaning for more than Catholics
and Italians. More than 15,000 schoolchildren marched in a Columbus Day parade
in New York City. A leading historian of Italian-Americans, Dr. William Connell,
tells us the participants included students from public schools, Catholic schools,
the Hebrew Orphanage Asylum, and a Native American marching band. And
Connell suggests that the Italians murdered in New Orleans may not have been the
only massacre on Harrison's mind when he signed that first Columbus Day
proclamation just a year before that, the U.S. Army had killed as many as 300
Lakota Sioux at Wounded Knee. The first Columbus Day, Connell tells us,"was
supposed to recognize the greatness of all of America's people, but especially
Italians and Native Americans." The celebration, he writes, marked "the first
encounter that brought together the original Americans and the future ones."
Let me say a word about Native Americans, who of course found the New
World before Columbus, who suffered terribly as this nation grew, and who in
their own way stand for a spirit offreedom that we hail as American. There is a
movement to re-designate Columbus Day in honor of Native Americans. But to
honor Native Americans, you need not dis-honor Italian-Americans and Catholics
and denigrate a day that for millions of Catholics represents an early turning away
6
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from the nativism and Know-Nothing-ism that buffeted them in 19th century
America. That first Columbus Day welcomed Catholics and recent immigrants as
equal sharers in the American dream, and acknowledged if only for a day
Native Americans as rightful participants in our national heritage. Maligned by
progressives today, Columbus Day was an early celebration of something
progressives purport to value diversity and inclusion.
In fact, Columbus Day is a more meaningful reflection on American
diversity and inclusion than what masquerades as diversity training in some
workplaces today.
Recently we learned of so-called diversity training given to employees of the
U.S. Department of the Treasury, who were taught that "virtually all White people,
regardless of how 'woke' they are, contribute to racism." Workers at one federal
laboratory were given materials telling them that racism "is interwoven into every
fabric of America." At another federal lab, workers were told that an emphasis on
"rationality over emotionality" is a characteristic of white males. The Smithsonian
Institution was shamed into removing from its website a graphic which taught that
hard work and believing in one God are "aspects and assumptions of whiteness."
These blunderbuss assertions are false. My father was the son of an Italian
immigrant who my father once wrote "came to this country when he was a
teenager," and "never profited from the sweat of any black man's brow." There are
"many white ethnic groups," my father wrote,"that came to this country in great
numbers relatively late in its history" and "not only took no part in. . . the major
historical oppression" of Blacks and others, but instead were "themselves the
object of discrimination."
So no, harboring racist views is not the shared heritage of white Americans.
For many it's quite the opposite, as Columbus Day reminds us: Catholics, Irish,
Italians, Poles, Jews, and others had their own struggles gaining acceptance in
American society. Columbus Day is a day about overcoming that; it's a day that
was first set aside to embrace this country's diversity and welcome all citizens into
the American polity, regardless of creed or national origin. Our nation did not
establish Columbus Day to commemorate oppression or discrimination, we
established Columbus Day to overcome it.
Because training like I described a moment ago is false and offensive and
even injurious, President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex
stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs at federal workplaces and of
7
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federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute
particular traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as
training programs that assign blame or bias to someone just because, again, of that
person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist
intentions to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a
violation of law, which requires in the case of federal employees, for example
that all "'receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel
management without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs will implement the requirement that federal
contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already
set up a hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon
be issuing a public request for information to learn more about the types of training
and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does
not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity
that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered
by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today,
emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides
to assure opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it although they
must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not
prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have
regardless of their race or sex about people who are different, and which could
cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less
worthy of being heard.
***

My remarks to this point have focused on Columbus Day's origins as a day
about what today is called diversity and inclusion. Let me say a few words about a
particular kind of inclusiveness and a particular kind of discrimination that
were on people's minds that first Columbus Day, and which remain a subject
worthy of reflection today. That is respect for people of different faiths, including
8
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Catholics' right to live their faith while participating fully and equally in American
civic life.
Not long ago, a nominee to the federal courts was subjected to pointed
questions by two U.S. Senators for being a member of the Knights of Columbus.
One Senator noted that the head of the Knights had described abortion as "a legal
regime that has resulted in more than 40 million deaths"; the Senator asked the
judicial nominee if he was "aware that the Knights of Columbus opposed a
woman's right to choose when you joined the organization?" The Senator also
asked,"Were you aware that the Knights of Columbus opposed marriage equality
when you joined the organization?" A second Senator accused the Knights of
taking "a number of extreme positions," and asked the nominee if he would resign
his membership,"to avoid any appearance of bias."
As this audience well knows, this nominee was being attacked for belonging
to a Catholic organization that is active in thousands of parishes throughout the
country, and which espouses the teachings of the Catholic Church. His Catholicism
was being used to question his fitness for office, a form of discrimination to which
the Knights of Columbus and Columbus Day itself stand opposed.
This suspicious treatment of active participation in the Catholic community
is apparent, too, in statements about President Trump's inspiring nominee to the
Supreme Court, Amy Coney Barrett. As we saw today, Judge Barrett is an
accomplished scholar and judge and the mother of seven. She has been active in a
charismatic Christian group in South Bend known as People of Praise. Her vibrant
faith caused one Senator to caution at the Judge's hearing for a court of appeals
position three years ago,"the dogma lives loudly within you, and that's of
concern."
Allow me to suggest this: Let's not cancel Columbus Day while some in
high office are still internalizing its message of religious inclusiveness.
The "fastidious disdain toward religion" I've been describing to quote
William Bennett is also reflected in a rule adopted several years ago, which we at
the Labor Department recently proposed eliminating. One of the great gifts of
people of faith to this country, and to humanity, is care of the poor and needy a
calling exemplified by Christ, and by St. Francis. But in 2016, the federal
government adopted a rule saying that when religious organizations receive federal
funds in connection with providing charitable services, they have to warn the
people they help about their religious character. If the aid recipient objects, the
9
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organization has to give him the name of a non-religious organization he can go to
instead. Additionally, a religious group has to tell aid recipients how to file a
complaint with the federal government if the group's religious activities infiltrate
the services it's providing.
These federal requirements single out religious organizations for special
burdens that are not placed on others; they cast suspicion on people of faith
providing services that they feel called to offer, and which they have performed
marvelously for millennia. As I said, we are in the process of a regulatory proposal
to remove these rules, so religious grantees are treated equally. But the rules'
adoption reflects, I believe, the same new, bold challenge to religion that we have
seen in recent treatment ofjudicial nominees.
This defies a respect for religion deeply rooted in our Constitution and
national tradition. "Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political
prosperity," George Washington counseled in his Farewell Address,"Religion and
morality are indispensable supports." The Framers believed that by fortifying our
faith, we fortified our country. And they believed passionately in religious freedom
and permitting people of all faiths to participate fully in American political life.
***

So today, Columbus Day, we reflect on the thrill of discovery of a New
World, and the opportunity it presented to "make the world anew," freed from the
religious wars, hereditary monarchies, and class restrictions that burdened the Old
World. The hope, the optimism, the capacity for change in a New World are part of
our heritage as Americans. When Columbus set sail to that New World, he set us
all on course to a better world. We should never forget that.
Columbus Day is a reminder, too, of the challenges and ostracism faced by
earlier generations of Americans on account of religion and ethnicity.
Encountering that skeptical resistance and surmounting it is part of our shared
patrimony as Americans. This day, Columbus Day, began as a day to bring us
together, regardless of religion or ethnicity. The Americans to whom we extend
this invitation is broader now than in the 191h century. Some of the late-comers to
that invitation I'm thinking particularly of African-Americans are those who
suffered most, by far. But we do not continue on the path the Founding Fathers
charted by abandoning Columbus Day. Rather, we become better Americans by
using this day to recall the newness, novelty, and promise of this great nation, and
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how welcoming those different from us has not always come easily in America,
but has been one of our greatest sources of strength.
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From:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
Sent:
10/27/2020 8:34:19 PM
To:
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitierii
CC:
Taylor, Timothy J - SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=363c0a5d85ca453eb4d8a2a62a9c286f-Taylor,Tim]
Subject:
RE: Letter
Attachments: OFCCP Letter - 10-27-2020.docx

Reviewed and approved for OFCCP. I can send it out tomorrow if you'd like once Tim approves, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 8:23 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <TaylorTimothy.J@dol.gov>
Subject: Letter
Craig:
Attached please find a revised draft letter. Could you please lot me know if you have any ohioctions?
Tim, we will also please need the appropriate person in SOL to review,
Thanks,
Chad

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen. :raigG)DOL.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:46 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@doLgov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen,bretta Pdoi,gov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,a,
'DdoLgov›; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor,Tirnothy,J0DcloLgov>; Rose, Sharon A
- SOL <Rose.Sharon,A(a)doLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <WolfsonJonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP
<KilmartinAlisonrvi@dol.g,ov>
Cc: Mehrens, Nathan P - OSEC <Mehrens,Nz-)than,PODDOL,gov>
Subject: FW: Letter
FYI, I just received this letter from Glenn Spencer at the US. Chamber of Commerce. It is addressed to the President but
I wanted to bring it to your attentions,
Craig E. Leen
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OFCCP Director
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From: Spencer, Glenn j. (b)6 1USCharnberxorn>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag2DO Lgov>
Subject: Letter
Craig:
Attached is the multi-association letter that's going out today. Wanted to make sure you have a copy. Secretary is cc'd.
Glenn
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Draft; Deliberative; Pre-Decisional
<Date>

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning Executive
Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping." Your letter was directed to the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)for response.
OFCCP is implementing Executive Order 13950 (the Order) consistent with its historical
mission to identify, remedy, and eliminate discrimination in employment. The Order ensures that
OFCCP's enforcement and compliance assistance efforts include certain forms of workplace
training programs. By doing so, OFCCP can help ensure that workplace training programs do not
in fact divide employees by telling them that, because oftheir particular race or sex, they are racist,
morally culpable, or less worthy ofbeing heard. '
'
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To be clear, OFCCP continues to require contractors to engage in affirmative action, and
OFCCP continues to support and encourage appropriate diversity and inclusion training. OFCCP
agrees with you that such efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with talent recruitment," and
help federal contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide range of different cultures."
Indeed, affirmative action obligations are part and parcel of being a federal contractor, as those
obligations enhance equal employment opportunity when performed correctly and consistently
with law. But being a federal contractor also comes with critical nondiscrimination obligations,
and diversity and inclusion efforts must not run afoul of those nondiscrimination obligations.

Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, succinctly
described the intent of the Order:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not
prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that
training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances
we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes
the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and
creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure
opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do
so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit
trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir
race or sex about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even
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discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is
instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

With respect to your letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with the same compliance manual
and applicable regulations that OFCCP has long-relied upon. OFCCP remains committed to
ensuring that contractors receive due process, and that OFCCP only acts on meritorious complaints
with evidentiary support. Over the years, OFCCP has developed expertise in identifying and
acting upon legitimate complaints, and OFCCP will continue to rely upon its expertise when
enforcing the Order.
I would also emphasize that the remedy for a violation of affirmative and nondiscrimination
obligations is compliance, and debarment only occurs for a continued refusal to comply following
a conciliation period and a full adjudicatory hearing. Contractors are rarely ever debarred as they
almost always opt to comply when a violation is found.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and stakeholders,
host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of Executive Order 13950. In
addition, and as directed by the Order, OFCCP will be publishing a request for information.
Contractors and their employees are encouraged to provide responses to that request once it is
published. Finally, OFCCP has already published responses to frequently asked questions(FAQs)
in order to provide the public with clear and transparent information. Those FAQs are available
at haps:l/vvysivs,.dol.govilaizene ieslofecraacislexecutivc-order-I 390.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 693-0101 or
I_
Crai,-3•(..a)dol.,
Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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From:

Taylor, Timothy J - SOL [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=363C0A5D85CA453EB4D8A2A62A9C286F-TAYLOR, TIM]
Sent:
10/28/2020 10:09:12 AM
To:
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Subject:
RE: Letter
Attachments: OFCCP Letter - 10-27-2020 +SOL.docx

Cleared for SOL. A few minor edits.
Timothy Taylor
Deputy Solicitor
U S. Department of Labor
20241_.1p1.6._._.:nt
fcc'ym

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 7:01 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Timothy.J@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Letter
Thanks Craig
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 27, 2020, at 8:34 PM, Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.CraigPdoLgov> wrote:

Reviewed and approved for OFCCP. I can send it out tomorrow if you'd like once Tim approves. Thanks,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

<image001.png>
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 8:23 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag@DOLgov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.TirnothyJ@dol.gov>
Subject: Letter

Craig:
Attached please find a revised draft letter. Could you please let me know if you have any
objections?
Tim, we will also please need the appropriate person in SOL to review.
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rchanks,
Chad

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen. -aig@DOL.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:46 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kliberg,Andrew.G@dolgov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
<swearingen.brett.a@doLgov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squiteri.chad.c@dol.gov>; Taylor, Timothy J SOL <1.-z-wlor,Timothy...1Pdol,gov>; Rose, Sharon A - SOL <Rose,Sharon.A(pdol.gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A
- ASP <Wolfsonjonathan,A(a)doLgov>; Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP <Kiirnartin.AlisonAll@do.i.gov>
Cc: Mehrens, Nathan P - OSEC <Mehrens.Nathan.P@DOLgov>
Subject: FW: Letter
FYI, I just received this letter from Glenn Spencer at the US. Chamber of Commerce_ It is addressed to
the President but I wanted to bring it to your attentions,
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image00I pig>
From: Spencer, Glenn
(b)6 PUSCharnberxorn>
Sent: Thursday, Octobe11572070-1:32 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een.CraigaD01..,gov>
Subject: Letter
Craig:
Attached is the multi-association letter that's going out today. Wanted to make sure you have a
copy. Secretary is cc'd.
Glenn
<OFCCP Letter - 10-27-2020.docx>
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Draft; Deliberative: Pre-Decisional
<Date>

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning Executive
Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping." Your letter was directed to the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)for response.
OFCCP is implementing Executive Order 13950 (the Order) consistent with its historical
mission to identify, remedy, and eliminate discrimination in employment. The Order ensures that
OFCCP's enforcement and compliance assistance efforts include certain forms of workplace
training programs. By doing so, OFCCP can help ensure that workplace training programs do not
in fact divide employees by telling them that, because of their particular race or sex, they are racist,
morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard. The programs described in the Order are examples
of such divisive training, and we do not expect Chamber members would disagree. It is beyond
reasonable dispute, for example, that the statement "virtually all White people . . contribute to
racism" is itself a racially discriminatory statement. So too are the suggestions that "rational linear
thinkin" and "hard word" are "aspects" of one race, but not another. It is the obviously
discriminatory statements such as those that OFCCP is most concerned with addressing.
To be clear, OFCCP continues to require contractors to engage in affirmative action, and
OFCCP continues to support and encourage appropriate diversity and inclusion training. OFCCP
agrees with you that such efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with talent recruitment," and
help federal contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide range of different cultures."
Indeed, affirmative action obligations are part and parcel of being a federal contractor, as those
obligations enhance equal employment opportunity when performed correctly- and consistently
with law. But being a federal contractor also comes with critical nondiscrimination obligations,
and diversity and inclusion efforts must not run afoul of those nondiscrimination obligations.

Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, succinctly
described the intent of the Order:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not
prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that
training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances
we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes
the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and
creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure
opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do
so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit
trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even
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discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is
instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

With respect to your letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with the same compliance manual
and applicable regulations that OFCCP has long-relied upon. OFCCP remains committed to
ensuring that contractors receive due process, and that OFCCP only acts on meritorious complaints
with evidentiary support. Over the years, OFCCP has developed expertise in identifying and
acting upon legitimate complaints, and OFCCP will continue to rely upon its expertise when
enforcing the Order.
would also emphasiz" e that the remedy for a violation of affirmative and nondiscrimin" ation
obligations is compliance atld any heeessar'y rhake-whc)le relief, and debarment only occurs tor a
continued refusal to comply following a conciliation period and the oppc)rtunit:,v for a full
aliudicatory hearing. Contractors are rarely ever debarred as they almost always opt to comply
when a violation is found.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and stakeholders,
host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of Executive Order 13950. In
addition, and as directed by the Order, OFCCP
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If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 693-0101 or
Leen,Crahz4do1.g.ov.
Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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From:

Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=80ED763137513846FF8B8421319BD2B9156-SQUITIERIJ
Sent:
10/28/2020 10:34:00 AM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Subject:
RE: Letter
Attachments: OFCCP Letter - 10-28-2020 clean.docx

Craig: Can you please run this by JaTton? Not. sure if WIT ever officially referred this to the Department
to respond,
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@dol.gov>; Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Timothy.J@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Letter

Thanks to you both. Craig, I have just sought final clearance from Rachel and will report back here when
I get it
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen. '- igEl)DOL.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 10:11 AM
To: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Thnothy.i@doLgov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad.da)doLgov>
Subject: Re: Letter

Thanks. Approved for OFCCP. May I proceed to send today?
Get Outlook. for .i.OS
From: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Tavior,Tirnothv,Wdol,gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 10:09:12 AM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c,@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOL,gov>
Subject: RE: Letter
Cleared for SOL. A few minor edits.
Timothy Taylor
Deputy Solicitor
Department of Labo
0, 202.69z•---1. 201 (b)6
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From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squiteri,chad.c@doLgov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 7:01 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1...een,Craig@DOI....gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Thylor.Tirnothy,i(a)dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Letter
Thanks Craig
Sent from my iPhone
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On Oct 27, 2020, at 8:34 PM, Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craigff oLgov> wrote:

Reviewed and approved for OFCCP. can send it out tomorrow if you'd like once Tim approves. Thanks,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <scluitieri,chad.c@dol,gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 8:23 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1...een,CraiE@DOi...gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Thylor,Tirnothy,i(a)dol.gov>
Subject: Letter
Craig:

Attached please find a revised draft letter. Could you please let me know if you have any
objections?
Tim, we will also please need the appropriate person in SOL to review.
Thanks,
Chad

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL.g,ov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:46 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
<swea€ingenbrett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>; Taylor, Timothy J SOL <Taylor,Tirnothy,i@doLgov>; Rose, Sharon A - SOL <Rose,SharonA@dol,gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A
- ASP <Wolfson,ionathan.APdagov>; Kilmartin, Alison M - OASP <KilmartinAlkon.rvi@dagov>
Cc: Mehrens, Nathan P - OSEC <rviehrens‘Nathan.P@DOLgov>
Subject: FW: Letter
FYI, I just received this letter from Glenn Spencer at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. It: is addressed to
the President but I wanted to bring it to your attentions.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

<image001.png>
From: Spencer, Glenn <GSpencer,@USCharnberxorri>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Subject: Letter
Craig:
Attached is the multi-association letter that's going out today. Wanted to make sure you have a
copy. Secretary is cc'd.
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Glenn
<OFCCP Letter - 10-27-2020.docx>
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<Date>

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning Executive
Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping." Your letter was directed to the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)for response.
OFCCP is implementing Executive Order 13950 (the Order) consistent with its historical
mission to identify, remedy, and eliminate discrimination in employment. The Order ensures that
OFCCP's enforcement and compliance assistance efforts include certain forms of workplace
training programs. By doing so, OFCCP can help ensure that workplace training programs do not
in fact divide employees by telling them that, because oftheir particular race or sex, they are racist,
morally culpable, or less worthy ofbeing heard. The programs described in the Order are examples
of such divisive training, and we do not expect Chamber members would disagree. It is beyond
reasonable dispute, for example, that the statement "virtually all White people . . . contribute to
racism" is itself a racially discriminatory statement. So too are the suggestions that "rational linear
thinking" and "hard word" are "aspects" of one race, but not another. It is the obviously
discriminatory statements such as those that OFCCP is most concerned with addressing.
To be clear, OFCCP continues to require contractors to engage in affirmative action, and
OFCCP continues to support and encourage appropriate diversity and inclusion training. OFCCP
agrees with you that such efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with talent recruitment," and
help federal contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide range of different cultures."
Indeed, affirmative action obligations are part and parcel of being a federal contractor, as those
obligations enhance equal employment opportunity when performed correctly and consistently
with law. But being a federal contractor also comes with critical nondiscrimination obligations,
and diversity and inclusion efforts must not run afoul of those nondiscrimination obligations.
Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, succinctly
described the intent of the Order:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not
prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity that
training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances
we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes
the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and
creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure
opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it although they must do
so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit
trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir
race or sex about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even
discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is
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instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."
With respect to your letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with the same compliance manual
and applicable regulations that OFCCP has long-relied upon. OFCCP remains committed to
ensuring that contractors receive due process, and that OFCCP only acts on meritorious complaints
with evidentiary support. Over the years, OFCCP has developed expertise in identifying and
acting upon legitimate complaints, and OFCCP will continue to rely upon its expertise when
enforcing the Order.
I would also emphasize that the remedy for a violation of affirmative and nondiscrimination
obligations is compliance and any necessary make-whole relief, and debarment only occurs for a
continued refusal to comply following a conciliation period and the opportunity for a full
adjudicatory hearing. Contractors are rarely ever debarred as they almost always opt to comply
when a violation is found.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and stakeholders,
host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of Executive Order 13950. In
addition, and as directed by the Order, OFCCP has published a request for information.
Contractors and their employees are encouraged to provide responses to that request. Finally,
OFCCP has already published responses to frequently asked questions(FAQs)in order to provide
the public with clear and transparent infonuation.
Those FAQs are available at
haps://www.doLgov/agencieslorcepiffictslinecutivc-order-13950.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 693-0101 or
L
Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 2:19:57 PM
Rische, Robert M - OCIA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ff5ba52e6a704615ae3d4965b5959dc4-Rische, Rob]
RE: Secretary remarks on EO

think that's great, watched the remarks on YouTube live and read them as well, think they are very helpful.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

s

•
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From: Rische, Robert M - OCIA <Rische.Robert.M@doLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:15 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: Secretary remarks on EO
Hi Craig,
J ust wanted to make you aware if you weren't already, the front office wanted to provide the Committee with remarks
the Secretary made regarding the EO earlier this week prior to our briefing this afternoon. Here is the specific text that
'
I m bringing to their attention, as well as a link to his remarks:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
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could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://www,dol,govlsites/dolgovifiles/OPA/Remarks-bv-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf

Robert Rische
Senior Legislative Officer
Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs (OCIA)
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)693-4600
rische.robert @doLgov
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From:

Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BBB9A13178C24AADB6B7613F2F9041F3-GEAN, LISSE]
Sent:
10/15/2020 3:45:15 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Smith, Kelley - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Ocea2c4e5e114cOdaafc5aabb237c96a-Smith, Kell]; Dankowitz, Beverly - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d35b44f0957b4cdeb796c97e5990ebcf-Dankowitz,]; Bickerstaffe, Keir - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=76946342408840629d14d5b8c536a764-Bickerstaff]
Subject:
FW: FOIA Pulver 2021-F-00328: Research - EO 13950
Attachments: FOIA Pulver 2021-F-00328 req.pdf

Hi Craig,
I am sharing the first FOIA request related to EO 13950. I'm including CRLM for their awareness.
Public Citizen's Adam Pulver requested:

From September 22, 2019, through today:
1. All communications between OFCCP officials or staff and entities or persons outside the federal
government, related to Executive Order 13950,"Executive Order Combating Race and Sex
Stereotyping," and
2. All OFCCP records concerning "training that promotes race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating"
conducted or provided by federal contractors.
Thank you,
Lissette

From: Andersen, Bruce - OFCCP i
dol.gov>
(3)6
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 262.1:Y6:21:15M-----1
dol.gov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCPI
rdol.gov>
Cc: Smith, Kelley - OFCCP 1
Subject: FOIA Pulver 2021-F-00328: Research

(b)6

We have to discuss this request:

Bruce. G. Andersen
1iSi)Cii •OFCCP
200 Constitution Ave NW,Room N 3416
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\Xlashington, DC 20210
TEL: (20.2) 693.1(b)6 VAX:(202) 693-1304
do]..gov/ofcp /foia
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[6.00 20th Street, NW Washington, DC. 20009 2021588-1000 www t en rg

October 5, 2020
VIA EMAIL
U.S. Department of Labor
Office ofthe Solicitor
200 Constitution Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20210
foiarequest@doi.gov
RE:

Freedom of Information Act Request and Request for Expedition

Dear FOIA Officer:
On behalf of Public Citizen, and pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5
U.S.C. § 552, I request copies of the following:
. All communications between Department of Labor officials or staff and entities
or persons outside the federal government, related to Executive Order 13950,
"Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping," and
2. All records concerning "training that promotes race or sex stereotyping or
scapegoat*" conducted or provided by federal contractors.

This request applies to all records created from September 22, 2019, through the date of search,
and is not limited to any office or sub-agency within the Department of Labor. Public Citizen
anticipates that responsive records may be located in, at a minimum,the Office ofFederal Contract
Compliance Programs, the Office of the Solicitor, the Office of the Secretary, the Office of
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Administration and Management, and the Office of Public Affairs.
If it is your position that responsive records exist but that those records(or portions ofthose
records) are exempt from disclosure, please identify the records that are being withheld and state
the basis for the denial for each record being- withheld. In addition, please note that Public Citizen
seeks each record in its entirely. Accordingly, please provide all nonexempt portions ofthe records,
without redacting portions of any record as "non-responsive,""out ofscope," or the like. I request
that any records produced in response to this request be provided in electronic form wherever
possible.
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Fee Waiver Request
Public Citizen requests that all fees in connection with this FOIA request be waived in
accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii) because Public Citizen does not seek the records for
a commercial purpose and disclosure "is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute
significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government." On
September 22, 2020, the President issued Executive Order 13950, purportedly addressing the
problem of"race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating" in the federal contracting workforce, stating
that this problem impaired government contract efficiency. To the extent DOI_ has information
that the trainings prohibited by the Executive Order have been impairing government contract
efficiency, the disclosure of this information would contribute greatly to public understanding of
government operations. In addition, OFCCP announced it was launching a hotline to "receive and
investigate complaints" for violation of this Executive Order on September 28, 2020. This has
caused confusion, since the Executive Order only applies to contracts entered into on or after
November 21, 2020, and thus it is unclear how there could be any violations prior to that date.
Members of the public have expressed great interest in the Executive Order.' In addition,
federal contractors are suffering due to the resulting regulatory confusion.2 The records sought
could help them understand the new regulatory burdens imposed upon the contracting community,
including many nonprofits already serving devastated communities in the middle of a pandemic.
Public Citizen is a nonprofit research, litigation, and advocacy organization that represents
the public interest before Congress, the executive branch, and the courts. Public Citizen fights,
among other things, for strong health, safety and environmental protections for consumers and
workers, and for openness and democratic accountability in government. Public Citizen has used
FOIA to advance its work, has litigated FOIA cases, and has trained others to use FOI.A. for over
45 years.3
Public Citizen does not have a commercial interest in the requested records.

See, e.g., Paul Butler,"In Trump's bizarr() world of White resentment, calling out racism is
itself racist," Wash. Post, Oct. 4, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.comlopinions/2020/
10/04/trumps-bizarro-worid-white-resentment-catling-out-racism-is-itsdf-racistl; Jessica Guynn,
"Trump executive order on diversity training roils corporate America," USA Today, Sept. 27,
2020, lattps://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2020/09/25/trump-executive-order-diversitytraining-race-ender/3537241001/.
2 See, e.g., "Client Alert: New Executive Order 13950 Prohibits Federal Contractors from
Conducting Certain Discrimination Training," http://www.smithpachter.cornipostdetail..php?id-40575 (noting confusion) Legal Alert, "Federal Contractors: Key Points In New
Executive Order On Combating Race And Sex Stereotyping," Sept. 30, 2020,
httpsiilwww.Isherphillips.com/resources-alerts-fe( en-d-contractors- ty-points (same).

Public Citizen, Freedom of information Act, littps://wwweitizen.orfearticielfreedom-ofinformation-art-tbia-resources/.

3
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Public Citizen intends to share information received from this request with the public free
of charge. It regularly publishes reports based upon information acquired through FOIA.4 Public
Citizen also has a demonstrated capacity to disseminate this information. Public Citizen has several
full-time staff dedicated to distributing its publications through its website, as well as via
newsletters,' Twitter,' Facebook,7 email listservs, and press releases. Many of Public Citizen's
reports, petitions, or other research products grab headlines in m.ajor newspapers, broadcast media,
social m.edia, and academic journals. Public Citizen maintains multiple Wogs,' publishes a bimonthly newspaper,1° and issues frequent press releases.11 Nearly every day, print and broadcast
media around the world mention Public Citizen or quote its experts.' Public Citizen also makes
its experts available to speak to the media, at conferences, and to testify before Congress."
Accordingly, I request that you waive all fees for locating and duplicating the requested
records because Public Citizen is entitled to a public interest fee waiver. If, however, a waiver is
not granted, please advise me of the amount of any proposed search, review, and reproduction
charges before you conduct those activities.

For examples of publications distributed through the website, see "COVID Lobbying Palooza,"
July 6, 2020, https://www.citizeri.org/articlelcovid-lobbving-palooza, and "Fossil Filled," May 20,
2020,.htips://www.eitizen.orglartic.lel-ossi.1-filled/.
See, e.g., Public Citizen, Health Letter, http://w v T.citizen.orgikalthletter.
6

https://twitter.corn/Public Citizen (Public Citizen's Twitter page).

7

https://www.facebook.com/publiccitizen (Public Citizen's Facebook page).

See, e.g., Leigh Ann Caldwell, Meet the Press -Blog, July 16, 2020, littps://www.nbrnews.comi
polities/meet-the-press/blogilmeet-press-blog-latest-news-analysis-clata-driving-political7
discussion-n98854I./nerd:1234058; Bob Herman,"The NIH claims joint ownership of Moderna's
coronavirus vaccine," Axios, June 25, 2020, https://www.axios.cornimoderna-nih-coronavirusv accine-ownership-agreements-22051 e42-2dee-4b19-9386-099afrifoa0.11tral.

8

See, e.g., Consumer Law & Policy Blog, http://pubcittypepad.com/; Eyes on Trade,
http://eitizen.typepad.comleyesontradel.

9

See, e.g., Public Citizen, Public Citizen News (May/June 2020), https://www.eitizen.org/wpcontentlupload-/ av-P :7—News.pdf.
"Public Citizen, Latest Public Citizen Press Releases,.https://www.citizen.orglrietwsltypelpressl.
12 See Public Citizen, "In the News," https://www.citizen.orglnev,is/02,Telin-the-newsl (collecting
media quoting Public Citizen staff experts).

.3

Public Citizen, "Experts," https://www.eitizen.orglexpertsl.
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If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact me by phone at(202)5887790 or by e-mail at apulver(a),citizerLorg.
Thank you very much for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
Adam R. Pulver
On behalf of Public Citizen

4
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From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 7:12:01 PM
Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2c941a61afda41d6bc1f36cb41a185d6-Bozzuto, Ro]; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=fc246996e74e4c8d8c6e5c73700c3406-0Scannlain,]; Ku berg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]
Sidney, Sabin R - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=57ff1f749e784a7fb5598a532d675791-Sidney, Sab]; Nicholson, Mattie L OPA Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e57e90a07dd74c1880260da706d772d8-Nicholsoni
RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

That response is excellent and approved for OFCCP. If you'd like to include a quote from me addressing the specific nonmeritorious complaint component, please consider the following:

(b)5
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

0()
(
1).1
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From: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert.F@DOL.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 6:52 PM
To: 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scannlain.Kate.S@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew
G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R@dol.gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson.Mattiel@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

Please see below — we also have a Bloomberg inquiry too

Outlet: Wall Street Journal
Reporter: Khadeeja Safdar
Inquiry:

We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It also mentions
the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
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— Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees
who may be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White
House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
Proposed Response:
(b)5
J:he Department has put out a set of frequently asked questions and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan
University on Monday and where he said:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training Ls important the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the
post have been denied it although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have —regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard."

From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:32 .PM
(b)6
To: Nieves, Edwin - OPA
Pdoi Pov>. Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney,Sabin.RPdol,gov>
(13).6
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert.1@dol.gov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA4
IpdoLgov>; Holland, Eric
W - OPA <Holland,Eric.WPdol.gov›; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweeney.Megz-m,PPdol.gov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
dol,gov>
(p)6
Subject:
RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
Received — Inquiry 41
From: Nieves, Edwin - OPA <1
-(b)-JDOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson.rvlattie,L@dol.g,ov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R,@dol,gov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,Robert,FPDOLgoy>; Trupo, Michael Holland,
Eric W - OPA <Holland‘Eric.W@doi.gov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweeney.rviegan‘P@DOLgpv>; Gamble, Bennett B (b)6
vdol,gov>
OPA
Subject: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
I mportance: High
Mattie,
We just received this request for comment from the Wall Street Journal regarding a letter sent to the White House
about the new EO on diversity training.
Details below.
Thanks,
Edwin

From: Safdar, Khadeeja
• wsjcom>
(D)0
l@
Sent: Thursday, October 1
i -5,-.21520-2[221P1/1
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To: Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
Subject: WSJ

4

(b)6

ciol‘gov>; Nieves, Edwin - OPA

(b)6

.'P DOLgov>

Hi Ed and Bennett,
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It also mentions
the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
—Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees who may
be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
This news is competitive so my deadline is urgent. Please let me know if you have comment.
Best,
Khadeeja
Reporter
The Wall Street Journal
office: (211
cell: (718)

(b)61
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Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:

10/15/2020 5:35:53 PM
Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e57e90a07dd74c1880260da706d772d8-Nicholson,]
Sweeney, Megan P - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=a593a75cefbb4de5b883c3f1df09e44c-Sweeney, Me]; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=57ff1f749e784a7fb5598a532d675791-Sidney, Sab]
RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

Hi Mattie. Just getting off the EO 13950 stakeholder calls.

Here is my proposed response:

(b)5
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Our gh,gpol:.:=k, Your Wok.,

From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson.Mattiel@doLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:19 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweeney.Megan.P@DOLgov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
Craig — the reporter has published this piece. If we want to get a statement in we should do so ASAP.
Let us know if there's anything we can do to help.
From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:49 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@doLgov>
Cc: Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Swee.ney.rvieganJ,@dol.g,ov>; Sumbrum, Abbie C - OSEC <Surnbrum‘AbbieC@dol.gov>
Subject: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
OFCCP —
Outlet: Wall Street Journal
Reporter: Khadeeja Safdar
Inquiry:
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We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It also mentions
the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
— Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees
who may be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White
House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.

From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:32 PM
To: Nieves, Edwin - OPA i
(b)6 ra)dol,gov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidnev,SabinR@dol,gov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,Robert,F@dol.gov>; Trupo, Michael Holland, Eric
W - OPA <Hollaric),Eric.W@doLgov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweeney‘Meaan.P@doLgov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA

(b)6

@doLgov>

Subject:
RE: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
..

Received — Inquiry 41
From: Nieves, Edwin - OPA1
(LI) 6
01.,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <NicholsoniviattielPdoLgov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.SabirLR@doLgov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,Robert,FODDOLgov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA 4
tb)6 Pdol,gov>; Holland,
L.
Eric W - OPA <Holland,Erc,W@dol.gov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweenev,Megan.P@)DOLgov>; Gamble, Bennett B
OPA
iiPdoLgov>
(b)6
Subject: RAPID
QUERY: FW: WSJ
I mportance: High
M attie,
We just received this request for comment from the Wall Street Journal regarding a letter sent to the White House
about the new EO on diversity training.
Details below.
Thanks,
Edwin

1PwsLcorn>
From: Safdar, Khadeeja
(D)0
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Gamble, Bennett B - OPA <
(b)6
dol,gov>; Nieves, Edwin - OPA
Subject: WSJ

(b)6

PDOLgov>

Hi Ed and Bennett,
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It also mentions
the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:

DOL002364

—Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees who may
be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
This news is competitive so my deadline is urgent. Please let me know if you have comment.
Best,
Khadeeja
Reporter
The Wall Street Journal
i
offiq
ce11:1

. (b)6

iii
i

DOL002365

From:
Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:

Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2C941A61AFDA41D6BC1F36CB41A185D6-BOZZUTO, RO]
10/15/2020 7:23:44 PM
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=fc246996e74e4c8d8c6e5c73700c3406-0Scannlain,]; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=57ff1f749e784a7fb5598a532d675791-Sidney, Sab]; Nicholson, Mattie L OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e57e90a07dd74c1880260da706d772d8-Nicholson,]; Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]
Re: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

With the link. Ok to send?
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 7:18 PM, Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G(ajdol.gov> wrote:

Adding Rachel. Here is a new draft with Craig's suggestions and with other edits.

b15
L_

(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
L._
frequently asked questions hi-Vs://www.d.ol,gov/agenctesioteepifacis/executive-order-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, Where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth ofpeople ofall races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's' Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir race or sex about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy ofbeing heard."

(b)5
DOL002366

(b)5
Andrew G.I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
202.6 (b)6
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:15 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA
<Bozzuto.Robert.F@DOLgov>; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scannlain.Kate.S@dol.gov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R@dol.gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
<Nicholson.Mattiel@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

(b)5
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<irnage001,nng>
From: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew,G@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:10 PM
To: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert,FPDOLgov>; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL
<0Scanniain,Kate.S@dag,ov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL.gov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R@dol,.gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
<Nicholson,rviattie.L@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
i
Hyperlink to the FAQs. And I'd add a sentence:[

ii
Li _

(b)5

-..

(b)5

i

ii
i

Andrew G. I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
202.1

(b)6

From: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert.F@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 6:52 PM
To: 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scanniain,Kate.S@doLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOL.gov>;
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KHberg..Andrew.Ei@dol.gov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R,@dol,gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
<Nicholson,rviattie,LPdoLgov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
Please see below — we also have a Bloomberg inquiry too

DO L002367

Outlet: Wall Street Journal
Reporter: Khadeeja Safdar
Inquiry:
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It
also mentions the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
<!--[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->Employers are concerned that the hotline
"will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees who may be disgruntled
about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White House said.
<!--[if !supportLists]--><!--[endifl-->The hotline had received around 60 calls as
of late last week.
Proposed Response:
(b)5
(b)5
:the Department has put out a set of frequently asked questions and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday and where he said:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do, It does not prohibit workplace
training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity,-----.that training is important, the Labor
Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity
training offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the
importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers.
should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been
denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally„ the President's Order does not prohibit trainings
about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people
who are different and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the
Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard,"

From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
Sent: Thursday, October,15...2_0211.432_.P_M
(b)6 dol,gov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney,Sabin dol,gov>
To: Nieves, Edwin - OPA 1
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,Robert.FPdol,gov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA
idol.gov>; Holland, Eric W - OPA <Hollandiric.W@doLgpv>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA
(b)6
L.
}.dol.gov>
<Sweenev,Megan,P(a)dol,gov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
(b)6
L._
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
Received — Inquiry 41
(b)6
From: Nieves, Edwin - OPA
ODOL,Eov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson.Mattiel,Vdol.gpv>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA
<Sidney_Sabin,R(c:Pdol,gov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,Robert,F@DOLgov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA
(b)6
i dol.gpv>; Holland, Eric W - OPA <FlollandiricMPdol.gov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA
<Sweeney,Megan,PPDOLgov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
(b)6
id01

DO L002368

Subject: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
Importance: High
Mattie„
We just received this request for comment from the Wall Street Journal regarding a letter sent to the
White House about the new EO on diversity training.
Details below.
Thanks,
Edwin

From: Safdar, Khadeeja
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Gamble, Bennett B - OPA

(b)6

PDOLF,ov>

(b)6

)m>
dol.00v>.
, Nieves, Edwin - OPA

Subject: WSJ
Hi Ed and Bennett,
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It
also mentions the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
—Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from
employees who may be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the
White House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
This news is competitive so my deadline is urgent. Please let me know if you have comment.
Best,
Khadeeja
Reporter
The Wall Street Journal
offic
cell: (b)
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DO L002369

From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7D7773F42E1545E886E760B3CB4B19FB-MONDL, RACH]
10/15/2020 7:23:42 PM
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2c941a61afda41d6bc1f36cb41a185c16-Bozzuto, Ro]; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=fc246996e74e4c8d8c6e5c73700c3406-0Scannlainj
Sidney, Sabin R - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=57ff1f749e784a7fb5598a532d675791-Sidney, Sab]; Nicholson, Mattie L OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e57e90a07dd74c1880260da706d772d8-Nicholsoni
RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

OK with
Rachel E. Mond!
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)
(b)6
From: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:19 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert.F@DOLgov>; 05cannlain,
Kate S - SOL <0Scannlain.Kate.S@dol.gov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R@dol.gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson.Mattiel@dol.gov>; Mandl,
Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

Adding Rachel. Here is a new draft with Craig's suggestions and with other edits.

b
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
questions [LINK] and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "Ishould be
clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance ofrecognizing the value and worth ofpeople ofall races
and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the
past have been denied it although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir race or sex about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in

DOL002370

whichfederal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
Andrew G. I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
202.( (b)6
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:15 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@dol,gov>; Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert.F@DOLgov>;
0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scanniain.Kate‘5@doLgov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney_Sabin,R(cPciol,gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <NichoisonMattie,L@doLgov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

(b)5
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

()().
„

/3
Oka

—

J
rpo4 ,Y

Work.

From: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,GPdol,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:10 PM
To: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Borarto,RoberLF@DOL.,gov>; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <05ranniz-)in,Kate,S@dol,gov>;
Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CraigP DOLgov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabin‘R@doLgpv>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <NichokonNiattiel@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
H_Y_P.grlink to the FAQ. . And I'd add a sentence:I_
(b)5

(b)5

Andrew G. I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(b)6
From: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert,FPD0i...gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 6:52 PM
To: 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0.Scanniz-)in,Kate_S@doLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen Craig@DOLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew

DOL002371

G - OSEC <Knerg, ndrew.Ei@doLgov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Siciney,Sabin,P,Odol,gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson,rviattiel@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
Please see below — we also have a Bloomberg inquiry too

Outlet: Wall Street Journal
Reporter: Khadeeja Safdar
Inquiry:
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It also mentions
the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
— Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees
who may be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White
House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
Prgp.osed Remonse:

(b)5
(b)5

ithe Department has put out a set of frequently asked questions and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan
University on Monday and where he said:
should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races
and creeds, American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the
past have been denied it although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre
conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though„ is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard,'

From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:32 PM
To: Nieves, Edwin - OPA
pdol:gov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney,Sabin,R@dol,gov>
(b)6
(b)6
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <BozzutoRobertF@doLgov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA
Pdol,gov>; Holland, Eric
W - OPA <Holland,Eric,W@dol,gov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweeney,Megan,P@dol,gov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
.(1,1)6
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
Received — Inquiry 41
From: Nieves, Edwin - OPA
(b)6 IDOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson,Mattie,..@dol,Eov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidne _Sabin, @dol,gov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,Robert,F@DOLgov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA
(b)6 idol.gov>; Holland,

DO L002372

Eric W - OPA <Holland.Eric.W@dol.pov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA <Sweeney I
OPA
(b)6
SubjedfliAPILTHESVONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
I mportance: High

an.P@DOLgpv>; Gamble, Bennett B

Mattie,
We just received this request for commenfrom
t
the Wall Street Journal regarding a letter sent to the White -louse
about the new EO on diversity training.
Details below,
Thanks,
Edwin

(b)6 reAvsi.corn>
From: Safdar, Khadeeja
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
Subject: WSJ

-( b16

:doi,go.v>; Nieves, Edwin - OPA

j

(b)6

Ot.,.gov>

Hi Ed and Bennett,
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It also mentions
the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
—Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees who may
be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the White House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
This news is competitive so my deadline is urgent. Please let me know if you have comment.
Best,
Khadeeja
Reporter
The Wall Street Journal
office: (21
cell: (718)1

(b)6

DOL002373

From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 7:33:55 PM
Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2c941a61afda41d6bc1f36cb41a185d6-Bozzuto, Ro]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]
0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=fc246996e74e4c8d8c6e5c73700c3406-0Scannlain,]; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=57ff1f749e784a7fb5598a532d675791-Sidney, Sab]; Nicholson, Mattie L OPA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e57e90a07dd74c1880260da706d772d8-Nicholson,]; Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]
RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

Approved for OFCCP. Thanks everyone. This is an excellent response.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
(
)(.)

N'S
3 JRA
ow,K„..,,
Yaw Watic

From: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto.Robert.F@DOL.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:24 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>
Cc: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scannlain.Kate.S@dol.gov>; Sidney, Sabin R
- OPA <Sidney.Sabin.R@dol.gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <Nicholson.Mattiel@dol.gov>; Mond, Rachel E - OSEC
<Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

With the link. Ok to send?
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 15, 2020, at 7:18 PM,Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andre-w-,GAdol,52ov> wrote:

Adding Rachel. Here is a new draft with Craig's suggestions and with other edits.

(b)5
DOL002374

(b)5
(b)5
Ithe Department has put out a set of
L._
frequently asked questions https:17www.doi.govlal.-zencieslaceplfagslexecutivc-order-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "Ishould he clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity that training is important, the Labor Department encourages
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth ofpeople ofall races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir race or sex about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in whichfederal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy ofbeing heard."

b
Andrew G.I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
2021(b)

6

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:15 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.(3@dol.gov>; Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA
<Bozzuto,Robert,F@DOL.gov>; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <OScannlainKate_S@cloLgov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney,Sabin.R@doLgov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
<Nicholson,Mattiel@doLgov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

(b)5
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
<image001.png>
From: Kilberg, Andrew G -()SEC <Kilberg,Andrew,GPdagov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:10 PM
To: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <Bozzuto,RoberLF@DOLgov>; 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL
<0Scann n,Kate,SPdagov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CragPDOLgov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney_Sabin, adol,gov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA

DOL002375

<NicholsorLMattie.LEI)dol.gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41

ii
i

Hyperlink to the FAQs. And I'd add a sentence: I

(b)5

(b)5

ii
ii
:i

Andrew G. I. Kilberg
Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor

From: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <BozzutoRobert FPD01..,gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 6:52 PM
To: 0Scannlain, Kate S - SOL <0Scannlain,Kate_Sedol,gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <LeenkraigeD01...gov>;
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@dol.gov>
Cc: Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney.Sabiri‘R@doLgov>; Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
<Nicholson,Mz-Atiei.Pdol,gov>
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE: Press Inquiry 41
Please see below — we also have a Bloomberg inquiry too

Outlet: Wall Street Journal
Reporter: Khadeeja Safdar
Inquiry:
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It
also mentions the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
— Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints
from employees who may be disgruntled about a range of different matters,"
Thursday's letter to the White House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
Proposed Resp_onse:

(b)5
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of frequently asked questions and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday and where he said:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace
training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor
Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity
training offered by countless American employers; training that,
. like my remarks today, emphasizes the
importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers
should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who in the past have been
denied it,-----dlthough they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race,
ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings
about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people
who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the
Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

DO L002376

From: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA
Sent: Thursday, October 1.11020.4:32._PM
To: Nieves, Edwin - OPA <i
(b)6 .i)dol.gov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA <Sidney,Sabin.RPdagov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPAR3TZia6-:Raet,F0DdoLgov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA
idoLgav>; Holland, Eric W - OPA <Holiz-m(1,Eric,W@dol,gov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA
(b)6
dol.gov>
<SweenevAlegan,P(a)doLgov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
(b)6
Subject: RE: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ

Received — Inquiry 41
bOL,Rov>
From: Nieves, Edwin - OPA
(b)6
Sent: Thursday, October 15,L2021521731J1JIV—
To: Nicholson, Mattie L - OPA <NicholoniViattie,
Lgov>; Sidney, Sabin R - OPA
<Sidney.Sabin,RPdagov>
Cc: Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA <BozzutoRobert‘F@DOL.g,ov>; Trupo, Michael - OPA
il i'doLgov>; Holland, Eric W - OPA <Holland,Eric,W@dol,Eov>; Sweeney, Megan P - OPA
(b)6
idol.gov>
<Sweeney,Megan,P@DOLgov>; Gamble, Bennett B - OPA
(b)6
Subject: RAPID RESPONSE QUERY: FW: WSJ
I mportance: High
Mattie.,
We just received this request for comment from the Wall Street Journal regarding a letter sent to the
White House about the new EO on diversity training.
Details below.
Thanks,
Edwin
1
:
kbpw ,,,),,,
(b)6
From: Safdar, Khadeeja
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Gamble, Bennett B - OPA I
Hol.aov>; Nieves, Edwin - OPA
i
(b)6
_i
gov>
iDOi.
i
(b)6
.__
Subject: WSJ

Hi Ed and Bennett,
We're writing a story about the letter sent to the WH about the new EO on diversity training. It
also mentions the hotline run by the OFCCP.
Please see below:
—Employers are concerned that the hotline "will invite non-meritorious complaints from
employees who may be disgruntled about a range of different matters," Thursday's letter to the
White House said.
— The hotline had received around 60 calls as of late last week.
This news is competitive so my deadline is urgent. Please let me know if you have comment.
Best,
Khadeeja

DOL002377

Reporter
The Wall Street Journal
i
office:
cell: (7!
ii

i
(b)6 i

DOL002378

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/15/2020 5:49:26 PM
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]
RE: ICYMI

Thanks for sending. I'm hopeful

(b)5

(b)5

From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 5:44 PM
To: Leen, Craig - 0FCCP < Leen.Craig@ DO Lgov>
Subject: ICYMI
https://www.govexec.coni

'10/dont-cancel-federal-diversity-training-fix-it/169265/

Brett Swearingen
Counselor to the Deputy Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202) 693-6071

DOL002379

From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 10:29:14 AM
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Squitieri, Chad C OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]
Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e5df806bbcb4b268f7fa2074326ecf3-Robinson, C]; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d31b6884028649a099d6da60325aaab7-Bartley, Ca]; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=lb82968d13f1422fab6d4c0072a51ca7-Heyl, Dean]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Get Outlook for i.OS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:20:40 AM
To: Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>;
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@doLgov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter
We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high priority items

so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook for 1.0S
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@doLgov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

DOL002380

b)
(b)5

the Department has put out a set of frequently asked

q uestions https://www,dagoviagencies/ofccp/faqslexecutive-order-13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mandl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)
L._ k

/b)6

DOL002381

From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 10:20:41 AM
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Mondl, Rachel E OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]
Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e5c1f806bbcb4b268f7fa2074326ecf3-Robinson, C]; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d31b6884028649a099d6da60325aaab7-Bartley, Ca]; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1b82968d13f1422fab6d4c0072a5lca7-Heyl, Dean]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Get Outlook for IOS
From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:20 AM
To: Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC; Leen, Craig - OFCCP; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC; Squitieri, Chad C OSEC
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter
I don't know how 'friendly" we want to be, but:
L._

(b)5

(b)5

From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

5
DOL002382

the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
(b)5
L.
q uestions iittps://ww7a-T611;5W75-1a1-5,7E4VEEit.Fe order 13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)

L. (b)6

DOL002383

From:
Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:

Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=80ED763B75B846FF8B842B19BD2B9156-SQUITIERIJ
10/16/2020 10:41:20 AM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Robinson, Caroline H OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e5df806bbcb4b268f7fa2074326ecf3-Robinson, C]; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d31b6884028649a099d6da60325aaab7-Bartley, Ca]; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=lb82968d13f1422fab6d4c0072a51ca7-Heyl, Dean]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Happy to help. Will give you a call, Craig.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 16, 2020, at 10:20 AM,Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig(ajdol.gov> wrote:

We can certainly prioritize this. 1 would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outic ok for
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOI,to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b15
DOL002384

(b)5

the Department has put out a set of
frequently asked questions https://wwwxiol.gov/agendeslofccp/facplexecuth,;e-order-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202j

(b)6

DOL002385

From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 10:29:13 AM
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Squitieri, Chad C OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]
Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e5df806bbcb4b268f7fa2074326ecf3-Robinson, C]; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d31b6884028649a099d6da60325aaab7-Bartley, Ca]; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=lb82968d13f1422fab6d4c0072a51ca7-Heyl, Dean]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

I'll work on a draft with Chad and Lissette this afternoon and seek to circulate a proposed response today (I'm
out this morning caring for my daughter).
Get Outlook 1ir iOS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:20:40 AM
To: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>;
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter
We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high priority items
so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.

Get Oudo

1)5

From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOI,to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

DO L002386

b15
(b)5

I the Department has put out a set of frequently asked

q uestions https://www,dagoviagencies/ofccp/faqslexecutive-order-13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
Rachel E. Mandl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Duartment of Labor
(202)1

(b)6

DOL002387

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 11:07:18 AM
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Get outlook for iOS
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:04:39 AM
To: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL.gov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

Rachel: Are you imagining this as a letter back to the Chamber from the Secretary?
From: Mond, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b
(b)5
_;the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
q uestions https://www,dagoviagencies/ofccp/faqslexecutive-order43950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

DOL002388

(b)5
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202) (b)6 1

DOL002389

From:
Sent:
Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 10:36:12 AM
Fwd: Response to Chamber letter

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:36 AM
To: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC; Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

5
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:20:24 AM
To: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan
A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad C OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter
don't know how"friendly" we want to be, hut perhaps mention

(b)5

5

(b)

From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter
1 would like for DOI, to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). 1 think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

DO L002390

b15
(b)5
:the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
q uestions https://www,dagoviagencies/ofccp/faqslexecutive-order-13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
L._

Rachel E. Mandl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)-----------

b)6

DOL002391

From:
Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 10:43:24 AM
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitierii
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Swearingen, Brett A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Robinson, Caroline H OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e5df806bbcb4b268f7fa2074326ecf3-Robinson, C]; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d31b6884028649a099d6da60325aaab7-Bartley, Ca]; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=lb82968d13f1422fab6d4c0072a51ca7-Heyl, Dean]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Thanks, I'm available at 202; (b)6 1 sent guidance to Lissette and we look forward to working with you on
it. I'm teleworking while watching Alex and will be in around noon.
Get Outlook fr iOS
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:41:20 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>;
Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>;
Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC <Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>;
Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

Happy to help. Will give you a call, Craig.
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 16, 2020, at 10:20 AM,Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig(ajdol.gov> wrote:

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook. for lOS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson.Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen,

DOL002392

Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson.Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a@dol.gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attache(1). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b15
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
frequently asked questions https://www,dol.govlagencieslofccp/facislexecutive-order-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202

(b)6

DO L002393

From:

Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BBB9A13178C24AADB6B7613F2F9041F3-GEAN, LISSE]
10/16/2020 1:55:35 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
RE: Response to Chamber letter

Sent:
To:
Subject:

C:raig,
'
I m going to start working on the response now. Can you forward the C:hamber letter?
Thanks,
Lissette
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:29 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <
(b)6
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC squiti cliad:c@dolTgov>
Subject: Fwd: Response to Chamber letter

Lissette, please see below. We need to craft a draft response today. I'm watching Alex until llam or so and
then will head in to work on this. Chad will be helping us as well.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Leen, Craig - OFCCP" <Leen.Crai
d 2ov>
Date: October 16, 2020 at 10:20:40 AM EDT
To: "Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC" <Mondl.Rache
ol.gov>, "Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP"
<V,Io fsonionathamAiiMoLgov>, "Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <Kilberf4..Andrew.G4i)doLgov>,
"Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC" <swearinumbrett.a@ ol.gov>, "Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC"
<squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Cc: "Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC" <Robinson.Carolinc.H. dol ov>, "Bartley, Catherine OSEC" <Barticy,Catherine@dagov>, "Heyl, Dean A - OSEC" <heyl..dean.,a(aMokl,,ov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook for iGS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl,Rz-)chel,E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen‘CraiE,PDOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<\,Nolfson,..lonathan,A@doLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew.GODdoLgov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearingen,hrett.a(a)dol,gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad,c@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Rohirison.C:aroUne.i-1@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.CatherinePdol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyl.dean.a,@dol,gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

DOL002394

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b)5
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
L._
frequently asked questions http,
.,11www,doL.govlagenciesiofccpliaqVexecutive-ordev13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have —regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b)5
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)1

(b)6

DOL002395

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 11:11:23 AM
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Squitieri, Chad C OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Will do.
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:08:02 AM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

think from Craig:
Rachel E. Mandl.
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U S..Department of Labor
(202) (b)6
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:05 AM
To: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

Rachel: Are you imagining this as a letter back to the Chamber from the Secren.
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <IViondi,Rachel,E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wollson,ionz-ithanA@doLgov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <KilbergAndrew.G@doLgov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.bretta@dol.g,ov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chadxPdol,gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline,Wei)doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyi.dean.a@doLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

5
DO L002396

(b)5

Ithe Department has put out a set of frequently asked

q uestions https://www.doLgoviagencies/ofccplfagslexecutive-order-13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)1 (b)6

DOL002397

From:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
Sent:
10/16/2020 8:12:21 PM
To:
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b7510846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitierii
CC:
Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Subject:
FW: Response to Chamber letter
Attachments: D&I Letter - 10.15 - Final.docx; ChamberResponse_vtdocx

Chad, I also wanted to send you Lissette's earlier version based on the bullet points I sent her. She did a great job
(thanks again Lissette). There may be language in here you'd like to add back. My proposed final draft of the letter is
based largely on the letter she put together, but restructured a bit and shorter. Have a nice evening, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Bt
ourmopo

Your VYark,

From: Gean, Lissette Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 4:22 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: FW: Response to Chamber letter
Hi Craig,
I am attaching the draft response. As I mentioned earlier, the highlighted bullets will be removed from the final version.
Thanks,
Lissette
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..eenClaig(EPD014.7,ov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP f
1 doIgov>
Subject: FW: Response to Chamber letter
FYI. Here's the letter.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

DO L002398

s

our Napo**,Your

From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mendi,RacheLE@doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson,Jortathan,A@dagov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <KilbergAndrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brettaPdoLgov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.da)dol,gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson‘CaroUne+1@doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartie‘[Cat.herinePdoLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC ‹heyL ezma@cloi,gov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b)5
(b)5

:the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
q uestions https://wwwAoLgoviagencieslofcceagsiexecutive-order-13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor

DOL002399

DO L002400

<Date>

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
Ilighlight the Secretal

arks,

The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning
Executive Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating." As the
Director for the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP), Secretary Scalia
asked me to respond.
To clarify, the Administration supports and encourages appropriate diversity and inclusion
training. Executive Order 19350 (the Order) explains, however, that federal contractors cannot
provide workplace training that in fact divides employees by telling them that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard.
Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, clarified the
intent of the Order, "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity that
training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require
it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance ofrecognizing the value and
worth ofpeople ofall races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it although they
must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other
protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir race or sex about people who
are aVferent, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the
Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in whichfederal contractors tell workers that because
oftheir particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy ofbeing heard."
• indicate that affirmative action remains requ ed by law,
The affirmative action and nondiscrimination requirements under Executive Order 11246,
Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974 still apply to federal contractors. Federal contractor training programs
must not include race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating as that would be disparate treatment
discrimination.
• mention that diversity and inclusion efforts remain encouraged as long as they comply
w ith the LO and nondiscrirnina ion obligations.
To be clear, the Order does not prohibit workplace training. We continue to encourage the
diversity and inclusion efforts of federal contractors as long as they comply with the new Order
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and the nondiscrimination obligations of Executive Order 11246, Section 503, and VEVRAA.
We agree with you that diversity and inclusion efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with
talent recruitment," and help federal contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide
range of different cultures."
• explain that OF'CCP has a well-estalolished complaint process that affords due process
and only seeks remedies and compliance for meritorious complaints, and
With respect to the letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with its compliance manual and
applicable regulations. This ensures that the contractor receives due process and that the agency
only acts on meritorious complaints with evidentiary support. The Department established the
hotline to receive complaints regarding training programs under the new Order and Executive
Order 11246.
• emphasize that the remedy for a violation is compliance and that debarment only occurs
for a continued refusal to comply with an administrative order after a full adjudicatory
hearing process.
OFCCP Debarments 2009-2020
. .
Begmmng
Company
Period
Date
Manheirn Inc
2011-09-13 2018-04-02
Independent Foods

2013-11-07

2018-11-07

Shapiro Dicaro
2014-04-15
Barak LLP
saac's Enterprises, 2014-08-05
i nc.
D&S Construction 2014-08-18

2017-05-17
Indefinite
Indefinite

Basis
Compliance
Evaluation
Compliance
Evaluation
Coinpliance
Evaluation
Compliance
Evaluation
Complaint

Comments
Initially Indefinite
Initially three years
Initially two years
SAMS system shows
2022-03-27

Let me emphasize that the remedy for a violation of affirmative action and
nondiscrimination obligations is compliance and debarment only occurs for a continued refusal
to comply. In fact, from fiscal years 2009 through 2020, only one company was debarred after
OFCCP found discrimination violations during a complaint investigation. During that same 11year period, four federal contractors were debarred after OFCCP found discrimination violations
during routine compliance evaluations.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and
stakeholders, host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of the new Order.
Additionally, OFCCP has published responses to frequently asked questions to offer a clear
understanding to the public of the order. They are available at
https://www.doLizovA-rtgencies7ofeepflaqs7executive-order-13950.
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Lee'

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at(202)693-0101 or
aigq,,!doi.,aov.

Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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September 30, 2021
The President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
We write to convey our concerns regarding Executive Order 13950, Combating Race and
Sex Stereotyping. Many of our members are federal contractors and subcontractors that will be
covered by this E.O. As currently written, we believe the E.O. will create confusion and
uncertainty, lead to non-meritorious investigations, and hinder the ability of employers to
implement critical programs to promote diversity and combat discrimination in the workplace.
We urge you to withdraw the Executive Order and work with the business and nonprofit
communities on an approach that would support appropriate workplace training programs.
While it is encouraging that the E.O. states that, "Training employees to create an
inclusive workplace is appropriate and beneficial," we fear that the E.O. will diminish the
amount of training that takes place. The E.O. seeks to identify specific concepts that would be
prohibited, but the description of these concepts leaves considerable ambiguity as to what
content would not be permitted in diversity and inclusiveness(D&I)training. Furthermore, there
is a great deal of subjectivity around how certain content would be perceived by different
individuals. For example, the definition of"divisive concepts" creates many gray areas and will
likely result in multiple different interpretations. Because the ultimate threat of debarment is a
possible consequence, we have heard from some companies that they are suspending all D&I
training. This outcome is contrary to the E.O.'s stated purpose, but an understandable reaction
given companies' lack of clear guidance. Thus, the E.O. is already having a broadly chilling
effect on legitimate and valuable D&I training companies use to foster inclusive workplaces,
help with talent recruitment, and remain competitive in a country with a wide range of different
cultures.
Under the E.O., OFCCP has established a hotline to receive complaints from employees
who believe they have been subjected to proscribed training. Employers are concerned that this
will invite non-meritorious complaints from employees who may be disgruntled about a range of
different matters. Also, because of the ambiguity and subjective nature of the key terms that
define what training materials are not allowed, whether the training material in question is
compliant could very well depend on the outlook of the person filing the complaint. In addition,
training sessions often involve discussions between participants. Things heard in these
discussions could easily form the basis of a complaint even though they are not part of the
official course materials. Even if a company is ultimately found to be in compliance, it will still
have to undergo OFCCP's investigative process, which represents a not insignificant burden.
The E.O. is silent with respect to how multi-national companies that are federal
contractors should proceed regarding training for their employees outside the U.S. The content
of the D&I training for those employees is likely to reflect the local country's attitudes towards
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diversity and inclusiveness, and may not align with the E.O.'s restrictions on "divisive
concepts." Must these contractors ensure their D&I training in other countries follows the E.0.?
Finally, many of us raised strong concerns with the Obama Administration regarding the
use of the federal procurement and contracting process to address issues unrelated to goods or
services being purchased by the government. Such an approach effectively creates two sets of
rules, one for those companies that do business with the government and another for those that
do not. Those same concerns apply equally today. Federal contractors should be left to manage
their workforces and workplaces with a minimum amount of interference so long as they are
compliant with the law.
Federal contractors are firmly committed to maintaining a diverse and inclusive
workforce and to providing their employees the necessary training to reinforce this goal. The
Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping does not help contractors in this
regard, and in fact creates several significant obstacles and impediments. We urge you to
withdraw the E.O. and look forward to working with you on an approach that addresses any
concerns that have been raised while continuing to promote efforts to create inclusive
workplaces.
Sincerely,
Aeronautical Repair Station Association
Alliance of Arizona Nonprofits
American Alliance of Museums
American Beverage Association
American Chemistry Council
American Council of Engineering Companies
American Council of Life Insurers
American Society of Association Executives
Americans for the Arts
America's SBDC
Arkansas State Chamber/Associated Industries of Arkansas
Associated Industries of Massachusetts - AIM
Association of Art Museum Directors
Association of American Publishers
Auburn Area Chamber of Commerce
Barnesville-Lamar County Chamber of Commerce
Barrow County Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
Bellingham Regional Chamber of Commerce
Bend Chamber of Commerce
Billings Chamber of Commerce
Bolingbrook Area Chamber of Commerce
Bristol Chamber of Commerce
Business Roundtable
Cedar Park Chamber of Commerce
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Cedar Rapids Metro Economic Alliance
Center for Nonprofit Advancement(DC)
Center for Nonprofit Excellence(VA)
Center for Non-Profits(NJ)
Chamber Southwest Louisiana
Chandler Chamber of Commerce
Charlotte Regional Business Alliance
Chattanooga Area Chamber of Commerce
Clarion Area Chamber of Business & Industry
Colorado Nonprofit Association
Commerce Lexington Inc.
Common Good Vermont
Consumer Data Industry Association
Council Bluffs Area Chamber of Commerce
Council for Responsible Nutrition
CTIA
Delaware Alliance for Nonprofit Advancement
Detroit Regional Chamber
Downtown Billings Alliance
Edison Electric Institute
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce
Ferndale Chamber of Commerce
Florida Nonprofit Alliance
Foraker(Alaska)
Forefront(IL)
Genoa Area Chamber of Commerce
Georgia Chamber of Commerce
Greater Akron Chamber
Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce
Greater Cheyenne Chamber of Commerce
Greater Des Moines Partnership
Greater Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce
Greater Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce
Greater Houston LGBT Chamber of Commerce
Greater Kansas City Chamber of Commerce
Greater North Dakota Chamber
Greater Scranton Chamber of Commerce
Greater Springfield Chamber of Commerce
Greater Stillwater Chamber of Commerce
Greater Summerville/Dorchester County Chamber of Commerce
Greater Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce
Hanover Area Chamber of Commerce
Harrisburg Regional Chamber
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Henry County Chamber of Commerce
Houston West Chamber of Commerce
Howard County Chamber
HR Policy Association
Huntington Regional Chamber of Commerce
Idaho Nonprofit Center
Independent Sector
International Sign Association
Irving Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Kentucky Nonprofit Network
Kingsport Chamber
Lansing Regional Chamber
Lincoln Chamber of Commerce
Loudoun County Chamber of Commerce
Maine Association of Nonprofits
Marana Chamber of Commerce
Marshall Area Chamber of Commerce
Maryland Chamber of Commerce
Maryland Nonprofits
Mason City Area Chamber of Commerce
Massachusetts Nonprofit Network
Meridian Chamber of Commerce
Michigan Nonprofit Association
Mid-America LGBT Chamber of Commerce
Minnesota Council of Nonprofits
Mississippi Alliance of Nonprofits and Philanthropy
Momentum Nonprofit Partners(TN)
Montana Nonprofit Association
Montgomery Ohio Chamber of Commerce
Murrieta/Wildomar Chamber of Commerce
Nashville LGBT Chamber
National Association of Manufacturers
National Association of REALTORS®
National Council of Nonprofits
National Investor Relations Institute
National LGBT Chamber of Commerce(NGLCC)
Nebraska Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Network for Strong Communities(MO)
New Hampshire Center for Nonprofits
New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce
New Mexico Thrives
New York Council of Nonprofits, Inc.
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Nonprofit Association of Oregon
Nonprofit Association of the Midlands(NE)
Nonprofit New York
North Carolina Center for Nonprofits
North Carolina Chamber
North Port Area Chamber of Commerce
North Texas Commission
North Texas LGBT Chamber of Commerce
Oklahoma Center for Nonprofits
Oregon Business & Industry
OUT Georgia Business Alliance
Pennsylvania Association of Nonprofit Organizations
Perry County Chamber of Commerce
Plexus LGBT + Allied Chamber of Commerce
Plexus LGBT Chamber of Commerce
Providers' Council(MA)
Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce
Puyallup Sumner Chamber of Commerce
Santa Fe Springs Chamber of Commerce
Seattle Southside Chamber of Commerce
Selma and Dallas County Chamber of Commerce and Tourism
Information
Shakopee Area Chamber of Commerce
Software & Information Industry Association
Solon Chamber of Commerce
Southern Ohio Chamber Alliance
Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber
Tampa Bay LGBT Chamber
The American Institute of Architects
The Associated General Contractors of America
The Chamber, Leading Business in Cabarrus
The Institute for Workplace Equality
The National Business League, Inc.
The Slone Group
Together SC
Tompkins County Chamber of Commerce
Troy Area Chamber of Commerce
Tucson Metro Chamber
Tulsa Regional Chamber
Tyler Area Chamber of Commerce
United Philanthropy Forum
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
USTelecom - The Broadband Association
Utah Nonprofits Association
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Vegas Chamber
Vinyl Institute
Washington Nonprofits
Wake Forest Area Chamber of Commerce
Waverly Chamber of Commerce/Main Street
West Virginia Chamber of Commerce
Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of America
Winona Area Chamber of Commerce
Wyoming Nonprofit Network

cc: The Honorable Eugene Scalia, Secretary of Labor
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7D7773F42E1545E886E760B3CB4B19FB-MONDL, RACH]
10/16/2020 4:42:45 PM
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
RE: Response to Chamber letter

-Monday morning is fine.,
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)i (b)6
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 4:34 PM
To: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

Rachel did you want this today or Monday?
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <IViondi,Rachel,E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitierixhad,c,@doLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

I think from Craig,
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
LS, Department of Labor
(202) (b)6
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:05 AM
To: Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncil.Rachel.E(a)doLgov>; Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CragPDOLgov>
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

Rachel: Are you imagining this as a letter back to the Chamber from the Secretary?
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncll,Rz-)chel,E@doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1...een,CraiE@DOi...gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <WolfsordonathaniVbpdoLgov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@dol.gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearngen,brettaPdagov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dagov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline+1@doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
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<Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyi.dean.a,VdoLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b15
(b)5
I the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
L.
questions httpsl/www.doLgovlagenciesjoiccp/tactsiexecutive-order- 13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
i
(202)i

L. (b)6
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From:

Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC U0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=80ED763137513846FF8B8421319BD2B9156-SQUITIERIA
10/16/2020 8:13:16 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
RE: Response to Chamber letter

Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:

Perfect,[hank you Lissette!
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 8:12 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Odol.gov>
Cc: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6
Subject: FW: Response to Chamber letter
Chad, I also wanted to send you Lissette's earlier version based on the bullet points I sent her. She did a great job
(thanks again Lissette). There may be language in here you'd like to add back. My proposed final draft of the letter is
based largely on the letter she put together, but restructured a bit and shorter. Have a nice evening, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
kW)0 p. dagov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020:0I-Fkr-----To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP < Leen,Craig,@ DOLF,ov>
Subject: FW: Response to Chamber letter
Hi Craig,
I am attaching the draft response. As I mentioned earlier, the highlighted bullets will be removed from the final version.
Thanks,
Lissette
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..eenCraig@ DO LEov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <I
(b)6
Pdol.pov>
Subject: FW: Response to Chamber letter
FYI. Here's the
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Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

'
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From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl,Rachel,E@dagov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Crag(6)DOL,gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP <Wolfson,Jonathan.A@dol.gov>; Kilberg,
Andrew G - OSEC
herg.AndrewCi@dol.g,ov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swewingen‘brett.a@doLgov>; Squitieri,
Chad C - OSEC <.;qu e chadx@dol,gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline.H@dol.gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyi.dean.a@doLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think our response to
the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something you/your staff can pull
together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

5
the Department has put out a set of frequently asked
(b)5
L._
q uestions httpq,/www.dagovlagenciesjoiccp/tactsiexecutive-order- 13950 and Secretary Scalia gave a speech at
Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It
does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the
Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training
offered by countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take
extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way
that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the
President's Order does not prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended.
What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their
particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
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Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(20q (b)6
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 11:11:24 AM
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

Get Outlook. for .i0S
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:03:17 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(b)6

Mol.gov>

Thanks Craig, no need to have a call in light of this guidance (unless you want me to call you).
Lissette: Would OFCCP like to take the first draft or should I? I understand OFCCP is busy so I defer to
you as I am happy to help.
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:38 AM
:dol.gov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chadc@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

I'd like the letter to be crafted as follows:

5
Thanks,
Craig

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:28:55 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 1
(b)6
'Pdol.gov>
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <scp ftierixhadx@dol.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Response to Chamber letter
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Lissette, please see below. We need to craft a draft response today. I'm watching Alex until llam or so and
then will head in to work on this. Chad will be helping us as well.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Leen, Craig - OFCCP" <Leen,Craig io.i..qov>
Date: October 16, 2020 at 10:20:40 AM EDT
To: "Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC" <Mon.allachel.E@doi.,aov>, "Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP"
<Wolfsonionathan.A(a),dol..gov>, "Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <Kilberg.Andre-wkadol4ov>,
"Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC" <swcarinizen,bretta(iNol,,-3•ov>, "Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC"
<squitierix dxXiMoLgov>
Cc: "Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC" <RobinsonEaroline,
oLgov>, "Bartley, Catherine OSEC" <Barti.ev,Catherine
ol.gov>, "Heyl, Dean A - OSEC" <hey1deanafdolgov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook. for .i.OS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mendi,Rachel,E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOL,gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson.ionathanik@doLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KilbergAndrew.(3@dol.gov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearinEen,brettaPcloLgov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,r Opdolgov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline,Wei)doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyi.dean.a@doLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOI,to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b15
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
frequently asked questions https://www,dol.govjagencieslofccp/factslexecutive-order-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
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other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have —regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)1 (b)6
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Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:

10/16/2020 1:29:52 PM
Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]
RE: Response to Chamber letter

Li ssette,
Here are some bullet points with language to include in the letter:

Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:12 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <
(b)6
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

Lissette, the letter will be from me.
Get Outlook for i.OS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen. :raigG)DOL.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:38:24 AM
(b)6
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 4
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,r0pdol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

I'd like the letter to be crafted as follows:

b)
Thanks,
Craig
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Get Outlook for iOS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:28:55 AM
cic.).1.gov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP ‹:
(b)6
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <,..,quOie chad,c@dol,gov>
Subject: Fwd: Response to Chamber letter

Lissette, please see below. We need to craft a draft response today. I'm watching Alex until llam or so and
then will head in to work on this. Chad will be helping us as well.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Leen, Craig - OFCCP" <Leen,Craig

io.i..qov>

Date: October 16, 2020 at 10:20:40 AM EDT
To: "Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC" <Mon.allachel.E@doi.,aov>, "Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP"
<Wolfsonionathan.A(a),dol..gov>, "Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <Kilberg.Andre-wkadol4ov>,
"Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC" <sw-ariIizen.,b
"Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC"
<squitierix ad.cadol.gov>
Cc: "Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC" <RobinsonEaroline,E
oLgov>, "Bartley, Catherine OSEC" <Barti.ev,Catherine
ol.gov>, "Heyl, Dean A - OSEC" <hey1deanarldolgov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook. for .i.OS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mendi,Rachel,E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson.ionathan,APdagov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew.GPdol.gov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearinyen.hretta Zdol.aov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitierLchadx@dol.pov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline+1PdoLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley,Catherine@dol,gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <hevi,dean.a@doLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOI,to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

(b)5
DOL002419

(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
L.
frequently asked questions https://www,doLgov agenciesloircp/faw,lexecut ive-w der-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b
Rachel E. Mandl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)1 (b)6 :

DOL002420

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 12:43:42 PM
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Re: Response to Chamber letter

I just got in to the office. I'll check with Lissette and put together some bullet points.
Get Outlook. for .i0S
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:25:19 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 1
(b)
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter
L.

6 dol.gov>

Craig/Lissette: Checking in on this. Don't. want. to duplicate efforts if OFCCP has already started
drafting?
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:03 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@dol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

kui 6

reodol.gov>

Thanks Craig, no need to have a call in light, of this guidance (unless you want me to call you).
Lissette: Would OFCCP like to take the first draft or should I? I understand OFCCP is busy so I defer to
you as I am happy to help,
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <teen.Craig@DOI.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:38 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitierLchadx@dol.pov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

I'd like the letter to be crafted as follows:

5
Thanks,
Craig

DOL002421

Get Outioo
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:28:55 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dagov>
Subject: Fwd: Response to Chamber letter

Lissettc, please see below. We need to craft a draft response today. I'm watching Alex until llam or so and
then will head in to work on this. Chad will be helping us as well.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Leen., Craig - OFCCP" <Leen,Craizii.do
Date: October 16, 2020 at 10:20:40 AM EDT
To: "Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC" <MondLRache _ I-:,1 0)(161,2-ov>,"Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP"
<WoifsonJonathanAld agov>,"Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <Kii.berg.Andrew Ci(6)(101.,wv>,
"Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC" <swearinp-en.brett,a0doi.,aov>, "Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC"
<squitieri.,ch.ad.c0).dol Azov>
Cc: "Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC" <Robinson.Caroline,H(a)dol, ov>, "Bartley, Catherine OSEC" <Bartley.CatherineAdol.gov>, "Heyl, Dean A - OSEC" <hevtdean,a (ol.gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <MonaRachell)dol.pov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CragPDOL,gov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfsordonathan,APdoLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KHberg,Andrew.G@doLgov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearingen,brettaPdol,gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <.;quitieri,chad,c@dolgov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline.HPdagov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@doLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyi.dean.a,VdoLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOI, to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for t.hat.. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b15
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
L._
frequently asked questions https:/./wwwxiol.govjagendeslofccpgagsiexecuthle-order-13950 and

DOL002422

Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mondl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202) (b)6

DOL002423

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
10/16/2020 4:33:29 PM
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
RE: Response to Chamber letter

By the way, do you know if the RFI rollout call is going forward? I'm on the line.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

tiNo Nmpage,Your Wofk

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 4:33 PM
.
i
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
L_
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

.

1 (b)6 .ip dol.gov>

Hi Chad. It's been a very busy afternoon but we have been working on it. I did not realize the goal was to send it today (I
figured we would send it on Monday). Having said that, Lissette has prepared a draft: consistent with the guidance I gave
and I will have it to you shortly in case you'd like me to send it this evening. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

S
BUKFAti
Our th*opoto, Your W0A,

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 4:15 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

PdoLgov>
(b)6

Checking in on this as I think the plan is to have something today. Let me know if there is a spot I can
jump in.
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:04 PM

DOL002424

To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen‘CraiE,Pdol.aov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
<
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(b)6

Ok thank you, just wanted to check
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..eenClaig(a)D014.7,ov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:49 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieiichz-xl,cadoLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
L.
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

lb)6

idoLgov>

Lissette will start on this at 2pm as she is working on a time sensitive SOL FOIA litigation matter. will start working on it
now and send her some bullet points. If you have anything you'd like us to focus on other than the outline gave please
send. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

(1)0

EAU
YOw Wwk,

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad.c(a)doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,Craig@DOLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

ib)
a
k

)1

CraigiLissette: Checking in on this. Don't want to duplicate efforts if()MCP has already starte
drafting?
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:03 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag@doLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(b)6 Thdol.gov>

Thanks Craig, no need to have a call in light of this guidance (unless you want me to call you
Lissette: Would OFCCP like to take the first draft or should I? I understand OFCCP is busy so I defer to
you as I am happy to help,
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen. igG)DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:38 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <
(to) 6
kioi.gov>
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
eOpciol,gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

I'd like the letter to be crafted as follows:

DOL002425

(b)5
Thanks,
Craig

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:28:55 AM
kloi.gov>
(b)6
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP ‹I
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,c@doLgov>
Subject: Fwd: Response to Chamber letter

Lissette, please see below. We need to craft a draft response today. I'm watching Alex until llam or so and
then will head in to work on this. Chad will be helping us as well.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Leen, Craig - OFCCP" <Leen_Craig@ ol.gov>
Date: October 16, 2020 at 10:20:40 AM EDT
To: "Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC" <Mondl,RachcLE@dol..gov>,"Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP"
<Wolfsonionathan.A(aMol.Jzov>, "Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <Kilberg.Andrew.G6:001,2ov>,
"Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC" <swearinizen.bretta0).d.oLgov>, "Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC"
<squitierix adx.0.,doLgov>
Cc: "Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC" <Robillson.Carotin.el (- d.ol,t4ov>, "Bartley, Catherine OSEC" <Barti.ey,Catherin.e0,,'!dol,gov>, "Heyl, Dean A - OSEC" <heyl.dean.akdol ov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook. for .i.OS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <IViondi,Rachel,E@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,CnAg@ DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson.ionathan,APdagov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearing,en.hrett.a@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri‘chadx@dol.gov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline Pdol,gov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley,Catherine@doLgov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <hevi,dean.a@doLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

DOL002426

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b)5
(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
L._
frequently asked questions https://www,doLgov/agenciesloircp/faw,lexecutive-w der-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

b15
Rachel E. Mandl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(2021 (b)6

DOL002427

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=80ED763B75B846FF8B842B19BD2B9156-SQUITIERI,]
10/16/2020 4:33:13 PM
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
RE: Response to Chamber letter

I might be wrong about the deadline, I will ask Rachel
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 4:33 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(b) A

i)dol.gov>

Hi Chad. Its been a very busy afternoon but we have been working on it. I did not realize the goal was to send it today (I
figured we would send it on Monday). Having said that, Lissette has prepared a draft consistent with the guidance I gave
and I will have it to you shortly in case you'd like me to send it this evening. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

Pwpase., Yew Wwk.,

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,rhad
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 4:15 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag.Cf/DOLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(b)6

doLgov>

Checking in on this as I think the plan is to have something today. Let. me know if there is a spot. I can

jump in.
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:04 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Crag(6)dol,gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(13)

6

?dol.gov>

Ok thank you, just wanted to check
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(a)DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:49 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitierLchad.c@do.i.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

tb)6

Vi)dol:gov>

DOL002428

Lissette will start on this at 2pm as she is working on a time sensitive SOL FOIA litigation matter. will start working on it
now and send her some bullet points. If you have anything you'd like us to focus on other than the outline gave please
send. Thanks, Craig
Craig F... Leen
OFCCP Director

our Nepow,Your Woet,

From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squit eri.chad.c@doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:25 PM
.
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen‘Craig,@DOLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <!
L.
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

i

i

Craig/Lissette: Checking in on this, Don't want to duplicate efforts if()FCCP has already started

drafting'?
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 11:03 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een.Cn.iig@doLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Response to Chamber letter

(b)6

Thanks Craig, no need to have a call in light of this guidance (unless

idol.F,ov›
vant me to call you),

Lissette: Would OFCCP like to take the first draft or should I? I understand OFCCP is busy so I defer to
you as I am happy to help,
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(a)DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2070_10.:3.$ AM._._._.,
(b)6
ilo144ov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP <I
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad,c@dol,gov>
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

I'd like the letter to be crafted as follows:

5
Thanks,
Craig

DOL002429

Get Outlook. for .i.OS
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:28:55 AM
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6
do go>
Cc: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,c@dol.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Response to Chamber letter

Lissette, please see below. We need to craft a draft response today. I'm watching Alex until llam or so and
then will head in to work on this. Chad will be helping us as well.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
C g(s::!'2
->
From: "Leen, Craig - OFCCP" <I..,
Date: October 16, 2020 at 10:20:40 AM EDT
To: "Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC" <Mon.allache ,ra )I.,aov>, "Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP"
<WolfsonJonathan.A@cloi.,aov>, "Kitberg, Andrew G - OSEC" <Kilberg.AndrewkikdoLgov>,
"Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC" <swcarinizen,bretta(iNol -7>, "Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC"
<squitieri,chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: "Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC" <Robinsorik:aroline,
)1,gov>, "Bartley, Catherine OSEC" <E3artiev,Catherine(i).).,doLgov>, "Heyl, Dean A - OSEC"
->
Subject: Re: Response to Chamber letter

We can certainly prioritize this. I would note that my staff is stretched right now with lots of high
priority items so I'd like to accept Chad's assistance if possible.
Get Outlook for i.OS
From: Mond!, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi,RacheLE doLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 10:17:12 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Wolfson, Jonathan A - ASP
<Wolfson.ionathanik@doLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KilbergAndrew.(3@dol.gov>; Swearingen,
Brett A - OSEC <swearinEen,brettaPcloLgov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,r Opdolgov>
Cc: Robinson, Caroline H - OSEC <Robinson,Caroline,Wei)doLgov>; Bartley, Catherine - OSEC
<Bartley.Catherine@dol.gov>; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC <heyi.dean.a@doLgov>
Subject: Response to Chamber letter

I would like for DOL to prepare a quick response to the Chamber letter (attached). I think
our response to the WSJ yesterday can form a framework for that. Craig, is this something
you/your staff can pull together quickly, maybe with help from Chad?

b15
DOL002430

(b)5
the Department has put out a set of
L.
frequently asked questions https://www,dol.goviagenciesiofccp/facislexecutive-order-13950 and
Secretary Scalia gave a speech at Franciscan University on Monday, where he said: "I should be clear
about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it,
and in some instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and creeds. American employers should value
diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been denied it—
although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are
different, and which could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does
prohibit, though, is instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

(b)5
Rachel E. Mandl
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Dejartment of Labor
(2021

(b)6

DOL002431

From:

Davis, Karlyn - ASP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D03793B1358F4852BD59145EDB43D230-DAVIS, KARL]
Sent:
10/16/2020 1:18:38 PM
To:
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]
CC:
Swirsky, Stephanie - ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0c6029e716614ee78e163cbcc8e5e250-Swirsky, St]; Dawkins, Laura M - ASP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d2184500efa4946b40d2aaf82b35fb3-Dawkins, La]; Carson, Sarah J - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=8cfec665af6d40488eacfbfc4015aa81-Carson, Sar]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]
Subject:
FW: OFCCP EO 13952 RFI for Expedited Review
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20 DOL 10-16-20.docx

Chris/Tina:
Please prepare the attached in clean for Craig's signature and publication in the FR, On #6 we are deleting the first
sentence and keeping the rest o #6 as indicated in the attached.
We are waiting for OIRA to conclude review and expect that shortly. If there are any minor edits we will let: you know
but we do not expect any at this time and need you to have this ready to go as soon as we get the OK from OIRA.
Thanks
Karlyn
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From:

Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DE1CA1BB58004746A50104BD40A50623-WILLIAMS, T]
Sent:
10/16/2020 1:52:07 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Gaglione, Robert J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]
Subject:
RFI for digital signature
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20 DOL 10-16-20.docx

Craig — use the blue digital signature; not the pin signature.

Tina Williams Director
Division of Policy and Program Development
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
200 Constitution Avenue, NW,Room C-33251 Washington, DC 20210
Direct: 202-691(b) 611 Fax: 202-693- 1305
Email:

(b)6
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Billing Code 4510-45
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
RIN 1250-ZA01
Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
AGENCY: Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
ACTION: Request for Information
SUMMARY: The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)at the Department
of Labor seeks comments, information, and materials from the public relating to workplace
trainings that involve race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. OFCCP protects workers by
ensuring that those doing business with the Federal government(known as Federal contractors
and subcontractors) do not treat workers differently on the basis of race, sex, or other protected
characteristics. Information provided in response to this request will assist OFCCP in that
mission. This request for information also provides hotline contact information (202-343-2008
and OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov)that can be used to confidentially report to the Federal
government the unlawful use of racist or sexist training materials.
DATES: Submit comments, information, and materials on or before December 1, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, information, and materials by any of the following
methods:
Electronic comments: The Federal eRulemaking portal at www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions found on that website.
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Mail, Hand Delivery, Courier: Addressed to Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy and
Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 200 Constitution
Avenue NW,Room C-3325, Washington, DC 20210.
Instructions: Please submit one copy of your submission by only one method. For faster
submission, we encourage commenters to submit electronically via www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy
and Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Room C-3325,
200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20210. Telephone:(202)693-0103 (voice) or
(202)693-1337(TTY)(these are not toll-free numbers). Copies of this notice may be obtained
in alternative formats (large print, braille, audio recording) upon request by calling the numbers
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background
Millions of Americans are employed by Federal contractors and subcontractors.' These

employers have certain obligations to their employees under a presidential directive known as
Executive Order 11246. That order requires Federal contractors not to discriminate in
employment and to take affirmative action to ensure equal opportunity without regard to race,
sex, and other protected characteristics. OFCCP ensures Federal contractors uphold their
nondiscrimination and affirmative action obligations to their employees.

1 For purposes of this request for information,"contractor" and "subcontractor" are used
interchangeably.
2
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Relatedly, on September 22, 2020, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order
13950, titled Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.2 Executive Order 13950 established that it
is "the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the
Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services," and further stated that "Federal contractors
will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees" through workplace training.3
The order notes that materials teaching that men and members of certain races are inherently
sexist and racist have recently appeared in workplace diversity trainings across the country.
Through this request for information, the Department invites the public to provide information or
materials concerning any workplace trainings of Federal contractors that involve such
stereotyping or scapegoating. Please note that training is not prohibited if it is designed to inform
workers, or foster discussion, about pre-conceptions, opinions, or stereotypes that people
regardless of their race or sex

may have regarding people who are different, which could

influence a worker's conduct or speech and be perceived by others as offensive.
As used in this request for information, "race or sex stereotyping" means "ascribing
character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or
to an individual because of his or her race or sex."4 "Race or sex scapegoating" means
"assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their
race or sex," and includes claims "that, consciously or unconsciously, and by virtue of his or her

2 85

Fed. Reg. 60683.
at 60685. Trainings that teach race or sex stereotyping or race or sex scapegoating may also
violate Executive Order 11246, which forbids Federal contractors and subcontractors from
discriminating on the basis of race or sex in employment.
4 1d. at 60685.
3 Id.

3
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race or sex, members of any race are inherently racist or are inherently inclined to oppress others,
or that members of a sex are inherently sexist or inclined to oppress others."5
Executive Order 13950 clarifies that workplace trainings that promote the following
concepts qualify as unlawful race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating:
(a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
(b)an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or
oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
(c) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or
partly because of his or her race or sex;
(d) members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without
respect to race or sex;
(e) an individual's moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
(0 an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions
committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
(g)any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
(h) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by
a particular race to oppress another race.

5 Id.

at 60685.
4
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Examples of impermissible scapegoating or stereotyping include training materials
stating "that concepts like `[o]bjective, rational linear thinking,' [Nard work' being 'the key to
success,' the 'nuclear family,' and belief in a single god are not values that unite Americans of
all races but are instead 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness.'"6
To gain a better understanding regarding potentially unlawful training materials that are
being used by Federal contractors and subcontractors, President Trump instructed the Director of
OFCCP to request information from these contractors and subcontractors and their employees
regarding the trainings that have been provided.7 The President further directed that the "request
for information should request copies of any training, workshop, or similar programing having to
do with diversity and inclusion as well as information about the duration, frequency, and expense
of such activities."8 This request for information is being published in response to the President's
directives. A purpose of this request for information is to obtain information to formulate
OFCCP programming and compliance assistance related to Executive Order 13950.
Types of Comments,Information, and Materials Requested
OFCCP requests comments, information, and materials from Federal contractors, Federal
subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors concerning workplace
trainings involving prohibited race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating.9
You may provide various other types of materials, such as PowerPoints, photographs,
videos, handwritten notes, or printed handouts. OFCCP welcomes all forms of media and data

6 Id.

at 60684.
7 Id. at 60686.
8
Id.
9 Other stakeholders are invited to submit comments as well.
5
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that have in recent years been used, or that may soon be used, in both voluntary and mandatory
trainings, workshops, or similar programming.
You do not need to provide a response for every category number. In submitting a
response, you are encouraged (but not required) to note the specific sections of materials (such as
page numbers or section headings) that you believe fit within a category number listed below.
You should provide responses reasonably related to this request for information.
Materials may be submitted anonymously. However, any materials submitted in response to this
request for information may be subject to public disclosure, including any personal information
provided. You should not provide information or materials prohibited by law from disclosure
under a valid confidentiality agreement, information or materials that are trade secrets,
information or materials that are copyrighted, or information or materials that contain individual
medical information or personally identifiable information.
OFCCP seeks information and materials concerning any or all of the following
categories, if applicable:
1. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex stereotyping.
2. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex scapegoating.
3. The duration of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
4. Thefrequency of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
5. The expense or costs associated with any workplace training identified in categories 1 or
2.

6
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OFCCP additionally requests input on any or all of the following questions, if applicable:
6. Have there been complaints concerning this workplace training? Have you or other
employees been disciplined for complaining or otherwise questioning this workplace
training?
7. Who develops your company's diversity training? Is it developed by individuals from
your company, or an outside company?
8. Is diversity training mandatory at your company? If only certain trainings are mandatory,
which ones are mandatory and which ones are optional?
9. Approximately what portion of your company's annual mandatory training relates to
diversity?
10. Approximately what portion of your company's annual optional training relates to
diversity?
III.

How to Confidentially Report Information Through OFCCP's New Hotline

OFCCP has created an e-mail and telephone hotline to report potentially non-compliant
workplace training materials. Executive Order 13950 directed the Department of Labor, through
OFCCP,"to establish a hotline and investigate complaints received under both [Executive Order
13950] as well as Executive Order 11246 alleging that a Federal contractor is utilizing. . .
training programs in violation of the contractor's obligations under those orders."1° Executive
Order 13950 further directed the Department of Labor to "take appropriate enforcement action
and provide remedial relief, as appropriate."

1° Id. at 60686.
"Id.
7
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Employees and other concerned members of the public are encouraged to report
potentially unlawful training materials by calling (202)343-2008 or emailing
OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov. To the fullest extent permissible by law, OFCCP will
protect the confidentiality of those who submit information through the hotline.
Unlike hotline communications, responses to this request for information may become a
matter of public record and may be subject to public disclosure as described above. Employees
and other concerned members of the public who wish to confidentially report potentially noncompliant information or materials should do so through the hotline information provided above.
IV.

Voluntary Compliance for Employers

Federal contractors and subcontractors questioning whether their workplace trainings,
workshops, or similar programs are compliant with Executive Order 13950 or Executive Order
11246 are encouraged to voluntarily submit information and materials in response to this request
for information. OFCCP will provide compliance assistance as requested to Federal contractors
and subcontractors that voluntarily submit such information or materials.
OFCCP will, consistent with law, exercise its enforcement discretion and not take
enforcement action against Federal contractors and subcontractors that voluntarily submit
information or materials in response to this request for information, as it relates to submitted
information or materials and potential non-compliance with Executive Orders 13950 or 11246,
provided that such contractor or subcontractor promptly comes into compliance with the
Executive Orders as directed by OFCCP. If a Federal contractor or subcontractor who voluntarily
submits information or materials in response to this request for information is determined by
OFCCP to have non-compliant materials, and the contractor or subcontractor refuses to correct

8
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the issue after compliance assistance is provided, OFCCP may take enforcement action against
the contractor or subcontractor if OFCCP later receives the contractor or subcontractor's
materials through a separate source, such as a neutrally scheduled audit, in connection with a
complaint, or if submitted by an employee in response to this RFI. OFCCP will keep information
and materials submitted under this process confidential under Exemption 4 of the Freedom of
Information Act to the maximum extent permitted by law, unless disclosure is necessary and
appropriate in Federal Government-initiated proceedings.
A Federal contractor or subcontractor may opt for the above-described enforcement
discretion only if the relevant infoimation or materials are submitted to OFCCP by one of the
contractor's or subcontractor's executives, owners, or legal representatives with actual authority
to legally bind the contractor or subcontractor in agreements with the United States Government.
Should a qualifying executive, owner, or legal representative of the contractor or subcontractor
submit information or materials on behalf ofthe contractor or subcontractor as requested in this
request for information, the fact that a worker employed by the contractor or subcontractor may
have also submitted the same (or substantially the same)information or materials to OFCCP, or
submitted a complaint based on such information or materials, will not disqualify the contractor
or subcontractor from choosing the types of compliance assistance and enforcement discretion
described herein. But as noted above, OFCCP reserves the right to take enforcement action as to
information or materials submitted by employees in response to this RFI if the contractor or
subcontractor refuses to correct non-compliant materials after receiving compliance assistance.
Regarding all other Federal contractors and subcontractors, there are no adverse legal
consequences for choosing not to participate in this request for information. This request for
information is strictly voluntary; it simply offers Federal contractors and subcontractors an
9
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opportunity in the exercise of OFCCP's enforcement discretion to come into compliance with
their legal obligations to the extent they have concerns.
V.

Conclusion
Pursuant to Executive Order 13950, OFCCP invites Federal contractors, Federal

subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors to submit comments,
information, and materials as described above. This request for information will enable OFCCP
to better combat race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating within the contractor community.

CRAIG E. LEEN
Director, OFCCP

10
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From:

Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=6B2B2010AAF743CEB373A758390001A1-SEELY, CH RI]
Sent:
10/16/2020 2:18:05 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Subject:
FW: RFI for digital signature
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20 DOL 10-16-20.docx

Chris Seely

ii
i

(b)6

ii

From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <
(3)6
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 107
.52 AM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Seely, Christopher - OFCCI
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
(b)
Subject: RFI for digital signatbre

pdol.gov>
(b)6
Pdol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP ‹d
'Odol.gov>;
II.gov>; Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Robert.J@dol.gov>
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Craig — use the blue digital signature; not the pin signature.

Tina Williams Director
Division of Policy and Program Development
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
200 Constitution Avenue, NW,Room C-33251 Washington, DC 20210
Direct: 1
Email:

Fax: 202-693-
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Billing Code 4510-45
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
RIN 1250-ZA01
Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
AGENCY: Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
ACTION: Request for Information
SUMMARY: The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)at the Department
of Labor seeks comments, information, and materials from the public relating to workplace
trainings that involve race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. OFCCP protects workers by
ensuring that those doing business with the Federal government(known as Federal contractors
and subcontractors) do not treat workers differently on the basis of race, sex, or other protected
characteristics. Information provided in response to this request will assist OFCCP in that
mission. This request for information also provides hotline contact information (202-343-2008
and OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov)that can be used to confidentially report to the Federal
government the unlawful use of racist or sexist training materials.
DATES: Submit comments, information, and materials on or before December 1, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, information, and materials by any of the following
methods:
Electronic comments: The Federal eRulemaking portal at www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions found on that website.
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Mail, Hand Delivery, Courier: Addressed to Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy and
Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 200 Constitution
Avenue NW,Room C-3325, Washington, DC 20210.
Instructions: Please submit one copy of your submission by only one method. For faster
submission, we encourage commenters to submit electronically via www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy
and Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Room C-3325,
200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20210. Telephone:(202)693-0103 (voice) or
(202)693-1337(TTY)(these are not toll-free numbers). Copies of this notice may be obtained
in alternative formats (large print, braille, audio recording) upon request by calling the numbers
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background
Millions of Americans are employed by Federal contractors and subcontractors.' These

employers have certain obligations to their employees under a presidential directive known as
Executive Order 11246. That order requires Federal contractors not to discriminate in
employment and to take affirmative action to ensure equal opportunity without regard to race,
sex, and other protected characteristics. OFCCP ensures Federal contractors uphold their
nondiscrimination and affirmative action obligations to their employees.

1 For purposes of this request for information,"contractor" and "subcontractor" are used
interchangeably.
2
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Relatedly, on September 22, 2020, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order
13950, titled Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.2 Executive Order 13950 established that it
is "the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the
Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services," and further stated that "Federal contractors
will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees" through workplace training.3
The order notes that materials teaching that men and members of certain races are inherently
sexist and racist have recently appeared in workplace diversity trainings across the country.
Through this request for information, the Department invites the public to provide information or
materials concerning any workplace trainings of Federal contractors that involve such
stereotyping or scapegoating. Please note that training is not prohibited if it is designed to inform
workers, or foster discussion, about pre-conceptions, opinions, or stereotypes that people
regardless of their race or sex

may have regarding people who are different, which could

influence a worker's conduct or speech and be perceived by others as offensive.
As used in this request for information, "race or sex stereotyping" means "ascribing
character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or
to an individual because of his or her race or sex."4 "Race or sex scapegoating" means
"assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their
race or sex," and includes claims "that, consciously or unconsciously, and by virtue of his or her

2 85

Fed. Reg. 60683.
at 60685. Trainings that teach race or sex stereotyping or race or sex scapegoating may also
violate Executive Order 11246, which forbids Federal contractors and subcontractors from
discriminating on the basis of race or sex in employment.
4 1d. at 60685.
3 Id.

3
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race or sex, members of any race are inherently racist or are inherently inclined to oppress others,
or that members of a sex are inherently sexist or inclined to oppress others."5
Executive Order 13950 clarifies that workplace trainings that promote the following
concepts qualify as unlawful race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating:
(a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
(b)an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or
oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
(c) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or
partly because of his or her race or sex;
(d) members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without
respect to race or sex;
(e) an individual's moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
(0 an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions
committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
(g)any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
(h) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by
a particular race to oppress another race.

5 Id.

at 60685.
4
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Examples of impermissible scapegoating or stereotyping include training materials
stating "that concepts like `[o]bjective, rational linear thinking,' [Nard work' being 'the key to
success,' the 'nuclear family,' and belief in a single god are not values that unite Americans of
all races but are instead 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness.'"6
To gain a better understanding regarding potentially unlawful training materials that are
being used by Federal contractors and subcontractors, President Trump instructed the Director of
OFCCP to request information from these contractors and subcontractors and their employees
regarding the trainings that have been provided.7 The President further directed that the "request
for information should request copies of any training, workshop, or similar programing having to
do with diversity and inclusion as well as information about the duration, frequency, and expense
of such activities."8 This request for information is being published in response to the President's
directives. A purpose of this request for information is to obtain information to formulate
OFCCP programming and compliance assistance related to Executive Order 13950.
Types of Comments,Information, and Materials Requested
OFCCP requests comments, information, and materials from Federal contractors, Federal
subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors concerning workplace
trainings involving prohibited race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating.9
You may provide various other types of materials, such as PowerPoints, photographs,
videos, handwritten notes, or printed handouts. OFCCP welcomes all forms of media and data

6 Id.

at 60684.
7 Id. at 60686.
8
Id.
9 Other stakeholders are invited to submit comments as well.
5
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that have in recent years been used, or that may soon be used, in both voluntary and mandatory
trainings, workshops, or similar programming.
You do not need to provide a response for every category number. In submitting a
response, you are encouraged (but not required) to note the specific sections of materials (such as
page numbers or section headings) that you believe fit within a category number listed below.
You should provide responses reasonably related to this request for information.
Materials may be submitted anonymously. However, any materials submitted in response to this
request for information may be subject to public disclosure, including any personal information
provided. You should not provide information or materials prohibited by law from disclosure
under a valid confidentiality agreement, information or materials that are trade secrets,
information or materials that are copyrighted, or information or materials that contain individual
medical information or personally identifiable information.
OFCCP seeks information and materials concerning any or all of the following
categories, if applicable:
1. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex stereotyping.
2. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex scapegoating.
3. The duration of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
4. Thefrequency of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
5. The expense or costs associated with any workplace training identified in categories 1 or
2.

6
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OFCCP additionally requests input on any or all of the following questions, if applicable:
6. Have there been complaints concerning this workplace training? Have you or other
employees been disciplined for complaining or otherwise questioning this workplace
training?
7. Who develops your company's diversity training? Is it developed by individuals from
your company, or an outside company?
8. Is diversity training mandatory at your company? If only certain trainings are mandatory,
which ones are mandatory and which ones are optional?
9. Approximately what portion of your company's annual mandatory training relates to
diversity?
10. Approximately what portion of your company's annual optional training relates to
diversity?
III.

How to Confidentially Report Information Through OFCCP's New Hotline

OFCCP has created an e-mail and telephone hotline to report potentially non-compliant
workplace training materials. Executive Order 13950 directed the Department of Labor, through
OFCCP,"to establish a hotline and investigate complaints received under both [Executive Order
13950] as well as Executive Order 11246 alleging that a Federal contractor is utilizing. . .
training programs in violation of the contractor's obligations under those orders."1° Executive
Order 13950 further directed the Department of Labor to "take appropriate enforcement action
and provide remedial relief, as appropriate."

1° Id. at 60686.
"Id.
7
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Employees and other concerned members of the public are encouraged to report
potentially unlawful training materials by calling (202)343-2008 or emailing
OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov. To the fullest extent permissible by law, OFCCP will
protect the confidentiality of those who submit information through the hotline.
Unlike hotline communications, responses to this request for information may become a
matter of public record and may be subject to public disclosure as described above. Employees
and other concerned members of the public who wish to confidentially report potentially noncompliant information or materials should do so through the hotline information provided above.
IV.

Voluntary Compliance for Employers

Federal contractors and subcontractors questioning whether their workplace trainings,
workshops, or similar programs are compliant with Executive Order 13950 or Executive Order
11246 are encouraged to voluntarily submit information and materials in response to this request
for information. OFCCP will provide compliance assistance as requested to Federal contractors
and subcontractors that voluntarily submit such information or materials.
OFCCP will, consistent with law, exercise its enforcement discretion and not take
enforcement action against Federal contractors and subcontractors that voluntarily submit
information or materials in response to this request for information, as it relates to submitted
information or materials and potential non-compliance with Executive Orders 13950 or 11246,
provided that such contractor or subcontractor promptly comes into compliance with the
Executive Orders as directed by OFCCP. If a Federal contractor or subcontractor who voluntarily
submits information or materials in response to this request for information is determined by
OFCCP to have non-compliant materials, and the contractor or subcontractor refuses to correct

8
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the issue after compliance assistance is provided, OFCCP may take enforcement action against
the contractor or subcontractor if OFCCP later receives the contractor or subcontractor's
materials through a separate source, such as a neutrally scheduled audit, in connection with a
complaint, or if submitted by an employee in response to this RFI. OFCCP will keep information
and materials submitted under this process confidential under Exemption 4 of the Freedom of
Information Act to the maximum extent permitted by law, unless disclosure is necessary and
appropriate in Federal Government-initiated proceedings.
A Federal contractor or subcontractor may opt for the above-described enforcement
discretion only if the relevant infoimation or materials are submitted to OFCCP by one of the
contractor's or subcontractor's executives, owners, or legal representatives with actual authority
to legally bind the contractor or subcontractor in agreements with the United States Government.
Should a qualifying executive, owner, or legal representative of the contractor or subcontractor
submit information or materials on behalf ofthe contractor or subcontractor as requested in this
request for information, the fact that a worker employed by the contractor or subcontractor may
have also submitted the same (or substantially the same)information or materials to OFCCP, or
submitted a complaint based on such information or materials, will not disqualify the contractor
or subcontractor from choosing the types of compliance assistance and enforcement discretion
described herein. But as noted above, OFCCP reserves the right to take enforcement action as to
information or materials submitted by employees in response to this RFI if the contractor or
subcontractor refuses to correct non-compliant materials after receiving compliance assistance.
Regarding all other Federal contractors and subcontractors, there are no adverse legal
consequences for choosing not to participate in this request for information. This request for
information is strictly voluntary; it simply offers Federal contractors and subcontractors an
9
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opportunity in the exercise of OFCCP's enforcement discretion to come into compliance with
their legal obligations to the extent they have concerns.
V.

Conclusion
Pursuant to Executive Order 13950, OFCCP invites Federal contractors, Federal

subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors to submit comments,
information, and materials as described above. This request for information will enable OFCCP
to better combat race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating within the contractor community.

CRAIG E. LEEN
Director, OFCCP
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From:

Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BBB9A13178C24AADB6B7613F2F9041F3-GEAN, LISSE]
Sent:
10/16/2020 2:07:31 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Seely, Christopher OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]
Subject:
RE: RFI for digital signature
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20 DOL 10-1620_Signed.docx; CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20
DOL 10-16-20_Signed.pdf

Hi Tina,
I am attaching the signed RFI in word and PDF,
Thanks,

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 2:02 PM
ol.gov>
To: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP j
i
l
Cc: Williams, Tina T - OFCCOi_
@dol.gov>; Seely, Christopher - OFCCP 1 (
Gag!lone, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione.Roberi.J@dol.gov>; Davidson, Patricia J - OFCd
i
Subject: FW: RFI for digital signature
I mportance: High

(b)6

b)6

'*)I.gov>;
.b dol.gov>

Lissette typically puts my blue electronic signature on. I'm not sure how to do that, Lissette, I authorize you to affix my
signature, and please do so on an expedited basis. Please then submit: it: for me,Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

.. .
WO.i'

BI

_AU

Nopotc YitN.o$ W

.

From: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
(b)6
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:52 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <I..een.Craig@DOI...gov>
Cc: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP

(b)6

pdagov>
PoLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP I

(b)6

Pdol,gov>;
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Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP _
Subject: RFI for digital signature

(b)6

idol.Pov>; Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <GaglioneRoberti@doLgov>

Craig — use the blue digital signature; not the pin signature.

Tina Williams Director
Division of Policy and Program Development
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
200 Constitution Avenue, NW,Room C-33251 Washington, DC 20210

(b)6 Fax: 202-693- 1305
(b)6 ra),dol.gov

Direct: 202-ii
Email:i

oo
.

13LJ

,

, .u

F
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Billing Code 4510-45
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
RIN 1250-ZA01
Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
AGENCY: Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
ACTION: Request for Information
SUMMARY: The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)at the Department
of Labor seeks comments, information, and materials from the public relating to workplace
trainings that involve race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. OFCCP protects workers by
ensuring that those doing business with the Federal government(known as Federal contractors
and subcontractors) do not treat workers differently on the basis of race, sex, or other protected
characteristics. Information provided in response to this request will assist OFCCP in that
mission. This request for information also provides hotline contact information (202-343-2008
and OFCCPComplaintHotlinegdol.gov)that can be used to confidentially report to the Federal
government the unlawful use of racist or sexist training materials.
DATES: Submit comments, information, and materials on or before December 1, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, information, and materials by any of the following
methods:
Electronic comments: The Federal eRulemaking portal at www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions found on that website.
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Mail, Hand Delivery, Courier: Addressed to Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy and
Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 200 Constitution
Avenue NW,Room C-3325, Washington, DC 20210.
Instructions: Please submit one copy of your submission by only one method. For faster
submission, we encourage commenters to submit electronically via www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy
and Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Room C-3325,
200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20210. Telephone:(202)693-0103 (voice) or
(202)693-1337(TTY)(these are not toll-free numbers). Copies of this notice may be obtained
in alternative formats (large print, braille, audio recording) upon request by calling the numbers
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background
Millions of Americans are employed by Federal contractors and subcontractors.' These

employers have certain obligations to their employees under a presidential directive known as
Executive Order 11246. That order requires Federal contractors not to discriminate in
employment and to take affit'native action to ensure equal opportunity without regard to race,
sex, and other protected characteristics. OFCCP ensures Federal contractors uphold their
nondiscrimination and affirmative action obligations to their employees.

1 For purposes of this request for information,"contractor" and "subcontractor" are used
interchangeably.
2
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Relatedly, on September 22, 2020, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order
13950, titled Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.2 Executive Order 13950 established that it
is "the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the
Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services," and further stated that "Federal contractors
will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees" through workplace training.3
The order notes that materials teaching that men and members of certain races are inherently
sexist and racist have recently appeared in workplace diversity trainings across the country.
Through this request for information, the Department invites the public to provide information or
materials concerning any workplace trainings of Federal contractors that involve such
stereotyping or scapegoating. Please note that training is not prohibited if it is designed to inform
workers, or foster discussion, about pre-conceptions, opinions, or stereotypes that people
regardless of their race or sex

may have regarding people who are different, which could

influence a worker's conduct or speech and be perceived by others as offensive.
As used in this request for information, "race or sex stereotyping" means "ascribing
character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or
to an individual because of his or her race or sex."4 "Race or sex scapegoating" means
"assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their
race or sex," and includes claims "that, consciously or unconsciously, and by virtue of his or her

2 85

Fed. Reg. 60683.
at 60685. Trainings that teach race or sex stereotyping or race or sex scapegoating may also
violate Executive Order 11246, which forbids Federal contractors and subcontractors from
discriminating on the basis of race or sex in employment.
4 1d. at 60685.
3 Id.
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race or sex, members of any race are inherently racist or are inherently inclined to oppress others,
or that members of a sex are inherently sexist or inclined to oppress others."5
Executive Order 13950 clarifies that workplace trainings that promote the following
concepts qualify as unlawful race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating:
(a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
(b)an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or
oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
(c) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or
partly because of his or her race or sex;
(d) members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without
respect to race or sex;
(e) an individual's moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
(0 an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions
committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
(g)any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
(h) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by
a particular race to oppress another race.

5 Id.

at 60685.
4
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Examples of impermissible scapegoating or stereotyping include training materials
stating "that concepts like `[o]bjective, rational linear thinking,' [Nard work' being 'the key to
success,' the 'nuclear family,' and belief in a single god are not values that unite Americans of
all races but are instead 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness.'"6
To gain a better understanding regarding potentially unlawful training materials that are
being used by Federal contractors and subcontractors, President Trump instructed the Director of
OFCCP to request information from these contractors and subcontractors and their employees
regarding the trainings that have been provided.7 The President further directed that the "request
for information should request copies of any training, workshop, or similar programing having to
do with diversity and inclusion as well as information about the duration, frequency, and expense
of such activities."8 This request for information is being published in response to the President's
directives. A purpose of this request for information is to obtain information to formulate
OFCCP programming and compliance assistance related to Executive Order 13950.
Types of Comments,Information, and Materials Requested
OFCCP requests comments, information, and materials from Federal contractors, Federal
subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors concerning workplace
trainings involving prohibited race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating.9
You may provide various other types of materials, such as PowerPoints, photographs,
videos, handwritten notes, or printed handouts. OFCCP welcomes all forms of media and data

6 Id.

at 60684.
7 Id. at 60686.
8
Id.
9 Other stakeholders are invited to submit comments as well.
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that have in recent years been used, or that may soon be used, in both voluntary and mandatory
trainings, workshops, or similar programming.
You do not need to provide a response for every category number. In submitting a
response, you are encouraged (but not required) to note the specific sections of materials (such as
page numbers or section headings) that you believe fit within a category number listed below.
You should provide responses reasonably related to this request for information.
Materials may be submitted anonymously. However, any materials submitted in response to this
request for information may be subject to public disclosure, including any personal information
provided. You should not provide information or materials prohibited by law from disclosure
under a valid confidentiality agreement, information or materials that are trade secrets,
information or materials that are copyrighted, or information or materials that contain individual
medical information or personally identifiable information.
OFCCP seeks information and materials concerning any or all of the following
categories, if applicable:
1. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex stereotyping.
2. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex scapegoating.
3. The duration of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
4. Thefrequency of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
5. The expense or costs associated with any workplace training identified in categories 1 or
2.

6
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OFCCP additionally requests input on any or all of the following questions, if applicable:
6. Have there been complaints concerning this workplace training? Have you or other
employees been disciplined for complaining or otherwise questioning this workplace
training?
7. Who develops your company's diversity training? Is it developed by individuals from
your company, or an outside company?
8. Is diversity training mandatory at your company? If only certain trainings are mandatory,
which ones are mandatory and which ones are optional?
9. Approximately what portion of your company's annual mandatory training relates to
diversity?
10. Approximately what portion of your company's annual optional training relates to
diversity?
III.

How to Confidentially Report Information Through OFCCP's New Hotline

OFCCP has created an e-mail and telephone hotline to report potentially non-compliant
workplace training materials. Executive Order 13950 directed the Department of Labor, through
OFCCP,"to establish a hotline and investigate complaints received under both [Executive Order
13950] as well as Executive Order 11246 alleging that a Federal contractor is utilizing. . .
training programs in violation of the contractor's obligations under those orders."1° Executive
Order 13950 further directed the Department of Labor to "take appropriate enforcement action
and provide remedial relief, as appropriate."

1° Id. at 60686.
"Id.
7
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Employees and other concerned members of the public are encouraged to report
potentially unlawful training materials by calling (202)343-2008 or emailing
OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov. To the fullest extent permissible by law, OFCCP will
protect the confidentiality of those who submit information through the hotline.
Unlike hotline communications, responses to this request for information may become a
matter of public record and may be subject to public disclosure as described above. Employees
and other concerned members of the public who wish to confidentially report potentially noncompliant information or materials should do so through the hotline information provided above.
IV.

Voluntary Compliance for Employers

Federal contractors and subcontractors questioning whether their workplace trainings,
workshops, or similar programs are compliant with Executive Order 13950 or Executive Order
11246 are encouraged to voluntarily submit information and materials in response to this request
for information. OFCCP will provide compliance assistance as requested to Federal contractors
and subcontractors that voluntarily submit such information or materials.
OFCCP will, consistent with law, exercise its enforcement discretion and not take
enforcement action against Federal contractors and subcontractors that voluntarily submit
information or materials in response to this request for information, as it relates to submitted
information or materials and potential non-compliance with Executive Orders 13950 or 11246,
provided that such contractor or subcontractor promptly comes into compliance with the
Executive Orders as directed by OFCCP. If a Federal contractor or subcontractor who voluntarily
submits information or materials in response to this request for information is determined by
OFCCP to have non-compliant materials, and the contractor or subcontractor refuses to correct

8
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the issue after compliance assistance is provided, OFCCP may take enforcement action against
the contractor or subcontractor if OFCCP later receives the contractor or subcontractor's
materials through a separate source, such as a neutrally scheduled audit, in connection with a
complaint, or if submitted by an employee in response to this RFI. OFCCP will keep information
and materials submitted under this process confidential under Exemption 4 of the Freedom of
Information Act to the maximum extent permitted by law, unless disclosure is necessary and
appropriate in Federal Government-initiated proceedings.
A Federal contractor or subcontractor may opt for the above-described enforcement
discretion only if the relevant information or materials are submitted to OFCCP by one of the
contractor's or subcontractor's executives, owners, or legal representatives with actual authority
to legally bind the contractor or subcontractor in agreements with the United States Government.
Should a qualifying executive, owner, or legal representative of the contractor or subcontractor
submit information or materials on behalf of the contractor or subcontractor as requested in this
request for information, the fact that a worker employed by the contractor or subcontractor may
have also submitted the same (or substantially the same)information or materials to OFCCP, or
submitted a complaint based on such information or materials, will not disqualify the contractor
or subcontractor from choosing the types of compliance assistance and enforcement discretion
described herein. But as noted above, OFCCP reserves the right to take enforcement action as to
information or materials submitted by employees in response to this RFI if the contractor or
subcontractor refuses to correct non-compliant materials after receiving compliance assistance.
Regarding all other Federal contractors and subcontractors, there are no adverse legal
consequences for choosing not to participate in this request for information. This request for
information is strictly voluntary; it simply offers Federal contractors and subcontractors an
9
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opportunity in the exercise of OFCCP's enforcement discretion to come into compliance with
their legal obligations to the extent they have concerns.
V.

Conclusion
Pursuant to Executive Order 13950, OFCCP invites Federal contractors, Federal

subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors to submit comments,
information, and materials as described above. This request for information will enable OFCCP
to better combat race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating within the contractor community.

CRAIG E. LEEN
Director, OFCCP
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Billing Code 4510-45
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
RIN 1250-ZA01
Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
AGENCY: Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
ACTION: Request for Information
SUMMARY: The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)at the Department
of Labor seeks comments, information, and materials from the public relating to workplace
trainings that involve race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. OFCCP protects workers by
ensuring that those doing business with the Federal government(known as Federal contractors
and subcontractors) do not treat workers differently on the basis of race, sex, or other protected
characteristics. Information provided in response to this request will assist OFCCP in that
mission. This request for information also provides hotline contact information (202-343-2008
and OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov)that can be used to confidentially report to the Federal
government the unlawful use of racist or sexist training materials.
DATES: Submit comments, information, and materials on or before December 1, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, information, and materials by any of the following
methods:
Electronic comments: The Federal eRulemaking portal at www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions found on that website.
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Mail, Hand Delivery, Courier: Addressed to Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy and
Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 200 Constitution
Avenue NW,Room C-3325, Washington, DC 20210.
Instructions: Please submit one copy of your submission by only one method. For faster
submission, we encourage commenters to submit electronically via www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy
and Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Room C-3325,
200 Constitution Avenue NW,Washington, DC 20210. Telephone:(202)693-0103 (voice) or
(202)693-1337(TTY)(these are not toll-free numbers). Copies of this notice may be obtained
in alternative formats (large print, braille, audio recording) upon request by calling the numbers
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background
Millions of Americans are employed by Federal contractors and subcontractors. These

employers have certain obligations to their employees under a presidential directive known as
Executive Order 11246. That order requires Federal contractors not to discriminate in
employment and to take affirmative action to ensure equal opportunity without regard to race,
sex, and other protected characteristics. OFCCP ensures Federal contractors uphold their
nondiscrimination and affirmative action obligations to their employees.

1 For purposes of this request for information,"contractor" and "subcontractor" are used
interchangeably.
2
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Relatedly, on September 22, 2020, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order
13950, titled Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.2 Executive Order 13950 established that it
is "the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the
Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services," and further stated that "Federal contractors
will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees" through workplace training.3
The order notes that materials teaching that men and members of certain races are inherently
sexist and racist have recently appeared in workplace diversity trainings across the country.
Through this request for information, the Department invites the public to provide information or
materials concerning any workplace trainings of Federal contractors that involve such
stereotyping or scapegoating. Please note that training is not prohibited if it is designed to inform
workers, or foster discussion, about pre-conceptions, opinions, or stereotypes that people
regardless of their race or sex

may have regarding people who are different, which could

influence a worker's conduct or speech and be perceived by others as offensive.
As used in this request for information,"race or sex stereotyping" means "ascribing
character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or
to an individual because of his or her race or sex."4 "Race or sex scapegoating" means
"assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their
race or sex," and includes claims "that, consciously or unconsciously, and by virtue of his or her

2 85

Fed. Reg. 60683.
at 60685. Trainings that teach race or sex stereotyping or race or sex scapegoating may also
violate Executive Order 11246, which forbids Federal contractors and subcontractors from
discriminating on the basis of race or sex in employment.
4 1d. at 60685.
3 Id.
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race or sex, members of any race are inherently racist or are inherently inclined to oppress others,
or that members of a sex are inherently sexist or inclined to oppress others."5
Executive Order 13950 clarifies that workplace trainings that promote the following
concepts qualify as unlawful race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating:
(a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
(b)an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or
oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
(c) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or
partly because of his or her race or sex;
(d) members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without
respect to race or sex;
(e) an individual's moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
(0 an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions
committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
(g)any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
(h) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by
a particular race to oppress another race.

5 Id.

at 60685.
4
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Examples of impermissible scapegoating or stereotyping include training materials
stating "that concepts like `[o]bjective, rational linear thinking,' [Nard work' being 'the key to
success,' the 'nuclear family,' and belief in a single god are not values that unite Americans of
all races but are instead 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness.'"6
To gain a better understanding regarding potentially unlawful training materials that are
being used by Federal contractors and subcontractors, President Trump instructed the Director of
OFCCP to request information from these contractors and subcontractors and their employees
regarding the trainings that have been provided.7 The President further directed that the "request
for information should request copies of any training, workshop, or similar programing having to
do with diversity and inclusion as well as information about the duration, frequency, and expense
of such activities."8 This request for information is being published in response to the President's
directives. A purpose of this request for information is to obtain information to formulate
OFCCP programming and compliance assistance related to Executive Order 13950.
Types of Comments,Information, and Materials Requested
OFCCP requests comments, information, and materials from Federal contractors, Federal
subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors concerning workplace
trainings involving prohibited race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating.9
You may provide various other types of materials, such as PowerPoints, photographs,
videos, handwritten notes, or printed handouts. OFCCP welcomes all forms of media and data

6 Id.

at 60684.
7 Id. at 60686.
8
Id.
9 Other stakeholders are invited to submit comments as well.
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that have in recent years been used, or that may soon be used, in both voluntary and mandatory
trainings, workshops, or similar programming.
You do not need to provide a response for every category number. In submitting a
response, you are encouraged (but not required) to note the specific sections of materials (such as
page numbers or section headings) that you believe fit within a category number listed below.
You should provide responses reasonably related to this request for information.
Materials may be submitted anonymously. However, any materials submitted in response to this
request for information may be subject to public disclosure, including any personal information
provided. You should not provide information or materials prohibited by law from disclosure
under a valid confidentiality agreement, information or materials that are trade secrets,
information or materials that are copyrighted, or information or materials that contain individual
medical information or personally identifiable information.
OFCCP seeks information and materials concerning any or all of the following
categories, if applicable:
1. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex stereotyping.
2. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex scapegoating.
3. The duration of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
4. Thefrequency of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
5. The expense or costs associated with any workplace training identified in categories 1 or
2.

6
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OFCCP additionally requests input on any or all of the following questions, if applicable:
6. Have there been complaints concerning this workplace training? Have you or other
employees been disciplined for complaining or otherwise questioning this workplace
training?
7. Who develops your company's diversity training? Is it developed by individuals from
your company, or an outside company?
8. Is diversity training mandatory at your company? If only certain trainings are mandatory,
which ones are mandatory and which ones are optional?
9. Approximately what portion of your company's annual mandatory training relates to
diversity?
10. Approximately what portion of your company's annual optional training relates to
diversity?
III.

How to Confidentially Report Information Through OFCCP's New Hotline

OFCCP has created an e-mail and telephone hotline to report potentially non-compliant
workplace training materials. Executive Order 13950 directed the Department of Labor, through
OFCCP,"to establish a hotline and investigate complaints received under both [Executive Order
13950] as well as Executive Order 11246 alleging that a Federal contractor is utilizing. . .
training programs in violation of the contractor's obligations under those orders."1° Executive
Order 13950 further directed the Department of Labor to "take appropriate enforcement action
and provide remedial relief, as appropriate."11

1° Id. at 60686.
1 1 Id.
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Employees and other concerned members of the public are encouraged to report
potentially unlawful training materials by calling (202)343-2008 or emailing
OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov. To the fullest extent permissible by law, OFCCP will
protect the confidentiality of those who submit information through the hotline.
Unlike hotline communications, responses to this request for information may become a
matter of public record and may be subject to public disclosure as described above. Employees
and other concerned members of the public who wish to confidentially report potentially noncompliant information or materials should do so through the hotline information provided above.
IV.

Voluntary Compliance for Employers

Federal contractors and subcontractors questioning whether their workplace trainings,
workshops, or similar programs are compliant with Executive Order 13950 or Executive Order
11246 are encouraged to voluntarily submit information and materials in response to this request
for information. OFCCP will provide compliance assistance as requested to Federal contractors
and subcontractors that voluntarily submit such information or materials.
OFCCP will, consistent with law, exercise its enforcement discretion and not take
enforcement action against Federal contractors and subcontractors that voluntarily submit
information or materials in response to this request for information, as it relates to submitted
information or materials and potential non-compliance with Executive Orders 13950 or 11246,
provided that such contractor or subcontractor promptly comes into compliance with the
Executive Orders as directed by OFCCP. If a Federal contractor or subcontractor who voluntarily
submits information or materials in response to this request for information is determined by
OFCCP to have non-compliant materials, and the contractor or subcontractor refuses to correct

8
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the issue after compliance assistance is provided, OFCCP may take enforcement action against
the contractor or subcontractor if OFCCP later receives the contractor or subcontractor's
materials through a separate source, such as a neutrally scheduled audit, in connection with a
complaint, or if submitted by an employee in response to this RFI. OFCCP will keep information
and materials submitted under this process confidential under Exemption 4 of the Freedom of
Information Act to the maximum extent permitted by law, unless disclosure is necessary and
appropriate in Federal Government-initiated proceedings.
A Federal contractor or subcontractor may opt for the above-described enforcement
discretion only if the relevant information or materials are submitted to OFCCP by one of the
contractor's or subcontractor's executives, owners, or legal representatives with actual authority
to legally bind the contractor or subcontractor in agreements with the United States Government.
Should a qualifying executive, owner, or legal representative of the contractor or subcontractor
submit information or materials on behalf of the contractor or subcontractor as requested in this
request for information, the fact that a worker employed by the contractor or subcontractor may
have also submitted the same (or substantially the same)information or materials to OFCCP, or
submitted a complaint based on such information or materials, will not disqualify the contractor
or subcontractor from choosing the types of compliance assistance and enforcement discretion
described herein. But as noted above, OFCCP reserves the right to take enforcement action as to
information or materials submitted by employees in response to this RFI if the contractor or
subcontractor refuses to correct non-compliant materials after receiving compliance assistance.
Regarding all other Federal contractors and subcontractors, there are no adverse legal
consequences for choosing not to participate in this request for information. This request for
information is strictly voluntary; it simply offers Federal contractors and subcontractors an
9
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opportunity in the exercise of OFCCP's enforcement discretion to come into compliance with
their legal obligations to the extent they have concerns.

V.

Conclusion
Pursuant to Executive Order 13950, OFCCP invites Federal contractors, Federal

subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors to submit comments,
information, and materials as described above. This request for information will enable OFCCP
to better combat race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating within the contractor community.

CRAIG E. LEEN
Director, OFCCP

10
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From:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
Sent:
10/16/2020 2:22:43 PM
To:
Edwards, Michelle - OASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=64042bd2a6544334868888bfbce5b296-Edwards, Mi]; FEDReg-Help
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5d4fc58efO2a4aa3a609dad880b3ea96-FEDReg-Help]
CC:
Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6b2b2010aaf743ceb373a758390001a1-Seely, Chri]; Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Subject:
RFI (signed)
Attachments: CTS 19422 OSEC Approved EO 13952 RFI (CHR clean v2 OSEC FINAL 10.7.2020) -- OMB 10-16-20 DOL 10-16-20.docx

Please see attached.
Craig E. Leen
Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Room C3325
Washingtpo,_ DC,20210
(202)1
(202)69371.3041 Fax)

(b)6 :;Phone)

:3 .,.

.
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Billing Code 4510-45
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
RIN 1250-ZA01
Request for Information; Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating
AGENCY: Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
ACTION: Request for Information
SUMMARY: The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP)at the Department
of Labor seeks comments, information, and materials from the public relating to workplace
trainings that involve race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. OFCCP protects workers by
ensuring that those doing business with the Federal government(known as Federal contractors
and subcontractors) do not treat workers differently on the basis of race, sex, or other protected
characteristics. Information provided in response to this request will assist OFCCP in that
mission. This request for information also provides hotline contact information (202-343-2008
and OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov)that can be used to confidentially report to the Federal
government the unlawful use of racist or sexist training materials.
DATES: Submit comments, information, and materials on or before December 1, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, information, and materials by any of the following
methods:
Electronic comments: The Federal eRulemaking portal at www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions found on that website.

DOL002488

Mail, Hand Delivery, Courier: Addressed to Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy and
Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 200 Constitution
Avenue NW,Room C-3325, Washington, DC 20210.
Instructions: Please submit one copy of your submission by only one method. For faster
submission, we encourage commenters to submit electronically via www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tina Williams, Director, Division of Policy
and Program Development, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Room C-3325,
200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20210. Telephone:(202)693-0103 (voice) or
(202)693-1337(TTY)(these are not toll-free numbers). Copies of this notice may be obtained
in alternative formats (large print, braille, audio recording) upon request by calling the numbers
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background
Millions of Americans are employed by Federal contractors and subcontractors.' These

employers have certain obligations to their employees under a presidential directive known as
Executive Order 11246. That order requires Federal contractors not to discriminate in
employment and to take affirmative action to ensure equal opportunity without regard to race,
sex, and other protected characteristics. OFCCP ensures Federal contractors uphold their
nondiscrimination and affirmative action obligations to their employees.

1 For purposes of this request for information,"contractor" and "subcontractor" are used
interchangeably.
2
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Relatedly, on September 22, 2020, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order
13950, titled Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.2 Executive Order 13950 established that it
is "the policy of the United States not to promote race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating in the
Federal workforce or in the Uniformed Services," and further stated that "Federal contractors
will not be permitted to inculcate such views in their employees" through workplace training.3
The order notes that materials teaching that men and members of certain races are inherently
sexist and racist have recently appeared in workplace diversity trainings across the country.
Through this request for information, the Department invites the public to provide information or
materials concerning any workplace trainings of Federal contractors that involve such
stereotyping or scapegoating. Please note that training is not prohibited if it is designed to inform
workers, or foster discussion, about pre-conceptions, opinions, or stereotypes that people
regardless of their race or sex

may have regarding people who are different, which could

influence a worker's conduct or speech and be perceived by others as offensive.
As used in this request for information, "race or sex stereotyping" means "ascribing
character traits, values, moral and ethical codes, privileges, status, or beliefs to a race or sex, or
to an individual because of his or her race or sex."4 "Race or sex scapegoating" means
"assigning fault, blame, or bias to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their
race or sex," and includes claims "that, consciously or unconsciously, and by virtue of his or her

2 85

Fed. Reg. 60683.
at 60685. Trainings that teach race or sex stereotyping or race or sex scapegoating may also
violate Executive Order 11246, which forbids Federal contractors and subcontractors from
discriminating on the basis of race or sex in employment.
4 1d. at 60685.
3 Id.

3
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race or sex, members of any race are inherently racist or are inherently inclined to oppress others,
or that members of a sex are inherently sexist or inclined to oppress others."5
Executive Order 13950 clarifies that workplace trainings that promote the following
concepts qualify as unlawful race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating:
(a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
(b)an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or
oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
(c) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or
partly because of his or her race or sex;
(d) members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without
respect to race or sex;
(e) an individual's moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
(0 an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions
committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
(g)any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of
psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
(h) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by
a particular race to oppress another race.

5 Id.

at 60685.
4
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Examples of impermissible scapegoating or stereotyping include training materials
stating "that concepts like `[o]bjective, rational linear thinking,' [Nard work' being 'the key to
success,' the 'nuclear family,' and belief in a single god are not values that unite Americans of
all races but are instead 'aspects and assumptions of whiteness.'"6
To gain a better understanding regarding potentially unlawful training materials that are
being used by Federal contractors and subcontractors, President Trump instructed the Director of
OFCCP to request information from these contractors and subcontractors and their employees
regarding the trainings that have been provided.7 The President further directed that the "request
for information should request copies of any training, workshop, or similar programing having to
do with diversity and inclusion as well as information about the duration, frequency, and expense
of such activities."8 This request for information is being published in response to the President's
directives. A purpose of this request for information is to obtain information to formulate
OFCCP programming and compliance assistance related to Executive Order 13950.
Types of Comments,Information, and Materials Requested
OFCCP requests comments, information, and materials from Federal contractors, Federal
subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors concerning workplace
trainings involving prohibited race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating.9
You may provide various other types of materials, such as PowerPoints, photographs,
videos, handwritten notes, or printed handouts. OFCCP welcomes all forms of media and data

6 Id.

at 60684.
7 Id. at 60686.
8
Id.
9 Other stakeholders are invited to submit comments as well.
5
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that have in recent years been used, or that may soon be used, in both voluntary and mandatory
trainings, workshops, or similar programming.
You do not need to provide a response for every category number. In submitting a
response, you are encouraged (but not required) to note the specific sections of materials (such as
page numbers or section headings) that you believe fit within a category number listed below.
You should provide responses reasonably related to this request for information.
Materials may be submitted anonymously. However, any materials submitted in response to this
request for information may be subject to public disclosure, including any personal information
provided. You should not provide information or materials prohibited by law from disclosure
under a valid confidentiality agreement, information or materials that are trade secrets,
information or materials that are copyrighted, or information or materials that contain individual
medical information or personally identifiable information.
OFCCP seeks information and materials concerning any or all of the following
categories, if applicable:
1. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex stereotyping.
2. Workplace trainings that promote, or could be reasonably interpreted to promote, race or
sex scapegoating.
3. The duration of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
4. Thefrequency of any workplace training identified in categories 1 or 2.
5. The expense or costs associated with any workplace training identified in categories 1 or
2.

6
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OFCCP additionally requests input on any or all of the following questions, if applicable:
6. Have there been complaints concerning this workplace training? Have you or other
employees been disciplined for complaining or otherwise questioning this workplace
training?
7. Who develops your company's diversity training? Is it developed by individuals from
your company, or an outside company?
8. Is diversity training mandatory at your company? If only certain trainings are mandatory,
which ones are mandatory and which ones are optional?
9. Approximately what portion of your company's annual mandatory training relates to
diversity?
10. Approximately what portion of your company's annual optional training relates to
diversity?
III.

How to Confidentially Report Information Through OFCCP's New Hotline

OFCCP has created an e-mail and telephone hotline to report potentially non-compliant
workplace training materials. Executive Order 13950 directed the Department of Labor, through
OFCCP,"to establish a hotline and investigate complaints received under both [Executive Order
13950] as well as Executive Order 11246 alleging that a Federal contractor is utilizing. . .
training programs in violation of the contractor's obligations under those orders."1° Executive
Order 13950 further directed the Department of Labor to "take appropriate enforcement action
and provide remedial relief, as appropriate."

1° Id. at 60686.
"Id.
7
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Employees and other concerned members of the public are encouraged to report
potentially unlawful training materials by calling (202)343-2008 or emailing
OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov. To the fullest extent permissible by law, OFCCP will
protect the confidentiality of those who submit information through the hotline.
Unlike hotline communications, responses to this request for information may become a
matter of public record and may be subject to public disclosure as described above. Employees
and other concerned members of the public who wish to confidentially report potentially noncompliant information or materials should do so through the hotline information provided above.
IV.

Voluntary Compliance for Employers

Federal contractors and subcontractors questioning whether their workplace trainings,
workshops, or similar programs are compliant with Executive Order 13950 or Executive Order
11246 are encouraged to voluntarily submit information and materials in response to this request
for information. OFCCP will provide compliance assistance as requested to Federal contractors
and subcontractors that voluntarily submit such information or materials.
OFCCP will, consistent with law, exercise its enforcement discretion and not take
enforcement action against Federal contractors and subcontractors that voluntarily submit
information or materials in response to this request for information, as it relates to submitted
information or materials and potential non-compliance with Executive Orders 13950 or 11246,
provided that such contractor or subcontractor promptly comes into compliance with the
Executive Orders as directed by OFCCP. If a Federal contractor or subcontractor who voluntarily
submits information or materials in response to this request for information is determined by
OFCCP to have non-compliant materials, and the contractor or subcontractor refuses to correct

8
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the issue after compliance assistance is provided, OFCCP may take enforcement action against
the contractor or subcontractor if OFCCP later receives the contractor or subcontractor's
materials through a separate source, such as a neutrally scheduled audit, in connection with a
complaint, or if submitted by an employee in response to this RFI. OFCCP will keep information
and materials submitted under this process confidential under Exemption 4 of the Freedom of
Information Act to the maximum extent permitted by law, unless disclosure is necessary and
appropriate in Federal Government-initiated proceedings.
A Federal contractor or subcontractor may opt for the above-described enforcement
discretion only if the relevant infoimation or materials are submitted to OFCCP by one of the
contractor's or subcontractor's executives, owners, or legal representatives with actual authority
to legally bind the contractor or subcontractor in agreements with the United States Government.
Should a qualifying executive, owner, or legal representative of the contractor or subcontractor
submit information or materials on behalf ofthe contractor or subcontractor as requested in this
request for information, the fact that a worker employed by the contractor or subcontractor may
have also submitted the same (or substantially the same)information or materials to OFCCP, or
submitted a complaint based on such information or materials, will not disqualify the contractor
or subcontractor from choosing the types of compliance assistance and enforcement discretion
described herein. But as noted above, OFCCP reserves the right to take enforcement action as to
information or materials submitted by employees in response to this RFI if the contractor or
subcontractor refuses to correct non-compliant materials after receiving compliance assistance.
Regarding all other Federal contractors and subcontractors, there are no adverse legal
consequences for choosing not to participate in this request for information. This request for
information is strictly voluntary; it simply offers Federal contractors and subcontractors an
9
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opportunity in the exercise of OFCCP's enforcement discretion to come into compliance with
their legal obligations to the extent they have concerns.
V.

Conclusion
Pursuant to Executive Order 13950, OFCCP invites Federal contractors, Federal

subcontractors, and employees of Federal contractors and subcontractors to submit comments,
information, and materials as described above. This request for information will enable OFCCP
to better combat race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating within the contractor community.

CRAIG E. LEEN
Director, OFCCP

10
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:

Rische, Robert M - OCIA [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=FF5BA52E6A704615AE3D4965B5959DC4-RISCHE, ROB]
10/16/2020 3:23:45 PM
Martin, John R.(Education & the Workforce) (b)6
mail.house.gov];!--w6---imail.house.gov; Ridder,
J
Benjamin .D _ (b)6 Omail.house.gov]
Leen, Craig --offel51/8=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
Background for EO 13950 Briefing

Good afternoon,
As background for Monday's briefing, I wanted to provide you guys with Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this
[0. The full context of his remarks can be found at the link below:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have —regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://www,doLgovisitesidolgovifilesy PA/Rerriarks-by-Secretz-)ry-EuEene-Scalia-on-Colurribus- -ay-and-Our-ArnericanHeritage-at-Franciscan-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
Robert Rische
Senior Legislative Officer
Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs (OCIA)
U.S. Department of Labor
(202)1 (b)6
rische.robert,m@doLgov
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:

Subject:

Martin, John R.(Education & the Workforce)i
pmail.house.gov]
ii
(b)
I.
10/16/2020 5:28:58 PM
Rische, Robert M - OCIA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ff5ba52e6a704615ae3d4965b5959dc4-Rische, Rob]
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Green, Rob
[i (b)6 pmail.house.gov]; Ridder, Benjamin [1 (j 6 -pmail.house.gov]
RE: Background for EO 13950 Briefing
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Thank you.
From: Rische.Robert.M@dol.gov <Rische.Robert.M@dol.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 3:24 PM
To: Martin, John R.(Education & the Workforce)
Bmail.house.gov>; Green, Rob
mail.house.gov>
Ridder, Benjamin (b)
Cc: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Subject: Background for EO 13950 Briefing

6

Good afternoon,
As background for Monday's briefing, wanted to provide you guys with Secretary Scalia's recent remarks regarding this
[O. The full context of his remarks can be found at the link below:
President Trump signed an Order last month that bars race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating in training programs
at federal workplaces and of federal contractors. By this we mean workplace training programs that attribute particular
traits or status to someone because of his or her race or sex, as well as training programs that assign blame or bias to
someone just because, again, of that person's race or sex. The Order makes clear that ascribing racist or sexist intentions
to a worker just because of his race or sex is not only hurtful but a violation of law, which requires—in the case of
federal employees, for example—that all "receive fair and equitable treatment in all aspects of personnel management
without regard to' race or sex."
Under the President's Order, the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs will implement
the requirement that federal contractors not engage in race or sex stereotyping or scapegoating. We've already set up a
hotline to receive complaints from concerned employees, and we'll soon be issuing a public request for information to
learn more about the types of training and workshops provided to employees of federal contractors.
I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about nondiscrimination and equal opportunity—that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless American employers;
training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all
races and creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunity for those who
in the past have been denied it—although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit trainings about preconceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their race or sex—about people who are different, and which
could cause slights or even discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in
which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or
less worthy of being heard.
https://wwwAoLgov/sites/dolg,o0Hes/OPA,/Remarks-by-Secretary-Eugene-Scalia-on-Columbus-Day-and-Our-AmericanHeritage-at-Francia:an-University-of-Steubenville-20201012,pdf
Robert Rische
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Senior Legislative Officer
Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs (OCIA)
U.S. Department of Labor
(202): (b)6
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From:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
Sent:
10/16/2020 8:06:21 PM
To:
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitierii
CC:
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Subject:
Draft of the Letter
Attachments: OFCCP Letter.docx

Hi Chad,
Attached is a draft of the letter. I look forward to discussing further and sending on Monday. I want to thank Lissette for
her help.
Have a nice weekend,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Room C3325
Washington, DC 20210
(202)
[(6) VI(Phone)
(202)69-3=13e4 (Fax)

Nowne,Yow Work,
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<Date>

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning
Executive Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping and Scapegoating." As the
Director for the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP), Secretary Scalia
asked me to respond.
OFCCP is implementing Executive Order 13950 (the Order) consistent with its historical
mission to identify, remedy, and eliminate discrimination in employment. Race and sex
stereotyping and scapegoating in employment is a form of discrimination that is unlawful and
has been for decades. EO 13950 now ensures that OFCCP will focus its enforcement and
compliance assistance efforts on training programs, and will help ensure that such programs will
not include divisive practices that tell employees that because of their particular race or sex, they
are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard.
To be clear, OFCCP continues to require contractors to engage in affirmative action, and
continues to support and encourage appropriate diversity and inclusion training. We agree with
you that such efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with talent recruitment," and help federal
contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide range of different cultures." Indeed,
affirmative obligations are part and parcel of being a federal contractor, enhancing equal
employment opportunity when performed correctly and consistently with law. Being a federal
contractor also comes with critical nondiscrimination obligations as well though, and diversity
and inclusion efforts simply must not run afoul of these obligations.
Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, succinctly
described the intent of the Order: "I should be clear about what the President's new Order does
not do. It does not prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal
opportunity that training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some
instances we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by countless
American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes the importance of
recognizing the value and worth qfpeople ofall races and creeds. American employers should
value diversity and take extra strides to assure opportunityfor those who in the past have been
denied it although they must do so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on
race, ethnicity, or other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not
prohibit trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have regardless oftheir
race or sex about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even
discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is instruction in which
federal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular race or sex, they are racist,
morally culpable, or less worthy ofbeing heard."
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With respect to your letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with its compliance manual and
applicable regulations. This ensures that the contractor receives due process and that the agency
only acts on meritorious complaints with evidentiary support.
I would also emphasize that the remedy for a violation of affirmative and nondiscrimination
obligations is compliance, and debarment only occurs for a continued refusal to comply
following a conciliation period and a full adjudicatory hearing. Contractors are rarely ever
debarred as they almost always opt to comply when a violation is found.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and
stakeholders, host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of the new Order.
Additionally, OFCCP has published responses to frequently asked questions to offer a clear
understanding to the public of the order. They are available at
https://WWW.dol.govlaaenciesfacep/faTVexecutivc-order-13950.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at(202)693-0101 or
Leen,Craiz'adol.,-3•ov.
Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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From:

Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC U0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=80ED7638758846FF8B842819BD2B9156-SQUITIERIJ
Sent:
10/17/2020 3:47:54 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Subject:
RE: Draft of the Letter
Attachments: OFCCP Letter - 10-17-2020.docx

Rachel: Please find my edits in the attached. Thanks again to Craig and Lissette
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 8:08 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@dol.gov>
Cc: Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
<
Subject: RE: Draft of the Letter

(b)6 .:dol.gov>

Thanks Craig, I will take a took. Appreciate the quick turnaround.
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1...eenCraigPDOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 8:06 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <scp.aieri.chad‘c@doLgov>
Cc: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi,Rachel,E@dol,gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
<
Subject: Draft of the Letter

(b)6

pdol.gov›

Hi Chad,
Attached is a draft of the letter. I look forward to discussing further and sending on Monday. I want to thank Lissette for
her help.
Have a nice weekend,
Craig
Craig E. Leen
Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Room C3325
Washington, DC 20210
(202)65,
Phone)
(202)693-1304 (Fax)
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U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning Executive
Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping-a:Ad -As the Director for the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP),Secretary Scalia asked me to respond.
OF(__ CP is implementing Executive Order 13950 rthe Order) consistent with its historical
mission to identify, remedy, and eliminate discrimination in employment. Race and sex
stereotyping and scapegoatilig in employment is a forty' of discrimination that
unlawful
1,as 1:,:den. for decades.
now ensures that OFCCP will focus As
enforcement and compliance assistance efforts on
training programs.
ensure that
programs
holn . and
not
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being
heard.
To be clear, OFCCP continues to require contractors to engage in affirmative action, and
'continues to support and encourage appropriate diversity and inclusion training......
agree: with you that such efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with talent
recruitment," and help federal contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide range of
different cultures." ..Indeed, affirmative ssnion obligations are part and parcel of being a federal
contractor, :as
,,
enhancd,:,,::: :; equal employment opportunity when performed
correctly and consistently with law. Bni 1- eing a federal contractor also comes with critical
nondiscrimination obligations .................. ..
and diversity and inclusion efforts
not
run afoul of tho::]::se noadisarim ...
. . . . obligations.
Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, succinctly
described the intent of the Order:
"1 should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not
prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that
training is important. the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances
we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes
the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and
creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure
opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do
so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit
trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have—regardless of their
race or sex—about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even
discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is
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instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because of their particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."
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'With respect to your letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with :1(.s---(na
compliance
manual and applicable regulations
,:::«sariraza:(.(snras, that
---contractors receives due process.„ and that
only acts on mefitorious complaints with evidentiary support.
b(lan(1.1:';,a(- .abbb(baa,oba( la:ail:m.1(11c
and

I would also emphasize that the remedy for a violation of affirmative and nondiscrimination
obligations is compliance, and debarment only occurs for a continued refusal to comply following
a conciliation period and a full adjudicatory hearing. Contractors are rarely ever debarred as they
almost always opt to comply when a violation is found.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and
stakeholders, host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of Es.aainiv,.(: 11:(alar

OFCCP has
frequently asked questicons
------ --- - - - ------ ------.Itttps://www.d.O. f4oviagerEele:,Vofcen/facis/executive-order-1 395O.

published responses to
,10 (a.,o, lo ----- public
are available at

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 693-0101 or
LeeuCtaigfdoLeov.
Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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From:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
Sent:
10/19/2020 8:40:25 PM
To:
Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Squitieri, Chad C OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b75b846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitieri,]
CC:
Gean, Lissette - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Subject:
RE: Draft of the Letter
Attachments: OFCCP Letter.10.19.2020.docx

Hi Rachel, Fully understood, well be ready when we receive the word. Here is a current clean version with Chad's edits
accepted. Have a nice evening, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

f
i tim000,your Wok,

From: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondl.Rachel.E@dol.gov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 4:54 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOL;gov>; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
(b)6 pdol.gov>
Subject: RE: Draft of the Leftir
Not yet., it. hasn't gone through full review.
Rachel E. Mond!
Chief of Staff
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor
(202) (3)6
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <teen. :raigG)DOL.gpv>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad,c@dol.gov>
Cc: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Mondi,Rachel. @dolgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Draft of the Letter

(b)6

dol.gov>

'
I m planning to send out the letter including Chad's edits) before leaving today, May I proceed? Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

DOL002508
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From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2020 4:56 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <sqtaieri.chad,c(a)dol,gov>
Cc: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncil‘Rachell@doLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP1
Subject: Re: Draft of the Letter

(b) a pdol.,ov>

Thanks so much Chad. I accept all the edits. Rachel, if you have any additional edits please let me know. We
can send on Monday morning. Have a nice remainder of the weekend (beautiful day today!). Best, Craig

Get Outio( for iOS
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squiteri,chad,c(Pdol,gov>
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2020 3:47:54 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,Craig,@DOLF,ov>
Cc: Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncil.Rachel,E@doLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP 4
Subject: RE: Draft of the Letter

lb)6

r

oov>

`2".'

k

Rachel; Please find my edits in the attached. Thanks again to Craig and Lissette
From: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 8:08 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@dol,gov>
Cc: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncil‘Rachell@doLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: RE: Draft of the Letter

(b) A

)dol.

ov>

Thanks Craig, I will take a look. Appreciate the quick turnaround,
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 8:06 PM
To: Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <sqtaieri.chad,c(a)dol,gov>
Cc: Mandl, Rachel E - OSEC <Moncil‘Rachell@doLgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP I
Subject: Draft of the Letter

(b)6

(.T.Ool.gov>

Hi Chad,
Attached is a draft of the letter. I look forward to discussing further and sending on Monday. I want to thank Lissette for
her help.
Have a nice weekend,
Craig
Craig E. Leen

DOL002509

Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Room C3325
Washingtor),pc. 20210
(202)693i(b)6?hone)
(202)693-1304 (Fax)

Nowne,Yow Work,
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Draft; Deliberative; Pre-Decisional
<Date>

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The Department of Labor received your letter addressed to the President concerning Executive
Order 13950,"Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping." As the Director for the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs(OFCCP), Secretary Scalia asked me to respond.
OFCCP is implementing Executive Order 13950 (the Order) consistent with its historical
mission to identify, remedy, and eliminate discrimination in employment. Race and sex
stereotyping and scapegoating in employment is a form of discrimination that has been unlawful
for decades. The Order now ensures that OFCCP will focus its enforcement and compliance
assistance efforts on certain forms of workplace training programs. By doing so, OFCCP can help
ensure that workplace training programs do not in fact divide employees by telling them that,
because of their particular race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being
heard.
To be clear, OFCCP continues to require contractors to engage in affirmative action, and
OFCCP continues to support and encourage appropriate diversity and inclusion training. OFCCP
agrees with you that such efforts "foster inclusive workplaces, help with talent recruitment," and
help federal contractors "remain competitive in a country with a wide range of different cultures."
Indeed, affirmative action obligations are part and parcel of being a federal contractor, as those
obligations enhance equal employment opportunity when performed correctly and consistently
with law. But being a federal contractor also comes with critical nondiscrimination obligations,
and diversity and inclusion efforts must not run afoul of those nondiscrimination obligations.
Secretary Scalia, in his speech at Franciscan University on October 12, 2020, succinctly
described the intent of the Order:
"I should be clear about what the President's new Order does not do. It does not
prohibit workplace training about non-discrimination and equal opportunity—that
training is important, the Labor Department encourages it, and in some instances
we require it. Nor does the Order prohibit the diversity training offered by
countless American employers; training that, like my remarks today, emphasizes
the importance of recognizing the value and worth of people of all races and
creeds. American employers should value diversity and take extra strides to assure
opportunity for those who in the past have been denied it—although they must do
so in a way that does not discriminate against others based on race, ethnicity, or
other protected characteristics. Finally, the President's Order does not prohibit
trainings about pre-conceptions or biases that people may have regardless of their
race or sex about people who are different, and which could cause slights or even
discrimination that's not intended. What the Order does prohibit, though, is
instruction in which federal contractors tell workers that because oftheir particular
race or sex, they are racist, morally culpable, or less worthy of being heard."

DOL002511

Draft; Deliberative; Pre-Decisional

With respect to your letter's observation that an employee could file a non-meritorious
complaint, OFCCP is handling all hotline complaints consistent with the same compliance manual
and applicable regulations that OFCCP has long-relied upon. OFCCP remains committed to
ensuring that contractors receive due process, and that OFCCP only acts on meritorious complaints
with evidentiary support. Over the years, OFCCP has developed expertise in identifying and
acting upon legitimate complaints, and OFCCP will continue to rely upon its expertise when
enforcing the Order.
I would also emphasize that the remedy for a violation of affirmative and nondiscrimination
obligations is compliance, and debarment only occurs for a continued refusal to comply following
a conciliation period and a full adjudicatory hearing. Contractors are rarely ever debarred as they
almost always opt to comply when a violation is found.
The Department and OFCCP will continue to reach out to federal contractors and
stakeholders, host briefings, and give speeches to clarify the requirements of Executive Order
13950. In addition, and as directed by the Order, OFCCP will be publishing a request for
information. Contractors and their employees are encouraged to provide responses to that request
once it is published. Finally, OFCCP has already published responses to frequently asked
questions (FAQs) in order to provide the public with clear and transparent information. Those
FAQs are available at littps://www.dol.aovli.vvricicslot6p/facislexecutive-order-13950.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 693-0101 or

Sincerely,

Craig E. Leen
Director
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From:
Sent:
To:

CC:

Huddle - OSEC [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3AFB727EA3874E6E862BB5894EDEE3EC-HUDDLE - OS]
10/19/2020 2:42:48 PM
Beach, William - BLS [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5025cad712f046d09aebaa300b6710b1-beach.willi]; Pallasch, John P - ETA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ed8d1e4bef494432alee6169408d0b78-Pallasch, J]; Zatezalo, David G MSHA [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e87361ccb454cc0a48ae106ae93a836-Zatezalo, D]; Slater, Bryan - ASAM
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=25d6ba93c9c24315adc663cac1b5db6c-Slater, Bry]; Wheeler, Joe - OCIA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e35da0b79bae497fblac7668730b9dd1-Wheeler, Ja]; Williams, James E °CFO [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c10e3e9888d7476e9661042e0db90edd-Williams, J]; Sheehy, Jennifer C ODEP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=064021b416024eada639dc6fe9060983-Sheehy, Jen]; Leen, Craig - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]; Bozzuto, Robert F - OPA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2c941a61afda41d6bc1f36cb41a185d6-Bozzuto, Ro]; Heyl, Dean A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1b82968d13f1422fab6d4c0072a51ca7-Heyl, Dean]; Sweatt, Loren E. - OSHA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ad5299dc47d4277a956850442d8669b-Sweatt, Lor]; Hearthway, Julia OWCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7f856603a87c43cc91b470d25528d8bd-Hearthway,]; 0Scannlain, Kate S SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=fc246996e74e4c8d8c6e5c73700c3406-0Scannlain,]; Todd-Smith, Laurie J WB [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=38a39da9efb34f6388254ac50a854aa5-Todd-Smith,]; Stanton, Cheryl M WHD [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=a74f92cf35bd423bacdb487cOce988cb-Stanton, Ch]; Zelden, Mark A - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2225dd8251294a47bObc987c404fadle-Zelden, Mar]; Wolfson, Jonathan A ASP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c933d3c8e9624d7092e25b4a2b47f4cf-Wolfson, Jo]; Wilson, Jeanne - EBSA
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ef1770b2fbf64c6db646398cd77aea73-Wilson, Jea]; MacLeay, Geoffrey M OLMS [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d30aee4d562a4de197d7d4aa50a9ffe5-MacLeay, Ge]; Constantine, Peter J SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d9d5fe6de8e44f47baebb9298da152e6-Constantine]; Lebens, Grant B - ILAB
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=133e7e68af40431a814577e9a33af907-Lebens, Gra]; Pizzella, Patrick - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=020a6a73fa4b4dc696cec40e29784dbe-Pizzella, P]; Costello, Daniel J - ILAB
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=ca0c1bc8bae34aed8b6952f4c2466902-Costello, D]
Bartley, Catherine - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=d31b6884028649a099d6da60325aaab7-Bartley, Ca]; Mondl, Rachel E - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7d7773f42e1545e886e760b3cb4b19fb-Mondl, Rach]; Stojsavljevich, Michael
- WHD [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=7f6a9ee428034889a4dc62631dbb5708-Stojsavljev]; Boone, Susan M - WHD
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=b8a93152239c4816a72e083fc1bb3868-Boone, Susa]; Mannix, Patrick M -

DOL002513

Subject:

ODEP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2f1a4b386f1b458892d4a3048ded008e-Mannix, Pat]; McKittrick, Beverly OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=99b01919dba040778011535233df2c0f-McKittrick,]; Barnes, Vanessa A OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e02dc295296c4c3f82e5b88dbafb8cae-Barnes, Van]; Gaglione, Robert J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]; Sumbrum, Abbie C OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=3680d90cf7d94f78a05c05b2047b466f-Sumbrum, Ab]; Robinson, Caroline H OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=0e5df806bbcb4b268f7fa2074326ecf3-Robinson, C]; Rossi, Heather A EXECSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=630350ed5e084cf1b25ef3b4cd3a00d5-Rossi, Heat]; Mehrens, Nathan P OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e5dcc8d9a3964c41bd883186fabdaf45-Mehrens, Na]; Wiatrowski, William BLS [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=9c12c781c9e7490ba48861d9f7f7258b-wiatrowski.]; Fieldhouse, Lisa - BLS
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c7Ofe97faabf4b76b510b8eb1672a4b2-fieldhousel; Huddle - OSEC
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=3afb727ea3874e6e862bb5894edee3ec-Huddle - OS]; Hudgens, Nicole E OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=49eef6697a3e4bc1b8bd78dc870b9448-Hudgens, Ni]
Huddle Notes for Monday, October 19, 2020

• Agency Heads are reminded that comments on the OIG report are due this Wednesday.
• Agency Heads are reminded to review the OIG's annual report on top performance challenges in the
Department.
• Agency Heads are reminded to respond to OASP's data call. Should you have any questions, please
contact Jonathan Wolfson.
• Agency Heads are reminded to provide year-end enforcement data for compilation to OASP.
• Agency Heads are reminded to keep the agency head leave calendar updated.
• OWCP reports that federal employees have filed 5,927 COVID-related claims.
• BLS will release State Employment and Unemployment for September 2020, on October 20.
• ETA issued a Federal Register Notice requesting comment on Contribution Operations ICR.
• ODEP's Jennifer Sheehy will speak at the NLRB's National Disability Employment Awareness Month
observance on October 20, and at DOL's observance program,"NDEAM 2020—Building a Future that
Works," also on October 20.
• OFCCP continues to conduct stakeholder outreach on the Executive Order concerning diversity training.
• EXECSEC thanks Agency Heads for timely submissions of the October trackers.
Agency heads are reminded to send Huddle agenda items to ExecSec's Huddle inbox at huddle;iedol,zov by 8:30
a.m. Please remember to cc Cattle Robinson and Dorene Evans on your submissions for the agenda, which should
be on topics only and limit the use of uncommon acronyms. Thank you for your timely submissions.

DOL002514

From:

Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=6B2B2010AAF743CEB373A758390001A1-SEELY, CH RI]
Sent:
10/19/2020 3:33:18 PM
To:
Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]; Gaglione, Robert J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1488b4650b734927906fed5870ab9642-Gaglione, R]; Davidson, Patricia J OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=881aff8bf6fb4a85ae33921a0cb1596b-Davidson, P]; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=bbb9a13178c24aadb6b7613f2f9041f3-Gean, Lisse]
Subject:
EO 13950 Weekly Report
Attachments: E.O. 13950 Inquiries from 2020 10 13 - 2020 10 18.xlsx

Craig,
Attached is a spreadsheet with written EO 13950 inquiries we received last week excluding personally
identifiable information.
•
Complaint — request to investigate diversity and inclusion training programs related to social justice and
volunteering with such organizations. The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
•
Complaint —concern about the current racial discrimination happening and the adoption of a Diversity
and Inclusion task force with the sole purpose of hiring minority groups in the company
•
Complaint — forced to complete implicit bias training.
•
Complaint — requested to take "Recovery from White Conditioning: Building Anti-Racist Practice and
Community" training.
•
Compliance Assistance — requesting information on whether DOD is exempt from EO 13950 and if DOD
federal employees must attend "mandatory" racial equality training/listening sessions, under Executive Order
13950.

Here are some general bullets about the inquiries received thus far.
•
OFCCP has received a total of 98 unique inquiries on the EO 13950 Hotline.
•
Of these 98 inquiries, there are 81 complaints: 49 from named complainants and 32 from anonymous
sources reporting information about organizations purported to be in violation of EO 13950.
•
13 of the inquiries are from individuals seeking compliance assistance.
•
4 of the inquiries are written to oppose EO 13950.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Chris Seely
Acting Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Program Development
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
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From:

Seely, Christopher - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=6B2B2010AAF743CEB373A758390001A1-SEELY, CH RI]

Sent:
To:

10/19/2020 7:24:26 PM

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=5ffd4a5b3cc74f49a5d2bf4c747416d4-Leen, Craig]
CC:
Williams, Tina T - OFCCP [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=de1ca1bb58004746a50104bd40a50623-Williams, T]
Subject:
RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
Attachments: EO 13950 Weekly Report - 2020-19-10.pdf

Craig,
Here is the PDF version of the report I just sent in Excel. Should we send both each week or just the PDF?
Chris Seely
(b)6

202!

From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen:Craig@dol.gov>
pdol.gov>
Cc: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <I
(b)6
Subject: RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
Attached is the report showing all the written inquiries received, processed into the system, and categorized as of this
morning. There were some that came in over the weekend that the Help Desk is still processing/categorizing.
They'll be captured on next week's report. Either Tina or I will let you know when we have a PDF report.
Thanks,
Chris Seely
2024

(b)6

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig(a)DOLgov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 20..20_.3;.M.P_M.
idoLgov>
To: Seely, Christopher - OFCCO;
(b)
Cc: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP <1_._
kv>
Subject: FW: EO 13950 Weekly Report
They would like a spreadsheet with the ones prior to the last week. Please send a similar spreadsheet with just those.
Also, do you have a pdf by chance that you can send?
Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

DOL002518
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From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 5:58 PM
To: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.bretta@doLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KilbergAndrew.G@dol.gov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squit
rhadxPdoLgov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Thylor,Tirnothy.J@dagov>
Subject: RE: E0 13950 Weekly Report
He just sent the ones for the last week, which is what he will send each week. Since you did not receive the earlier ones,
I will ask him to send all those together. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCC:P Director

)
WO
131 JREA1
Ow Pumas.,Yew WeA,

From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <;,,/,
,,earingen,brett,a0pdagov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 5:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Crag2DOLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilbera‘Andrew.G@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad
C - OSEC <squitieri,chad,c@dagov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Timothy‘i@doLgoy>
Subject: RE: E0 13950 Weekly Report
Also, can you have Chris send the file as a PDF? I'm not able to get it to print correctly.
From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@doLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilherg,Andrew,GO)dol,gov>; Squitieri, Chad C
- OSEC <scp.aieri.chadx@dol.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Tavlor,Tirnothv,JPdol gov>
Subject: RE: E0 13950 Weekly Report
Craig,
Thank you for this. I note however that there are only :L8 entries in the spreadsheet, although Chris indicates that:
OFCCP has received 98 inquiries and 81 complaints to date. Can you confirm the spreadsheet is complete?
Brett

DOL002519

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..e.eriX:raig(DOLgov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 3:48 PM
To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,AndrewG0Ddol,gov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingembretta'Fkiol&ov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squiteri,chad,c@dol.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SQL <Taylor.Timothy‘i@doLgov>
Subject: FW: EO 13950 Weekly Report
FYI, please see below and attached. Based on the parameters set with counsel from Tim, please keep this close hold
within OSEC and SOL, Thanks.
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

'
11t_j
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rpo4L Vow,Work,

(b)6
Nagov>
From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Crag(6)DOLgov>
Cc: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gagnone.Robert.i@dol.gov>;
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
i@dol,gov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
Subject: E0 13950 Weekly Report

(b)6 idoLgov>;

Craig,

Attached is a spreadsheet with written EO 13950 inquiries we received last week excluding personally
identifiable information.
•
Complaint — request to investigate diversity and inclusion training programs related to social justice and
volunteering with such organizations. The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
•
Complaint —concern about the current racial discrimination happening and the adoption of a Diversity
and Inclusion task force with the sole purpose of hiring minority groups in the company
•
Complaint — forced to complete implicit bias training.
•
Complaint — requested to take "Recovery from White Conditioning: Building Anti-Racist Practice and
Community" training.
•
Compliance Assistance — requesting information on whether DOD is exempt from EO 13950 and if DOD
federal employees must attend "mandatory" racial equality training/listening sessions, under Executive Order
13950.

Here are some general bullets about the inquiries received thus far.
•
OFCCP has received a total of 98 unique inquiries on the EO 13950 Hotline.
•
Of these 98 inquiries, there are 81 complaints: 49 from named complainants and 32 from anonymous
sources reporting information about organizations purported to be in violation of EO 13950.
•
13 of the inquiries are from individuals seeking compliance assistance.

DOL002520

•

4 of the inquiries are written to oppose EO 13950.

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Chris Seely
Acting Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Program Development
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
(D) b i(mobile)
202 (b)
Pronouns: he/him/his

Oa
(
_).1.

-./.\-• .t
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened

Inquiry Category

Description

9/30/2020 12:20 PM

Anortyrnoweorn aints

9/30/2020 12:15 PM

Anonyrno vearn aintsumu see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP. Sent with
ProtonMail Secure Email.
ArmnyrnonsiEoroplaints
I believe my employer, Fifth Third Bank National Association, is a federal contractor and is violating the
President's executive order on critical race theory and race and sex stereotyping. Part of the training is
at the link below under "Inclusion Toolkit" https://www.53.com/content/fifth-third/en/personalbanking/about/diversity-at-fifth-third/diversity-statement.html. The training defines a variety of terms
and its important to click on each term because there is a link to materials banned by the executive
order. The other training consists of LinkedIn Learning videos. How do I send these to you? The issue is
you have to have a Linkedln Learning account in order to view the videos. Thank you.
Anonyrnous Corn laintsmun Hello: Please note the attached materials showing critical race theory trainings in King County, WA
government. The first attachment consists of training materials from a mandatory training in 2017 or
2018 in the King County Prosecutor's Office. This training was held during work time at a government
facility. The second is a screenshot of a recent 2020 email from King County Prosecutor's Office HR
requiring that only white employees would are required to review critical race materials and attend a
mandatory discussion session about race-related issues. In addition, local government employees have
been repeatedly sent so-called Equity and Social Justice Newsletters, which contained critical race theory
materials. These materials were developed through an Equity and Social Justice (ESJ) Team, which
included top leaders within the office and were transmitted during work time on government IT
resources. One copy of such a newsletter from 2018 is attached. I believe that the King County Pr
Google being a government contractor extensively teaches critical race theory on many of its owned
Anonymous earnplaints
platforms. This needs to be investigated. Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
My employer the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power(LADWP) has Federal contracts but has
Armnyrnous Cornplaints
rolled out racial equity program which will be spearheaded by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion--I
suspect this is their involvement in expanding critical race theory to hiring and promotion practices
within LADWP. This is brought forth by Mayor Garcetti's Executive Directive No. 27--Racial Equity in City
Government. I suspect the Executive Directive is the City's active role in promoting critical race theory
across City Government. I have attached two documents: One from the LADWP outlining their plans for
their implementation of critical race theory in hiring and promotion practices(GM Bulletin - A Message

9/30/2020 12:25 PM

9/30/2020 12:43 PM

9/30/2020 2:19 PM
9/30/2020 2:22 PM

Employer: Anne Arundel County Public Schools, Annapolis Maryland. Concern: Required book studies
for all exec staff, leaders, and school principals on 'White Fragility' and other critical race theory topics.

Page 1 of 41
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened

Inquiry Category

Description

from the General Manager), and the second is the Mayor's Executive Directive No. 27
paa9i (MayorGarcettiExecutiveDirective27) outlining the requirement for all City Departments to implement
critical race theory practices. Received two emails from the same person.

9/30/2020 2:28 PM

9/30/2020 2:49 PM

9/30/2020 5:59 PM

Teaching assistants and faculty are required to do sensitivity trainings (which used to be in person),
w here critical race theory is at the center. White privilege is taught as the gospel. I don't have much
proof at the moment because I delete emails, but I've pasted a recent screenshot below...
Anonyrnous Corn lairitsmun This may not surprise you but I would like to let you know that Microsoft has internal training based
upon critical race theory that is mandatory for all employees. The training includes: - Unconscious Bias —
Covering — Allyship - Introduction to Privilege Sample text from training: "Privilege is linked to
oppression" "For example, societies that prefer individuals who are thin with light skin will in turn
oppress people who do not meet that description" "Power lies at the root of privilege" I know this
training is wrong and people should not be forced to learn this divisive and subversive material. This
critical race theory philosophy will only create more hostility among people in society and needs to be
stopped.
Anonyrnous Corn lairitsmun American Express Critical Race Theory Violation: Hi -- I would like to report a possible violation of the
new executive order regarding critical race training. American Express is a federal contractor and
recently had a company-wide seminar on how capitalism is intrinsically racist. On September 24th, the
Harvard professor Khalil Muhammad and Vince Hudson gave a company-wide talk titled "Reflecting on
our History and "the American dream." The talk focused on how America's entire economy is racist and
how all wealth is tied to racism. It was a textbook example of critical race theory given by a professor
who has literally written textbooks on critical race theory.

Anonyrnous Cornpiaints

Several statements throughout the talk seem to be in violation:
1. Muhammad explicitly said that we have a "racist criminal justice system."
2. He said that we can not "escape" historical racism.

Page 2 of 41
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened

Inquiry Category

Description

3. "All of these people were raw material or used as labor through enslavement and colonization to
FooK create capital... We can't un

9/30/2020 6:02 PM

Aroryrnous Corn taint

To Whom it May Concern,
Be advised, the American Academy of Pediatrics(AAP) has scheduled Ibram X. Kendi (a known promoter
of Critical Race Theory) to speak at their 2020 National Conference on 5 October 2020.
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) is listed in the federal database beta.sam.gov, DUNS ID:
055399364 and CAGE Code 1A9A2. Therefore, it is possible this is in non-compliance of the President's
executive order regarding promotion of CRT within organizations that receive federal dollars.
Find promotional email attached and official link below:
https://aapexperience.org/
Quote from Dr Kendi promoting discrimination:
"The defining question is whether the discrimination is creating equity or inequity. If discrimination is
creating equity, then it is antiracist. If discrimination is creating inequity, then it is racist.... The only
remedy to racist discrimination is antiracist discrimination. The only remedy to past discrimination is
present discrimination. The only reme
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Daten nie
0pened
9/30/2020 6:07 PM

Indu ry Catego
Moonyrnouskorri laints

riptio
I'm nervous about giving my name and potentially facing retaliation, but I work for Liberty Mutual
Insurance (which has federal contracts) and have been subjected to a very hostile work environment. It
grew slowly at first, but in 2020 has become supercharged.
M y manager has assigned me the task of leading a training and discussion for my work unit on White
Privilege and how we're all really racist, even if we aren't racist at all. There is no graceful way to back
out of this without killing my career and training like this has been happening throughout the company.
This week, the company announced a goal to "increase leader accountability" and will be basing
performance ratings and bonuses on hitting numerical targets for women and people of color in certain
roles. It has become a very hostile workplace for white males.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened
9/30/2020 6:34 PM

Inquiry Category
Anortymous Com aints

Description
Hello,
I work at Oregon Health & Science University. My university has fully adopted Critical Race Theory. We
have a Diversity and Inclusion department that has embedded itself in all practices at the University,
from hiring, training, what's appropriate to research, all student's are being indoctrinated and it goes on.
Please help me and my fellow coworkers.
Here are links and documents on the page linked below 'teaching' white people how to be a good antiracist.
https://libguides.ohsu.edu/race-racism-health/cdi-antiracist-resources
On top of this, Portland State University has classes specifically on Critical Race Theory https://www.pcc.edu/equity/tools/critical-race-theory-toolkit/
There's much more.
Thank you for your help!

9/30/2020 6:22 PM

AnortymoowCarri laints

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Wolters Kluwer as a government contractor should not be engaging in Critical Race Theory training. It is
clear based on the attached image that they are still engaging in this "training" indoctrination.
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened
9/30/2020 6:24 PM

Inquiry Category
AnortyrnoUS Com aints

Description
Everlaw is forcing employees to attend training with below agenda:
What diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging is and why it matters
Bias and how it impacts the workplace
Understanding your perspective and privilege
Microaggressions and their impact on social connections
How to be an ally at Everlaw
I nterviewers at Everlaw were forced to attend a session last month which focused on how to interview
and hire "peoples of color".

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
9/30/2020 6:26 PM

Anonyrnou%Cornpiaints

Trumps order on CRT - Iowa State University in Ames Iowa - Federal Contracts
Iowa state university in Ames Iowa - federal research university.
A quick web search has shown that this university may be teaching, promoting and indoctrinating staff in
CRT. I've included results of web searches below.
University held training courses on CRT (staff according to local news paper)
https://www.iowastatedaily.com/newshowa-state-student-government-social-justice-reform-withinthe-university-reg-stewart-sharron-evans-michael-newton-wendy-wintersteen-india-robinson-morganfritz-jacob-schrader-forum-youtube/article_627d6c94-b02d-llea-b369-efOfd6e11840.html
"In December, we held for all of our supervisors, a training called racial intelligence, and that training
was a one of many that we plan on doing into the future, that really got people to think differently and
think about really focusing on workplace culture, campus culture and what our role is when we think
through bias incidents."
Page 6 of 41
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Daterr rt.le
0pened
9/30/2020 6:28 PM

Inqu ry Catego
AnortymoUS Com aints

riptio
Open Window School (located in Bellevue, WA) has a large Critical Race Theory component in their
h umanities curriculum. I believe they are federal grant recipients and participate in several NASA
projects. Their web address is:
https://www.openwindowschool.ord
CONTACT INFORMATION
6128 168th Place SE, Bellevue WA 98006
T: 425-747-2911 F: 425-562-4035 E: ows@ows.org
Office Hours: 8AM-6PM Pacific

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
9/30/2020 6:32 PM

Armnyrnous Cornpleintsminim Brown-Forman Corporation is still conducting training on Critical Race Theory. This company sells adult
beverages to the Military (Jack Daniel's).

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Daten nie
0pened
9/30/2020 6:45 PM

Indu ry Catego
Moonyrnouskorri laints

riptio
Hello Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
Per the recent Executive Order related to organized identity-politics/critical race theory behavior within
Federal Contractors, I am writing to report the following:
Ongoing discriminatory, divisive influence related to identity-politics/critical race theory at Lockheed
Martin. Additionally, company propriety propaganda that aims to explicitly influence voting and
protesting with resentment against law enforcement, Caucasians, and President Trump.
Please review the provided attachments:
• DOL Report — examples of identity-politics/critical race theory content from Lockheed Martin following
the Executive Order
• DOD Whistleblower Hotline Report (ID Redact) — an ID-redacted copy of the report sent per request to
the DOD Whistleblower Hotline regarding the above content. The report was rejected — additional
details can be found within the LOD Report summary.
The subject concern is being shared anonymously, given the risk of my ide
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened
10/1/2020 1:58 PM

Inquiry Category
Anortyrnous Com aints

Description
Hello, I am a masters level practitioner at the Guest House of Milwaukee, a federally funded (HUD, VA,
etc.) homeless shelter that Secretary Carson visited in 2018.
At the Guest House of Milwaukee, all employees were a. categorized by race b. segregated into trainings
based on race and c. limited in their ability to attend other sessions due to their race.
All three of these actions seem to violate EEOC laws.
However, I am writing you because the trainings are exactly the "racial sensitivity/critical race theory"
that this office was created to address.
I have two audio recordings of zoom trainings, one with all white staff and one with all staff.
The consultant is Catrice Jackson, her work on CRT is widely available.
I am glad to share the recordings as this is a prime example of these CRT trainings in the workplace and it
is really creating harm to many staff members. And this is agency is largely funded by government grants
and Medicaid.

10/2/2020 2:56 PM

Armnymous Cornpl ints

I would like to stay anonymous if
Linfield University-critical race theory training
The ABC's of Equity - What is Systemic Racism & How Can We Better Understand Our Patients' Stories?:
Oct. 5, 4-5:30 p.m. Zoom. Email for link. Join Professor Teela Foxworth for a virtual training on systemic
racism.

10/5/2020 11:17 AM

10/5/2020 11:22 AM

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
He wants to file a complaint claiming that the new executive order is not a law because it was not passed
by Congress and therefore it has not effect of law. It is just a bigoted and racist executive order created
for political purposes. This individual left 4 messages and they are attached to this inquiry.
Armnymo vearn aintsumu (b)6 wants to file a complaint against SAP Concur because managers are being asked to read the book
"White Frailty" and there is cross training on Allyship.

.IN::nortyrnoowCarri
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Date/Time
Opened

Inquiry Category

10/5/2020 12:07 PM

Anortymokmeorn aints

10/5/2020 12:45 PM

AnortymoowCarri laints

Description
Hi my employer is a federal contractor and this was one among a list of emails sent to all employees.
Please take action
CRT Training at Norman Rockwell Museum.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
10/7/2020 11:59 AM

Anonymo vearn Pi.aintsumu Hello,

10/7/2020 5:18 PM

AnortymoowCarri laints

10/7/2020 5:22 PM

AnortymolawCarh laints

I'd like to stay anonymous to avoid any issues with my employer. However, the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, in Pasadena CA, has race and sex stereotyping trainings given to employees. The NASA JPL
director said these trainings will be mandatory for managers at JPL. They may also become mandatory
for regular employees in the future or they may provide a list of many trainings where you have to pick
at least one to take. All these trainings say that all white men are racist by nature, and they have
unconscious biases towards other races, sexes, etc. These trainings also restrict freedom of speech for
employees to discuss these issues openly without getting judged. They place the workplace dynamics
into an "oppressors" vs "oppressed" tribal interaction which is definitely discriminatory and can only end
badly.
Violation of Critical Race Theory Executive Order. I'd like to anonymously report the company I work for,
AbbVie, for violating the President's executive order regarding federal contractors and critical race
theory. There are currently mandatory trainings underway with more to come. A list of specific trainings
and more plans to come have been sent out broadly by Rae Livingston, Chief Equity Officer as recently as
today(10/7/20) along with various other trainings and emails sent from organizational leadership.
Hello, I work for AbbVie and we were recently advised of MANDATORY culture sensitivity training (2 part
series). The very first session the woman led off with "meritocracy is a myth."
I find it very trouble that this is mandatory and honestly illegal given the presidents recent EO. I wanted
to reach out so this is on your radar. Thanks, take care, and stay safe.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Page 10 of 41
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All Inquiries for Executive Order 13950
Weekly Report
October 19, 2020

Date/Time
Opened
10/8/2020 2:11 PM

Inquiry Category
AnortymoUS Corn aints

Description
Old Dominion University is promoting among its employees the attached document that it created,
w hich I believe engages in race and sex stereotyping; be sure to note the materials it links to.
The attached document was downloaded from this ODU site:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aHuWmCo4uM_08MJ9R_cOalm12u11JjnH/edit
The site contains further documents and links that are relevant to your inquiry.
Submitted anonymously, by an employee.

10/9/2020 11:30 AM

10/9/2020 11:36 AM

Anortyrnous eorri laintsimm I work for a credit bureau, Transunion which has developed courses and training that go against the
recent executive order issued on September 22, 2020. Transunion is considered a government contractor
with the federal government so is subject to this executive order. Managers have already had the
training, general employees have been told they are required to take the training starting this month.

ArmnyrriousEernplaints

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
I have been in Management at MSFT for 8+ years and know that we absolutely slot minorities (Black,
Female, Hispanic)for roles. One example I can provide is that while I am part <minority>, I had to
change my HR status to indicate this in order to be eligible to get into Management 8+ years ago.
I am active in hiring and believe that creating a diverse pool of candidates and then hiring the best
person from that pool is the right course of action, however there are jobs that are slotted for minorities.
Of course, these are things that are discussed, but not documented.
I would need Whistleblower protection & I'd need to retain an employment lawyer of my own to
continue with more detail & examples as I believe stepping forward may impact my employment.
Let me know if this is of interest so that I can retain an employment lawyer.
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Date/Time
Opened
10/9/2020 11:54 AM

Inquiry Category
AnortyrrlOus Com laints

Description
Subject: More Microsoft D&I Propaganda and Abuse of Power
Please protect my identity. I write to you again with another email coming down from senior leadership
team. Very crafty wording here but basically saying this individual will (and is) abusing his power through
actions and mandatory requirements for employees. D&I priority is already mandatory and includes
training on unconscious bias and white privilege. The book club mentioned in email is mandatory and
only contains books on CRT. I reported this email too. I do not want money or any attention. I just want
to do my job without being harassed. Please help.
I apologize for the poor quality, as I am too frightened to forward the email directly.

Sincerely,

10/13/2020 1:35 PM

1(b)6!
AnortymOus Com laintsmun more
attached is email response from Asao Inoue - clearly states anti-white bias

see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP.
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nplio

ten
pen
9/28/2020 6:24 PM

Named Complaints

I would like to know if "Unconscious Bias" training, including race based IAT testing, offered through
CORA (Center for Organizational Responsibility and Advancement https://coralearning.ord) when
mandated for school/ college employees is in conflict with the Executive Order on Combating Race and
Sex Stereotyping.
Thank you for your assistance.

(b)6
9/29/2020 5:11 PM

9/30/2020 12:12 PM

Named Complaints

Named Complaints

LA Metro is currently in the process of designing and implementing mandatory diversity and inclusion
trainings that are based on critical race theory. The proposed subject matter of these trainings are
inherently discriminatory against white employees at Metro. In a recent town-hall event for the agency,
LA Metro's Chief Executive Officer, Chief Ethics Officer, and Executive Officer of Equity & Race
communicated to staff that they would "not treat all employees equally" in order to achieve equitable
outcomes through the race-based, discriminatory practices.
LA Metro is one of the Nation's largest transportation authorities and receives billions of dollars in
federal funding each year. As an employee that may be directly impacted by these discriminatory
practices and/or forced to comply with critical race theory-based trainings in order to keep my
employment, I feel that I have a responsibility to report these discriminatory practices in accordance
with the President's recent executiv
Good afternoon, It has recently come to my attention that Norristown Area High School in the
Norristown Area School District in West Norriton, Montgomery County PA is forcing their staff to
partake in a "cultural proficiency" professional development program that is using elements of the
critical race theory. Many teachers told me that recently they had watch a video presentation and
answer questions from a speaker named Ibram X. Kendi. Mr. Kendi has outlandish ideas and has recently
made some inflammatory remarks regarding white people adopting black babies. The teachers whom I
speak with believe in cultural proficiency, however, they do not believe in Marxist indoctrination at the
hands of tax payers money. As a tax payer in that district, I am appalled that my taxes are being used for
such indoctrination when the teachers should be figuring out how to teach virtually. Please investigate
this matter and put a stop to it if possible. Norristown is a title one school and relies on fe
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nplio

ten
pen
9/30/2020 12:28 PM

Named Complaints

1st photo is the Board of Directors for Denver Public Schools.

9/30/2020 12:34 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 2:25 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 2:51 PM

Named Complaints

To Whom it May Concern, I am a present employee at JP Morgan Chase. Find attached evidence of
operations contrary to the recent Executive Order on divisive ideologies and racial scapegoating that
should disqualify my employer from future federal contracts of which it presently has a huge number. It
also includes evidence of events directly supporting the Black Lives Matter political movement/
organization. Divisive ideological teachings include: * Intersectionality * White privilege theory *
Microaggression. Invited speakers include: * Robin DiAngelo, author of "White Fragility" * Reni EddoLodge, author of "Why I'm No Longer Talking to White People About Race". Escalating these concerns
inside the organization has been met with rebuttal and shutdown from HR despite the fact such events
and training flagrantly breach our Code of Conduct policies for "individuals who conduct business with
our company", see 4.1 Diversity and Inclusion, as well as political neutrality clauses for "Bus
I don't believe NASA, a government entity, should be promoting the anti-white dogma found on this
website, especially the recommended
books: https://www.nasa.gov/centers/hq/eodm/documents_resources/resources_for_learning_and_tal
king_about_racism_and_inequality/
Dear Department of Labor hotline, I would like to report federal contract spending on critical race theory
in the state of Virginia. Fairfax County Virginia recently gave $20,000 for a 60 minute virtual speech from
Ibram X. Kendi on Critical Race Theory:
https://twittercom/swipewright/status/1308923102802391040?s=21. To compare, $20,000 is the
maximum that Fairfax County has given any small business for COVID relief due to dwindling outdoor
shoppers, etc. So Fairfax County ostensibly took $20,000 from a struggling small business to give to an
hour long speech that nobody asked for. Fairfax County benefits greatly from federal contracts and
grants, and received $42 million from the federal CARES act alone, just this year. It appears Fairfax
County used some of that federal money for its Critical Race Theory expenditure. Fairfax County has a
system for overpayment refunds in place so it should be easy for the county to refund every taxpayer for
its illegal spending. Thank you so much
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In violation of reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-trump-fightingharmful-ideologies-cause-division-federal-workplaces/. The message was written July 15, 2020. It still
remains on the Shipyard's homepage on the LAN. On 9/29/20,
OFCCPComplaintHotline <OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov> wrote: This email acknowledges receipt of
your inquiry through the OFCCP > Complaint email box. A member of the help desk team will be in >
contact with you shortly. You may visit the OFCCP website at > https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp.
You may also call the OFCCP > Complaint Hotline Number at 202-343-2008 if you need immediate
assistance.>
https://www.amazon.com/Witnessing-Whiteness-Need-About-Second/dp/1607092573
"Witnessing Whiteness invites readers to consider what it means to be white, describes and critiques
strategies used to avoid race issues, and identifies the detrimental effect of avoiding race on cross-race
collaborations. The author illustrates how racial discomfort leads white people toward poor relationships
with people of color. Questioning the implications our history has for personal lives and social
institutions, the book considers political, economic, socio-cultural, and legal histories that shaped the
meanings associated with whiteness."

Screenshot of email attached
Thank you for investigating this sir

(b)6
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We were told flat out that Boeing doesn't have enough women or people of color and were told to
actively seek out women and people of color to apply for jobs. I don't necessarily mind that overall, but
the whole tone seems to be "them above all else".
We don't have a white employee association, when asked we are told that "you have many other groups
to choose from". There are different, special awards
that I dont qualify and no "white engineer of the year" or any specific "white" awards.
I will take a few screen shots to show what they are doing. It could be all within the letter of the law and
ethical, but to me and many other white males it makes us feel like we aren't really given a fair shake.
If this is not something of interest, I apologize for wasting your time. If you would like me to provide
more, I will do my best.
We just want to do our job and put out a quality product (I work in the defense side)
Thank you for your consideration

(b)6
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I want to be the first person to complain that the OFCCP has set up this hotline.
1. It violates the OFCCP's mission to support Diversity
2. It violates Freedom of Speech
3. It puts the OFCCP in the position of policing Diversity training materials, thereby taking staff away from
their actual mission to conduct compliance reviews
4. If an employee wants to make a complaint right now — clearly the E0 did not cover the contract since
it just went into effect on 9/22/20 — so any prior training does not fall under the E0.
5. It violates state and local laws
I am advising all of my clients to issue a statement denouncing the Executive Order and supporting their
Diversity Programs.
Best regards,

b)6
9/30/2020 6:36 PM

Named Complaints

Lockheed Martin: Forced diversity raining on white privilege to all employees.

9/30/2020 6:38 PM

Named Complaints

I'm not sure if this company qualifies but the hospital system I work for is now pushing critical race
theory. The company is Intermountain Healthcare, it is a non-profit hospital. It is the largest hospital
system in Utah and surrounding states. It not only received federal money,federal contracts, it is a
registered not for profit hospital. They are not only teaching CRT, but changing how healthcare is to be
delivered to comply with CRT. Our CEO is Marc Harrison, and he is also pushing CRT. I am worried about
this, please investigate. Intermountain Healthcare is going to choose WHO gets medical care based on
teachings of CRT, and it is terrifying. I'm happy to provide internal emails, bulletins, or policies of you
need them
Thank you

(b)6
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Good morning,
I'm writing about the Federal Reserve Bank (the Fed), the central bank of the United States. The Fed may
be separate from the Federal Government but perhaps it can be classified as a contractor for the Federal
Government?? In any case, it's quasi-government and I'm hoping one of these email addresses can take
up this matter and/or pass it along to someone who can help.
A close friend works for the Fed in Boston and I know first hand that they are forcing critical race theory
on their employees, such as "unconscious bias" training and recommended reading lists containing books
like White Fragility and How to be an Anti-Racist. Most recently, the Fed's "Diversity and Inclusion"
group has changed its name to "Diversity, Equity and Inclusion" which is a step in the WRONG direction.

9/30/2020 6:55 PM

Named Complaints

M y friend (the Fed employee) would not contact anyone directly as a whistleblower for fear of
retribution, nor do they know that I am reaching out so I'm trusting that this is completely con
University of Florida racial bias training - Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion
and bias— Learn & Grow
Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion and bias...
UF faculty, staff and students with experience with and expertise in racial justice came together for a
half-day...
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10/2/2020 2:16 PM
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10/2/2020 2:48 PM
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I bell've my employer is in violation of executive order 11246 as a result of postings, trainings and
suggested reading of its diversity and inclusion department.
M y name is:
'pnd I work at the Ohio Veterans home in Sandusky, Ohio. State of Ohio
(b)6
employees are forced to take this training and it is extremely racist. The training tells white people they
are racists. White people have no right to have values or beliefs. I consider this to be Antifa training.
Please watch the training.
Log in to my0hio.gov and click My workspace, launch the OH ID Store, Select learning on Demand. They
have the closed fist in the background for Black Lives Matter. I would like to talk with someone as I have
q uestions about 117 staff and residents diagnosed with COVID 19 at the Ohio Veterans Home. At least 20
residents died as a result of poor management of PPE. The Department of Veteran services have placed
many residents and staffs lives at risk. In e-mails management calls employees Cowards Lazy Stupid,
Brainless selfish they have created a hostile work environment blaming employees for resident's deaths.
There is no one to get answers to questio
To whom it may concern,
I write this with anonymity as I am in fear of my job as a white Christian conservative. We have recently
received an email in Microsoft Corporation that is forcing us to read books about CRT and anti-American
propaganda. This abuse is a violation of my rights and feels like an abuse of power. I am already forced to
take MANDATORY training about "privilege" and "unconscious bias".
Attached are screen shots. Please protect my anonymity.
I do not want money. I just want to do my job without being forced to comply with someone else's
beliefs.
Thank you,
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Good morning,
I read, with interest, the Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. Recently, I was required
to attend a training on oppressive "white culture" (details attached) that may be in violation of this
order.

10/2/2020 2:54 PM

Named Complaints

Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Hello,
Please provide me with additional information, including examples, of what types of training content
might be considered problematic.
thanks,

(b)6
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To Whom It May Concern:
I am employed as a special investigator by CACI International, which has contracts with the Department
of Defense and other agencies to conduct national security and public trust investigations.
I recently took mandatory annual training, to include Insider Threat and Hostile Work Environment. I've
taken this training before and I have found parts of the training to be offensive. I am now making a
complaint under the President's recent Executive Order banning federal contractors from using training
m aterial which promotes racial and gender stereotypes.

10/5/2020 12:38 PM

Named Complaints

In "Insider Threat," the person identified in the training as a possible insider threat is a white male. Coworkers discuss their concerns about the possible threat. Another white male, older than the possible
threat, does not want to report his coworker because of his personal belief that in their field of work,
everyone sticks together. Another co-worker, a younger black male, is emphatic that the possibl
This is a major violation of trumps executive order banning critical race theory: California Requires Racial
'Equity' to End Lockdown.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protectionsoutlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpjmedia.com%2Fnews-andpolitics%2Ftyler-o-neil%2F2020%2F10%2F02%2Fcritical-race-theory-as-pandemic-response-californiarequires-equity-to-ease-lockdownsn998386&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C9ae7f2b00eac422fa40908d86
8134276%7C75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637373779238735626&amp;sdata=P
oHJ3kwa6JFNmG083v11gby9Ks60rCFcfULSXeKfKAM%3D&amp;reserved=0

6
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Raytheon Technologies Content Violates Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping (Part
1)
I am reporting that federal contractor Raytheon Technologies is promoting workplace training to its
employees that is in violation of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
The company's training fails to comply with the following order guidance:

10/6/2020 11:45 AM

Named Complaints

1. The contractor shall not use any workplace training that inculcates in its employees any form of race
or sex stereotyping or any form of race or sex scapegoating, including the concepts that (a) one race or
sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;(b) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is
inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;(c) an individual should be
discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her race or sex;(d)
members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without respect to
Good Morning,
I am writing to you today to express concern and rage over BART spending $400,000 for consultants to
lecture employees of concepts that are found in "critical race theory." The article by the SF Chronicle,
entitled "Oscar Grant's mother... help BART prevent shootings like the one that killed her son," details
how the agency is spending money on aspects like "implicit bias."[1] It is one thing to sit in a circle and
sing kumbaya but it's a different one when I have to spend 9-12 dollars a day as a rider to fund such
inflammatory bile. These diversity training sessions in public agencies have pushed a deeply ideological
agenda that includes reducing people to a racial essence, segregating them, and judging them by their
group identity rather than their individual merit. Since the presidential debates that took place a week
ago, people have been researching about the pernicious nature of such topics that has come out of the
fringes of academia and now is infecting institu
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E0 11246 Potential violation: Because OED is largely federally funded I'm not sure if this is specifically a
violation of the Executive Order or not. However it might well be due to contracts between the State of
Oregon and the Federal Government.

(b)6

From:

Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 3:25 PM
Subject: Announcement: Registration Now Open for Statewide DEI Conference

Greetings Employment Department colleagues,

Registration is now OPEN for this year's Statewide Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Conference. This annual
conference offers state employees a selection of engaging educational sessions, and I am proud that the
Employment Department is once again a key sponsor of this event. This year's theme is "Amplifying the
Voices of Equity," and the entire conference will be held online with no limit on the number of attendees
per agency. The 2020 conference offers shorter session blocks with varying start times each day
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Sacramento State Anti Racism Convocation. Hello, I'm a nursing student who is 9 months away from
earning my bachelors degree. Two weeks ago our professor assigned us to attend this "anti-racist"
convocation and while completing it I have never felt more racist. I found myself using newly learned
words like white-passing (even if you're not of European descent, if your skin is too light you're
privileged). I wonder how they determine if one is white-passing, do they have color swatches to
compare to? I'm complaining because this anti racist movement is not about equity, it's about
demonizing white people. I believe Sacramento state is funded in part by federal grants, does President
Trump's executive order about race training and scapegoating apply in this scenario? Ibram X Kendi was
a keynote speaker, that should say enough.
Sincerely,
A defeated conservative
The department that I work for at Microsoft is responsible for providing code updates for all versions of
Windows and is currently known as CSD and is a part of Experiences and Devices. We have several
contracts with the Federal Government to support old versions of Windows. Some of the incidents below
occured while we were called WSD and happened while we were part of the Azure team (who have the
JEDI contract), or while we were part of COSINE.
This department has had several incidents of pretty clear anti-white anti-male racism perpetrator by
management and HR. The first major incident was wheni_. (b)6 lwas let go. HR came to an
organization meeting and flatly told us that if a they could not find a diversity candidate then they would
avoid appointing a white male to the position for months. Everyone knew thati_._ (pl.§
(a white
male) was the most likely candidate for the position but they made him wait over 6 months before
allowing him to fill it, leaving us without proper
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Good morning,

Raytheon Technologies (RTX) Diversity & Inclusion violates executive order: I'd like to report my
company, Raytheon Technologies (https://www.rtx.com/en). The division I work for is Collins Aerospace.

I've included two offending references.

1. The first is an email which details racist exclusionary policies against whites: "Each of us is also excited
to embark on a reverse mentoring journey, focused on learning from - and building meaningful
relationships with - colleagues of color." The email also details policies to exclude whites from high level
positions.
2. The second is a Diversity & Inclusion Resources worksheet I was sent after complaining about the
exclusion of whites. All of the sources clearly have a liberal, anti-white bias including NY Times 1619 and
"White Fragility" references. I don't think that's fair because I'm sure
would be offended if the
book was titled "
Fragility." 1619 is already (quietly) retracting parts of their s
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Galvanize is a skills training company that started as one of the first data science boot camps. I got an
email from them recently asking if data was racist, positioning that inherent bias causes data bias. The
click-through in the email takes you to the presentation landing page with the video and slides.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.comfiurl=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.galvanize.com%2Fin-caseyou-missed-our-how-data-can-be-racistevent%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C2672553e4a0b4eb5a6a508d
86b0520c4%7C75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637377017512034486&amp;sdata
=Oh H2pyjoz1J0tH KnC8d H B4FSMsjvCV9sjPktZ2pLTBk%3D&am p;reserved=0

10/8/2020 1:35 PM

Named Complaints

Slides link:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
1XYwhtoasvdyJAXNGBWtuH94u5CVO_weS%2Fview%3Fusp%3Dsharing&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCP
ComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C2672553e4a0b4eb5a6a508d86b0520c4%7C75a6305472044e0c9126ad
ab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637377017512034486&amp;sda
Hello, Just wanted to share the U of Iowa info on the Executive order, see link below.
Thank you!

,,
,, (b)6 iii
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnow.uiowa.edu%2F2020%2F10%
2Fmessage-regarding-executive-order13950%3Futm_source%3D IANowFaculty%26utm_medium%3Dexec_order_message%26utm_campaign
%3DIANowFaculty-10-82020&data=02%7C01%7CDouglas.Tania.C%40do1.gov%7C4919cdc3ed5f4fa2634508d86bab1d66%7C75a
6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C0%7C637377729955676121&sdata=kr2y5%2Fxk8mYaaDM
M 1p MvryvCfw2%2BRmTe9%2BI EjvGG RHQ%3D&reserved=0
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Hi, is this complaint hotline anonymous?
I read about your looking into Microsoft - BRAVO!
However, this same thing is happening at other Tech companies around the country.
I was told by a Vice President recently, our team needs to get younger, and the team needs to be less
'white'. I have been told I am too old by my manager.
We have been told over and over that our company needs to be at 30% black and latino by 2030 and
50% female.
This has financial benefits to the company - disguising getting rid of older employees for out of college
'diverse' employees.
The HR dept keeps asking us what we identify as-- why does that matter!? I do not identify as male or
female or white/black/green during work hours. I identify as an employee and I do my job darn well.
They are trying to fill check boxes for good press all the while eliminating higher salaries.
I don't understand why we can't hire and RETAIN the best people no matter the color or gender. Isn't
being blind to
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On September 30, 2020, Wells Fargo's head of Human Resources David Galloreese sent a message to all
managers, in direct defiance to the Executive Order (referenced above in my subject line). Wells Fargo
required us to complete a Diversity and Inclusion 2 (class, called)"Understanding Unconscious Bias:
Invisible Influencers." It was added to the transcript of required learning, that we all had to complete by
Oct 16, 2020. The class essentially said, all people have bias. I disagree and feel this course is trying to
brain wash me into a liberal ideology. Wells Fargo has 265,000 employees, it is my understanding that
Galloreese/Wells Fargo sent to all managers, company wide.

(b)6
M y name is
in the investment banking group called High Grade Debt
Capital Markets, Wells Fargo Securities, 550 South Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28202. Call me if you have
any questions at!L._
(b)6

(b)6

10/9/2020 11:19 AM

Named Complaints

i

FCPS.EDU: Superintendent Brabran's Diversity Training Is Non-Compliant With POTUS Executive Order
13950
Dear Superintendent Brabrand and FCPS School Board,
The U.S. Federal Government officially defines the term 'Federal Government Contractor' as any
individuals, employers, or organizers who enter into a contract with the United States (any department
or agency) to perform a specific job, supply labor and materials, or for the sale of products and services
(sic with or without federal funding).
FCPS (and your Asst Superintendent Ms. Leigh Burden) receives various types of US Federal money such
as CARES Act & Federal Stimulus money to perform services on behalf of the US Government such as
addressing one-time COVID-19 costs, and post-COVID placeholder funding, and handheld thermometer
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money. Additionally FCPS gets CARES Act-funded federal Governor's Emergency Education Relief(GEER)
Fund to help them expand distance learning opportunities, fund services for students disproportionatel

10/9/2020 11:46 AM

10/9/2020 12:16 PM
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Can you tell me if this is in violation of Executive Order 13950? Thank you

Named Complaints

Our agency is pushing this 21-day racial equity training, here is the link,
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/labor_law/membership/equal_opportunity/
To whom it may concern,
The attached email has been sent to students at the University of Maryland, College Park, to students of
but not limited to the CMNS department. This newsletter mentions an opening for" qualified individuals
and/or teams to create a public-facing dashboard to share our school's progress towards anti-racism and
inclusiveness in our teaching, research, service, and
operations." The content, and it's implication that "progress towards anti-racism and inclusiveness" is
ongoing, poses a potential violation of the recent Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex
Stereotyping. The term "anti-racism" has been almost exclusively used by people promoting the ideology
that the EO wishes to address, commonly known as Critical Race Theory, to refer to themselves and their
thoughts. As noted in the EO, this ideology is discriminatory and undermines racial relations.
U MD College Park is a public institution funded with taxpayer money. Please make sure that
governmental fu
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Dear Sir/Madam:
I would like to know if Buncombe County DHHS Asheville, NC is in compliance with recent Executive
Order on combating Race and Sex stereotyping due to the upcoming (and recent) training through Racial
Equity Institute scheduled on October 16 specifically for Buncombe County staff. I am concern with the
following agenda, i.e. Racial Equity Institute presenters "will use stories and data to present a
perspective e that racism is fundamentally structural in nature."
Thank you for the consideration,

b)6
10/13/2020 11:41
AM

Named Complaints

I am an employee within the Resources For Human Development organization (specifically the Family
Practice and Counseling Network), a federally qualified health center (FQHC) based in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Thus, I need to report long-standing violations of this organization based on Executive
order 13950.
For the past several years, we have had many trainings and meetings based on Critical Race Theory. We
are shown videos of "white privilege" and "white supremacy". As employees, we are asked to support
the Black Lives Matter organization and attend BLM "protests" in the name of social justice. I receive
emails from human recourses and the executive director of The Family Practice and Counseling Network
about "...collectively engineer...a different future." And "Unconscious Bias". I have other emails I could
forward you to this effect. Further, there is a group at my specific office, called the "Ending Racism
Committee" that meets biweekly and though not mandatory; employees are of
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Hello,
Please investigate PwC US diversity and inclusion training programs. There are conference calls on white
privilege and company matching funds for doing nations to BLM and other social justice organizations.
Employees are give 40 hours per year to volunteer with social justice organizations.
The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
See Linkedln for some published information by PwC in their diversity initiatives.
Former PwC employee

10/13/2020 1:50 PM

Named Complaints

Dear fellow patriot,
Michigan State University continues to hold many training presentations, weekly "listening sessions"(yes
every week), and a week long annual conference (9/28-10/2/20)focused on working DEI into everything
from financial counseling, to 4H,to invasive species, they also are pushing affinity groups which are
segregated by race.
I love my school, MSU, and I am a high performer, but I still fear retaliation from MSU's current
leadership; so please do keep my information confidential; thank you for providing a hotline option.
One specific example of MSU flouting the order was a zoom presentation that occurred after the
executive order was issued.(Our office is heavily funded with USDA Federal Smith-Lever dollars).
Recorded, Oct 2. at 1pm. This session railed against capitalism, calling it racist, demonized the United
States as racist, and touched on a plethora of other leftist themes with taxpayer dollars. The only thing it
didn't do was offer helpful suggestions
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Hello,
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I hope this is correct DOL email address for expressing my concerns. I'm a current employee at Nike, Inc.
and I want to formally notify the DOL about the current racial discrimination happening within the
company. Nike has currently adopted a program which includes a Diversity and Inclusion task force with
the sole purpose of hiring minority groups in the company(more specifically targeted at African
Americans). They have explicitly stated they will hire employees based solely on the color of their skin
w hich seems to be a clear violation of current labor laws. They have been passing over the best
candidate for the position in order to proceed with their agenda of specifically hiring minorities just
because of their race. Please let me know if there is additional information needed to open an
investigation into this matter. Thanks.
Your Complaint:
Please describe below what you think the employer did or didn't do that you believe caused
discrimination or retaliation, including:
1. What actions the employer took against you.
2. Why you believe those actions were based on your: race; color; religion; sex; sexual orientation;
gender identity; national origin; disability; veteran status; and/or inquiries about, discussions, or
disclosures of your pay or the pay of others; and/or in retaliation for filing a complaint, participating in
discrimination proceedings, opposing unlawful discrimination, or exercising any other rights protected by
OFCCP.
3. When the employer actions happened, where they happened, and who was involved.
4. What harm, if any, you or others suffered because of the alleged discrimination or retaliation.
5. What explanation, if any, your employer or people representing your employer offered for their
actions.
6. Who was in the same or similar situation as you and how t
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10/14/2020 9:22 AM

Named Complaints

Optum / United HealthGroup Forced Biased Diversity/Inclusion
We just had a town hall where they pushed biased diversity and inclusion. How they are trying to hire
less straight white people and more diverse candidates.
Best Regards,

(b)6
10/14/2020 9:46 AM

Named Complaints

SUNY Brockport
We are being forced to complete this training...
http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
On top of it, the administration knows that there is an executive order and is ignoring it until there is
guidance from SUNY.
Obviously, I am emailing from an alias because I don't want to be implicated in sending this complaint.
Thank you for standing up to these people, it is out of control!

10/14/2020 9:51 AM

Named Complaints

Antiracism training

Is this training, which includes exploring "what it means to be anti-black, white privilege, and Black Lives
Matter" in violation of the President's recent Executive Order? It appears to be at least partly funded by
a federal grant.
https://www.magellanofvirginia.com/media/6077/09-29-20-racial-trauma-and-incorporating-culturallysensitive-practices-webinar.pdf
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10/14/2020 3:07 PM

Named Complaints

I am reaching out to report several forms of rampant racial and sexist discrimination in hiring at
Microsoft.
There are also blatant violations of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping;
requiring 'diversity and inclusion' training that promotes 'white guilt' and goes so far as to require
activism toward specific 'diverse' causes in order to get promoted in the:(b)6iteam.
The work environment at Microsoft is increasingly becoming more negative toward white males
(although Asian and Indian males are also discriminated against in hiring). I didn't know if I should call
the hotline, and the reporting form didn't really seem to let me include all info necessary, so I'm starting
here. I may try to fill out the complaint form and submit it too.
Here are some of the issues:

10/15/2020 7:48 AM

Named Complaints

1. My managers at Microsoft (within theilla.6learn) clarified Microsoft's definition of 'diverse
candidates'. Microsoft defines 'diverse candidates' as: female, black, Hispanic, or native Americ
Hello, I work for C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc. They're a Fortune 500 logistics company. I'm worried
they're violating the new Executive order about Diversity training by instituting a new company wide
mandatory unconscious bias training program to all employees.
With how large the company is (over 15,000 employees) I'm certain we have federal contracts that
would prohibit this training. I wanted to ask at work but fear reprisals and losing my job for not going
along with the narrative.

10/15/2020 8:05 AM

Named Complaints

Thank you
Hello,
Siemens is in violation of the executive order. Please see attached.
Thank you
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10/15/2020 8:21 AM

Named Complaints

Hello,
You may want to be aware of communications at the library of Harvard University that may violate
recent OMB directives on diversity training. I do not know if the Harvard Library is a federal contractor
in any direct way, but the larger university is. I have attached screen shots of a draft definition of antiracism to be used in library training and strategy, along with the introductory email.
In this communication of a proposed definition, it says "In the absence of making antiracist choices, we
(un)consciously uphold aspects of white supremacy, white-dominant culture, and unequal institutions
and society. Being racist or antiracist is not about what you are, it is about what you do." It is unclear at
this point whether this will become official policy as written. Response to the call for feedback was
voluntary.
This email account will be deactivated and I will not respond to any inquiries.
(b)

10/15/2020 10:43
AM

Named Complaints

Hello,
Part I: Recovery from White Conditioning: Building Anti-Racist Practice and Community
https://practicetransformation.umn.edu/webinars/part-i-recovery-from-white-conditioning-buildinganti-racist-practice-and-community/

This should be addressed at the University of Minnesota.
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(b)6

9/25/2020 9:13 AM

9/29/2020 6:46 AM

Co p lance A
ReqL est

Co p lance A
Re est

Please send me a sample purchase order/contract statement that would be compliant with the OFCCP
with the signing of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
This is currently what we are using. 8. This contractor and subcontractor shall abide by the requirements
of 29 CFR 471, Appendix A to Subpart A, 41 CFR 60-1.7, 73 FR 67704; 41 CFR 60-1.4(a), 60-1.7, 60300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a). These regulations prohibit discrimination against qualified individuals based
on their status as protected veterans or individuals with disabilities, and prohibit discrimination against
all individuals based on their race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or national
origin. Moreover, these regulations require that covered prime contractors and subcontractors take
affirmative action to employ and advance in employment individuals without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability or veteran status.
Customer needs information on President Trump new Executive Order on Stereotyping.
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9/29/2020 10:37 AM

Inqu ry Catego
Compliance Assistance
Request

riptio
Good morning,
I have a posting question. The Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping requires covered
contractors to post a notice relating to the contractor's commitments under the Executive Order. Do you
know when this poster will be available?

9/30/2020 9:13 AM
9/30/2020 12:01 PM

9/30/2020 6:53 PM

10/1/2020 2:36 PM

Compliance Assistance
Request
Compliance Assistance
Request
Compliance Assistance
Request

Compliance Assistance
Request

The Executive Order also mentions that this requirement applies to Government Contractors. What is
the difference between a government contractor and a federal contractor? Thank you for the
information!
Can you give me a sample purchase order/ contract statement acceptable under the new EO in race and
sex stereotyping?
Hello, I am wondering if the training my company is requiring all employees to take violates the new
order President Trump signed to prohibit divisive training. Is there someone I can talk to?1-11?1_61Sent
from my iPhone
Could you advise if examples of stereotypes and videos including examples of stereotypes are permitted
in diversity and inclusion training when they are used for awareness purposes of how many people think
of others who are different then themselves? I conduct a lot of unconscious bias training and do discuss
stereotypes but then offer reasons why biases and stereotypes are hurtful to others and how they
negatively impact decisions made in the workplace. I also then discuss things one can do to overcome
stereotypical thinking.
Also, can you give me a sample purchase order statement that would be compliant with this EO?
Customer had questions on the new Stereotyping Executive Order.
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10/1/2020 5:00 PM

Inqu ry Catego
Compliance Assistance
Request

riptio
Marcus,
Which Division within OFCCP is responsible for enforcing the new executive order on racial and sex
stereotyping? And who heads that division these days?
Thanks.

L._

10/2/2020 2:51 PM

Compliance Assistance
Request

D&I Complaint: Does this Executive Order affect tech companies? Or just agencies within the
government?
If it does affect tech companies, Cerner Corporation, who is doing a massive government contract with
the DoD and VA, is forcing us all to take Diversity and Inclusion training. Lots of materials about ONLY
White men and why we are the problem.

10/5/2020 11:19 AM
10/6/2020 11:01 AM

Compliance Assistance
Request
Compliance Assistance
Request

Anyway, let me know what you think. Thanks for your time!
Wants to know if the recent training being provided by Buncombe County HHS is in
(b)6
violation of the EO on Combating Race and Ses Stereotyping. Her voicemail is attached.
Does executive 11246 apply to public schools in Washington state?

Sent from my iPhone
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10/7/2020 3:42 PM

Inqu ry Catego
Compliance Assistance
Request

riptio
Regarding the new executive order regarding bias and sex stereotyping, will there be an official poster
for us to share?
Also, what exactly is the wording we need to include in our purchase orders and subcontracts?

10/14/2020 9:33 AM

Compliance Assistance
Request

Thank you!
Good Morning,
I've tried to do some research in order to get some answers to a few questions.
I not sure that this is a complaint, it's more in the area of information assurance.
If OFCCP Hot Line can, for myself and others answers to a few questions:
Is DOD excluded from Executive Order 13950?
Can civilian DOD federal employees be mandated to attend "mandatory" racial equality training/listening
sessions, under Executive Order 13950?
I'm told "Project Inclusion" or using the title "Listening Session" does not run afoul of the President's
executive order.(Ture or False?)
I hope I'm asking the correct department these questions, or that you might be able to point me to a
person/department that can.
I've attached some documents that I've been sent, after I've asked the Command Staff if this training is
compliant with Executive Order 13950.
Our employees have been told that this training/program/sessions are mandatory, and we are put in
groups of ten and scheduled for sessions until
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0

9

Diversity Training: This training is crucial to our country and our culture. How does cancelling this
training help us as a people?
It doesn't, it takes our country back decades.
Please take this back.

0)6!
9/30/2020 6:50 PM

OS

9

M r. President,
Everyone knows that whatever you call fake is real. Whatever you call a lie is the truth. Whatever you
accuse others of doing is what you've done. And whatever you make fun of others for saying by accident
only serves to deflect from what you say on purpose.
U NDISPUTABLE FACT: America IS an irredeemably racist and sexist country.
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10/1/2020 2:02 PM

Inqu ry Catego
Opposes EO 13950

riptio
Dear OFCCP,
In recent years, I have watched with great concern as a senior government official has repeatedly
engaged in vicious sexual and racial stereotyping. I am hoping that your agency will investigate this
official and thereby restore our American Pride & Greatness.
Here are a few of the things this official has said publicly:
*African nations are "shithole" countries.
*Latino people who migrate to the US from Mexico are "rapists and murderers."
*Women are happy to be grabbed by their "pussies."
* Laziness is a trait in blacks. It really is, I believe that."
"
Really, who knows how much the Japs will pay for Manhattan property these days?"
* Women:"You have to treat 'em like shit."
I am happy to provide more information for your investigation. The government official is named Donald
J. Trump, and he works at the White House.
Thank you for investigating.
Sincerely,

b
10/7/2020 1:46 PM

Opposes E0 13950

Caller left a voicemail message opposing the new executive order.
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From:

Leen, Craig - OFCCP [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5FFD4A5B3CC74F49A5D2BF4C747416D4-LEEN, CRAIG]
Sent:
10/19/2020 7:46:41 PM
To:
Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=446467c1acd144b4bddd78130ecd530d-Swearingen,]; Kilberg, Andrew G OSEC [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=285bfb7c58734e858f9cbd77c1bcf3c7-Kilberg, An]; Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC
Uo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=80ed763b7510846ff8b842b19bd2b9156-Squitierii
CC:
Taylor, Timothy J - SOL [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=363c0a5d85ca453eb4d8a2a62a9c286f-Taylor, Tim]
Subject:
RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
Attachments: EO 13950 Weekly Report - 2020-19-10.pdf; All Inquiries for E.O. 13950_As of 2020 10 19.xlsx

Here's a pdf and spreadsheet with a summary of all the complaints received to date. Please keep it close hold to OSEC
and SOL consistent with the process I worked out with Tim. Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

()()
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From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 6:05 PM
To: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearingen.brett.a@dol.gov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew.G@dol.gov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@dol.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor.Timothy.J@dol.gov>
Subject: RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
Certainly we will put those together and I'll get you a pdf. Consistent with my discussion with Tim, we will send them
weekly going forward. Have a nice evening„ Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

c)c)
N
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From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearing,en.brett.a@dol.gov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 6:00 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craig@DOLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg.Andrew,G@dol.gov>; Squitieri, Chad

DOL002563

C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SQL <Thylor,Tirnothy_ff(Ddol.gov>
Subject: RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
Thank you We'd like to see everything that's come in thus far.
From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.Craig@DOLgov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 5:58 PM
To: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
—Pdagov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KilbegAndrev,LG'FkioLgov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squiteri,chad,c(Pdol.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SQL <Taylor.Timothy‘i@doLgov>
Subject: RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
He just sent the ones for the last week, which is what he will send each week. Since you did not receive the earlier ones,
will ask him to send all those together, Thanks, Craig
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director

a
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From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swearngen,brett.aPdagov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 5:43 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Crag(6)DOLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Kilberg,Andrew,G@dagov>; Squitieri, Chad
C - OSEC <squitieri.chad.c@doLgov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SQL <1.-z-)ylor,Timothy JP dal gov>.
Subject: RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report
Also, can you have Chris send the file as a PDF? I'm not able to get it to print correctly.
From: Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen.CraggdoLgov>; Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <KilbergAndrew
- OSEC <scitaieri.chad,cPdagov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SQL <Taylor.Timothy‘i@doLgov>
Subject: RE: EO 13950 Weekly Report

@dol.

v>; Squitieri, Chad C

Craig,

Thank you for this.

I note however that there are only 18 entries in the spreadsheet, although Chris indicates that
OFCCP has received 98 inquiries and 81 complaints to date. Can you confirm the spreadsheet is complete?
Brett

From: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <Leen,Craie)DOLgov>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 3:48 PM
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To: Kilberg, Andrew G - OSEC <Miberg, ndrew.Ci@doLgov>; Swearingen, Brett A - OSEC <swea€1npenbrett.a@dol.pov>;
Squitieri, Chad C - OSEC <squitieri,chad.c(a)dol:gov>
Cc: Taylor, Timothy J - SOL <Taylor‘Timothy.i@dol.gov>
Subject: FW: E0 13950 Weekly Report
FYI, please see below and attached. Based on the parameters set with counsel from Tim, please keep this close hold
within OSEC and SOL. Thanks,
Craig E. Leen
OFCCP Director
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From: Seely, Christopher - OFCCP
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 333 PM
To: Leen, Craig - OFCCP <1..een,Craig@DOLgov>
Cc: Williams, Tina T - OFCCP
Ool,gov>; Gaglione, Robert J - OFCCP <Gaglione,Robert.i@do.i.gov>;
hi Ddol.gov>
Davidson, Patricia J - OFCCP
Lgov>; Gean, Lissette - OFCCP
E0
13950
Weekly
Subject:

(b)6

Craig,

Attached is a spreadsheet with written EO 13950 inquiries we received last week excluding personally
identifiable information.
•
Complaint — request to investigate diversity and inclusion training programs related to social justice and
volunteering with such organizations. The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
•
Complaint —concern about the current racial discrimination happening and the adoption of a Diversity
and Inclusion task force with the sole purpose of hiring minority groups in the company
•
Complaint — forced to complete implicit bias training.
•
Complaint — requested to take "Recovery from White Conditioning: Building Anti-Racist Practice and
Community" training.
•
Compliance Assistance — requesting information on whether DOD is exempt from EO 13950 and if DOD
federal employees must attend "mandatory" racial equality training/listening sessions, under Executive Order
13950.

Here are some general bullets about the inquiries received thus far.
•
OFCCP has received a total of 98 unique inquiries on the EO 13950 Hotline.
•
Of these 98 inquiries, there are 81 complaints: 49 from named complainants and 32 from anonymous
sources reporting information about organizations purported to be in violation of EO 13950.
•
13 of the inquiries are from individuals seeking compliance assistance.
•
4 of the inquiries are written to oppose EO 13950.
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Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,

Chris Seely
Acting Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Program Development
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
2021
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Date/Time Opened

Inquiry Category

9/30/2020 12:20 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 12:15 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 12:25 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 12:43 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 2:19 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 2:22 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 2:28 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 2:49 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 5:59 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:02 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:07 PM

Anonymous Complaints
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9/30/2020 6:34 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:22 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:24 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:26 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:28 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/30/2020 6:32 PM

Anonymous Complaints
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9/30/2020 6:45 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/1/2020 1:58 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/2/2020 2:56 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/5/2020 11:17 AM

Anonymous Complaints

10/5/2020 11:22 AM

Anonymous Complaints

10/5/2020 12:07 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/5/2020 12:45 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/7/2020 11:59 AM

Anonymous Complaints

10/7/2020 5:18 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/7/2020 5:22 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/8/2020 2:11 PM

Anonymous Complaints

10/9/2020 11:30 AM

Anonymous Complaints
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10/9/2020 11:36 AM

Anonymous Complaints

10/9/2020 11:54 AM

Anonymous Complaints

10/13/2020 1:35 PM

Anonymous Complaints

9/28/2020 6:24 PM

Named Complaints

9/29/2020 5:11 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 12:12 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 12:28 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 12:34 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 2:25 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 2:51 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 2:55 PM

Named Complaints
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9/30/2020 6:13 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 6:10 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 6:17 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 6:36 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 6:38 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 6:48 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 6:55 PM

Named Complaints

10/1/2020 12:00 PM

Named Complaints
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10/2/2020 2:16 PM

Named Complaints

10/2/2020 2:48 PM

Named Complaints

10/2/2020 2:52 PM

Named Complaints

10/2/2020 2:54 PM

Named Complaints

10/5/2020 12:26 PM

Named Complaints

10/5/2020 12:38 PM

Named Complaints

10/5/2020 12:49 PM

Named Complaints
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10/6/2020 11:45 AM

Named Complaints

10/7/2020 11:51 AM

Named Complaints

10/7/2020 12:10 PM

Named Complaints

10/7/2020 1:56 PM

Named Complaints

10/7/2020 2:13 PM

Named Complaints

10/7/2020 5:24 PM

Named Complaints

10/8/2020 1:35 PM

Named Complaints
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10/8/2020 4:11 PM

Named Complaints

10/8/2020 4:20 PM

Named Complaints

10/9/2020 11:19 AM

Named Complaints

10/9/2020 11:46 AM

Named Complaints

10/9/2020 12:16 PM

Named Complaints

10/13/2020 11:27 AM

Named Complaints
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10/13/2020 11:41 AM

Named Complaints

10/13/2020 11:52 AM

Named Complaints

10/13/2020 1:50 PM

Named Complaints

10/13/2020 2:05 PM

Named Complaints

10/13/2020 2:20 PM

Named Complaints

10/14/2020 9:22 AM

Named Complaints

10/14/2020 9:46 AM

Named Complaints

10/14/2020 9:51 AM

Named Complaints

DOL002575

10/14/2020 3:07 PM

Named Complaints

10/15/2020 7:48 AM

Named Complaints

10/15/2020 8:05 AM

Named Complaints

10/15/2020 8:21 AM

Named Complaints

10/15/2020 10:43 AM

Named Complaints

9/25/2020 9:13 AM

9/29/2020 6:46 AM

Corn pliance Assistance Re

est

9/29/2020 10:37 AM

9/30/2020 9:13 AM

Corn

9/30/2020 12:01 PM

Co

A

tance Re

est

liance Assistance R

est

Compliance Assistance R

est

9/30/2020 6:53 PM

10/1/2020 2:36 PM
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10/1/2020 5:00 PM

Compliance Assistance Request

10/2/2020 2:51 PM

Compliance Assistance Request

10/5/2020 11:19 AM
10/6/2020 11:01 AM

Compliance Assistance Request
Compliance Assistance Request

10/7/2020 3:42 PM

Compliance Assistance Request

10/14/2020 9:33 AM

Compliance Assistance Request

9/30/2020 6:40 PM

Opposes EO 13950

9/30/2020 6:50 PM

Opposes EO 13950

DOL002577

10/1/2020 2:02 PM

10/7/2020 1:46 PM
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Description
Employer: Anne Arundel County Public Schools, Annapolis Maryland. Concern: Required book studies for all exec staff, leaders, and school principals on 'White
see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP. Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
I believe my employer, Fifth Third Bank National Association, is a federal contractor and is violating the President's executive order on critical race theory and
race and sex stereotyping. Part of the training is at the link below under "Inclusion Toolkit" https://www.53.com/content/fifth-third/en/personalbanking/about/diversity-at-fifth-third/diversity-statement.html. The training defines a variety of terms and its important to click on each term because there is a
Hello: Please note the attached materials showing critical race theory trainings in King County, WA government. The first attachment consists of training materials
from a mandatory training in 2017 or 2018 in the King County Prosecutor's Office. This training was held during work time at a government facility. The second is
a screenshot of a recent 2020 email from King County Prosecutor's Office HR requiring that only white employees would are required to review critical race
materials and attend a mandatory discussion session about race-related issues. In addition, local government employees have been repeatedly sent so-called
Google being a government contractor extensively teaches critical race theory on many of its owned platforms. This needs to be investigated. Sent with
M y employer the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power(LADWP) has Federal contracts but has rolled out racial equity program which will be spearheaded
by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion--I suspect this is their involvement in expanding critical race theory to hiring and promotion practices within LADWP. This
is brought forth by Mayor Garcetti's Executive Directive No. 27--Racial Equity in City Government. I suspect the Executive Directive is the City's active role in
promoting critical race theory across City Government. I have attached two documents: One from the LADWP outlining their plans for their implementation of
Teaching assistants and faculty are required to do sensitivity trainings (which used to be in person), where critical race theory is at the center. White privilege is
taught as the gospel. I don't have much proof at the moment because I delete emails, but I've pasted a recent screenshot below...
This may not surprise you but I would like to let you know that Microsoft has internal training based upon critical race theory that is mandatory for all employees.
The training includes: - Unconscious Bias — Covering — Allyship - Introduction to Privilege Sample text from training: "Privilege is linked to oppression" "For
example, societies that prefer individuals who are thin with light skin will in turn oppress people who do not meet that description" "Power lies at the root of
A merican Express Critical Race Theory Violation: Hi -- I would like to report a possible violation of the new executive order regarding critical race training.
A merican Express is a federal contractor and recently had a company-wide seminar on how capitalism is intrinsically racist. On September 24th, the Harvard
professor Khalil Muhammad and Vince Hudson gave a company-wide talk titled "Reflecting on our History and "the American dream." The talk focused on how
A merica's entire economy is racist and how all wealth is tied to racism. It was a textbook example of critical race theory given by a professor who has literally
written textbooks on critical race theory.
Several statements throughout the talk seem to be in violation:
1. Muhammad explicitly said that we have a "racist criminal justice system."
To Whom it May Concern,
Be advised, the American Academy of Pediatrics(AAP) has scheduled Ibram X. Kendi (a known promoter of Critical Race Theory) to speak at their 2020 National
Conference on 5 October 2020.
The American Academy of Pediatrics(AAP) is listed in the federal database beta.sam.gov, DUNS ID: 055399364 and CAGE Code 1A9A2. Therefore, it is possible
this is in non-compliance of the President's executive order regarding promotion of CRT within organizations that receive federal dollars.
Find promotional email attached and official link below:
https://aapexperience.org/
Quote from Dr Kendi promoting discrimination:
"The defining question is whether the discrimination is creating equity or inequity. If discrimination is creating equity, then it is antiracist. If discrimination is
I'm nervous about giving my name and potentially facing retaliation, but I work for Liberty Mutual Insurance (which has federal contracts) and have been
subjected to a very hostile work environment. It grew slowly at first, but in 2020 has become supercharged.
M y manager has assigned me the task of leading a training and discussion for my work unit on White Privilege and how we're all really racist, even if we aren't
racist at all. There is no graceful way to back out of this without killing my career and training like this has been happening throughout the company.
This week, the company announced a goal to "increase leader accountability" and will be basing performance ratings and bonuses on hitting numerical targets for
women and people of color in certain roles. It has become a very hostile workplace for white males.
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Hello,
I work at Oregon Health & Science University. My university has fully adopted Critical Race Theory. We have a Diversity and Inclusion department that has
embedded itself in all practices at the University, from hiring, training, what's appropriate to research, all student's are being indoctrinated and it goes on. Please
help me and my fellow coworkers.
Here are links and documents on the page linked below 'teaching' white people how to be a good anti-racist.
https://libguides.ohsu.edu/race-racism-health/cdi-antiracist-resources
On top of this, Portland State University has classes specifically on Critical Race Theory - https://www.pcc.edu/equity/tools/critical-race-theory-toolkit/
There's much more.
Thank you for your help!
Wolters Kluwer as a government contractor should not be engaging in Critical Race Theory training. It is clear based on the attached image that they are still
Everlaw is forcing employees to attend training with below agenda:
What diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging is and why it matters
Bias and how it impacts the workplace
U nderstanding your perspective and privilege
Microaggressions and their impact on social connections
How to be an ally at Everlaw
I nterviewers at Everlaw were forced to attend a session last month which focused on how to interview and hire "peoples of color".

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Trumps order on CRT - Iowa State University in Ames Iowa - Federal Contracts
Iowa state university in Ames Iowa - federal research university.
A quick web search has shown that this university may be teaching, promoting and indoctrinating staff in CRT. I've included results of web searches below.
U niversity held training courses on CRT (staff according to local news paper)
https://www.iowastatedaily.com/newshowa-state-student-government-socia Hustice-reform-withi n-the-university-reg-stewart-sharron-eva ns-michael-newtonwendy-wintersteen-i nd ia-robi nson-morga n-fritz-jacob-schrader-forum-youtu be/a rticle_627d6c94-b02d-11ea-b369-efOfd6e11840.html
"In December, we held for all of our supervisors, a training called racial intelligence, and that training was a one of many that we plan on doing into the future,
that really got people to think differently and think about really focusing on workplace culture, campus culture and what our role is when we think through bias
i ncidents."
Open Window School (located in Bellevue, WA) has a large Critical Race Theory component in their humanities curriculum. I believe they are federal grant
recipients and participate in several NASA projects. Their web address is:
https://www.openwindowschool.org/
CONTACT INFORMATION
6128 168th Place SE, Bellevue WA 98006
T: 425-747-2911 F: 425-562-4035 E: ows@ows.org
Office Hours: 8AM-6PM Pacific

Brown-Forman Corporation is still conducting training on Critical Race Theory. This company sells adult beverages to the Military (Jack Daniel's).

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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Hello Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
Per the recent Executive Order related to organized identity-politics/critical race theory behavior within Federal Contractors, I am writing to report the following:
Ongoing discriminatory, divisive influence related to identity-politics/critical race theory at Lockheed Martin. Additionally, company propriety propaganda that
aims to explicitly influence voting and protesting with resentment against law enforcement, Caucasians, and President Trump.
Please review the provided attachments:
•DOL Report — examples of identity-politics/critical race theory content from Lockheed Martin following the Executive Order
*DOD Whistleblower Hotline Report (ID Redact) — an ID-redacted copy of the report sent per request to the DOD Whistleblower Hotline regarding the above
content. The report was rejected — additional details can be found within the LOD Report summary.
Hello, I am a masters level practitioner at the Guest House of Milwaukee, a federally funded (HUD, VA, etc.) homeless shelter that Secretary Carson visited in
2018.
At the Guest House of Milwaukee, all employees were a. categorized by race b. segregated into trainings based on race and c. limited in their ability to attend
other sessions due to their race.
All three of these actions seem to violate EEOC laws.
However, I am writing you because the trainings are exactly the "racial sensitivity/critical race theory" that this office was created to address.
I have two audio recordings of zoom trainings, one with all white staff and one with all staff.
The consultant is Catrice Jackson, her work on CRT is widely available.
I am glad to share the recordings as this is a prime example of these CRT trainings in the workplace and it is really creating harm to many staff members. And this
Linfield University-critical race theory training
The ABC's of Equity - What is Systemic Racism & How Can We Better Understand Our Patients' Stories?: Oct. 5, 4-5:30 p.m. Zoom. Email for link. Join Professor
Teela Foxworth for a virtual training on systemic racism.
He wants to file a complaint claiming that the new executive order is not a law because it was not passed by Congress and therefore it has not effect of law. It is
just a bigoted and racist executive order created for political purposes. This individual left 4 messages and they are attached to this inquiry.
lib)§iwants to file a complaint against SAP Concur because managers are being asked to read the book "White Frailty" and there is cross training on Allyship.
H i my employer is a federal contractor and this was one among a list of emails sent to all employees. Please take action
CRT Training at Norman Rockwell Museum.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Hello,
I'd like to stay anonymous to avoid any issues with my employer. However, the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, in Pasadena CA, has race and sex stereotyping
trainings given to employees. The NASA JPL director said these trainings will be mandatory for managers at JPL. They may also become mandatory for regular
employees in the future or they may provide a list of many trainings where you have to pick at least one to take. All these trainings say that all white men are
Violation of Critical Race Theory Executive Order. I'd like to anonymously report the company I work for, AbbVie,for violating the President's executive order
regarding federal contractors and critical race theory. There are currently mandatory trainings underway with more to come. A list of specific trainings and more
Hello, I work for AbbVie and we were recently advised of MANDATORY culture sensitivity training (2 part series). The very first session the woman led off with
"meritocracy is a myth."
I find it very trouble that this is mandatory and honestly illegal given the presidents recent EO. I wanted to reach out so this is on your radar. Thanks, take care,
and stay safe.
Old Dominion University is promoting among its employees the attached document that it created, which I believe engages in race and sex stereotyping; be sure
to note the materials it links to.
The attached document was downloaded from this ODU site:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/laHuWmCo4uM_08MJ9R_cOalm12uI1JjnH/edit
The site contains further documents and links that are relevant to your inquiry.
I work for a credit bureau, Transunion which has developed courses and training that go against the recent executive order issued on September 22, 2020.
Transunion is considered a government contractor with the federal government so is subject to this executive order. Managers have already had the training.
general employees have been told they are required to take the training starting this month.
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I have been in Management at MSFT for 8+ years and know that we absolutely slot minorities (Black, Female, Hispanic) for roles. One example I can provide is
that while I am part <minority>, I had to change my HR status to indicate this in order to be eligible to get into Management 8+ years ago.
I am active in hiring and believe that creating a diverse pool of candidates and then hiring the best person from that pool is the right course of action, however
there are jobs that are slotted for minorities. Of course, these are things that are discussed, but not documented.
I would need Whistleblower protection & I'd need to retain an employment lawyer of my own to continue with more detail & examples as I believe stepping
forward may impact my employment.
Subject: More Microsoft D&I Propaganda and Abuse of Power
Please protect my identity. I write to you again with another email coming down from senior leadership team. Very crafty wording here but basically saying this
i ndividual will (and is) abusing his power through actions and mandatory requirements for employees. D&I priority is already mandatory and includes training on
u nconscious bias and white privilege. The book club mentioned in email is mandatory and only contains books on CRT. I reported this email too. I do not want
money or any attention. I just want to do my job without being harassed. Please help.
I apologize for the poor quality, as I am too frightened to forward the email directly.

Sincerely,
more
attached is email response from Asao Inoue - clearly states anti-white bias

see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP.
I would like to know if "Unconscious Bias" training, including race based IAT testing, offered through CORA (Center for Organizational Responsibility and
Advancement https://coralearning.org/) when mandated for school/ college employees is in conflict with the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex
Stereotyping.
Thank you for your assistance.
LA Metro is currently in the process of designing and implementing mandatory diversity and inclusion trainings that are based on critical race theory. The
proposed subject matter of these trainings are inherently discriminatory against white employees at Metro. In a recent town-hall event for the agency, LA Metro's
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Ethics Officer, and Executive Officer of Equity & Race communicated to staff that they would "not treat all employees equally" in
order to achieve equitable outcomes through the race-based, discriminatory practices.
LA Metro is one of the Nation's largest transportation authorities and receives billions of dollars in federal funding each year. As an employee that may be directly
Good afternoon, It has recently come to my attention that Norristown Area High School in the Norristown Area School District in West Norriton, Montgomery
County PA is forcing their staff to partake in a "cultural proficiency" professional development program that is using elements of the critical race theory. Many
teachers told me that recently they had watch a video presentation and answer questions from a speaker named Ibram X. Kendi. Mr. Kendi has outlandish ideas
and has recently made some inflammatory remarks regarding white people adopting black babies. The teachers whom I speak with believe in cultural proficiency,
1st photo is the Board of Directors for Denver Public Schools.
To Whom it May Concern, I am a present employee at JP Morgan Chase. Find attached evidence of operations contrary to the recent Executive Order on divisive
ideologies and racial scapegoating that should disqualify my employer from future federal contracts of which it presently has a huge number. It also includes
evidence of events directly supporting the Black Lives Matter political movement!organization. Divisive ideological teachings include: * Intersectionality * White
privilege theory * Microaggression. Invited speakers include: * Robin DiAngelo, author of "White Fragility" * Reni Eddo-Lodge, author of "Why I'm No Longer
I don't believe NASA, a government entity, should be promoting the anti-white dogma found on this website, especially the recommended
books: https://www.nasa.gov/centers/hq/eodm/documents_resources/resources_for_learning_and_talking_about_racism_and_inequality/
Dear Department of Labor hotline, I would like to report federal contract spending on critical race theory in the state of Virginia. Fairfax County Virginia recently
gave $20,000 for a 60 minute virtual speech from Ibram X. Kendi on Critical Race Theory: https://twitter.com/swipewright/status/1308923102802391040?s=21.
To compare, $20,000 is the maximum that Fairfax County has given any small business for COVID relief due to dwindling outdoor shoppers, etc. So Fairfax County
ostensibly took $20,000 from a struggling small business to give to an hour long speech that nobody asked for. Fairfax County benefits greatly from federal
I n violation of reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-trump-fighting-harmful-ideologies-cause-division-federal-workplaces/.
The message was written July 15, 2020. It still remains on the Shipyard's homepage on the LAN. On 9/29/20,
OFCCPComplaintHotline <OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov> wrote: This email acknowledges receipt of your inquiry through the OFCCP > Complaint email box.
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https://www.amazon.com/Witnessing-Whiteness-Need-About-Second/dp/1607092573
" Witnessing Whiteness invites readers to consider what it means to be white, describes and critiques strategies used to avoid race issues, and identifies the
detrimental effect of avoiding race on cross-race collaborations. The author illustrates how racial discomfort leads white people toward poor relationships with
people of color. Questioning the implications our history has for personal lives and social institutions, the book considers political, economic, socio-cultural, and
legal histories that shaped the meanings associated with whiteness."

Screenshot of email attached
We were told flat out that Boeing doesn't have enough women or people of color and were told to actively seek out women and people of color to apply for jobs.
I don't necessarily mind that overall, but the whole tone seems to be "them above all else".
We don't have a white employee association, when asked we are told that "you have many other groups to choose from". There are different, special awards
thatl dont qualify and no "white engineer of the year" or any specific "white" awards.
I will take a few screen shots to show what they are doing. It could be all within the letter of the law and ethical, but to me and many other white males it makes
us feel like we aren't really given a fair shake.
If this is not something of interest, I apologize for wasting your time. If you would like me to provide more, I will do my best.
We just want to do our job and put out a quality product (I work in the defense side)
Thank you for your consideration
I want to be the first person to complain that the OFCCP has set up this hotline.
1.IH violates the OFCCP's mission to support Diversity
2.1t violates Freedom of Speech
3.1t puts the OFCCP in the position of policing Diversity training materials, thereby taking staff away from their actual mission to conduct compliance reviews
4.Ef an employee wants to make a complaint right now — clearly the EO did not cover the contract since it just went into effect on 9/22/20 — so any prior training
does not fall under the EO.
5.1t violates state and local laws
I am advising all of my clients to issue a statement denouncing the Executive Order and supporting their Diversity Programs.
Best regards,

(b)6
Lockheed Martin: Forced diversity raining on white privilege to all employees.
I'm not sure if this company qualifies but the hospital system I work for is now pushing critical race theory. The company is Intermountain Healthcare, it is a nonprofit hospital. It is the largest hospital system in Utah and surrounding states. It not only received federal money,federal contracts, it is a registered not for
profit hospital. They are not only teaching CRT, but changing how healthcare is to be delivered to comply with CRT. Our CEO is Marc Harrison, and he is also
pushing CRT. I am worried about this, please investigate. Intermountain Healthcare is going to choose WHO gets medical care based on teachings of CRT, and it is
terrifying. I'm happy to provide internal emails, bulletins, or policies of you need them
Thank you

(b)6
Good morning,
I'm writing about the Federal Reserve Bank (the Fed), the central bank of the United States. The Fed may be separate from the Federal Government but perhaps
it can be classified as a contractor for the Federal Government?? In any case, it's quasi-government and I'm hoping one of these email addresses can take up this
matter and/or pass it along to someone who can help.
A close friend works for the Fed in Boston and I know first hand that they are forcing critical race theory on their employees, such as "unconscious bias" training
and recommended reading lists containing books like White Fragility and How to be an Anti-Racist. Most recently, the Fed's "Diversity and Inclusion" group has
changed its name to "Diversity, Equity and Inclusion" which is a step in the WRONG direction.
U niversity of Florida racial bias training - Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion and bias — Learn & Grow
Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion and bias...
U F faculty, staff and students with experience with and expertise in racial justice came together for a half-day...
1 bell've my employer is in violation of executive order 11246 as a result of postings, trainings and suggested reading of its diversity and inclusion department.
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(D) b
My name isi._
bnd I work at the Ohio Veterans home in Sandusky, Ohio. State of Ohio employees are forced to take this training and it is
extremely racist. The training tells white people they are racists. White people have no right to have values or beliefs. I consider this to be Antifa training. Please
watch the training.
Log in to my0hio.gov and click My workspace, launch the OH ID Store, Select learning on Demand. They have the closed fist in the background for Black Lives
Matter. I would like to talk with someone as I have questions about 117 staff and residents diagnosed with COVID 19 at the Ohio Veterans Home. At least 20
To whom it may concern,
I write this with anonymity as I am in fear of my job as a white Christian conservative. We have recently received an email in Microsoft Corporation that is forcing
us to read books about CRT and anti-American propaganda. This abuse is a violation of my rights and feels like an abuse of power. I am already forced to take
MANDATORY training about "privilege" and "unconscious bias".
Attached are screen shots. Please protect my anonymity.
I do not want money. I just want to do my job without being forced to comply with someone else's beliefs.
Thank you,
Good morning,
I read, with interest, the Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. Recently, I was required to attend a training on oppressive "white culture"
(details attached) that may be in violation of this order.
Hello,
Please provide me with additional information, including examples, of what types of training content might be considered problematic.
.thanks..

(b)6
._

To Whom It May Concern:
I am employed as a special investigator by CACI International, which has contracts with the Department of Defense and other agencies to conduct national
security and public trust investigations.
I recently took mandatory annual training, to include Insider Threat and Hostile Work Environment. I've taken this training before and I have found parts of the
training to be offensive. I am now making a complaint under the President's recent Executive Order banning federal contractors from using training material
which promotes racial and gender stereotypes.

This is a major violation of trumps executive order banning critical race theory: California Requires Racial 'Equity' to End Lockdown.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpjmedia.com%2Fnews-and-politics%2Ftyler-o-neil%2F2020%2F10%2F02%2Fcritical-racetheory-as-pandemic-response-california-requires-equity-to-ease-lockdownsn998386&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C9ae7f2b00eac422fa40908d868134276%7C75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0
%7C1%7C637373779238735626&amp;sdata=PoHJ3kwa6JENmG083vIlgby9Ks60rCFcfULSXeKfKAM%3D&amp;reserved=0

(b)6

:i
i

Raytheon Technologies Content Violates Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping (Part 1)
I am reporting that federal contractor Raytheon Technologies is promoting workplace training to its employees that is in violation of the Executive Order on
Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
The company's training fails to comply with the following order guidance:
1. The contractor shall not use any workplace training that inculcates in its employees any form of race or sex stereotyping or any form of race or sex
scapegoating, including the concepts that (a) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;(b) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is
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Good Morning,
I am writing to you today to express concern and rage over BART spending $400,000 for consultants to lecture employees of concepts that are found in "critical
race theory." The article by the SF Chronicle, entitled "Oscar Grant's mother... help BART prevent shootings like the one that killed her son," details how the
agency is spending money on aspects like "implicit bias."[1] It is one thing to sit in a circle and sing kumbaya but it's a different one when I have to spend 9-12
dollars a day as a rider to fund such inflammatory bile. These diversity training sessions in public agencies have pushed a deeply ideological agenda that includes
EO 11246 Potential violation: Because OED is largely federally funded I'm not sure if this is specifically a violation of the Executive Order or not. However it
might well be due to contracts between the State of Oregon and the Federal Government.

ii
I.

(b)6

i

-0-Ef615eIGT2-020-3'.25 PN71Subject: Announcement: Registration Now Open for Statewide DEI Conference
Greetings Employment Department colleagues,
Registration is now OPEN for this year's Statewide Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Conference. This annual conference offers state employees a selection of
Sacramento State Anti Racism Convocation. Hello, I'm a nursing student who is 9 months away from earning my bachelors degree. Two weeks ago our professor
assigned us to attend this "anti-racist" convocation and while completing it I have never felt more racist. I found myself using newly learned words like whitepassing (even if you're not of European descent, if your skin is too light you're privileged). I wonder how they determine if one is white-passing, do they have
color swatches to compare to? I'm complaining because this anti racist movement is not about equity, it's about demonizing white people. I believe Sacramento
state is funded in part by federal grants, does President Trump's executive order about race training and scapegoating apply in this scenario? Ibram X Kendi was a
keynote speaker, that should say enough.
The department that I work for at Microsoft is responsible for providing code updates for all versions of Windows and is currently known as CSD and is a part of
Experiences and Devices. We have several contracts with the Federal Government to support old versions of Windows. Some of the incidents below occured
while we were called WSD and happened while we were part of the Azure team (who have the JEDI contract), or while we were part of COSINE.
This department has had several incidents of pretty clear anti-white anti-male racism perpetrator by management and HR. The first major incident was when
Good morning,
Raytheon Technologies (RTX) Diversity & Inclusion violates executive order: I'd like to report my company, Raytheon Technologies (https://www.rtx.com/en).
The division I work for is Collins Aerospace.
I've included two offending references.
1.The first is an email which details racist exclusionary policies against whites: "Each of us is also excited to embark on a reverse mentoring journey, focused on
learning from - and building meaningful relationships with - colleagues of color." The email also details policies to exclude whites from high level positions.
2.The second is a Diversity & Inclusion Resources worksheet I was sent after complaining about the exclusion of whites. All of the sources clearly have a liberal,
Galvanize is a skills training company that started as one of the first data science boot camps. I got an email from them recently asking if data was racist,
positioning that inherent bias causes data bias. The click-through in the email takes you to the presentation landing page with the video and slides.
https://gcc02.safeli nks.protection.outlook.com/?u rl=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.galvanize.com%2Fi n-case-you-missed-ou r-how-data-can-be-racistevent%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPCom pla intHotl i ne%40dol.gov%7C2672553e4a0b4eb5a6a508d86b0520c4%7C75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7
CO%7C1%7C637377017512034486&amp;sdata=0hH2pyjoz1J0tHKnC8dHB4FSMsjvCV9sjPktZ2pLTBk%3D&amp;reserved=0

Slides link:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F1XYwhtoasvdyJAXNGBWtuH94u5CVO_weS%2Fview%3Fu
Hello, Just wanted to share the U of Iowa info on the Executive order, see link below.
Thank you!

(b)6
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnow.uiowa.edu%2F2020%2F10%2Fmessage-regarding-executive-order13950%3Futm_source%3DIANowFaculty%26utm_medium%3Dexec_order_rnessage%26utm_campaign%3DIANowFaculty-10-8-
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Hi, is this complaint hotline anonymous?
I read about your looking into Microsoft - BRAVO!
However, this same thing is happening at other Tech companies around the country.
I was told by a Vice President recently, our team needs to get younger, and the team needs to be less 'white'. I have been told I am too old by my manager.
We have been told over and over that our company needs to be at 30% black and latino by 2030 and 50% female.
This has financial benefits to the company - disguising getting rid of older employees for out of college 'diverse' employees.
The HR dept keeps asking us what we identify as-- why does that matter!? I do not identify as male or female or white/black/green during work hours. I identify
as an employee and I do my job darn well.
They are trying to fill check boxes for good press all the while eliminating higher salaries.
On September 30, 2020, Wells Fargo's head of Human Resources David Galloreese sent a message to all managers, in direct defiance to the Executive Order
(referenced above in my subject line). Wells Fargo required us to complete a Diversity and Inclusion 2 (class, called)"Understanding Unconscious Bias: Invisible
I nfluencers." It was added to the transcript of required learning, that we all had to complete by Oct 16, 2020. The class essentially said, all people have bias. I
disagree and feel this course is trying to brain wash me into a liberal ideology. Wells Fargo has 265,000 employees, it is my understanding that Galloreese/Wells
Fargo sent to all managers, company wide.

M y name is
in the investment banking group called High Grade Debt Capital Markets, Wells Fargo Securities, 550 South Tryon
(b)6
L._
Street, Charlotte, NC 28202. Call me if you have any questions ati
(b)6
FCPS.EDU: Superintendent Brabran's Diversity Training Is Non-Compliant With POTUS Executive Order 13950
Dear Superintendent Brabrand and FCPS School Board,
The U.S. Federal Government officially defines the term 'Federal Government Contractor' as any individuals, employers, or organizers who enter into a contract
with the United States (any department or agency) to perform a specific job, supply labor and materials, or for the sale of products and services (sic with or
without federal funding).
FCPS (and your Asst Superintendent Ms. Leigh Burden) receives various types of US Federal money such as CARES Act & Federal Stimulus money to perform
Can you tell me if this is in violation of Executive Order 13950? Thank you
Our agency is pushing this 21-day racial equity training, here is the link, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/labor_law/membership/equal_opportunity/
To whom it may concern,
The attached email has been sent to students at the University of Maryland, College Park, to students of but not limited to the CMNS department. This newsletter
mentions an opening for " qualified individuals and/or teams to create a public-facing dashboard to share our school's progress towards anti-racism and
i nclusiveness in our teaching, research, service, and
operations." The content, and it's implication that "progress towards anti-racism and inclusiveness" is ongoing, poses a potential violation of the recent Executive
Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. The term "anti-racism" has been almost exclusively used by people promoting the ideology that the EO wishes to
address, commonly known as Critical Race Theory, to refer to themselves and their thoughts. As noted in the EO, this ideology is discriminatory and undermines
Dear Sir/Madam:
I would like to know if Buncombe County DHHS Asheville, NC is in compliance with recent Executive Order on combating Race and Sex stereotyping due to the
u pcoming (and recent) training through Racial Equity Institute scheduled on October 16 specifically for Buncombe County staff. I am concern with the following
agenda , i.e. Racial Equity Institute presenters "will use stories and data to present a perspective e that racism is fundamentally structural in nature."
Thank you for the consideration,

(b)6
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I am an employee within the Resources For Human Development organization (specifically the Family Practice and Counseling Network), a federally qualified
health center (FQHC) based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Thus, I need to report long-standing violations of this organization based on Executive order 13950.
For the past several years, we have had many trainings and meetings based on Critical Race Theory. We are shown videos of "white privilege" and "white
supremacy". As employees, we are asked to support the Black Lives Matter organization and attend BLM "protests" in the name of social justice. I receive emails
from human recourses and the executive director of The Family Practice and Counseling Network about "...collectively engineer...a different future." And
Hello,
Please investigate PwC US diversity and inclusion training programs. There are conference calls on white privilege and company matching funds for doing nations
to BLM and other social justice organizations. Employees are give 40 hours per year to volunteer with social justice organizations.
The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
See Linkedln for some published information by PwC in their diversity initiatives.
Former PwC employee
Dear fellow patriot,
Michigan State University continues to hold many training presentations, weekly "listening sessions" (yes every week), and a week long annual conference (9/2810/2/20)focused on working DEI into everything from financial counseling, to 4H, to invasive species, they also are pushing affinity groups which are segregated
by race.
I love my school, MSU, and I am a high performer, but I still fear retaliation from MSU's current leadership; so please do keep my information confidential; thank
you for providing a hotline option.
Hello,
I hope this is correct DOL email address for expressing my concerns. I'm a current employee at Nike, Inc. and I want to formally notify the DOL about the current
racial discrimination happening within the company. Nike has currently adopted a program which includes a Diversity and Inclusion task force with the sole
purpose of hiring minority groups in the company(more specifically targeted at African Americans). They have explicitly stated they will hire employees based
solely on the color of their skin which seems to be a clear violation of current labor laws. They have been passing over the best candidate for the position in
Your Complaint:
Please describe below what you think the employer did or didn't do that you believe caused discrimination or retaliation, including:
1. What actions the employer took against you.
2. Why you believe those actions were based on your: race; color; religion; sex; sexual orientation; gender identity; national origin; disability; veteran status;
and/or inquiries about, discussions, or disclosures of your pay or the pay of others; and/or in retaliation for filing a complaint, participating in discrimination
proceedings, opposing unlawful discrimination, or exercising any other rights protected by OFCCP.
3. When the employer actions happened, where they happened, and who was involved.
4. What harm, if any, you or others suffered because of the alleged discrimination or retaliation.
5. What explanation, if any, your employer or people representing your employer offered for their actions.
Optum / United HealthGroup Forced Biased Diversity/Inclusion
We just had a town hall where they pushed biased diversity and inclusion. How they are trying to hire less straight white people and more diverse candidates.
Best Regards,

(b)6
SUNY Brockport
We are being forced to complete this training...
http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
On top of it, the administration knows that there is an executive order and is ignoring it until there is guidance from SUNY.
Obviously, I am emailing from an alias because I don't want to be implicated in sending this complaint.
Thank you for standing up to these people, it is out of control!
Antiracism training

Is this training, which includes exploring "what it means to be anti-black, white privilege, and Black Lives Matter" in violation of the President's recent Executive
Order? It appears to be at least partly funded by a federal grant.

DO L002587

I am reaching out to report several forms of rampant racial and sexist discrimination in hiring at Microsoft.
There are also blatant violations of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping; requiring 'diversity and inclusion' training that promotes 'white
guilt' and goes so far as to require activism toward specific 'diverse' causes in order to get promoted in theri-bT6lteam.
The work environment at Microsoft is increasingly becoming more negative toward white males (although Asian and Indian males are also discriminated against
i n hiring). I didn't know if I should call the hotline, and the reporting form didn't really seem to let me include all info necessary, so I'm starting here. I may try to
fill out the complaint form and submit it too.
Here are some of the issues:
Hello, I work for C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc. They're a Fortune 500 logistics company. I'm worried they're violating the new Executive order about Diversity
training by instituting a new company wide mandatory unconscious bias training program to all employees.
With how large the company is (over 15,000 employees) I'm certain we have federal contracts that would prohibit this training. I wanted to ask at work but fear
reprisals and losing my job for not going along with the narrative.
Hello,
Siemens is in violation of the executive order. Please see attached.
Thank you
Hello,
You may want to be aware of communications at the library of Harvard University that may violate recent OMB directives on diversity training. I do not know if
the Harvard Library is a federal contractor in any direct way, but the larger university is. I have attached screen shots of a draft definition of anti-racism to be
used in library training and strategy, along with the introductory email.
I n this communication of a proposed definition, it says "In the absence of making antiracist choices, we (un)consciously uphold aspects of white supremacy, whitedominant culture, and unequal institutions and society. Being racist or antiracist is not about what you are, it is about what you do." It is unclear at this point
whether this will become official policy as written. Response to the call for feedback was voluntary.
This email account will be deactivated and I will not respond to any inquiries.
Hello,
Part I: Recovery from White Conditioning: Building Anti-Racist Practice and Community
https://practicetransformation.umn.edu/webinars/part-i-recovery-from-white-conditioning-building-anti-racist-practice-and-community/
This should be addressed at the University of Minnesota.

Thanks,
J.B.
Please send me a sample purchase order/contract statement that would be compliant with the OFCCP with the signing of the Executive Order on Combating Race
and Sex Stereotyping.
This is currently what we are using. 8. This contractor and subcontractor shall abide by the requirements of 29 CFR 471, Appendix A to Subpart A, 41 CFR 60-1.7,
73 FR 67704; 41 CFR 60-1.4(a), 60-1.7, 60-300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a). These regulations prohibit discrimination against qualified individuals based on their status
Customer needs information on President Trump new Executive Order on Stereotyping.
Good morning,
I have a posting question. The Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping requires covered contractors to post a notice relating to the contractor's
commitments under the Executive Order. Do you know when this poster will be available?
Can you give me a sample purchase order/ contract statement acceptable under the new EO in race and sex stereotyping?
Hello, I am wondering if the training my company is requiring all employees to take violates the new order President Trump signed to prohibit divisive training. Is
Could you advise if examples of stereotypes and videos including examples of stereotypes are permitted in diversity and inclusion training when they are used for
awareness purposes of how many people think of others who are different then themselves? I conduct a lot of unconscious bias training and do discuss
stereotypes but then offer reasons why biases and stereotypes are hurtful to others and how they negatively impact decisions made in the workplace. I also then
discuss things one can do to overcome stereotypical thinking.
Customer had questions on the new Stereotyping Executive Order.

DOL002588

Marcus,
Which Division within OFCCP is responsible for enforcing the new executive order on racial and sex stereotyping? And who heads that division these days?
Thanks.

D&I Complaint: Does this Executive Order affect tech companies? Or just agencies within the government?
If it does affect tech companies, Cerner Corporation, who is doing a massive government contract with the DoD and VA, is forcing us all to take Diversity and
I nclusion training. Lots of materials about ONLY White men and why we are the problem.

(b)6

iwants to know if the recent training being provided by Buncombe County HHS is in violation of the EO on Combating Race and Ses Stereotyping.

Does executive 11246 apply to public schools in Washington state?

Sent from my iPhone
Regarding the new executive order regarding bias and sex stereotyping, will there be an official poster for us to share?
Also, what exactly is the wording we need to include in our purchase orders and subcontracts?
Thank you!
Good Morning,
I've tried to do some research in order to get some answers to a few questions.
I not sure that this is a complaint, it's more in the area of information assurance.
If OFCCP Hot Line can, for myself and others answers to a few questions:
Is DOD excluded from Executive Order 13950?
Can civilian DOD federal employees be mandated to attend "mandatory" racial equality training/listening sessions, under Executive Order 13950?
I'm told "Project Inclusion" or using the title "Listening Session" does not run afoul of the President's executive order.(Ture or False?)
I hope I'm asking the correct department these questions, or that you might be able to point me to a person/department that can.
I've attached some documents that I've been sent, after I've asked the Command Staff if this training is compliant with Executive Order 13950.
Our employees have been told that this training/program/sessions are mandatory, and we are put in groups of ten and scheduled for sessions until
Diversity Training: This training is crucial to our country and our culture. How does cancelling this training help us as a people?
It doesn't, it takes our country back decades.
Please take this back.
:(b)6!
M r. President,
Everyone knows that whatever you call fake is real. Whatever you call a lie is the truth. Whatever you accuse others of doing is what you've done. And whatever
you make fun of others for saying by accident only serves to deflect from what you say on purpose.

DOL002589

Dear OFCCP,
I n recent years, I have watched with great concern as a senior government official has repeatedly engaged in vicious sexual and racial stereotyping. I am hoping
that your agency will investigate this official and thereby restore our American Pride & Greatness.
Here are a few of the things this official has said publicly:
*African nations are "shithole" countries.
*Latino people who migrate to the US from Mexico are "rapists and murderers."
*Women are happy to be grabbed by their "pussies."
* Laziness is a trait in blacks. It really is, I believe that."
*"Really, who knows how much the Japs will pay for Manhattan property these days?"
* Women:"You have to treat'em like shit."
I am happy to provide more information for your investigation. The government official is named Donald J. Trump, and he works at the White House.
Thank you for investigating.
Sincerely,

(b)6
Caller left a voicemail message opposing the new executive order.
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9/30/2020 12:20 PM

Anortyrnoweorn aints

9/30/2020 12:15 PM

Anonyrno vearn aintsumu see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP. Sent with
ProtonMail Secure Email.
ArmnyrnonsiEoroplaints
I believe my employer, Fifth Third Bank National Association, is a federal contractor and is violating the
President's executive order on critical race theory and race and sex stereotyping. Part of the training is
at the link below under "Inclusion Toolkit" https://www.53.com/content/fifth-third/en/personalbanking/about/diversity-at-fifth-third/diversity-statement.html. The training defines a variety of terms
and its important to click on each term because there is a link to materials banned by the executive
order. The other training consists of LinkedIn Learning videos. How do I send these to you? The issue is
you have to have a Linkedln Learning account in order to view the videos. Thank you.
Anonyrnous Corn laintsmun Hello: Please note the attached materials showing critical race theory trainings in King County, WA
government. The first attachment consists of training materials from a mandatory training in 2017 or
2018 in the King County Prosecutor's Office. This training was held during work time at a government
facility. The second is a screenshot of a recent 2020 email from King County Prosecutor's Office HR
requiring that only white employees would are required to review critical race materials and attend a
mandatory discussion session about race-related issues. In addition, local government employees have
been repeatedly sent so-called Equity and Social Justice Newsletters, which contained critical race theory
materials. These materials were developed through an Equity and Social Justice (ESJ) Team, which
included top leaders within the office and were transmitted during work time on government IT
resources. One copy of such a newsletter from 2018 is attached. I believe that the King County Pr
Google being a government contractor extensively teaches critical race theory on many of its owned
Anonymous earnplaints
platforms. This needs to be investigated. Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
My employer the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power(LADWP) has Federal contracts but has
Armnyrnous Cornplaints
rolled out racial equity program which will be spearheaded by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion--I
suspect this is their involvement in expanding critical race theory to hiring and promotion practices
within LADWP. This is brought forth by Mayor Garcetti's Executive Directive No. 27--Racial Equity in City
Government. I suspect the Executive Directive is the City's active role in promoting critical race theory
across City Government. I have attached two documents: One from the LADWP outlining their plans for
their implementation of critical race theory in hiring and promotion practices(GM Bulletin - A Message

9/30/2020 12:25 PM

9/30/2020 12:43 PM

9/30/2020 2:19 PM
9/30/2020 2:22 PM

Employer: Anne Arundel County Public Schools, Annapolis Maryland. Concern: Required book studies
for all exec staff, leaders, and school principals on 'White Fragility' and other critical race theory topics.
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from the General Manager), and the second is the Mayor's Executive Directive No. 27
paa9i (MayorGarcettiExecutiveDirective27) outlining the requirement for all City Departments to implement
critical race theory practices. Received two emails from the same person.

9/30/2020 2:28 PM

9/30/2020 2:49 PM

9/30/2020 5:59 PM

Teaching assistants and faculty are required to do sensitivity trainings (which used to be in person),
w here critical race theory is at the center. White privilege is taught as the gospel. I don't have much
proof at the moment because I delete emails, but I've pasted a recent screenshot below...
Anonyrnous Corn lairitsmun This may not surprise you but I would like to let you know that Microsoft has internal training based
upon critical race theory that is mandatory for all employees. The training includes: - Unconscious Bias —
Covering — Allyship - Introduction to Privilege Sample text from training: "Privilege is linked to
oppression" "For example, societies that prefer individuals who are thin with light skin will in turn
oppress people who do not meet that description" "Power lies at the root of privilege" I know this
training is wrong and people should not be forced to learn this divisive and subversive material. This
critical race theory philosophy will only create more hostility among people in society and needs to be
stopped.
Anonyrnous Corn lairitsmun American Express Critical Race Theory Violation: Hi -- I would like to report a possible violation of the
new executive order regarding critical race training. American Express is a federal contractor and
recently had a company-wide seminar on how capitalism is intrinsically racist. On September 24th, the
Harvard professor Khalil Muhammad and Vince Hudson gave a company-wide talk titled "Reflecting on
our History and "the American dream." The talk focused on how America's entire economy is racist and
how all wealth is tied to racism. It was a textbook example of critical race theory given by a professor
who has literally written textbooks on critical race theory.

Anonyrnous Cornpiaints

Several statements throughout the talk seem to be in violation:
1. Muhammad explicitly said that we have a "racist criminal justice system."
2. He said that we can not "escape" historical racism.

Page 2 of 41
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3. "All of these people were raw material or used as labor through enslavement and colonization to
FooK create capital... We can't un

9/30/2020 6:02 PM

Aroryrnous Corn taint

To Whom it May Concern,
Be advised, the American Academy of Pediatrics(AAP) has scheduled Ibram X. Kendi (a known promoter
of Critical Race Theory) to speak at their 2020 National Conference on 5 October 2020.
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) is listed in the federal database beta.sam.gov, DUNS ID:
055399364 and CAGE Code 1A9A2. Therefore, it is possible this is in non-compliance of the President's
executive order regarding promotion of CRT within organizations that receive federal dollars.
Find promotional email attached and official link below:
https://aapexperience.org/
Quote from Dr Kendi promoting discrimination:
"The defining question is whether the discrimination is creating equity or inequity. If discrimination is
creating equity, then it is antiracist. If discrimination is creating inequity, then it is racist.... The only
remedy to racist discrimination is antiracist discrimination. The only remedy to past discrimination is
present discrimination. The only reme
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9/30/2020 6:07 PM

Indu ry Catego
Moonyrnouskorri laints

riptio
I'm nervous about giving my name and potentially facing retaliation, but I work for Liberty Mutual
Insurance (which has federal contracts) and have been subjected to a very hostile work environment. It
grew slowly at first, but in 2020 has become supercharged.
M y manager has assigned me the task of leading a training and discussion for my work unit on White
Privilege and how we're all really racist, even if we aren't racist at all. There is no graceful way to back
out of this without killing my career and training like this has been happening throughout the company.
This week, the company announced a goal to "increase leader accountability" and will be basing
performance ratings and bonuses on hitting numerical targets for women and people of color in certain
roles. It has become a very hostile workplace for white males.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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Opened
9/30/2020 6:34 PM

Inquiry Category
Anortymous Com aints

Description
Hello,
I work at Oregon Health & Science University. My university has fully adopted Critical Race Theory. We
have a Diversity and Inclusion department that has embedded itself in all practices at the University,
from hiring, training, what's appropriate to research, all student's are being indoctrinated and it goes on.
Please help me and my fellow coworkers.
Here are links and documents on the page linked below 'teaching' white people how to be a good antiracist.
https://libguides.ohsu.edu/race-racism-health/cdi-antiracist-resources
On top of this, Portland State University has classes specifically on Critical Race Theory https://www.pcc.edu/equity/tools/critical-race-theory-toolkit/
There's much more.
Thank you for your help!

9/30/2020 6:22 PM

AnortymoowCarri laints

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
Wolters Kluwer as a government contractor should not be engaging in Critical Race Theory training. It is
clear based on the attached image that they are still engaging in this "training" indoctrination.
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Inquiry Category
AnortyrnoUS Com aints

Description
Everlaw is forcing employees to attend training with below agenda:
What diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging is and why it matters
Bias and how it impacts the workplace
Understanding your perspective and privilege
Microaggressions and their impact on social connections
How to be an ally at Everlaw
I nterviewers at Everlaw were forced to attend a session last month which focused on how to interview
and hire "peoples of color".

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
9/30/2020 6:26 PM

Anonyrnou%Cornpiaints

Trumps order on CRT - Iowa State University in Ames Iowa - Federal Contracts
Iowa state university in Ames Iowa - federal research university.
A quick web search has shown that this university may be teaching, promoting and indoctrinating staff in
CRT. I've included results of web searches below.
University held training courses on CRT (staff according to local news paper)
https://www.iowastatedaily.com/newshowa-state-student-government-social-justice-reform-withinthe-university-reg-stewart-sharron-evans-michael-newton-wendy-wintersteen-india-robinson-morganfritz-jacob-schrader-forum-youtube/article_627d6c94-b02d-llea-b369-efOfd6e11840.html
"In December, we held for all of our supervisors, a training called racial intelligence, and that training
was a one of many that we plan on doing into the future, that really got people to think differently and
think about really focusing on workplace culture, campus culture and what our role is when we think
through bias incidents."
Page 6 of 41
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0pened
9/30/2020 6:28 PM

Inqu ry Catego
AnortymoUS Com aints

riptio
Open Window School (located in Bellevue, WA) has a large Critical Race Theory component in their
h umanities curriculum. I believe they are federal grant recipients and participate in several NASA
projects. Their web address is:
https://www.openwindowschool.ord
CONTACT INFORMATION
6128 168th Place SE, Bellevue WA 98006
T: 425-747-2911 F: 425-562-4035 E: ows@ows.org
Office Hours: 8AM-6PM Pacific

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
9/30/2020 6:32 PM

Armnyrnous Cornpleintsminim Brown-Forman Corporation is still conducting training on Critical Race Theory. This company sells adult
beverages to the Military (Jack Daniel's).

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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Daten nie
0pened
9/30/2020 6:45 PM

Indu ry Catego
Moonyrnouskorri laints

riptio
Hello Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
Per the recent Executive Order related to organized identity-politics/critical race theory behavior within
Federal Contractors, I am writing to report the following:
Ongoing discriminatory, divisive influence related to identity-politics/critical race theory at Lockheed
Martin. Additionally, company propriety propaganda that aims to explicitly influence voting and
protesting with resentment against law enforcement, Caucasians, and President Trump.
Please review the provided attachments:
• DOL Report — examples of identity-politics/critical race theory content from Lockheed Martin following
the Executive Order
• DOD Whistleblower Hotline Report (ID Redact) — an ID-redacted copy of the report sent per request to
the DOD Whistleblower Hotline regarding the above content. The report was rejected — additional
details can be found within the LOD Report summary.
The subject concern is being shared anonymously, given the risk of my ide
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Opened
10/1/2020 1:58 PM

Inquiry Category
Anortymous Com aints

Description
Hello, I am a masters level practitioner at the Guest House of Milwaukee, a federally funded (HUD, VA,
etc.) homeless shelter that Secretary Carson visited in 2018.
At the Guest House of Milwaukee, all employees were a. categorized by race b. segregated into trainings
based on race and c. limited in their ability to attend other sessions due to their race.
All three of these actions seem to violate EEOC laws.
However, I am writing you because the trainings are exactly the "racial sensitivity/critical race theory"
that this office was created to address.
I have two audio recordings of zoom trainings, one with all white staff and one with all staff.
The consultant is Catrice Jackson, her work on CRT is widely available.
I am glad to share the recordings as this is a prime example of these CRT trainings in the workplace and it
is really creating harm to many staff members. And this is agency is largely funded by government grants
and Medicaid.

10/2/2020 2:56 PM

I would like to stay anonymous if
Armnymous Cornplaiintsium Linfield University-critical race theory training
The ABC's of Equity - What is Systemic Racism & How Can We Better Understand Our Patients' Stories?:
Oct. 5, 4-5:30 p.m. Zoom. Email for link. Join Professor Teela Foxworth for a virtual training on systemic
racism.

10/5/2020 11:17 AM

10/5/2020 11:22 AM

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
He wants to file a complaint claiming that the new executive order is not a law because it was not passed
by Congress and therefore it has not effect of law. It is just a bigoted and racist executive order created
for political purposes. This individual left 4 messages and they are attached to this inquiry.
Armnymo vearn aintsumu (b)61wants to file a complaint against SAP Concur because managers are being asked to read the book
"White Frailty" and there is cross training on Allyship.

.IN::nortymoowCarri
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10/5/2020 12:07 PM

Anortymokmeorn aints

10/5/2020 12:45 PM

AnortymoowCarri laints

Description
Hi my employer is a federal contractor and this was one among a list of emails sent to all employees.
Please take action
CRT Training at Norman Rockwell Museum.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
10/7/2020 11:59 AM

Anonymo vearn Pi.aintsumu Hello,

10/7/2020 5:18 PM

AnortymoowCarri laints

10/7/2020 5:22 PM

AnortymolawCarh laints

I'd like to stay anonymous to avoid any issues with my employer. However, the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, in Pasadena CA, has race and sex stereotyping trainings given to employees. The NASA JPL
director said these trainings will be mandatory for managers at JPL. They may also become mandatory
for regular employees in the future or they may provide a list of many trainings where you have to pick
at least one to take. All these trainings say that all white men are racist by nature, and they have
unconscious biases towards other races, sexes, etc. These trainings also restrict freedom of speech for
employees to discuss these issues openly without getting judged. They place the workplace dynamics
into an "oppressors" vs "oppressed" tribal interaction which is definitely discriminatory and can only end
badly.
Violation of Critical Race Theory Executive Order. I'd like to anonymously report the company I work for,
AbbVie, for violating the President's executive order regarding federal contractors and critical race
theory. There are currently mandatory trainings underway with more to come. A list of specific trainings
and more plans to come have been sent out broadly by Rae Livingston, Chief Equity Officer as recently as
today(10/7/20) along with various other trainings and emails sent from organizational leadership.
Hello, I work for AbbVie and we were recently advised of MANDATORY culture sensitivity training (2 part
series). The very first session the woman led off with "meritocracy is a myth."
I find it very trouble that this is mandatory and honestly illegal given the presidents recent EO. I wanted
to reach out so this is on your radar. Thanks, take care, and stay safe.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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10/8/2020 2:11 PM

Inquiry Category
AnortymoUS Corn aints

Description
Old Dominion University is promoting among its employees the attached document that it created,
w hich I believe engages in race and sex stereotyping; be sure to note the materials it links to.
The attached document was downloaded from this ODU site:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aHuWmCo4uM_08MJ9R_cOalm12u11JjnH/edit
The site contains further documents and links that are relevant to your inquiry.
Submitted anonymously, by an employee.

10/9/2020 11:30 AM

10/9/2020 11:36 AM

Anortyrnous eorri laintsimm I work for a credit bureau, Transunion which has developed courses and training that go against the
recent executive order issued on September 22, 2020. Transunion is considered a government contractor
with the federal government so is subject to this executive order. Managers have already had the
training, general employees have been told they are required to take the training starting this month.

ArmnyrriousEernplaints

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
I have been in Management at MSFT for 8+ years and know that we absolutely slot minorities (Black,
Female, Hispanic)for roles. One example I can provide is that while I am part <minority>, I had to
change my HR status to indicate this in order to be eligible to get into Management 8+ years ago.
I am active in hiring and believe that creating a diverse pool of candidates and then hiring the best
person from that pool is the right course of action, however there are jobs that are slotted for minorities.
Of course, these are things that are discussed, but not documented.
I would need Whistleblower protection & I'd need to retain an employment lawyer of my own to
continue with more detail & examples as I believe stepping forward may impact my employment.
Let me know if this is of interest so that I can retain an employment lawyer.
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10/9/2020 11:54 AM

Inquiry Category
Anortymcj.us Com laints

Description
Subject: More Microsoft D&I Propaganda and Abuse of Power
Please protect my identity. I write to you again with another email coming down from senior leadership
team. Very crafty wording here but basically saying this individual will (and is) abusing his power through
actions and mandatory requirements for employees. D&I priority is already mandatory and includes
training on unconscious bias and white privilege. The book club mentioned in email is mandatory and
only contains books on CRT. I reported this email too. I do not want money or any attention. I just want
to do my job without being harassed. Please help.
I apologize for the poor quality, as I am too frightened to forward the email directly.

Sincerely,

10/13/2020 1:35 PM

[(b)6
Anortymcj.us Com laintsmun more
attached is email response from Asao Inoue - clearly states anti-white bias

see the attached pdf. proposed changes are in red. please do something about this ASAP.
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nplio

ten
pen
9/28/2020 6:24 PM

Named Complaints

I would like to know if "Unconscious Bias" training, including race based IAT testing, offered through
CORA (Center for Organizational Responsibility and Advancement https://coralearning.ord) when
mandated for school/ college employees is in conflict with the Executive Order on Combating Race and
Sex Stereotyping.
Thank you for your assistance.

(b)6
9/29/2020 5:11 PM

9/30/2020 12:12 PM

Named Complaints

Named Complaints

LA Metro is currently in the process of designing and implementing mandatory diversity and inclusion
trainings that are based on critical race theory. The proposed subject matter of these trainings are
inherently discriminatory against white employees at Metro. In a recent town-hall event for the agency,
LA Metro's Chief Executive Officer, Chief Ethics Officer, and Executive Officer of Equity & Race
communicated to staff that they would "not treat all employees equally" in order to achieve equitable
outcomes through the race-based, discriminatory practices.
LA Metro is one of the Nation's largest transportation authorities and receives billions of dollars in
federal funding each year. As an employee that may be directly impacted by these discriminatory
practices and/or forced to comply with critical race theory-based trainings in order to keep my
employment, I feel that I have a responsibility to report these discriminatory practices in accordance
with the President's recent executiv
Good afternoon, It has recently come to my attention that Norristown Area High School in the
Norristown Area School District in West Norriton, Montgomery County PA is forcing their staff to
partake in a "cultural proficiency" professional development program that is using elements of the
critical race theory. Many teachers told me that recently they had watch a video presentation and
answer questions from a speaker named Ibram X. Kendi. Mr. Kendi has outlandish ideas and has recently
made some inflammatory remarks regarding white people adopting black babies. The teachers whom I
speak with believe in cultural proficiency, however, they do not believe in Marxist indoctrination at the
hands of tax payers money. As a tax payer in that district, I am appalled that my taxes are being used for
such indoctrination when the teachers should be figuring out how to teach virtually. Please investigate
this matter and put a stop to it if possible. Norristown is a title one school and relies on fe
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1st photo is the Board of Directors for Denver Public Schools.

9/30/2020 12:34 PM
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9/30/2020 2:25 PM

Named Complaints

9/30/2020 2:51 PM
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To Whom it May Concern, I am a present employee at JP Morgan Chase. Find attached evidence of
operations contrary to the recent Executive Order on divisive ideologies and racial scapegoating that
should disqualify my employer from future federal contracts of which it presently has a huge number. It
also includes evidence of events directly supporting the Black Lives Matter political movement/
organization. Divisive ideological teachings include: * Intersectionality * White privilege theory *
Microaggression. Invited speakers include: * Robin DiAngelo, author of "White Fragility" * Reni EddoLodge, author of "Why I'm No Longer Talking to White People About Race". Escalating these concerns
inside the organization has been met with rebuttal and shutdown from HR despite the fact such events
and training flagrantly breach our Code of Conduct policies for "individuals who conduct business with
our company", see 4.1 Diversity and Inclusion, as well as political neutrality clauses for "Bus
I don't believe NASA, a government entity, should be promoting the anti-white dogma found on this
website, especially the recommended
books: https://www.nasa.gov/centers/hq/eodm/documents_resources/resources_for_learning_and_tal
king_about_racism_and_inequality/
Dear Department of Labor hotline, I would like to report federal contract spending on critical race theory
in the state of Virginia. Fairfax County Virginia recently gave $20,000 for a 60 minute virtual speech from
Ibram X. Kendi on Critical Race Theory:
https://twittercom/swipewright/status/1308923102802391040?s=21. To compare, $20,000 is the
maximum that Fairfax County has given any small business for COVID relief due to dwindling outdoor
shoppers, etc. So Fairfax County ostensibly took $20,000 from a struggling small business to give to an
hour long speech that nobody asked for. Fairfax County benefits greatly from federal contracts and
grants, and received $42 million from the federal CARES act alone, just this year. It appears Fairfax
County used some of that federal money for its Critical Race Theory expenditure. Fairfax County has a
system for overpayment refunds in place so it should be easy for the county to refund every taxpayer for
its illegal spending. Thank you so much
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In violation of reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-trump-fightingharmful-ideologies-cause-division-federal-workplaces/. The message was written July 15, 2020. It still
remains on the Shipyard's homepage on the LAN. On 9/29/20,
OFCCPComplaintHotline <OFCCPComplaintHotline@dol.gov> wrote: This email acknowledges receipt of
your inquiry through the OFCCP > Complaint email box. A member of the help desk team will be in >
contact with you shortly. You may visit the OFCCP website at > https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp.
You may also call the OFCCP > Complaint Hotline Number at 202-343-2008 if you need immediate
assistance.>
https://www.amazon.com/Witnessing-Whiteness-Need-About-Second/dp/1607092573
"Witnessing Whiteness invites readers to consider what it means to be white, describes and critiques
strategies used to avoid race issues, and identifies the detrimental effect of avoiding race on cross-race
collaborations. The author illustrates how racial discomfort leads white people toward poor relationships
with people of color. Questioning the implications our history has for personal lives and social
institutions, the book considers political, economic, socio-cultural, and legal histories that shaped the
meanings associated with whiteness."

Screenshot of email attached
Thank you for investigating this sir
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We were told flat out that Boeing doesn't have enough women or people of color and were told to
actively seek out women and people of color to apply for jobs. I don't necessarily mind that overall, but
the whole tone seems to be "them above all else".
We don't have a white employee association, when asked we are told that "you have many other groups
to choose from". There are different, special awards
that I dont qualify and no "white engineer of the year" or any specific "white" awards.
I will take a few screen shots to show what they are doing. It could be all within the letter of the law and
ethical, but to me and many other white males it makes us feel like we aren't really given a fair shake.
If this is not something of interest, I apologize for wasting your time. If you would like me to provide
more, I will do my best.
We just want to do our job and put out a quality product (I work in the defense side)
Thank you for your consideration

(b)6
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I want to be the first person to complain that the OFCCP has set up this hotline.
1. It violates the OFCCP's mission to support Diversity
2. It violates Freedom of Speech
3. It puts the OFCCP in the position of policing Diversity training materials, thereby taking staff away from
their actual mission to conduct compliance reviews
4. If an employee wants to make a complaint right now — clearly the E0 did not cover the contract since
it just went into effect on 9/22/20 — so any prior training does not fall under the E0.
5. It violates state and local laws
I am advising all of my clients to issue a statement denouncing the Executive Order and supporting their
Diversity Programs.
Best regards,

9/30/2020 6:36 PM

Named Complaints

Lockheed Martin: Forced diversity raining on white privilege to all employees.

9/30/2020 6:38 PM

Named Complaints

I'm not sure if this company qualifies but the hospital system I work for is now pushing critical race
theory. The company is Intermountain Healthcare, it is a non-profit hospital. It is the largest hospital
system in Utah and surrounding states. It not only received federal money,federal contracts, it is a
registered not for profit hospital. They are not only teaching CRT, but changing how healthcare is to be
delivered to comply with CRT. Our CEO is Marc Harrison, and he is also pushing CRT. I am worried about
this, please investigate. Intermountain Healthcare is going to choose WHO gets medical care based on
teachings of CRT, and it is terrifying. I'm happy to provide internal emails, bulletins, or policies of you
need them
Thank you
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Good morning,
I'm writing about the Federal Reserve Bank (the Fed), the central bank of the United States. The Fed may
be separate from the Federal Government but perhaps it can be classified as a contractor for the Federal
Government?? In any case, it's quasi-government and I'm hoping one of these email addresses can take
up this matter and/or pass it along to someone who can help.
A close friend works for the Fed in Boston and I know first hand that they are forcing critical race theory
on their employees, such as "unconscious bias" training and recommended reading lists containing books
like White Fragility and How to be an Anti-Racist. Most recently, the Fed's "Diversity and Inclusion"
group has changed its name to "Diversity, Equity and Inclusion" which is a step in the WRONG direction.

9/30/2020 6:55 PM

Named Complaints

M y friend (the Fed employee) would not contact anyone directly as a whistleblower for fear of
retribution, nor do they know that I am reaching out so I'm trusting that this is completely con
University of Florida racial bias training - Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion
and bias— Learn & Grow
Training coming this fall to begin to address racism, inclusion and bias...
UF faculty, staff and students with experience with and expertise in racial justice came together for a
half-day...
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10/2/2020 2:48 PM
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I bell've my employer is in violation of executive order 11246 as a result of postings, trainings and
suggested reading of its diversity and inclusion department.
M y name is
!and I work at the Ohio Veterans home in Sandusky, Ohio. State of Ohio
(b)6
employees are forced to take this training and it is extremely racist. The training tells white people they
are racists. White people have no right to have values or beliefs. I consider this to be Antifa training.
Please watch the training.
Log in to my0hio.gov and click My workspace, launch the OH ID Store, Select learning on Demand. They
have the closed fist in the background for Black Lives Matter. I would like to talk with someone as I have
q uestions about 117 staff and residents diagnosed with COVID 19 at the Ohio Veterans Home. At least 20
residents died as a result of poor management of PPE. The Department of Veteran services have placed
many residents and staffs lives at risk. In e-mails management calls employees Cowards Lazy Stupid,
Brainless selfish they have created a hostile work environment blaming employees for resident's deaths.
There is no one to get answers to questio
To whom it may concern,
I write this with anonymity as I am in fear of my job as a white Christian conservative. We have recently
received an email in Microsoft Corporation that is forcing us to read books about CRT and anti-American
propaganda. This abuse is a violation of my rights and feels like an abuse of power. I am already forced to
take MANDATORY training about "privilege" and "unconscious bias".
Attached are screen shots. Please protect my anonymity.
I do not want money. I just want to do my job without being forced to comply with someone else's
beliefs.
Thank you,

(b)6
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Good morning,
I read, with interest, the Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. Recently, I was required
to attend a training on oppressive "white culture" (details attached) that may be in violation of this
order.

10/2/2020 2:54 PM

Named Complaints

Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Hello,
Please provide me with additional information, including examples, of what types of training content
might be considered problematic.
thanks,
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To Whom It May Concern:
I am employed as a special investigator by CACI International, which has contracts with the Department
of Defense and other agencies to conduct national security and public trust investigations.
I recently took mandatory annual training, to include Insider Threat and Hostile Work Environment. I've
taken this training before and I have found parts of the training to be offensive. I am now making a
complaint under the President's recent Executive Order banning federal contractors from using training
m aterial which promotes racial and gender stereotypes.

10/5/2020 12:38 PM

Named Complaints

In "Insider Threat," the person identified in the training as a possible insider threat is a white male. Coworkers discuss their concerns about the possible threat. Another white male, older than the possible
threat, does not want to report his coworker because of his personal belief that in their field of work,
everyone sticks together. Another co-worker, a younger black male, is emphatic that the possibl
This is a major violation of trumps executive order banning critical race theory: California Requires Racial
'Equity' to End Lockdown.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protectionsoutlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpjmedia.com%2Fnews-andpolitics%2Ftyler-o-neil%2F2020%2F10%2F02%2Fcritical-race-theory-as-pandemic-response-californiarequires-equity-to-ease-lockdownsn998386&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C9ae7f2b00eac422fa40908d86
8134276%7C75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637373779238735626&amp;sdata=P
oHJ3kwa6JFNmG083v11gby9Ks60rCFcfULSXeKfKAM%3D&amp;reserved=0

b 6
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Raytheon Technologies Content Violates Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping (Part
1)
I am reporting that federal contractor Raytheon Technologies is promoting workplace training to its
employees that is in violation of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
The company's training fails to comply with the following order guidance:

10/6/2020 11:45 AM

Named Complaints

1. The contractor shall not use any workplace training that inculcates in its employees any form of race
or sex stereotyping or any form of race or sex scapegoating, including the concepts that (a) one race or
sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;(b) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is
inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;(c) an individual should be
discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her race or sex;(d)
members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without respect to
Good Morning,
I am writing to you today to express concern and rage over BART spending $400,000 for consultants to
lecture employees of concepts that are found in "critical race theory." The article by the SF Chronicle,
entitled "Oscar Grant's mother... help BART prevent shootings like the one that killed her son," details
how the agency is spending money on aspects like "implicit bias."[1] It is one thing to sit in a circle and
sing kumbaya but it's a different one when I have to spend 9-12 dollars a day as a rider to fund such
inflammatory bile. These diversity training sessions in public agencies have pushed a deeply ideological
agenda that includes reducing people to a racial essence, segregating them, and judging them by their
group identity rather than their individual merit. Since the presidential debates that took place a week
ago, people have been researching about the pernicious nature of such topics that has come out of the
fringes of academia and now is infecting institu
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E0 11246 Potential violation: Because OED is largely federally funded I'm not sure if this is specifically a
violation of the Executive Order or not. However it might well be due to contracts between the State of
Oregon and the Federal Government.

(b)6

From!

Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 3:25 PM
Subject: Announcement: Registration Now Open for Statewide DEI Conference

Greetings Employment Department colleagues,

Registration is now OPEN for this year's Statewide Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Conference. This annual
conference offers state employees a selection of engaging educational sessions, and I am proud that the
Employment Department is once again a key sponsor of this event. This year's theme is "Amplifying the
Voices of Equity," and the entire conference will be held online with no limit on the number of attendees
per agency. The 2020 conference offers shorter session blocks with varying start times each day
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Sacramento State Anti Racism Convocation. Hello, I'm a nursing student who is 9 months away from
earning my bachelors degree. Two weeks ago our professor assigned us to attend this "anti-racist"
convocation and while completing it I have never felt more racist. I found myself using newly learned
words like white-passing (even if you're not of European descent, if your skin is too light you're
privileged). I wonder how they determine if one is white-passing, do they have color swatches to
compare to? I'm complaining because this anti racist movement is not about equity, it's about
demonizing white people. I believe Sacramento state is funded in part by federal grants, does President
Trump's executive order about race training and scapegoating apply in this scenario? Ibram X Kendi was
a keynote speaker, that should say enough.
Sincerely,
A defeated conservative
The department that I work for at Microsoft is responsible for providing code updates for all versions of
Windows and is currently known as CSD and is a part of Experiences and Devices. We have several
contracts with the Federal Government to support old versions of Windows. Some of the incidents below
occured while we were called WSD and happened while we were part of the Azure team (who have the
JEDI contract), or while we were part of COSINE.
This department has had several incidents of pretty clear anti-white anti-male racism perpetrator by
management and HR. The first major incident was when: (b)6 :was let go. HR came to an
organization meeting and flatly told us that if a they could not find a diversity candidate then they would
avoid appointing a white male to the position for months. Everyone knew that
(pl.§
l(a white
male) was the most likely candidate for the position but they made him wait over 6 months before
allowing him to fill it, leaving us without proper
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Good morning,

Raytheon Technologies (RTX) Diversity & Inclusion violates executive order: I'd like to report my
company, Raytheon Technologies (https://www.rtx.com/en). The division I work for is Collins Aerospace.

I've included two offending references.

1. The first is an email which details racist exclusionary policies against whites: "Each of us is also excited
to embark on a reverse mentoring journey, focused on learning from - and building meaningful
relationships with - colleagues of color." The email also details policies to exclude whites from high level
positions.
2. The second is a Diversity & Inclusion Resources worksheet I was sent after complaining about the
exclusion of whites. All of the sources clearly have a liberal, anti-white bias including NY Times 1619 and
"White Fragility" references. I don't think that's fair because I'm sure
would be offended if the
book was titled "
Fragility." 1619 is already (quietly) retracting parts of their s
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Galvanize is a skills training company that started as one of the first data science boot camps. I got an
email from them recently asking if data was racist, positioning that inherent bias causes data bias. The
click-through in the email takes you to the presentation landing page with the video and slides.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.comfiurl=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.galvanize.com%2Fin-caseyou-missed-our-how-data-can-be-racistevent%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCPComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C2672553e4a0b4eb5a6a508d
86b0520c4%7C75a6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637377017512034486&amp;sdata
=Oh H2pyjoz1J0tH KnC8d H B4FSMsjvCV9sjPktZ2pLTBk%3D&am p;reserved=0

10/8/2020 1:35 PM

Named Complaints

Slides link:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
1XYwhtoasvdyJAXNGBWtuH94u5CVO_weS%2Fview%3Fusp%3Dsharing&amp;data=02%7C01%7COFCCP
ComplaintHotline%40dol.gov%7C2672553e4a0b4eb5a6a508d86b0520c4%7C75a6305472044e0c9126ad
ab971d4aca%7C0%7C1%7C637377017512034486&amp;sda
Hello, Just wanted to share the U of Iowa info on the Executive order, see link below.
Thank you!

(b)6
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnow.uiowa.edu%2F2020%2F10%
2Fmessage-regarding-executive-order13950%3Futm_source%3D IANowFaculty%26utm_medium%3Dexec_order_message%26utm_campaign
%3DIANowFaculty-10-82020&data=02%7C01%7CDouglas.Tania.C%40do1.gov%7C4919cdc3ed5f4fa2634508d86bab1d66%7C75a
6305472044e0c9126adab971d4aca%7C0%7C0%7C637377729955676121&sdata=kr2y5%2Fxk8mYaaDM
M 1p MvryvCfw2%2BRmTe9%2BI EjvGG RHQ%3D&reserved=0
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Hi, is this complaint hotline anonymous?
I read about your looking into Microsoft - BRAVO!
However, this same thing is happening at other Tech companies around the country.
I was told by a Vice President recently, our team needs to get younger, and the team needs to be less
'white'. I have been told I am too old by my manager.
We have been told over and over that our company needs to be at 30% black and latino by 2030 and
50% female.
This has financial benefits to the company - disguising getting rid of older employees for out of college
'diverse' employees.
The HR dept keeps asking us what we identify as-- why does that matter!? I do not identify as male or
female or white/black/green during work hours. I identify as an employee and I do my job darn well.
They are trying to fill check boxes for good press all the while eliminating higher salaries.
I don't understand why we can't hire and RETAIN the best people no matter the color or gender. Isn't
being blind to
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On September 30, 2020, Wells Fargo's head of Human Resources David Galloreese sent a message to all
managers, in direct defiance to the Executive Order (referenced above in my subject line). Wells Fargo
required us to complete a Diversity and Inclusion 2 (class, called)"Understanding Unconscious Bias:
Invisible Influencers." It was added to the transcript of required learning, that we all had to complete by
Oct 16, 2020. The class essentially said, all people have bias. I disagree and feel this course is trying to
brain wash me into a liberal ideology. Wells Fargo has 265,000 employees, it is my understanding that
Galloreese/Wells Fargo sent to all managers, company wide.

(b)6
M y name is
I in the investment banking group called High Grade Debt
Capital Markets,_Wells Farg_g Securities,. 550 South Tryon Street charlotte, NC 28202. Call me if you have
i
ii
any questions at!
(b)6

i.

(b)6
10/9/2020 11:19 AM

Named Complaints

FCPS.EDU: Superintendent Brabran's Diversity Training Is Non-Compliant With POTUS Executive Order
13950
Dear Superintendent Brabrand and FCPS School Board,
The U.S. Federal Government officially defines the term 'Federal Government Contractor' as any
individuals, employers, or organizers who enter into a contract with the United States (any department
or agency) to perform a specific job, supply labor and materials, or for the sale of products and services
(sic with or without federal funding).
FCPS (and your Asst Superintendent Ms. Leigh Burden) receives various types of US Federal money such
as CARES Act & Federal Stimulus money to perform services on behalf of the US Government such as
addressing one-time COVID-19 costs, and post-COVID placeholder funding, and handheld thermometer
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money. Additionally FCPS gets CARES Act-funded federal Governor's Emergency Education Relief(GEER)
Fund to help them expand distance learning opportunities, fund services for students disproportionatel

10/9/2020 11:46 AM

10/9/2020 12:16 PM
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Can you tell me if this is in violation of Executive Order 13950? Thank you

Named Complaints

Our agency is pushing this 21-day racial equity training, here is the link,
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/labor_law/membership/equal_opportunity/
To whom it may concern,
The attached email has been sent to students at the University of Maryland, College Park, to students of
but not limited to the CMNS department. This newsletter mentions an opening for" qualified individuals
and/or teams to create a public-facing dashboard to share our school's progress towards anti-racism and
inclusiveness in our teaching, research, service, and
operations." The content, and it's implication that "progress towards anti-racism and inclusiveness" is
ongoing, poses a potential violation of the recent Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex
Stereotyping. The term "anti-racism" has been almost exclusively used by people promoting the ideology
that the EO wishes to address, commonly known as Critical Race Theory, to refer to themselves and their
thoughts. As noted in the EO, this ideology is discriminatory and undermines racial relations.
U MD College Park is a public institution funded with taxpayer money. Please make sure that
governmental fu
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Dear Sir/Madam:
I would like to know if Buncombe County DHHS Asheville, NC is in compliance with recent Executive
Order on combating Race and Sex stereotyping due to the upcoming (and recent) training through Racial
Equity Institute scheduled on October 16 specifically for Buncombe County staff. I am concern with the
following agenda, i.e. Racial Equity Institute presenters "will use stories and data to present a
perspective e that racism is fundamentally structural in nature."
Thank you for the consideration,

b
10/13/2020 11:41
AM

Named Complaints

I am an employee within the Resources For Human Development organization (specifically the Family
Practice and Counseling Network), a federally qualified health center (FQHC) based in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Thus, I need to report long-standing violations of this organization based on Executive
order 13950.
For the past several years, we have had many trainings and meetings based on Critical Race Theory. We
are shown videos of "white privilege" and "white supremacy". As employees, we are asked to support
the Black Lives Matter organization and attend BLM "protests" in the name of social justice. I receive
emails from human recourses and the executive director of The Family Practice and Counseling Network
about "...collectively engineer...a different future." And "Unconscious Bias". I have other emails I could
forward you to this effect. Further, there is a group at my specific office, called the "Ending Racism
Committee" that meets biweekly and though not mandatory; employees are of
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Hello,
Please investigate PwC US diversity and inclusion training programs. There are conference calls on white
privilege and company matching funds for doing nations to BLM and other social justice organizations.
Employees are give 40 hours per year to volunteer with social justice organizations.
The orientation materials are also hostile to Christians.
See Linkedln for some published information by PwC in their diversity initiatives.
Former PwC employee

10/13/2020 1:50 PM

Named Complaints

Dear fellow patriot,
Michigan State University continues to hold many training presentations, weekly "listening sessions"(yes
every week), and a week long annual conference (9/28-10/2/20)focused on working DEI into everything
from financial counseling, to 4H,to invasive species, they also are pushing affinity groups which are
segregated by race.
I love my school, MSU, and I am a high performer, but I still fear retaliation from MSU's current
leadership; so please do keep my information confidential; thank you for providing a hotline option.
One specific example of MSU flouting the order was a zoom presentation that occurred after the
executive order was issued.(Our office is heavily funded with USDA Federal Smith-Lever dollars).
Recorded, Oct 2. at 1pm. This session railed against capitalism, calling it racist, demonized the United
States as racist, and touched on a plethora of other leftist themes with taxpayer dollars. The only thing it
didn't do was offer helpful suggestions
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Hello,
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I hope this is correct DOL email address for expressing my concerns. I'm a current employee at Nike, Inc.
and I want to formally notify the DOL about the current racial discrimination happening within the
company. Nike has currently adopted a program which includes a Diversity and Inclusion task force with
the sole purpose of hiring minority groups in the company(more specifically targeted at African
Americans). They have explicitly stated they will hire employees based solely on the color of their skin
w hich seems to be a clear violation of current labor laws. They have been passing over the best
candidate for the position in order to proceed with their agenda of specifically hiring minorities just
because of their race. Please let me know if there is additional information needed to open an
investigation into this matter. Thanks.
Your Complaint:
Please describe below what you think the employer did or didn't do that you believe caused
discrimination or retaliation, including:
1. What actions the employer took against you.
2. Why you believe those actions were based on your: race; color; religion; sex; sexual orientation;
gender identity; national origin; disability; veteran status; and/or inquiries about, discussions, or
disclosures of your pay or the pay of others; and/or in retaliation for filing a complaint, participating in
discrimination proceedings, opposing unlawful discrimination, or exercising any other rights protected by
OFCCP.
3. When the employer actions happened, where they happened, and who was involved.
4. What harm, if any, you or others suffered because of the alleged discrimination or retaliation.
5. What explanation, if any, your employer or people representing your employer offered for their
actions.
6. Who was in the same or similar situation as you and how t
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Optum / United HealthGroup Forced Biased Diversity/Inclusion
We just had a town hall where they pushed biased diversity and inclusion. How they are trying to hire
less straight white people and more diverse candidates.
Best Regards,

i
Lii
l

10/14/2020 9:46 AM

Named Complaints

(b)6

iii
i

i

SUNY Brockport
We are being forced to complete this training...
http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
On top of it, the administration knows that there is an executive order and is ignoring it until there is
guidance from SUNY.
Obviously, I am emailing from an alias because I don't want to be implicated in sending this complaint.
Thank you for standing up to these people, it is out of control!

10/14/2020 9:51 AM

Named Complaints

Antiracism training

Is this training, which includes exploring "what it means to be anti-black, white privilege, and Black Lives
Matter" in violation of the President's recent Executive Order? It appears to be at least partly funded by
a federal grant.
https://www.magellanofvirginia.com/media/6077/09-29-20-racial-trauma-and-incorporating-culturallysensitive-practices-webinar.pdf
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I am reaching out to report several forms of rampant racial and sexist discrimination in hiring at
Microsoft.
There are also blatant violations of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping;
requiring 'diversity and inclusion' training that promotes 'white guilt' anql.Rges so far as to require
activism toward specific 'diverse' causes in order to get promoted in thd(b)6 team.
The work environment at Microsoft is increasingly becoming more negative toward white males
(although Asian and Indian males are also discriminated against in hiring). I didn't know if I should call
the hotline, and the reporting form didn't really seem to let me include all info necessary, so I'm starting
here. I may try to fill out the complaint form and submit it too.
Here are some of the issues:

10/15/2020 7:48 AM

Named Complaints

1. My managers at Microsoft (within the (b).6Itea m)clarified Microsoft's definition of 'diverse
candidates'. Microsoft defines 'diverse candidates' as: female, black, Hispanic, or native Americ
Hello, I work for C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc. They're a Fortune 500 logistics company. I'm worried
they're violating the new Executive order about Diversity training by instituting a new company wide
mandatory unconscious bias training program to all employees.
With how large the company is (over 15,000 employees) I'm certain we have federal contracts that
would prohibit this training. I wanted to ask at work but fear reprisals and losing my job for not going
along with the narrative.

10/15/2020 8:05 AM

Named Complaints

Thank you
Hello,
Siemens is in violation of the executive order. Please see attached.
Thank you
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Hello,
You may want to be aware of communications at the library of Harvard University that may violate
recent OMB directives on diversity training. I do not know if the Harvard Library is a federal contractor
in any direct way, but the larger university is. I have attached screen shots of a draft definition of antiracism to be used in library training and strategy, along with the introductory email.
In this communication of a proposed definition, it says "In the absence of making antiracist choices, we
(un)consciously uphold aspects of white supremacy, white-dominant culture, and unequal institutions
and society. Being racist or antiracist is not about what you are, it is about what you do." It is unclear at
this point whether this will become official policy as written. Response to the call for feedback was
voluntary.
This email account will be deactivated and I will not respond to any inquiries.

10/15/2020 10:43
AM

Named Complaints

Hello,
Part I: Recovery from White Conditioning: Building Anti-Racist Practice and Community
https://practicetransformation.umn.edu/webinars/part-i-recovery-from-white-conditioning-buildinganti-racist-practice-and-community/

This should be addressed at the University of Minnesota.
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9/25/2020 9:13 AM

9/29/2020 6:46 AM

Co p lance A
ReqL est

Co p lance A
Re est

Please send me a sample purchase order/contract statement that would be compliant with the OFCCP
with the signing of the Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.
This is currently what we are using. 8. This contractor and subcontractor shall abide by the requirements
of 29 CFR 471, Appendix A to Subpart A, 41 CFR 60-1.7, 73 FR 67704; 41 CFR 60-1.4(a), 60-1.7, 60300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a). These regulations prohibit discrimination against qualified individuals based
on their status as protected veterans or individuals with disabilities, and prohibit discrimination against
all individuals based on their race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or national
origin. Moreover, these regulations require that covered prime contractors and subcontractors take
affirmative action to employ and advance in employment individuals without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability or veteran status.
Customer needs information on President Trump new Executive Order on Stereotyping.
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Good morning,
I have a posting question. The Executive Order Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping requires covered
contractors to post a notice relating to the contractor's commitments under the Executive Order. Do you
know when this poster will be available?

9/30/2020 9:13 AM
9/30/2020 12:01 PM

9/30/2020 6:53 PM

10/1/2020 2:36 PM

Compliance Assistance
Request
Compliance Assistance
Request
Compliance Assistance
Request

Compliance Assistance
Request

The Executive Order also mentions that this requirement applies to Government Contractors. What is
the difference between a government contractor and a federal contractor? Thank you for the
information!
Can you give me a sample purchase order/ contract statement acceptable under the new EO in race and
sex stereotyping?
Hello, I am wondering if the training my company is requiring all employees to take violates the new
order President Trump signed to prohibit divisive training. Is there someone I can talk to? (b)6: Sent
from my iPhone
Could you advise if examples of stereotypes and videos including examples of stereotypes are permitted
in diversity and inclusion training when they are used for awareness purposes of how many people think
of others who are different then themselves? I conduct a lot of unconscious bias training and do discuss
stereotypes but then offer reasons why biases and stereotypes are hurtful to others and how they
negatively impact decisions made in the workplace. I also then discuss things one can do to overcome
stereotypical thinking.
Also, can you give me a sample purchase order statement that would be compliant with this EO?
Customer had questions on the new Stereotyping Executive Order.
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Compliance Assistance
Request
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Marcus,
Which Division within OFCCP is responsible for enforcing the new executive order on racial and sex
stereotyping? And who heads that division these days?
Thanks.

b
10/2/2020 2:51 PM

Compliance Assistance
Request

D&I Complaint: Does this Executive Order affect tech companies? Or just agencies within the
government?
If it does affect tech companies, Cerner Corporation, who is doing a massive government contract with
the DoD and VA, is forcing us all to take Diversity and Inclusion training. Lots of materials about ONLY
White men and why we are the problem.

10/5/2020 11:19 AM
10/6/2020 11:01 AM

Compliance Assistance
Request
Compliance Assistance
Request

Anyway, let me know what you think. Thanks for your time!
iwants to know if the recent training being provided by Buncombe County HHS is in
L._ (b)6
violation of the EO on Combating Race and Ses Stereotyping. Her voicemail is attached.
Does executive 11246 apply to public schools in Washington state?

Sent from my iPhone
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Compliance Assistance
Request
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Regarding the new executive order regarding bias and sex stereotyping, will there be an official poster
for us to share?
Also, what exactly is the wording we need to include in our purchase orders and subcontracts?

10/14/2020 9:33 AM

Compliance Assistance
Request

Thank you!
Good Morning,
I've tried to do some research in order to get some answers to a few questions.
I not sure that this is a complaint, it's more in the area of information assurance.
If OFCCP Hot Line can, for myself and others answers to a few questions:
Is DOD excluded from Executive Order 13950?
Can civilian DOD federal employees be mandated to attend "mandatory" racial equality training/listening
sessions, under Executive Order 13950?
I'm told "Project Inclusion" or using the title "Listening Session" does not run afoul of the President's
executive order.(Ture or False?)
I hope I'm asking the correct department these questions, or that you might be able to point me to a
person/department that can.
I've attached some documents that I've been sent, after I've asked the Command Staff if this training is
compliant with Executive Order 13950.
Our employees have been told that this training/program/sessions are mandatory, and we are put in
groups of ten and scheduled for sessions until
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Diversity Training: This training is crucial to our country and our culture. How does cancelling this
training help us as a people?
It doesn't, it takes our country back decades.
Please take this back.
(b)6

9/30/2020 6:50 PM

OS

9

M r. President,
Everyone knows that whatever you call fake is real. Whatever you call a lie is the truth. Whatever you
accuse others of doing is what you've done. And whatever you make fun of others for saying by accident
only serves to deflect from what you say on purpose.
U NDISPUTABLE FACT: America IS an irredeemably racist and sexist country.
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Opposes EO 13950

riptio
Dear OFCCP,
In recent years, I have watched with great concern as a senior government official has repeatedly
engaged in vicious sexual and racial stereotyping. I am hoping that your agency will investigate this
official and thereby restore our American Pride & Greatness.
Here are a few of the things this official has said publicly:
*African nations are "shithole" countries.
*Latino people who migrate to the US from Mexico are "rapists and murderers."
*Women are happy to be grabbed by their "pussies."
* Laziness is a trait in blacks. It really is, I believe that."
"
Really, who knows how much the Japs will pay for Manhattan property these days?"
* Women:"You have to treat 'em like shit."
I am happy to provide more information for your investigation. The government official is named Donald
J. Trump, and he works at the White House.
Thank you for investigating.
Sincerely,

b)
10/7/2020 1:46 PM

Opposes E0 13950

Caller left a voicemail message opposing the new executive order.
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